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Agenda  

 

Scrutiny Committee 

  

 

This meeting will be held on: 

Date: Wednesday 8 June 2022 

Time: 6.00 pm  

Place: St Aldate's Room, Oxford Town Hall 

 

For further information please contact:  

Alice Courtney, Scrutiny Officer 

 01865 529834  DemocraticServices@oxford.gov.uk 

 

Members of the public can attend to observe this meeting and.  

 may register in advance to speak to the committee in accordance with the 
committee’s rules 

 may record all or part of the meeting in accordance with the Council’s protocol 

Information about speaking and recording is set out in the agenda and on the website 

Please contact the Committee Services Officer to register to speak; to discuss 
recording the meeting; or with any other queries.  

https://www.oxford.gov.uk/info/20236/getting_involved_at_council_meetings
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/1100/protocol_for_recording_at_public_meetings
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/info/20236/getting_involved_at_council_meetings
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Committee Membership 

Councillors: Membership 12: Quorum 4 substitutes are permitted.  

 

  

Councillor Lubna Arshad  

Councillor Nadine Bely-Summers  

Councillor Tiago Corais  

Councillor Barbara Coyne  

Councillor Lizzy Diggins  

Councillor Chris Jarvis  

Councillor Edward Mundy  

Councillor Lucy Pegg  

Councillor Mike Rowley  

Councillor Roz Smith  

Councillor Dr Christopher Smowton  

Councillor Marie Tidball  

 

Apologies and notification of substitutes received before the publication are shown 
under Apologies for absence in the agenda. Those sent after publication will be 
reported at the meeting. Substitutes for the Chair and Vice-chair do not take on these 
roles. 
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Agenda 
 

  Pages 

1   Election of Chair for the Council year 2022/23  

 The chair of the Scrutiny Committee must be an opposition councillor 
(Constitution Part 13.6).  

 

2   Election of Vice Chair for the Council year 2022/23  

 The vice chair can be from any political group.  

3   Apologies for absence  

4   Declarations of interest  

5   Chair's Announcements  

6   Minutes 9 - 16 

 Minutes from the meeting held on 05 April 2022 and the informal remote 
meeting of the members of the Scrutiny Committee held on 12 April 
2022 

Recommendation: That the minutes be approved as a true and 
accurate record. 

 

7   Scrutiny Operating Principles 2022/23 17 - 38 

 The Head of Law and Governance has submitted a report which seeks 
the Committee’s agreement to the adoption of a set of scrutiny 
operating principles for the 2022/23 Council year, the establishment of 
standing panels, the appointment of standing panel chairs and a 
proposed work plan to September 2022. The recommendations are set 
out in the report. 

 

8   Report of the Child Poverty Review Group 39 - 84 

 The Scrutiny Committee on 5 October 2021 agreed to establish a Child 
Poverty Review Group and to appoint Cllr Hosnieh Djafari-Marbini as 
chair. 

The Review Group has now concluded its work and has produced a 
report with 42 recommendations. Cllr Hosnieh Djafari-Marbini, Chair of 
the Child Poverty Review Group, has been invited to present the report. 

The Scrutiny Committee is recommended to approve the report for 
submission to Cabinet. 
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9   Waterways update 85 - 92 

 The Scrutiny Committee in 2021/22 commissioned a waterways update 
report from the Head of Community Services. 

Michael Woods, Oxford Waterways Coordinator, have been invited to 
present the report and answer questions. 

The Committee is recommended to note and comment on the report. 
The Committee may also wish to consider making recommendations to 
Cabinet. 

 

10   Oxford's Economic Strategy - Consultation Report and 
Recommendations 

93 - 268 

 Cabinet, at its meeting on 15 June 2022, will consider a report from the 
Director of Development on Oxford’s Economic Strategy.  

Cllr Susan Brown, Cabinet Member for Inclusive Economy and 
Partnerships, and Matt Peachey, Economic Development Manager, 
have been invited to present the report and answer questions. 

The Committee is asked to consider the report and may wish to make 
recommendations to Cabinet. 

 

11   City Centre Action Plan (Draft) - Consultation Report and 
Recommendations 

269 - 
448 

 Cabinet, at its meeting on 15 June 2022, will consider a report from the 
Head of Regeneration and Economy on the City Centre Action Plan.  

Cllr Imogen Thomas, Cabinet Member for Zero Carbon Oxford and 
Climate Justice, and Matt Peachey, Economic Development Manager, 
have been invited to present the report and answer questions. 

The Committee is asked to consider the report and may wish to make 
recommendations to Cabinet. 

 

12   Dates of future meetings  

 Scrutiny Committee 

 05 July 2022 

 02 August 2022 

 06 September 2022 

 11 October 2022 

 07 November 2022 

 05 December 2022 

 16 January 2023 
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 01 February 2023 

 06 March 2023 

 04 April 2023 

 

Standing Panels 

Housing & Homelessness: 04 July 2022; 06 October 2022; 03 
November 2022; 02 March 2023; 24 April 2023 

Finance & Performance: 07 July 2022; 07 September 2022; 07 
December 2022; 23 January 2023; 28 March 2023 

All meetings start at 6.00 pm. 
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Information for those attending 

Recording and reporting on meetings held in public 

Members of public and press can record, or report in other ways, the parts of the meeting 
open to the public. You are not required to indicate in advance but it helps if you notify the 
Committee Services Officer prior to the meeting so that they can inform the Chair and 
direct you to the best place to record.  

The Council asks those recording the meeting: 

 To follow the protocol which can be found on the Council’s website  

 Not to disturb or disrupt the meeting 

 Not to edit the recording in a way that could lead to misinterpretation of the 
proceedings. This includes not editing an image or views expressed in a way that may 
ridicule or show a lack of respect towards those being recorded. 

 To avoid recording members of the public present, even inadvertently, unless they are 
addressing the meeting. 

Please be aware that you may be recorded during your speech and any follow-up. If you 
are attending please be aware that recording may take place and that you may be 
inadvertently included in these. 

The Chair of the meeting has absolute discretion to suspend or terminate any activities 
that in his or her opinion are disruptive. 

Councillors declaring interests  

General duty 

You must declare any disclosable pecuniary interests when the meeting reaches the item 
on the agenda headed “Declarations of Interest” or as soon as it becomes apparent to you. 

What is a disclosable pecuniary interest? 

Disclosable pecuniary interests relate to your* employment; sponsorship (ie payment for 
expenses incurred by you in carrying out your duties as a councillor or towards your 
election expenses); contracts; land in the Council’s area; licenses for land in the Council’s 
area; corporate tenancies; and securities. These declarations must be recorded in each 
councillor’s Register of Interests which is publicly available on the Council’s website. 

Declaring an interest 

Where any matter disclosed in your Register of Interests is being considered at a meeting, 
you must declare that you have an interest. You should also disclose the nature as well as 
the existence of the interest. If you have a disclosable pecuniary interest, after having 
declared it at the meeting you must not participate in discussion or voting on the item and 
must withdraw from the meeting whilst the matter is discussed. 

Members’ Code of Conduct and public perception 

Even if you do not have a disclosable pecuniary interest in a matter, the Members’ Code of 
Conduct says that a member “must serve only the public interest and must never 
improperly confer an advantage or disadvantage on any person including yourself” and 
that “you must not place yourself in situations where your honesty and integrity may be 
questioned”. The matter of interests must be viewed within the context of the Code as a 
whole and regard should continue to be paid to the perception of the public. 

*Disclosable pecuniary interests that must be declared are not only those of the member her or himself but 
also those member’s spouse, civil partner or person they are living with as husband or wife or as if they were 
civil partners.  

https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/1100/protocol_for_recording_at_public_meetings


 

Minutes of a meeting of the  

Scrutiny Committee 

on Tuesday 5 April 2022  

 

Committee members present: 

None  

Officers present for all or part of the meeting:  

Tom Hudson, Scrutiny Officer 

Apologies: 

Councillor(s) Wade, Chapman, Corais, Djafari-Marbini, Dunne, Fry, Linda Smith, 
Smowton, Tidball, Thomas, Waite and Wolff sent apologies. 

  

113. Apologies  

Owing to the need to reschedule to an informal meeting via Zoom, all Councillors sent 
their apologies for this meeting. With no members in attendance after 15 minutes the 
meeting was therefore declared inquorate and no business was transacted.  

114. Declarations of interest  

115. Chair's Announcements  

116. Minutes  

117. Domestic Abuse Review Recommendations Update  

118. Reports for Approval  

119. Report back on recommendations and from Scrutiny Panel 
meetings  

120. Dates of future meetings  

 

The meeting started at 6.00 pm and ended at 6.15 pm 

 

Chair ………………………….. Date:  Tuesday 12 April 2022 
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When decisions take effect: 
Cabinet: after the call-in and review period has expired 
Planning Committees: after the call-in and review period has expired and the formal 

decision notice is issued 
All other committees: immediately. 
Details are in the Council’s Constitution. 
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Minutes of a meeting of the  

Scrutiny Committee 

on Tuesday 12 April 2022  

 

Committee members present: 

Councillor Wade (Chair) Councillor Chapman (Vice-Chair) 

Councillor Corais Councillor Djafari-Marbini 

Councillor Dunne Councillor Fry 

Councillor Smowton Councillor Tidball 

Councillor Thomas  

Officers present for all or part of the meeting:  

Liz Jones, Interim ASBIT Team Leader 
Tom Hudson, Scrutiny Officer 
Alice Courtney, Committee and Member Services Officer 

Also present: 

Councillor Louise Upton, Cabinet Member for a Safer, Healthy Oxford 

Apologies: 

Councillor(s) Linda Smith and Waite sent apologies. 

 

121. Declarations of interest  

There were no declarations of interest. 

122. Chair's Announcements  

The Committee agreed to take agenda item 5, Domestic Abuse Review 
Recommendations Update immediately after agenda item 3, Chair’s Announcements 
and then return to the items as listed. 

The Chair had no announcements, but invited the Scrutiny Officer to inform the 
Committee that this would be his last meeting as he was leaving the Council. The Chair 
and Committee congratulated the Scrutiny Officer on his new role and thanked him for 
his contributions to the work of the Committee. 

123. Domestic Abuse Review Recommendations Update  

Cllr Louise Upton, Cabinet Member for a Safer, Healthy Oxford introduced the report, 
which provided an update on the recommendations made by the Committee. In 
particular, she highlighted that: 

9
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 Most of the recommendations had been agreed by Cabinet and a substantial 
number were already completed.  

 The Council was working towards Domestic Abuse Housing Alliance (DAHA) 
Accreditation which would take a year or two to achieve and a number of the 
Committee’s recommendations would be completed as part of that process. 

 The Council had been awarded funding for two Domestic Abuse Housing Link 
Workers who would support complex domestic abuse cases through the housing 
pathway. 

Liz Jones, ASBIT Manager and Domestic Abuse Lead highlighted a number of points, 
including: 

 That the Council was taking a whole Council approach to Domestic Abuse 
support.  

 That the DAHA Accreditation sought to delve into every aspect of work the 
Council does with victims and perpetrators of Domestic Abuse, which was why 
the process was lengthy. 

 That, in relation to recommendation 3 (relating to Domestic Abuse perpetrator 
programmes) there was a perpetrator programme through Oxfordshire County 
Council Children’s Social Care which was piloting a whole family approach to 
supporting Domestic Abuse across the county. 

 That it was hoped extended support for perpetrators to address their behaviour 
would be achieved through the revised service specification for the tender for 
Domestic Abuse services in Oxfordshire. 

 That housing was a key issue for victims wanting to flee Domestic Abuse. The 
Council was bound by legislation but committed to taking a needs-based 
approach. 

 That the Council was committed to driving the Domestic Abuse support agenda 
forward, including work to better embed support for children. 

Cllr Tidball joined the meeting. 

The Scrutiny Officer advised that, given the next Cabinet meeting was due to take 
place tomorrow, there would not be enough time to produce formal written 
recommendations for consideration at that meeting. He said that the Committee should 
consider submitting any recommendations informally via the Cabinet Member.  

The Committee raised a number of points in relation to the update report, including: 

 Recommendation 14 – in response to a query about why this recommendation 
was not agreed by Cabinet, the ASBIT Manager and Domestic Abuse Lead 
confirmed that the Council was bound by legislation which prevented this 
recommendation being agreed.  

 Recommendation 15 – responding to questions, the ASBIT Manager and 
Domestic Abuse Lead said she felt the Council tenancy clauses regarding 
Domestic Abuse were strong enough, but said they could be strengthened 
further. The Committee asked if the clauses in Council tenancy agreements 
could be revisited. Cllr Upton added that she thought the recommendation was 
not agreed as the Council had no power to require private landlords to insert 
specific clauses into their tenancy agreements. 

Cllr Djafari-Marbini joined the meeting. 

10
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 Domestic Abuse training for officers – the ASBIT Manager and Domestic Abuse 
Lead said that the COVID-19 pandemic may have caused a lower turnout at 
officer training, but that additional sessions would be organised and the relevant 
officers would be mandated to attend. She added that this training could not be 
mandated for all officers across the Council, but provided reassurance that 
Managers were pushing attendance with relevant officers. 

 Explanations where recommendations were not agreed – the ASBIT Manager 
and Domestic Abuse Lead informed the Committee that she had removed 
explanations where recommendations were not agreed from the report to make 
it easier to read. 

 Recommendation 21 – the ASBIT Manager and Domestic Abuse Lead 
confirmed that opportunities for ESOL classes were perceived as a bigger 
problem than in reality and that was why recommendation 21 was only agreed in 
part. She confirmed that she would be doing more work in this area in due 
course. 

The Chair thanked Cllr Upton and the ASBIT Manager and Domestic Abuse Lead for 
attending to present the report. 

The Committee noted the contents of the report. 

Cllr Upton and the ASBIT Manager and Domestic Abuse Lead left the meeting and did 
not return. 

124. Minutes  

The Committee resolved to APPROVE the minutes of the extraordinary meeting held 
on 02 March 2022 and the minutes of the ordinary meeting held on 07 March 2022 as a 
true and accurate record. 

125. Reports for Approval  

The Scrutiny Officer introduced the following reports: 

 DSS Discrimination Motion Update 

 Tenant Involvement and Empowerment Report 

The Scrutiny Officer advised that progress against actions related to the DSS 
Discrimination Motion passed by Council was on track and all actions had been 
completed apart from the establishment of a tenants’ forum – although progress had 
been made. Following discussion, the Committee agreed that the tenants’ forum, once 
established, should be given the option to split into a Council tenants’ forum and a 
private tenants’ forum if it was felt appropriate by the forum itself, as there was 
recognition that the needs of each distinct group would be different. It was suggested 
that the management of the forum should be made aware of the potential tensions and 
differing needs between private and Council tenants so that conversations about 
splitting into two forums could be facilitated as the group developed. 

In relation to the Tenant Involvement and Empowerment Report, the Scrutiny Officer 
provided an overview of the key messages contained in the report and said that the 
Council was doing a lot of good work in this area. 

Cllr Corais joined the meeting. 

The Committee discussed the need to strengthen arrangements for tenants and 
suggested it would be good to have a tenant champion for different areas of the City 
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who knew the area and could support tenants with any issues (e.g. repairs). The 
Committee also discussed the use of language in Council reports and expressed a 
desire to move away from the use of corporate terms such as ‘client’ or ‘customer’ (as 
the Council was not a business) and instead use the term ‘resident’ and ‘Council’. In 
addition, concern was raised that contacting repair companies was difficult. It was also 
noted that the report highlighted younger generations were the least satisfied with the 
Council’s work. 

The Committee approved the following reports for submission to Cabinet: 

 DSS Discrimination Motion Update 

 Tenant Involvement and Empowerment Report (subject to 
client/customer/corporation references being amended to reflect ‘resident’ and 
‘Council’) 

 

126. Report back on recommendations and from Scrutiny Panel 
meetings  

The Chair presented the report on recommendations and asked the Committee for its 
views on whether it considered the ‘recommendations agreed/not agreed by Cabinet’ 
column in the recommendation reports was required and whether the Committee 
should look to develop a form of metric to replace the yes/no recording. 

Members advised that they thought the column was useful and added that one of the 
most valuable parts of the report was the explanation column for why the 
recommendation was agreed or not by Cabinet.  

In addition, Members said that it would be useful for future reports submitted to Scrutiny 
Committee for consideration if there was an indication of where the Committee was 
able to have input in terms of making recommendations, as there were some occasions 
where the Committee’s scope for making recommendations was limited and it would be 
useful to know this before reading the report. It was suggested that knowing where the 
Committee could have input would also help guide discussion at meetings. 

Cllr Chapman left the meeting and did not return. 

The Committee agreed to defer further discussion on these issues to the next meeting. 

The Committee noted the report back on recommendations. 

There was no report back on recent Scrutiny Panel meetings as the Chairs of the 
Housing & Homelessness Panel and Companies Scrutiny Panel were not present. 

127. Dates of future meetings for 2022/23  

The dates of future meetings were noted: 

 08 June 2022 

 05 July 2022 

 02 August 2022 

 06 September 2022 

 11 October 2022 

12
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 07 November 2022 

 05 December 2022 

 16 January 2023 

 01 February 2023 

 06 March 2023 

 04 April 2023 

Standing Panels 

Housing & Homelessness: 04 July 2022; 06 October 2022; 03 November 2022; 02 
March 2023; 24 April 2023 

Finance & Performance: 07 July 2022; 07 September 2022; 07 December 2022; 23 
January 2023; 28 March 2023 

It was noted that a decision as to whether the meeting on 08 June 2022 would be held 
in-person or remotely would be made nearer to the date of the meeting. 

The Chair thanked the Committee and officers for their contributions to the work of the 
Scrutiny Committee over the past year. 

 

The meeting started at 5.00 pm and ended at 6.02 pm 

 

Chair ………………………….. Date:  Wednesday 8 June 2022 

 

When decisions take effect: 
Cabinet: after the call-in and review period has expired 
Planning Committees: after the call-in and review period has expired and the formal 

decision notice is issued 
All other committees: immediately. 
Details are in the Council’s Constitution. 
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To: Scrutiny Committee 

Date: 08 June 2022 

Report of: Head of Law and Governance 

Title of Report:  Scrutiny Operating Principles and Standing Panel 
Arrangements 

 

Summary and recommendations 

Purpose of report: To adopt a set of operating principles for the Scrutiny Committee 
for the 2022/23 municipal year, establish standing panels and 
appoint standing panel chairs. 

Key decision: No 

Scrutiny Lead 
Member: 

Chair of the Scrutiny Committee 2022/23 

Corporate Priority: All 

Recommendations: That the Scrutiny Committee resolves to: 

1. Agree the proposed Committee Operating Principles for the 2022/23 municipal year, 
as set out in Appendix A. 

2. Agree to establish the following standing panels for the 2022/23 municipal year with 
the following remits and timeframes:  

i) Finance and Performance Panel – finance and budgetary issues and decisions, 
annual review of the Council’s budget, quarterly monitoring of finance and 
performance (including performance of the Council’s companies);  

ii) Housing and Homelessness Panel – strategic housing and landlord issues and 
decisions, homelessness, housing services performance and interaction with the 
Tenant’s Forum; 

iii) Companies Scrutiny Panel - executive decisions made in relation to any 
companies wholly or partly owned by the Council.  

or to agree to consider the establishment of alternative panels at a subsequent 
meeting. 

3. Agree the schedule of meetings as presented within the report. 

4. Agree the allocation of seats on standing panels to political groups for 2022/23 
(Finance and Performance Panel: 4, Companies Scrutiny Panel: 4, Housing and 
Homelessness Panel: 6, are recommended). 

5. Agree to appoint members and chairs of the Finance and Performance, Housing and 
Homelessness, and Companies Scrutiny Panels in accordance with nominations made 
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by political groups. 
 
Housing and Homelessness Panel:  

 
 

Finance and Performance Panel: 
 
Companies Scrutiny Panel: 

 

Cllr Dunne (Chair), Cllr Diggins, Cllr 
Fouweather, Cllr Nala-Hartley, Cllr Rawle, 
Cllr Sandelson 
Cllr Fry (Chair), Cllr Jarvis, Cllr Landell Mills, 
Cllr Latif 
Cllr Rowley (Chair), Cllr Fry, Cllr Landell 
Mills, Cllr Morris 

6. Agree  
i) The preliminary Work Plan covering the period to September 2022 as detailed in 

Appendix B; and  
ii) That Committee members will send ideas for topics for Scrutiny-commissioned 

reports to the Scrutiny Officer by e-mail for consideration at the Committee’s 05 
July meeting. 

Appendices  

Appendix A 

Appendix B 

Appendix C  

Draft Scrutiny Committee Operating Principles 

Preliminary work plan to September 2022 

List of suggested items for Scrutiny-commissioned reports 

Appendix D Scrutiny Guide for Councillors 

Introduction and background  

1. At the start of a new municipal year the Scrutiny Committee is asked to re-establish the 
key principles by which the Committee, and its standing panels and review groups, will 
operate. This provides clarity to Members, officers and the public about how Scrutiny 
will manage and organise its activities during the year. 
 

2. The Committee is able to delegate responsibility for scrutiny of certain issues to specific 
standing panels, which report back to the Committee with recommendations (where 
time allows). The Committee should consider whether it wishes to re-establish the 
previous standing panel arrangements, or establish different panels. As standing 
panels are established, it is recommended that the number of seats and political make-
up of the panels and membership is agreed, and the Chairs are appointed. 

Role of the Scrutiny Committee  

3. Scrutiny operates to provide democratic oversight and public assurance that the 
Council is carrying out its business effectively, and to act as a check and balance 
function to ensure that decisions are taken in the best interests of the people of Oxford. 
Scrutiny carries out research, reviews and hears from independent experts, as well as 
Council officers, making recommendations for service improvement where necessary. 
One focus of the Committee’s work is to hold the Cabinet to account but Scrutiny also 
pursues its own agenda by commissioning reports from officers on priority issues, 
assisting the Council in developing policy. As outlined in the Council’s Constitution, the 
Committee can:  
 

a) Develop and review policy: 

o Help Council and the Cabinet to develop policy by studying issues in 
detail 

o Carry out research and consultation on policy 
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o Consider and introduce schemes to involve the public in developing policy 

o Work with national, regional and local organisations to promote the 
interest of local people. 

b) Hold the Cabinet to account: 

o Review the performance and decisions of the Cabinet, and Council 
officers (but not decisions on individual planning or licensing applications) 

o Review the Council’s progress in achieving its policy aims and 
performance targets 

o Review the performance of individual services 

o Review executive decisions in respect of any companies wholly or partly 
owned by the Council and hold the shareholder to account for the 
performance of those companies (the decisions of Council-owned 
companies do not fall within the remit of the scrutiny committee).  

o Ask Cabinet members, and senior officers questions about their decisions 
and performance – these may be questions about general performance or 
about particular decisions and projects. 

c) Require senior officers and Cabinet members to attend meetings and answer 
questions  

d) Hold other public service providers to account (though there is no legal 
requirement for them to engage). 
 

4. Members of the Committee are encouraged to read the Scrutiny Guide for Councillors 
(Appendix D) which provides a detailed review of how the Committee operates, how to 
be effective as a scrutiny councillor, and the support and development opportunities 
available to members.  

Scrutiny Operating Principles 

5. The Council’s Constitution sets out the role and procedures of the Scrutiny Committee, 
as outlined above, but it is not prescriptive about how the Scrutiny function will be 
organised and managed. In previous years, the Committee has agreed a set of 
operating principles to govern key aspects of its work which are not covered by the 
Constitution. Key matters addressed in the document include: resource expectations, 
membership guidelines for panels and meeting frequency.  

6. The Operating Principles are designed as a reference document to guide the 
Committee’s work, and a draft set of principles for adoption are set out in Appendix A. 
The Committee may make revisions as it sees appropriate within the confines of the 
Constitution, relevant legislation and resource capacity. In which case, members are 
asked to discuss any proposed changes in advance with the Scrutiny Officer or to take 
advice at the meeting.  

7. The Committee is recommended to adopt the draft Operating Principles as outlined in 
Appendix A. These Operating Principles are broadly similar to those of previous years. 
The previous rule that chairs of standing panels and review groups must be members 
of the Scrutiny Committee has been amended to align with the Constitution (Part 8.2), 
which states that chairs of standing panels and review groups will be accountable to 
the Scrutiny Committee. 

Standing Scrutiny Panels 
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8. In previous years, the Committee has established Finance and Performance, Housing 
and Homelessness and Companies Scrutiny Panels to undertake detailed scrutiny of 
decisions and issues relevant to their remit. The reason being that small groups of 
members with an interest in these priority areas can build up specialist knowledge and 
insights and use these to produce better scrutiny outcomes. These Panels have a 
degree of discretion to manage their own work plans, but remain accountable to the 
Scrutiny Committee for their work. Where time permits, the standing panels will report 
to the Scrutiny Committee before their recommendations are submitted to the Cabinet. 
This will not normally be possible where the standing panels are making 
recommendations on Cabinet reports. 

9. The Committee is invited to agree the remits of standing panels for the year and is 
recommended to re-establish the Finance and Performance Panel, Housing and 
Homelessness Panel and Companies Scrutiny Panel. However, following a review of 
the Council’s governance arrangements for its companies, the intention is that the 
Companies Scrutiny Panel will operate differently this year. 

10. Previously, the Companies Scrutiny Panel met a few days prior to the Shareholder and 
Joint Venture Group (SJVG) to consider the reports going to the Shareholder meeting. 
The Panel’s views were submitted through a report or, latterly, in-person attendance at 
the SJVG meeting. The recommendation this year is that the SJVG and Companies 
Scrutiny Panel hold ‘simultaneous meetings’. For all intents and purposes, this would 
operate as one meeting for the membership of the SJVG and Companies Scrutiny 
Panel with combined agendas and minutes. It is suggested that having Scrutiny 
members ‘in the room’ at SJVG meetings is a more effective and efficient way of 
providing Scrutiny oversight of the shareholder function. Members’ attention is brought 
to the fact that a reduction in membership from the current six to four is suggested in 
order to prevent the combined membership from being too large.  

11. There may be occasions where Scrutiny does want to look at a specific element of a 
company’s work, which is not covered by the SJVG. Last year, for example, Scrutiny 
commissioned a report on tree management, a function undertaken by ODS. This new 
arrangement does not preclude Scrutiny from doing so but any such reports would be 
considered at additional meetings held separately to SJVG meetings.  

12. The simultaneous SJVG and Companies Scrutiny Panel meetings will not be clerked by 
the Scrutiny Officer. This means that there is additional capacity within the Scrutiny 
function for other things. There are a total of six simultaneous meetings of the SJVG 
and Companies Scrutiny Panel scheduled. If one is given over for the purposes of 
Scrutiny commissioned reports related to the companies (para. 11), capacity for five 
meetings remains. It is anticipated that the Committee will have capacity for an 
additional review group focused on a priority topic of the Committee’s choosing.  

13. After agreeing which standing panels to establish, the Committee is recommended to 
appoint Chairs of these Panels and agree their full membership. The proposed 
Operating Principles stipulate that four or six councillors should sit on these panels, and 
that panel membership will be cross-party as follows: 

 4 members (2 Labour, 1 Lib Dem, 1 Green) 

 6 members (3 Labour, 2 Lib Dem and 1 Green)  
 

14. The quorum for standing panels is two members for panels of four, and three for panels 
of six. If the quorum is not reached, some Cabinet reports may pass without formal 
cross-party scrutiny, and other items may need to be delayed.  

15. A further issue for the Scrutiny Committee to consider regarding standing panels is 
whether they should be held virtually, in-person or as hybrid meetings – noting that it is 
now Council practice that most officers may attend in-person meetings virtually. Given 18



that these meetings are not formal Committees of the Council, standing panels have 
the flexibility to choose to be virtual should they wish. Last year all Panel meetings 
were held virtually.  

16. The Members Allowances Scheme allocates a Special Responsibility Allowance 
equivalent to 25% of the Basic Allowance (£1,311 in 2022/23) to a maximum of two 
standing panel chairs, on the basis that panels meet at least five times a year. This 
Special Responsibility Allowance is to reflect the additional responsibility of standing 
panel chairs.  

Schedule of meetings 

17. Members of the Committee are invited to take note of the schedule of meetings for the 
remainder of the municipal year and to diarise these where necessary: 

Scrutiny Finance and 
Performance 

Housing and 
Homelessness 

Companies 

08 June 22 

05 July 22 

02 Aug 22 

06 Sept 22 

11 Oct 22 

07 Nov 22 

05 Dec 22 

16 Jan 23 

01 Feb 23 

06 Mar 23 

04 Apr 23 

 

07 July 22 

 

07 Sept 22 

 

 

07 Dec 22 

23 Jan 23 

 

28 Mar 23 

 

04 July 22 

 

 

06 Oct 22 

03 Nov 22 

 

 

 

02 Mar 23 

24 Apr 23 

22 June 22 

28 July 22 

 

 

 

02 Nov 22 

08 Dec 22 

 

 

01 March 23 

27 Apr 23 

 

Alternative options for Standing Panels 

18. The Committee is not required to reappoint the recommended standing panels, and it 
may choose to appoint panels with different remits.  

19. If the Committee decides to set up different standing panel arrangements, the Scrutiny 
Officer will liaise with the Scrutiny Committee Chair and return to the next available 
meeting with a revised proposal for agreement. Consideration would need to be given 
to the organisation’s capacity to support the number and remits of standing panels. 

Co-Option  

20. The Scrutiny Committee has the right to co-opt members as non-voting members under 
the Local Government Act 2000 (section 9FA(4)). Section 13.3 of the Council’s 
constitution allows the Scrutiny Committee to ‘appoint non-voting co-opted members to 
serve for a specific policy review or until the next annual Council.’ 

21. The membership of the Housing and Homelessness Panel has included a co-opted 
tenant since the panel was first established in 2013. The most recent tenant co-optee 
has decided to take a step back so the Housing and Homelessness Panel will 
recommend the appointment of a different tenant to a future meeting of the Scrutiny 
Committee. Last year, the Housing and Homelessness Panel also invited Tenant 
Ambassadors, involved with the Council’s Tenant Involvement Team, to participate. 
Following the Council’s DSS Discrimination motion passed by Council in July 2021 the 19



Panel will also be hosting twice a year the Tenants’ Forum, established from this 
motion.  

Scrutiny Commissioned reports 

22. As referenced above, Scrutiny has the power to commission its own reports. However, 
it should be recognised that doing so is significantly more resource-intensive for officers 
than presenting a report which is already being written for Cabinet. The draft Scrutiny 
Operating Principles recognises this, stating that ‘items will be taken forward as 
resources allow, and the Committee must provide officers with sufficient notice and 
guidance on what they are requesting to consider, mindful of the impact on resources 
and the constraints of the organisation. The Scrutiny Committee and its standing 
panels will provide as much notice as is possible when commissioning reports from 
Council officers (minimum 8 weeks).’ As a guideline, to allow time for consideration of 
reports in sufficient depth whilst maintaining timely meetings of Scrutiny and its 
standing panels, each meeting will aim to have three reports for consideration. Being 
mindful of resource implications of Scrutiny-commissioned reports, it is recommended 
that the Committee seeks to average not more than one Scrutiny-commissioned report 
per meeting over the municipal year.  

23. The decision for the report topics Scrutiny would like to commission is expected to be 
made at the meeting on 05 July 2022. In preparation for that, the Committee is 
recommended to agree that ideas from Members will be sent to Democratic Services 
by e-mail for collation outside the meeting. 

24. Attached to this report at Appendix B is a draft Work Plan to August 2022, which 
provides a recommended Work Plan until that date, which will enable items to be 
considered until such point as the Committee has had time to organise its own priorities 
for the remainder of the year.  

25. Attached to this report at Appendix C is a list of suggestions already made; these are 
comprised of suggestions by last year’s Council Members, senior staff, and recurring 
Scrutiny-commissioned reports. 
 

 

Report author Alice Courtney 

Job title Scrutiny Officer 
Service area or department Law and Governance 
Telephone  01865 529834  
e-mail  acourtney@oxford.gov.uk  

 

Background Papers: None 
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Scrutiny Committee Operating Principles 2022/23 
 

Meeting Arrangements 
 

1. At least 10 Committee meetings will be scheduled each year to match the 
Cabinet meeting cycle. This is to enable pre-decision scrutiny of decisions to be 
taken at the next Cabinet meeting.   
  

2. All public addresses and councillor contributions will be directed through the 
Chair. Public addresses will be limited to five minutes each. 

 
3. The Scrutiny Committee will hold the Cabinet and Senior Officers to account 

publicly at committee meetings. 
 

4. The Chair will report regularly to Council on the work of the Scrutiny Committee. 
The Committee may also produce an annual report. 
 

Standing Panels and Review Groups 
 

5. The Scrutiny Committee will set Standing Panels and Review Groups each year 
to consider selected issues in more detail. 
 

6. Standing Panels will hold meetings throughout the year, and consider quarterly 
performance reports, executive decisions and other issues within their remit.  
 

7. Review Groups will be formed to undertake issue led and time bound ‘task and 
finish’ reviews of specific issues, before concluding their work with a report and 
recommendations, usually to the Cabinet.  

 
8. Review Group and Standing Panel meetings will be held in public or private as 

the meeting business dictates. 
 

9. Standing Panel and Review Group Chairs will be accountable to the Scrutiny 
Committee and can be from any political group. Panel Chairs will be elected at 
the first meeting of the Committee in the municipal year. Review Group Chairs 
will be elected by the Committee when the groups are established.  

 
10. Standing Panels will meet approximately 5 times each year. Review Groups will 

meet as often as is required for them to conclude their work. The Scrutiny 
Committee will oversee the work of Review Groups to ensure they do not 
overrun unduly.  
 

11. The Scrutiny Committee will commission and scope the work of Standing 
Panels and Review Groups and therefore has final agreement on their 
recommendations. There may be occasions where this is not possible and 
standing panel reports will go directly to the Cabinet.  

 
12. In any given year, the organisation ordinarily has capacity to support either: 

a) 2 Standing Panels and 3 Review Groups; or 
b) 3 Standing Panels and 2 Review Groups 

 
13. No substitutions will be allowed on Standing Panels or Review Groups. This is 

to provide continuity of membership given the focused nature of their work. 
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14. Chairs of Standing Panels and Review Groups will report back to the 
Committee on progress and outcomes. They will also be invited to present their 
reports and recommendations to the Cabinet. 
 

15. The quorum for standing panels and review groups shall be two councillors for 
panels of four, and three councillors for panels of six. 

 
Political Balance 
 

16. The Chair of the Scrutiny Committee must be a member of the opposition, and 
the Vice-Chair can be from any political group. 
 

17. The membership of Standing Panels and Review Groups will be set by the 
Scrutiny Committee and drawn from all non-executive members. Group 
secretaries will be asked to nominate members to any such groups for 
agreement by the Committee. 

 
18. Standing Panels and Review Groups are not required to reflect the Council’s 

make up, but the Committee will use the following cross-party principle guide for 
appointment:  

 
4 members: 2 Labour, 1 Lib Dem, 1 Green 
6 members: 3 Labour, 2 Lib Dem, 1 Green 

 
The Scrutiny Work Plan 
 

19. The Work Plan will consist of a number of issues for consideration informed by 
consultation with all councillors and senior officers. Guidance criteria for 
prioritising work will be provided by the Scrutiny Officer, but the Committee is 
responsible for agreeing its Work Plan. 
 

20. The Work Plan will be reviewed at every meeting and adjusted to reflect the 
wishes of the Committee and take account of changes to the Forward Plan of 
executive decisions.  
 

21. Items will be taken forward as resources allow, and the Committee must 
provide officers with sufficient notice and guidance on what they are requesting 
to consider, mindful of the impact on resources and the constraints of the 
organisation. The Scrutiny Committee and its Panels will provide as much 
notice as is possible when commissioning reports from council officers 
(minimum 8 weeks). 
 

22. The management of the Work Plan will be with the whole Committee, with the 
Chair and Vice-Chair taking an organisational role between meetings. 
 

23. Individual members of the Scrutiny Committee, or any 4 other members of the 
Council (who are not members of the Council’s executive), will be able to put an 
item on the agenda of a Scrutiny Committee. All Councillor Calls for Action and 
Call-Ins will be considered at a public meeting of the Committee. 

 
24. Members of the public can also suggest a topic for the Work Plan. Suggestions 

can be submitted in person or via the Council’s Work Plan Suggestion Form.  
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Co-option 
 

25. At the discretion of the Committee, residents and other specialists may be co-
opted as non-voting members of the Committee, Standing Panels and Review 
Groups, as the subject matter dictates for a period ending no later than the day 
of the first meeting of the next council year. The Committee may discontinue an 
appointment at any time.  
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Proposed Scrutiny Work 
Schedule 

June 2022 to September 2022 

 

June 2022 – confirmed reports 

Committee/Panel Meeting date Reports 

Scrutiny Committee 08 June Scrutiny Operating Principles 
2022/23 

Waterways update 

Food Strategy 

Oxford Economic Strategy 

Oxford City Centre Action Plan 

Companies Scrutiny 
Panel 

22 June – meeting 
of the Shareholder 
and Joint Venture 
Group 

Business of the Shareholder and 
Joint Venture Group (members of 
the Companies Scrutiny Panel are 
invited to attend and participate) 

 

July 2022 – provisional reports 

Committee/Panel Meeting date Reports 

Scrutiny Committee 05 July Oxford City Council Safeguarding 
Report 2020/21 

Oxford City Council Electric Vehicle 
Infrastructure Strategy 

Transport Core Schemes - Oxford 
City Council's position 

Scrutiny work plan 2022/23 

Companies Scrutiny 
Panel 

28 July – meeting of 
the Shareholder and 
Joint Venture Group 

Business of the Shareholder and 
Joint Venture Group (members of 
the Companies Scrutiny Panel are 
invited to attend and participate) 

Finance and 
Performance 

07 July Financial Outturn Report (Integrated 
Performance Report for Q4) 
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Council budget process update 

Housing and 
Homelessness 

04 July No business – consider re-
scheduling for September to 
consider the Cabinet report on the 
Draft Housing, Homelessness and 
Rough Sleeping Strategy. 

 

August 2022 – provisional meeting 

Committee/Panel Meeting date Reports 

Scrutiny Committee 02 August No business – provisional meeting in 
case there are any Cabinet reports 
Scrutiny wishes to consider in 
August. 

 

September 2022 – provisional reports 

Committee/Panel Meeting date Reports 

Scrutiny Committee 06 September Grant Allocations to Community & 
Voluntary Organisations 2022/23 

Draft Housing, Homelessness and 
Rough Sleeping Strategy 

Scrutiny Committee TBC Site visit to the Covered Market 

Finance and 
Performance 

07 September Council Tax Reduction Scheme for 
2023/24 

Integrated Performance Report for 
Q1 

Treasury Management Annual 
Report 2021/22 
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Appendix C 

Current Suggestions for 2022/23 Scrutiny Work Plan 

 

Councillor suggestions received to date 

 Covered Market – site visit 

 Waterways update 

 Impact of moving to a single area planning committee 

 Oxfordshire Plan 2050 

 Tenants’ Forum 

 

Regular/standard items 

 Scrutiny-commissioned performance reports  

 Housing performance 

 Climate Emergency Review Group update 

 Tourism Review Group update 

 Domestic Abuse Review Group update 

 Social Impact in Procurement 

 

Cabinet items on the Forward Plan to September 2022 (officer suggestions) 

 Oxford Economic Strategy (June) 

 Oxford City Centre Action Plan (June) 

 Oxford City Council Safeguarding Report 2020/21 (July) 

 Oxford City Council Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Strategy (July) 

 Transport Core Schemes - Oxford City Council's position (July) 

 Financial Outturn Report (Integrated Performance Report for Q4) (July) 

 Council budget process update (July) 

 Grant Allocations to Community & Voluntary Organisations 2022/23 (Sept) 

 Draft Housing, Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy (Sept)  

 Council Tax Reduction Scheme for 2023/24 (Sept)  

 Integrated Performance Report for Q1 (Sept) 

 Treasury Management Annual Report 2021/22 (Sept) 
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Scrutiny: A Practical Guide for Councillors  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is Scrutiny? 
The Local Government Act 2000 brought about significant changes in the way that 
Local Authority decision making takes place; principally, it mandated the establishment 
of Cabinets and scrutiny committees. Previously, Local Authorities ran a committee 
system of decision making which delegated decisions to service specific committees.  
 
However, a 1998 Audit Commission report concluded that these arrangements were 
inefficient, lacked leadership and public transparency. The 2000 Act directed that all first 
and second tier authorities move to an executive model of decision making. This 
required the separation of executive (Cabinet) and scrutiny functions, where decision 
making was centralised into cabinets and scrutiny committees were established to hold 
them to account.  
 

What is the role of the Scrutiny Committee? 
Oxford City Council’s Scrutiny Committee is comprised of 12 cross-party councillors 
who are not members of the Cabinet. Their role is to carry out a ‘check and balance’ 
and ‘critical friend’ function to the Board by reviewing policies, decisions and key issues 
affecting residents. 
 
Scrutiny operates to provide public assurance that the Board is carrying out its business 
effectively, and taking decisions in the best interests of the residents of Oxford. To 
provide this assurance, the Committee carries out research, reviews and hears from 
independent experts, making recommendations for service improvement where 
necessary.  
 
The Committee does not have any decision making powers, but it can make 
recommendations to the Board arguing for change and service improvement, and it can 
delay decisions for further scrutiny through the power of call-in (see call-in section). The 
expectation is that well-reasoned, evidence based and logical recommendations made 
in public will compel the Board to reconsider its decisions. The Board is required to 
provide a written response to Committee recommendations within two 
months, setting out whether it agrees or disagrees with the 
recommendations.  
 
 

Scrutiny: 

A Practical Guide for Councillors 
 

“Overview and scrutiny is potentially the most exciting and powerful element of the 
entire local government modernisation process… Overview and scrutiny is the 
mechanism by which councils can achieve active community leadership, good 

governance and by which councillors can become powerful and influential 
politicians.” 

Officer of the Deputy Prime Minister – 2002 
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Scrutiny: A Practical Guide for Councillors  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
How does the Committee prioritise its work? 
The fundamental role of scrutiny is to achieve positive outcomes for local people by 
undertaking a targeted and thorough examination of the Council’s service to residents. 
However, it is not possible to examine every service in detail, so the Committee must 
prioritise and plan its work. The Committee agrees an annual schedule of work each 
June which is kept under review throughout the year, and officers and members are 
invited to put forward ideas.  An effective work programme will: 

 strictly prioritise key issues 

 clearly outline the purpose of why items are being considered 

 limit the number of update reports and reports for noting 

 ensure that agendas are realistic and not ‘too busy’ 

 deploy a combination of scrutiny types (pre / post scrutiny, external and internal)  

 provide attendees with sufficient notice to prepare for meetings 

 establish review groups or panels to undertake detailed work. 

At Oxford City Council, the Committee is encouraged to use the ‘TOPIC’ scoring criteria 
as a guide for prioritising issues for the work plan: 

Timely Is the need for a review timely and not duplicated elsewhere? 

Oxford Priority Is the issue featured in the Council’s Corporate Plan? 

Public Interest Is the issue of significant public interest?  

Influence Is the Committee realistically able to influence the issue? 

Cost Is the issue an area of high expenditure or savings? 

 

 

The role of the Scrutiny Committee is to: 
 
Review and Develop Policy - Reviewing existing policy to ensure it remains fit for 
purpose, and contributing to the development of new policies before they are 
implemented. Monitoring policy implementation may also take place. 
 
Scrutinise externally - Examining how external organisations contribute to the 
benefit of the City and recommend ways to improve their contributions. Notably, 
there are limitations to the level of influence over external organisations, and 
reputational and relationship risks. 
 
Hold the Cabinet to account - Scrutinising decisions of the Board either before or 
after they are implemented, to ensure that the right decisions are made at the right 
time, and in an open and transparent way. 
 
Reflect the concerns of the public - Promoting the views of the public through 
scrutiny and engaging with a diverse range of issues and people.  The Committee 
Work Plan should reflect the concerns and aspirations of local people. 
 
Challenge performance - Reviewing the performance of council services to ensure 
they provide value for money and are meeting targets. 
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What are Review Groups?  
In some instances, the Scrutiny Committee may consider it more effective to establish a 
small group to carry out a review, where it would be impractical for the whole committee 
to be involved. The work of a review group should be focussed, time limited, and carry 
out in depth research and scrutiny in the interest of developing recommendation for 
service improvement. Often, review groups will seek the help of external experts to help 
inform their work. Members of these groups should have the interest and time to commit 
to undertake in-depth scrutiny. Review group meetings are not bound by the same 
rights of public access to meetings, but will usually be held in public. Chairs should be 
Scrutiny members, but the remaining membership can be from across the council.   

What are the stages of a Scrutiny Review?  
The 5 stages of a scrutiny review are outlined below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What are Scrutiny Panels? 
In addition to carrying out time limited scrutiny reviews, the Scrutiny Committee can also 
establish yearly standing panels, to help manage its workload. In previous years, the 
Committee has opted to establish three Panels; Finance, Housing and Companies. 
Each Panel is tasked with scrutinising decisions related their delegated area, and 
reporting back to the Scrutiny Committee with recommendations. The membership of 
these Panels is made up of between three and six members, and only the 
Chair is required to be a member of the Scrutiny Committee. Regular 
agenda items for these Panels include annual and quarterly performance 
reports. These meetings are also minuted and open to the public.   
 

Scoping: The scoping of a scrutiny review is fundamental to the effectiveness of the 
review process. This starts with identifying outputs and objectives, and clarifying what 
members hope to achieve. It also considers what evidence is needed, the timeframe 
for the review, who should be involved and any publicity.  

Reviewing evidence: Once all of the evidence has been gathered, it then needs to be 
reviewed. This is where members take stock and assess the evidence, and decide if 
enough information is available to draw reasonable conclusions and recommendations. 

Evidence gathering: Evidence is gathered in accordance with the review scope. This 
principally involves speaking with experts, but could also involve site visits, consultation 
exercises, examining performance, desktop research and holding public workshops. 

Reporting and recommendations: The Scrutiny Officer, in consultation with the 
Chair, will produce a detailed report on the review group’s work, outlining the rationale 
for its conclusions and recommendations. Following endorsement from the Scrutiny 
Committee, recommendations will be put to the Board for a written response.    

Monitoring and evaluation: Although responsibility for the implementation any 
accepted recommendation rests with the Board and officers, it is essential that the 
Scrutiny Committee monitors progress usually at 6 or 12 month intervals.  
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How can Scrutiny add value? 
Scrutiny is solution and improvement focussed. It provides the Council with an 
additional resource to help evaluate and develop policy, and provides assurance that 
decisions are taken in the best interest of residents. It involves the voices of the public, 
independent experts and stakeholders that might otherwise not be involved in the 
Council’s strategy and policy development. It provides officers and the Board with 
detailed feedback on proposed decisions and council services, and operates as an early 
stage sounding board to confirm broader member buy-in to important decisions. The 
Committee will look to make evidence based recommendations in the interest of 
improving services.  
 

What do effective recommendations look like? 
The Centre for Public Scrutiny advocates that recommendations must be evidence-
based, specific and realistic enough to be implemented. They should have a clear focus 
on outcomes and advocate for a measurable change. Crucially, recommendations must 
be accompanied by a robust argument with evidence from a variety of sources to 
support them, to ensure they are compelling.  Where possible, recommendations should 
be developed in partnership with other interested parties, and should take account of 
the Council’s financial situation. Recommendations should avoid being open-ended and 
vague to ensure that their implementation can be objectively measured in the long term.  

Who is involved in Scrutiny? 
 

The role of the Chair and Vice-Chair: 

 the Chair leads the Scrutiny Committee and presides over its meetings 

 the Vice-Chair supports the Chair and deputises in their absence 

 the management of the Work Plan is with the whole Committee but the Chair and 
Vice-Chair take an “organisational role” between meetings 

 the Chair updates Full Council about the work of the Committee. 
 

The role of all Scrutiny Members: 

 to contribute to the Work Plan and participate at Scrutiny Committee meetings 

 to think strategically about City-wide issues, using local knowledge 

 to be mindful of and actively seek community views 

 to be questioning, deliberative and evidence based 

 to be robust and constructive in challenging; not oppositional. 
 

The role of the Scrutiny Officer: 

 to support all the work of scrutiny and to co-ordinate its Work Plan, 

 to provide policy advice and best practice guidance 

 to prepare and support witnesses attending the Committee 

 to draft reports and recommendations on behalf of the Committee 

 to act as a champion for scrutiny within the organisation. 
 

The role of the Committee and Member Services Officer: 

 to clerk Scrutiny meetings 

 to prepare the meeting agenda and minutes 

 to provide advice on procedural and constitutional issues 

 to provide other general support 

 to act as champion for members within the organisation. 
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Scrutiny: 

A Practical Guide for Councillors 

 

What is Call-in?  
Call-in is a formal process which allows councillors to query a Cabinet decision. Call-in 
provides an opportunity for the Scrutiny Committee to review a decision of the Board, or 
a key decision taken by an officer, before it is implemented. A decision can be called in 
by any four members or the chair of the Scrutiny Committee. A special meeting will then 
be convened within 10 days to consider the decision, and the relevant Board Member 
will be invited to explain the reasons for the decision. The Committee can choose to 
make recommendations back to the Board, or it may be satisfied and accept the 
decision. Call-in is not used lightly, but may prove influential in ensuring that unheard 
concerns have been taken into account.  
 

What support is available to me? 
The Scrutiny Officer is the lead officer responsible for ensuring that members of the 
Committee receive the support they need in order to be effective in their role. Each 
year, new and returning committee members will be offered an informal 1-2-1 induction 
meeting with the Scrutiny Officer. This meeting can also be used to discuss personal 
development needs, explore how the Committee can be most effective in the new year, 
and reflect on the work of previous years. The Scrutiny Officer will be available year 
round to support the Scrutiny Committee, Panels and Review Groups, and all council 
members, together with the wider Committee and Member Services Team.  
 
There is also a variety of external training and development opportunities open to all 
members. These courses are particularly useful for networking with other local 
authorities, and understanding how others carry out scrutiny. Committee members will 
find courses run by the Centre for Public Scrutiny and the Local Government 
Association useful, and the Scrutiny Officer will send out prompts throughout the year 
for upcoming sessions. There is also a small budget for short courses, but approval is 
needed from your group leader.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Email: democraticservices@oxford.gov.uk   
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Foreword by the Chair  
The issue of Child Poverty was identified as a particular concern 
by the Scrutiny Committee as early as September 2021, at a 
time when key drivers of concern included the removal of 
COVID-related supports such as the furlough scheme, £20 uplift 
to Universal Credit and inflation running at 3%. Since then, this 
situation has become far more acute with the dramatic increases 
in the cost of living.  
 
Despite Oxford City’s general affluence, child poverty has 
remained persistent over the last decades. In 2019, 29% of 
children in Oxford lived below the poverty line, affecting 
approximately 9 children in every classroom of 30. The majority 
(70% nationally) of these children live in working families where 
unaffordable housing and low wage poor quality jobs have now 
combined with the rising cost of heating and food, making life 

miserable for the city’s poorest residents. Similar patterns are seen nationally, with 3.9 
million children living in poverty in the UK in 2020-21 – a figure predicted to rise and one 
which seems inconceivable in the sixth richest economy in the world.  
 
It is almost impossible to list exhaustively the negative consequences on children of growing 
up in poverty. Poorer health outcomes, lower educational attainment and earnings, and 
higher entrapment in the criminal justice system are pervasive themes which resonate into 
adulthood. These effects are even more obvious when poverty is combined with coming 
from a racially minoritised background or suffering from mental ill health. The dramatic 
increases in the cost of living over the last year mean not only that many, many more 
children are facing poverty, but that those already in poverty are facing acute curtailments to 
the most basic life needs, having to choose between heating and eating, let alone engaging 
in more ‘discretionary’ activity such as learning or social participation; causing life-long 
scarring and stigmatisation.   
 
It is a common mistake, however, in discourse over child poverty to focus exclusively on the 
negative consequences of child poverty in the future. In the words of Baroness Lister of 
Burtersett, Honorary President of the Child Poverty Action Group, children should be valued 
and cared for as “beings” rather than “becomings”. Children and families in poverty are 
facing suffering and unhappiness which requires intervention in the present. 
Disempowerment and having to rely on others is frustrating and embarrassing in the 
present, not just because it curtails future development. The stigma of poverty is one of 
many compelling reasons for universal and “cash first” approaches being most favoured, 
according to evidence presented to the committee.  
 
The struggles which accompany not having sufficient resources to engage in society on the 
same basis as everybody else are of concern right now, and seek immediate repose. The 
human rights of all children including asylum seeking children, enshrined in the United 
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), includes the right to expressing 
opinions and being listened to. Ironically, in the discourse around poverty, the voices of 
children and families living in poverty are relegated to the margins. Limited testimony, when 
available, has revealed the devastating impact: “Poverty feels like a tangled web that you 
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can never escape”1 and “makes me feel sad when mum says we haven’t got much money 
but I’m OK with it and have to support my mum”2. 
 
It is, nonetheless, heartening to know that the Council’s initiatives around tackling 
inequalities are preventing much greater suffering - many of which were recommended by 
the Scrutiny Committee’s 2015 Combatting Inequality report. These have included a 
comprehensive Council Tax Reduction scheme, sustained support for the city’s advice 
centres, work on the Oxford Living Wage and the Council’s Housing Strategy. 
 
Yet, in addressing the roots causes of poverty, there is a need for a stronger and more 
unified stance and action across the city’s major institutions. Embedding the Socio-economic 
Duty, for example, would help to tackle the negative underlying circumstances which will 
otherwise continue to cause further suffering in the future. Working in unison, Oxford’s 
institutions could act as anchors and develop a greater capacity to ensure all our 
communities and children thrive in the here and now and the days to come.  
  
Councillor Dr Hosnieh Djafari-Marbini, Chair of the Child Poverty Review Group  

                                            
1
 ATD Fourth World - Oxford University, January 2019 

2
 Milton Keynes Child Poverty Commission led by Naomi Eisenstadt 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

 
1. This report is intended to provide a considered and independent opinion on what the 

Council and its partners could do to improve the lives of children and young people in 
poverty within the City, and to prevent more children experiencing it. The report sets out 
the work undertaken by the Review Group, together with their conclusions and 
recommendations to the Council’s main decision-making body, the Cabinet. Each 
recommendation is supported by a narrative based on the discussions of the Review 
Group at each of its meetings. 

 
2. The Child Poverty Review Group has a cross-party membership comprising the 

following City Councillors: 
 

 Councillor Dr Hosnieh Djafari-Marbini (Chair)  

 Councillor Lucy Pegg 

 Councillor Ajaz Rehman 

 Councillor Liz Wade 

 Councillor Dick Wolff also attended as a substitute for Councillor Pegg for some 
meetings. 

 
3. This report will be presented to the Council’s Scrutiny Committee for endorsement on 08 

June, and subsequently to the Cabinet. Due to the breadth and importance of the issues 
touched on by the review it is not anticipated that there will be an immediate response 
from Cabinet. It is often the case that there is no Cabinet meeting in August, meaning a 
response is anticipated for Cabinet’s September meeting. 

 
4. The Review Group would like to place on record its thanks to all of the people who 

contributed to the review, which has enabled the recommendations in the report to be 
made. The City is fortunate to have a wealth and diversity of people who are committed 
to addressing this pressing issue and who have been most generous with their time. 
Particular thanks goes to Oxford and District Action on Child Poverty for their immense 
help throughout the process, from identifying key speakers to preparing much of the 
background.  
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Chapter 2: Methodology 
 
5. The Review Group’s work involved a total of 7 meetings which were held between 

January and March 2022 via Zoom. 
 

6. The topic, child poverty, was selected by the Scrutiny Committee in July 2021 after it 
agreed the importance and urgency of tackling this issue in order to support every child 
living across the City to thrive. Child poverty is a complex topic and while primary 
responsibility for its causes, consequences and the levers to lift children out of poverty 
does not rest with Oxford City Council, it has a role to play in supporting families and 
doing all it can to reduce the impact, tackle and prevent child poverty. The interplay 
between various agencies and multiple layers of central government policy, the NHS, the 
County Council, the City Council and the private and third sectors, amongst others, is key 
to understanding and addressing the causes and consequences of child poverty – as no 
one agency holds this responsibility.  

 
7. The breadth of stakeholders belies what a complex issue it is to address. Some areas, 

Milton Keynes, for example, have established child poverty commissions to develop 
rigorous responses to child poverty, but these are a significant commitment for an entire 
Council, and far beyond the capacity of Scrutiny to undertake. An approach was made to 
the County Council to offer to undertake a joint review, but the Scrutiny function was in 
the process of undergoing a significant restructure making the timing inconvenient.  

 
8. This review has not sought to provide a fully-developed ‘solution’ to child poverty locally 

due to the time and resource available. Instead, it has considered three issues: 
 

i) To review at a strategic level the degree to which the Council is anti-poverty 
and to identify ways to embed further poverty tackling and prevention 
measures into the Council’s activity at a strategic level 

ii) To look at how the Council might work with other partners to develop a broader 
spectrum response to child poverty than possible when acting independently 

iii) To identify ‘quick wins’ which the Council might wish to implement to tackle 
some of the negative consequences of child poverty  

 
9. The Review Group’s findings and recommendations have been informed by evidence 

provided by 11 external guests, lead Councillors and Council officers, as well as a number 
of written internal and external reports. One noticeable absence is a lack of individuals 
with first-hand experience of child poverty. Seeking the views of this group may appear to 
be a significant omission but it is the product of a deliberate choice. The rationale for this 
departure from recognised good practice does, however, require explanation.  
 

10. Largely, this decision flows naturally from the issues alluded to above: complexity, 
capacity and the intended outcome of the review. Child poverty is extremely complex in 
the way it manifests itself. Whilst there are commonalities, differences in age, ethnicity 
and family structure, for example, do make for different experiences of child poverty, 
needing different solutions. To take account of these differences at such an individual 
scale would have expanded the scale of the review beyond its capacity. This, however, is 
not sufficient justification on its own. A second reason is that seeking meaningful first-
hand information from young people in a sensitive manner is a skill, particularly if you 
factor in differences of age and ethnicity. Failure to exhibit the necessary skill would likely 
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result in a highly demeaning experience for these children. The skill, and time, to do it 
properly was not available to the Review Group, therefore it was determined that the risk-
reward balance was skewed too far to be justified. Finally, with this review not intended or 
resourced to identify a holistic response, providing more of a high-level review instead, 
the need for the fine-tuning that lived experience provides is less. Involving those with 
lived experience remains vitally important, and this review recognises that. It does, 
however, also recognise that there are more and there are less appropriate times and fora 
to do so, and is of the view that the present review is justified in not having sought first-
hand experience of child poverty. 
 

11. Contributors to the review included: 
 

 Katherine Barber (CEO, Homestart Oxfordshire)  

 Fran Bennett (Associate Fellow, Department of Social Policy and Intervention, 
University of Oxford) 

 Ian Brooke (OCC Head of Community Services) 

 Lucy Cherry (OCC, Leisure and Performance Manager) 

 Suzy Donald (Growing Minds, Oxfordshire Community Foundation) 

 Naomi Eisenstadt (Chair, Northamptonshire Health and Care Partnership, formerly 
Independent Advisor to the Scottish Government on Poverty and chair of the Milton 
Keynes Child Poverty Commission) 

 Andrew Grinell (CEO, Poverty Truth Network) 

 Nicola Holmes-Brown (CEO, Donnington Doorstep) 

 Nabila Qureshi (Director, Oxford Mutual Aid) 

 Mandy Richards (Centre Manager, Agnes Smith Advice Centre) 

 Zahra Tehrani (Young Women’s Music Project) 

 Graham Whitham (CEO, Greater Manchester Poverty Action) 

 A combined submission from Oxford and District Action on Child Poverty 
 
12. Representatives from the parties represented in Oxfordshire County Council’s 

Administration were invited to attend some meetings of this review, as was the Chair of 
Oxford Strategic Partnership. Unfortunately, busy schedules and COVID-related 
disruption meant attendance was not possible.  
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Chapter 3: Background 
 

Understanding Child Poverty 
 

13. To understand why child poverty is such an important topic which urgently needs 
addressing, it is important to understand what is meant by child poverty. The topic of 
child poverty is large and wide-ranging, therefore this review has sought to summarise 
the key issues. As one of its external witnesses, the Review Group sought the advice 
from Fran Bennett, Associate Fellow, Department of Social Policy and Intervention at the 
University of Oxford. The content of the following section is credited to her as the 
presentation she gave exceeded what could have been undertaken by the author of this 
report. What follows is largely a transcript of that presentation, with some additions. 
 

14. Beforehand, however, it is important to address why the topic of child poverty has been 
selected over poverty in general. There are a number of interconnected reasons. The 
first is that unfortunately, and in the overwhelming number of instances incorrectly, public 
perception has placed the blame for poverty on the individual. “People in low paid jobs 
should have worked harder in school.” “They’d have more money if they cooked from 
scratch.” “They should have stopped at two children” and so on. Children, however, are 
dependent on their parents, making them blame-free for their situation, even to those 
who would put blame on the parents. Focusing on the child enables discussion of many 
general poverty issues by removing the opportunity for discussion to become side-
tracked by prejudicial assumptions. Focusing on children therefore acts as a vehicle to 
addressing wider issues, but the second benefit of a child-focused review is that it is one 
where there is less resistance to action, and where the drive to overcome inaction and do 
more than the status quo is higher. By focusing on the plight of children, more is likely to 
be achieved. Finally, precisely because of their dependence on others and reduced 
autonomy, children who are in poverty are more reliant on others to make a case on their 
behalf, which is what this review seeks to do. 
 

What is child poverty and how is it measured? 
 
15. When broaching the topic of poverty measures, it is important to differentiate between 

wider concepts of poverty, which give a sense of the experience of poverty; definitions of 
poverty, which determine whether someone is in poverty or not; and measures, which 
determine the degree of poverty a person is in. These have different functions and are 
not easily interchangeable.  
 

16. There is a sense that many of the measures of poverty are very narrow and as such do 
not give a full sense of the experience of poverty. While true, such measures are 
necessarily narrow because they are required to serve a specific function. Relying on 
narrow measures is not a sign that the broader issues are unimportant, quite the 
opposite, but in order to be able to speak with accuracy, a narrow focus is required.  

 
17. Poverty can be defined and measured in broadly two different ways, absolute poverty 

and relative poverty. Absolute poverty relates to the adequacy of material resources to 
meet basic needs. Does a person have enough money to buy food, for example? 
Relative poverty, which measures the material resources available to individuals relative 
to others in society, enables discussions of poverty to be situated and relevant to a 
specific time and place. It may be true that as a country the UK is richer than it ever has 
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been, or that relative to those in poorer countries even the poorest have access to more 
material possessions, but such points, true as they may be, obstruct discussion of the 
present (and no less real for being in a wealthier country or time) challenges faced by 
those in poverty. Based on this, the basic definition of poverty used within this review is 
that people who are in poverty ‘have resources so seriously below those commanded by 
the average individual or family that they are, in effect, excluded from ordinary living 
patterns, customs and activities.’3 Poverty is thus at heart a situation caused by 
insufficient material resources, which excludes affected individuals from participation in 
wider society. Child poverty relates to this experience for anybody under the age of 18. 
 

18. The standard measure of whether someone is in poverty is whether an individual lives in 
a household with less than 60% of the median equivalised disposable income. There is 
much to unpack in this. The choice of average used, median rather than mean is 
important because it locates the measure in the average experience of individuals, rather 
than the average wealth owned within the country. If a country’s wealth inequality grows 
but its overall wealth remains the same, use of a mean figure would not see a change in 
the poverty threshold, despite more people having relatively fewer resources. However, it 
should be noted (and relevant at present) that the use of a median figure does mean that 
if living standards fall for everybody (or many people), say in an economic recession, the 
median threshold will adjust downwards. This is an inherent issue with median averages 
– it does not remove the benefits of using a relative measure, but it is worth noting that 
figures reported in a recessionary economic environment are liable to under-represent 
the challenges faced within a population.  

 
19. What is meant by equivalised income? This simply recognises the fact that household 

composition matters when discussing the level of income needed to avoid poverty; a 
family unit of seven could earn more than a family unit of two, but the former be in 
poverty and the latter not. Equivalised income adjusts for the needs of different 
household incomes in different household compositions. 

 
20. Likewise, what is included and excluded from ‘disposable’ income? This is really 

reference to housing costs. Those in poverty are already likely to be minimising their 
housing costs and are unlikely to be able to downsize in any meaningful way. Given that 
the cost of housing can be very different across the country (and Oxford is particularly 
expensive), the capacity to strip out a major variable enables more accurate reflection of 
real life experience between areas with very different housing costs.  

 
21. It is also important to recognise what is not offset within ‘disposable’ income figures. The 

Social Metrics Commission has pointed out that the cost of living for people with a 
disability is higher, whether that arises from needing more heating or having to use taxis, 
for example. Disability can be an avenue for higher benefit entitlements, which are 
counted within an individual’s income, but the overall higher cost of living is not. As such, 
the reality behind the statistics is that disabled people are more likely to be experiencing 
poverty, and to be in deeper poverty than might be perceived from the figures. The 
situation is the same for families in need of child care, meaning families with younger 
children are also liable to have their plights under-represented in official figures. 

 
22. The Child Poverty Act of 2010, since repealed, created four targets which covered 

relative poverty levels, absolute poverty levels, material poverty and the persistence of 

                                            
3
 Peter Townsend (1979). Poverty in the United Kingdom. Allen Lane and Penguin Books: London (p31) 
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poverty- suggesting that one measure alone is insufficient. While this review uses the 
basic definition of poverty set out above, this report does also rely on a number of other 
measures. This means it is not always possible to make a direct read-across between 
quoted poverty figures, but these figures nevertheless are sufficient to illustrate trends 
and the points they underpin. 

 
Who experiences child poverty? 
 
23. The sad fact is that child poverty is not uncommon. In 2019/20, 31% of children in the UK 

were in poverty, 4.3million, which relates to nine children in every class of 30.4 Poverty 
amongst children is more prevalent than in the population as a whole, where the figure 
stands as 22%. 
 

24. Child poverty, whilst widespread, is not evenly distributed amongst demographic groups. 
Children in one parent families are twice as likely to be in poverty as those in two parent 
families, with just under one in every two children from one parent families being in 
poverty, compared to one in every four amongst couples5.  Similar figures are found 
amongst racially minoritised groups, where 46% of children are in poverty, compared to 
26% of white British children6. The figures can be even starker amongst specific ethnic 
groups. In its 2020 report7, The Runnymede Trust set out child poverty rates by ethnic 
group, which showed higher rates among children from Bangladeshi (60%) and Pakistani 
(54%) families compared to children from Black (47%), Indian (27%), Chinese (31%) and 
Mixed (41%) families. There are also strong connections between poverty and disability – 
with 37% of children in families where someone is disabled living in poverty, compared to 
28% of children in families where nobody is disabled.8 With women forming the 
overwhelming proportion in single parent families, stark differences between white British 
and other ethnic groups, and strong links between poverty and disability, what these 
facts say is that much inequality finds its expression in child poverty, and that concern for 
children must go hand in hand with a concern for a fairer, more equal society.  

 
25. Factors relating to protected characteristics are not the only telling statistics, however. 

Although worklessness has a strong correlation with poverty, 75% of children living in 
poverty live in families with at least one worker9. Although it can contribute, poverty is far 
from being a function of worklessness. Family size also matters, with families with three 
or more children (notably, above the government’s two child benefit limit), being almost 
twice as likely to be in poverty as children in one or two child families (47% vs 24%). 
Another key area is child age, with child poverty being more prevalent in families with a 
child under five due to having young children affecting parents’ ability to work, working 
hours and pay. Child poverty rates can be seen to decrease as the age of the youngest 

                                            
4
 Poverty is actually measured at a household level, for which ‘children living in poverty’ is a shorthand. To be 

technically correct, what is meant by this is the number of children living in households which are in poverty. 
Statistics in this section from: Joseph Rowntree Foundation (2022). UK Poverty 2022. Joseph Rowntree 
Foundation: York. 
5
 Joseph Rowntree Foundation (2022). UK Poverty 2022. Joseph Rowntree Foundation: York. 

6
 Child Poverty Action Group calculations from Households Below Average Income, Statistics on the number 

and percentage of people living in low income households for financial years 1994/95 to 2019/20, Tables 
4_3db & 4_5db. Department for Work and Pensions 2021.  
7
 Runnymede (2020). The Colour of Money. Runnymede: London 

8
 Child Poverty Action Group 

9
 Households Below Average Income, Statistics on the number and percentage of people living in low income 

households for financial years 1994/95 to 2019/20. Table 4.3db. Department for Work and Pensions 2021.  
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child in the family increases – aged under five (36%), aged between five and ten (28%), 
aged between eleven and fifteen (26%) and aged between sixteen and eighteen (25%)10. 

 
26. What this tells us is that poverty can be and is experienced by many, too many, types of 

people. However, being in a racially minoritised community, a large family, or having a 
young child are all particular risk factors which increase the likelihood of experiencing 
poverty. It is also necessary to understand that, whilst poverty levels may rise and fall, 
the figures presented represent net changes and many more people fall in and out of 
poverty. Persistent poverty, defined as being in poverty in three of the last four years, is 
experienced by 1 in 5 children. Evidence shows that the negative consequences of 
poverty are more profound for families the longer they spend, and the deeper they are, in 
poverty. Approximately 40% of children in families in deep poverty lack a range of goods 
and services because they cannot afford them, compared with just over 30% of children 
in non-deep poverty and 10% of children not in poverty. It is also likely that longer spells 
of poverty have greater impacts than short-term temporary spells11. Linked to this, the 
Child Poverty Action Group highlights that children are more likely to experience poverty, 
remain in poverty for longer and experience deeper poverty than other groups.   

 
What causes child poverty? 
 
27. Much literature has been produced to explore this question, so the following is a 

summary of the headline causes. The main cause of child poverty is often thought to be 
adults being out of work, however as referenced above, currently 75% of children living in 
poverty live in a household where at least one adult is in work. The Child Poverty Action 
Group states that poverty rarely has a single cause and attributes it to a multitude of 
causes including rising living costs, low pay, lack of good quality work and inadequate 
social security benefits which means some people do not have enough resources. This 
points to larger structural causes and inequalities contributing to the problem.  
 

28. The lowest paid 20% of the UK labour market have experienced a long-term deterioration 
of their terms of employment, which is seen as a major cause of enduring poverty in the 
UK. The culmination of low wages, high childcare costs and part-time employment 
serves to reduce household incomes, while many lower paid jobs do not offer 
progression routes to higher wages – with some being characterised by unpredictable 
hours and incomes. Many non-working adults in households where there are children are 
inclined to work but face barriers to securing employment, such as childcare 
responsibilities. 66% of children in families with no working adults live in poverty12. A 
number of out-of-work adults living with children are not expected to work due to caring 
responsibilities – responsibilities which in themselves are recognised as a risk factor for 
poverty. Over 75% of adults with caring responsibilities are of working age and with 
childcare costs high, families are often faced with no choice but to fulfil their caring 
responsibilities at the expense of employment. Caring responsibilities are predominantly 
fulfilled by females (just under 60%) and as referenced elsewhere in this report lone 
parent families are, in the main, headed by a female and have the highest poverty rate of 

                                            
10

 Figures on in-work poverty and child age obtained from Joseph Rowntree Foundation (2022). UK Poverty 
2022. Joseph Rowntree Foundation: York. 
11

 Joseph Rowntree Foundation (2022). UK Poverty 2022. Joseph Rowntree Foundation: York. 
12

 Child Poverty Action Group 
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any family type. This points to women, and their children, having a lower income and 
being disproportionately at risk of poverty13.  
 

29. Due to current financial pressures across the country, the position of those on low 
incomes is set to get worse over the coming months. Inflation is rising faster than wages 
and welfare benefits and the impact of the increase in the energy price cap is sweeping 
households throughout the nation. The Institute for Fiscal Studies has shown that the 
effective inflation rate as of April 2022 was highest for those on the lowest incomes14, 
which may be because those people have  less of a buffer against rising costs than those 
on higher incomes. This comes against a backdrop of the withdrawal of the £20 per week 
uplift to the Universal Credit standard allowance which, for those out of work was not 
compensated by the reduction in the taper rate and the increase in the work allowance. 
This was described as the biggest overnight cut in benefit rates. It is no surprise, 
therefore, that the Joseph Rowntree Foundation highlighted that families in receipt of 
Universal Credit or legacy benefits have very high levels of poverty, with certain elements 
of the benefits system actually increasing poverty.  

 
30. Housing costs are also a key contributing risk factor to child poverty. The roof over 

families’ heads is the hub from which they are connected to employment, education, key 
services and their communities; therefore the stability, quality and size of a family home 
is crucial15.  Where housing costs are unaffordable, this can drag families into poverty 
due the inability to keep up with payments – over time this can lead to destitution and 
even homelessness. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation states that poverty for renters is 
particularly driven by housing costs coupled with low incomes; and the private rented 
sector in particular lacks the security provided by longer-term tenancies, stronger 
protections against eviction, tighter regulations and the social ethos of the social rented 
sector.  

 
31. It can also be argued that an ongoing focus on means-tested poverty relief, rather than 

poverty prevention, is a contributing risk factor as it does not address the root causes of 
children and families falling into poverty. A focus on poverty relief rather than prevention 
has the effect of reducing take-up of the support which is available. This is because, to 
many, accepting benefits and support means having to accept the label of being poor, 
which is often an underestimated barrier for people accepting help.  

 
32. A further consideration is the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. While many more 

affluent families were able to save money throughout lockdowns due to their reduced 
ability to spend money on social outings, many households on lower incomes saw their 
costs increase as a result of isolating at home – for example increased heating bills. 
Reductions in public transport usage also effectively prevented less affluent people from 
travelling to places to buy cheaper food, meaning their food bills increased. The impact of 
the pandemic has been felt most by the poorest people. It has exacerbated financial 
difficulty, as well as made it harder for this group to access essential public services to 
maintain health, address social care needs and access much-needed support and 
advice. Existing educational inequalities have also been increased, as COVID-19 has 
widened the attainment gap between the most and least disadvantaged pupils. Factors 

                                            
13

 Joseph Rowntree Foundation (2022). UK Poverty 2022. Joseph Rowntree Foundation: York. 
14

 https://ifs.org.uk/publications/15905.  
15

 Joseph Rowntree Foundation (2022). UK Poverty 2022. Joseph Rowntree Foundation: York. 
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including the digital divide and home learning environments have served to potentially 
deepen poverty throughout the pandemic and for years to come. 

 
 
 
 
What are the consequences of child poverty? 
 
33. Research shows that family income impacts on children’s lives and development in a 

variety of ways. Increased household income is linked to better outcomes across health, 
education, general wellbeing – and as a result increased life chances. Those in poverty 
lack everyday essentials and one-off items afforded by their more affluent peers. It is said 
that, for those experiencing poverty, poverty fills up your brain so you can’t focus on 
anything else. 
 

34. Poverty is likely to increase stress within households, due to worries about finances and 
the ability to provide for the family, which in turn can impact on familial relationships. 
Family dynamics and relationships are an important influential factor in a child’s 
emotional development, therefore the impact of poorer family connections can have long-
lasting implications for children. Children living in poverty also frequently report feeling 
excluded or embarrassed among their more affluent peers, which is cited as a key 
source of unhappiness. Feeling bullied and judged can severely impact children’s 
feelings of self-worth and mental health, which can be carried forward into later life. 

 
35. An educational attainment gap is visible between the most and least disadvantaged 

pupils. Many children living in poverty fail to reach the same level of educational 
attainment as those from wealthier families, which can be evidenced by the fact that in 
2015, 33% of children in receipt of free school meals obtained five or more good GCSEs, 
compared to 61% of children who were not16. There is also the argument that many 
teachers do not understand the plight of children living in poverty and are therefore 
unequipped to offer the necessary support to improve educational outcomes. Children 
living in poverty are also likely to miss out on opportunities at school such as field trips, 
as the cost to attend is often a barrier. 

 
36. The adverse impacts of poverty can be seen to extend to all areas of a child’s life – 

including home, school and friendships. It hampers their life chances and their ability to 
enjoy their childhood. Ultimately, child poverty reduces the likelihood of children fulfilling 
their potential and being given the opportunity to thrive. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                            
16

 Child Poverty Action Group 
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Historic Background and Current National Context  
 
37. As can be seen in the graph below17, rates of child poverty during the late 1960s and the 

following decade were low, at around 12% of children, with a modest upward trajectory. 
This trajectory changed sharply in 1979, with the country seeing significant growth almost 
year on year until 1996, by which time rates of child poverty had almost tripled and stood 
at over 30%, the third highest rate with the OECD18. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
38. Prior to the Child Poverty Act (since repealed) being passed in 2010, a number of interim 

targets were set to cut the number of children living in poor households by a quarter by 
2004/05, and by a half by 2010/11. These targets were supported by a raft of other anti-
poverty policy measures, which included: the introduction of the National Minimum 
Wage, Sure Start, greater financial support for childcare, increased education spending, 
and an annual increase in spending of £18bn per annum by 2010/11 on benefits for 
families with children, including the development of child-specific Child Tax Credits.  

 
39. It is not possible to accurately measure the effectiveness of the implementation of these 

anti-poverty measures, as they were introduced during a period of economic growth in 
which poverty figures would be expected to decline. However, relative poverty, the most 
common measure, moves in line with economic growth; as such any reductions in 

                                            
17

 https://ifs.org.uk/fs/articles/0004a.pdf p.166 
18

 https://cpag.org.uk/sites/default/files/CPAG-Ending-child-poverty-by-2020-progress-made-lessons-learned-
0612_0.pdf p.13 
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poverty owing to economic growth would lead to flat rates of poverty, not falling ones. 
Further, as can be seen below19, child poverty rates fell at a faster rate than overall 
poverty; indeed, poverty actually rose slightly amongst working age individuals without 
children in the same period. The Institute for Fiscal Studies has suggested that without 
government intervention levels of poverty would have remained the same or increased 
by 6% between 1997 and 201020. 

 
40. The effect of government policy to reduce poverty did see a significant fall. In total, 

approximately 900,000 fewer children were in poverty at the end of May 2010 than in 
May 1997, the rate falling from 27% to 17%. Persistent poverty rates, being in relative 
poverty for three out of the last four years and a measure with closer correlation to poor 
outcomes for children than short-term poverty, fell from 17% to 12% over this time.  

 

 
 
41. When the Child Poverty Act 2010 was signed into law, it represented a legal expression 

of the government’s commitment to ending child poverty within a decade – by 2020. At a 

national level, the Act imposed a legal duty on governments to produce a child 
poverty strategy and to move towards four UK-wide targets by 2020 as follows: 

 Relative poverty – for less than 10% of children to live in relative low income families 
(below 60% of the median). 

                                            
19

 https://ifs.org.uk/publications/6738 NB - the measures of poverty are not the same as in the previous graph, 
hence the different absolute figures.  
20

 https://ifs.org.uk/publications/6738 
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 Combined low income and material deprivation – for less than 5% of children to live in 
material deprivation and low income families (for this target, low income is defined as 
below 70% of the median). 

 Absolute poverty – for less than 5% of children to live in absolute low income families 
(below 60% of an adjusted base amount, with the base year being 2010/11). 

 Persistent poverty – for fewer children to live in relative poverty for long periods of 
time, with the specific target to be set at a later date.  

42. These targets, however, were scrapped in 2016 when the Child Poverty Act was 
abolished as part of the Welfare Reform and Work Act. In addition, since 2010 local 
councils have faced serious reductions in the income received from government and 
been faced with difficult decisions to cut services. Relevant to children, many councils 
were forced to close Sure Start centres – which had until then provided services with a 
focus on achieving the best possible outcomes for children and families. In Oxfordshire, 
all 44 Sure Start Centres were closed in 2017. Whilst free childcare for 30 hours per 
week has been implemented for poorer parents of 3 and 4 year olds, the level of 
compensation given to providers means that private fee payers are generally relied upon 
to make up the difference. In poorer areas, where there are fewer people able to pay 
private fee rates, childcare provision is less viable and therefore harder to access for 
families who need it most. Over a quarter of local authorities are anticipating a reduction 
in the number of free early education entitlement offered. On top of this, Child Care 
Vouchers were scrapped to new users and replaced with a Tax-free Childcare scheme. 
The two may sound similar, but importantly Tax Free Childcare is not available to those 
on Tax Credits or Universal Credit, again further disadvantaging the poorest families who 
are most in need.  
 

43. The current government has overseen a significant rise to the National Minimum Wage 
or, as it is now referred to, the National Living Wage. In 2015 the government asked the 
Low Pay Commission, responsible for setting the Minimum Wage, to plot a course to 
make the minimum wage rise to 60% of median earnings by 2020, an effective rise of 
13%. However, it is important to note that wages are only one source of income for many 
lower-income households. Benefits are key source of income for lower-income 
households and have been subject to numerous reductions through various welfare 
reform measures, including: 

 

 The limitation on accommodation-related support via the Local Housing Allowance 
for private renters 

 The implementation of the ‘bedroom tax’ for social renters 

 The removal of the work-related activity group component of the Employment 
Support Allowance 

 The two-child limit, meaning Universal Credit is no longer paid for more than two 
children 

 The benefit cap, placing a ceiling on benefits receivable without reference to 
individual circumstance 

 
On top of this, benefit levels were frozen from 2016-20 on most working age benefits. 
According to the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, this measure alone increased the 
number of people in poverty by 400,000 and affected 27 million people, including 11 
million children. The vast majority of those affected live in working families with children. 
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People living in poverty were, on average £560 worse off, equivalent to around three 
months of food shopping for an average low-income family21. This, in conjunction with 
other changes, the limited proportion of individuals actually on the minimum wage, and 
the fact that the neediest individuals are most heavily reliant on benefits, mean that the 
benefits of a higher minimum wage are a long way from offsetting the other changes 
made.  
 

44. Today, the poverty rate in the UK is 22%22. The point of providing this historical overview 
is to illustrate the fact that child poverty is sensitive to government policy. Local 
authorities are not powerless in reducing child poverty, but to some extent they too are 
bound by government policy and have limited strength and influence to affect change in 
isolation beyond that policy. Meaningful intervention, therefore, requires significant 
commitment and vitally, a coordinated, partnership approach. 

 
 

                                            
21

 https://www.jrf.org.uk/report/end-benefit-freeze-stop-people-being-swept-poverty 
 
22

 https://www.jrf.org.uk/data/overall-uk-poverty-
rates#:~:text=More%20than%20one%20in%20five,and%202.1%20million%20are%20pensioners.  
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Chapter 4: Findings and 
Recommendations  

 

Part 1: Reviewing the Council’s Policies 
 

Background 
 

45. The starting point of a Scrutiny review must always be the Council’s own policy, for that 
is where there lies the greatest opportunity to influence and effect change. However, it is 
important to recognise that there are many causes and impacts of child poverty – beyond 
what a council could expect to address alone. In light of the mismatch between need and 
ability to deliver solutions, what does being an anti-poverty council actually look like? 
With the limitations and inevitable trade-offs the Council faces, what ‘should’ it be doing? 
As set out in the methodology, this review has not sought to provide a fully-developed 
‘solution’ to child poverty locally - this part of the report seeks to consider the above 
questions from a strategic perspective. Part 3 of this chapter represents a list of more 
operational suggestions which were raised as part of the review – these suggested are 
not intended as a comprehensive response. 
 

46. In determining how anti-poverty the Council is at a strategic level, the criteria selected 
determine the conclusion reached. The Review Group’s methodology therefore requires 
explanation.  

 
47. Ultimately, the approach taken reflects the Review Group’s capacity and level of 

specialism. The option taken was to base the review on the strategic priorities for 
poverty-prevention identified by others. The template selected was that of Naomi 
Eistenstadt’s report, Shifting the Curve, in her then-role as Independent Advisor to the 
Scottish Government on Poverty and Inequality 23. 

 
48. There are positives and negatives to having taken this approach. The advice given to a 

national government in Scotland will be different to that provided to a council aspiring to 
do the right thing in terms of poverty-prevention in England. However, the view taken is 
that the advice is not wholly dissimilar. Whilst there are areas in the Shifting the Curve 
report which are not relevant to a council, the recommendations made touch on 
fundamental themes. As a result, the Review Group selected the recommendations 
made in the Shifting the Curve report over which the Council has some policy influence 
as the framework for determining the degree to which the Council’s strategic policy is 
poverty-preventative. The other reason for selecting this report is that the author, Naomi 
Eisenstadt, was kind enough to speak to the Review Group, allowing for follow-up 
queries and discussion.  
 

49. There is confidence that the approach taken provides a solid steer of the general position 
of the Council and sets out potential avenues for further improvement. 

 

                                            
23

 https://www.gov.scot/publications/independent-advisor-poverty-inequality-shifting-curve-report-first-
minister/pages/10/ 
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Findings and Recommendations 
 
Supporting the Living Wage 
 
50. Poverty has long been associated with worklessness; a salary being presumed to 

provide sufficient income to prevent poverty. However, the more unevenly incomes are 
distributed between the most and least affluent, the more the average income rises and 
increasing numbers of individuals receive less than 60% of the median income, which is 
the main measure of poverty. Today, the link with worklessness and poverty has been 
broken and in-work poverty is a recognised phenomenon; 75% of children in poverty 
have at least one parent in work. Salaries are not necessarily sufficient to ward off 
poverty. This is particularly the case in Oxford, which has a particularly high cost of living. 
As such, seeking to ensure that workers are paid a salary which enables a basic 
standard of living is an important plank in preventing some younger residents from 
experiencing child poverty. 
 

51. In recognition of Oxford’s particularly high cost of living, the Council has developed and 
promoted its own voluntary Oxford Living Wage accreditation scheme with the support of 
the Living Wage Foundation, an accreditation available to those employers paying all 
their staff at least 95% of the London Living Wage. In November 2021 a total of 55 
employers had signed up, including major local employers such as the Oxford Bus 
Company and Oxford University (though not the colleges, although individual ones have 
also become accredited).  

 
52. Beyond the Living Wage itself, the Council does seek to leverage its position as a 

procurer of goods and services to extend good practice through including social value 
weightings in procurement decisions. To be clear, however, these cannot mandate that 
companies pay the Oxford Living Wage. They do, however, amongst other things, seek 
to promote apprenticeships, which are a key source of career development opportunities 
for children growing up in poorer backgrounds.  

 
53. On the subject of the Oxford Living Wage, the Review Group has held much discussion 

without coming to a firm conclusion. The details are recounted here, however, as it is an 
important issue for the Council to come to a view on. During his presentation to the 
Review Group, CEO of Greater Manchester Poverty Action, Graham Whitham presented 
one project which has been going on in Greater Manchester, which is the development of 
a voluntary Good Employment Charter, which seeks to raise employment standards in 
the local area24. In addition to pay levels, it sets requirements in other areas, such as 
work security and work flexibility. Whilst pay levels are foundational in preventing 
poverty, without other good working practices paying a living wage may not be enough. If 
work pays well, but is not flexible to help a single parent to look after their children, that 
parent may be unable to work at all. Likewise, a job which offers a good hourly rate but 
uncertainty over the number of hours may also not help a worker to keep their family out 
of poverty.  

 
54. Whilst the initial instinct is that pushing for more improvements must be better, the 

Review Group is uncertain. There is clear value in trying to extend a range of good 

                                            
24

 https://www.gmgoodemploymentcharter.co.uk/ 
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employment practices locally. However, the current Oxford Living Wage has the benefit 
of simplicity. It is a clear and easily-understood concept and there is the possibility that if 
the Council expanded towards promoting multiple areas of good employment practice 
that its message may be diluted and less positive change effected as a consequence. As 
such, the Review Group is undecided on which path to pursue, but it does wish to raise 
this issue as a question for the Council to make a decision on. 

 
Recommendation 1: That the Council discusses whether to adopt an Oxford 
Good Employers Charter and promote it instead of the Oxford Living Wage. 

 
55. A final area which the Review Group has identified for improvement relating to the Living 

Wage is the failure to replace the role of Living Wage Champion following the departure 
of the previous post-holder. Although these champions do not have any decision-making 
power, they do raise the profile of important issues and ensure that they do not get 
crowded out by other priorities. The Review Group would welcome either a like-for-like 
replacement, or, if it is decided that the Council should broaden its efforts in this area 
towards wider good practice in employment, that the replacement’s remit should be the 
same.  
 

56. Given the references made to champions, it is convenient here to raise a further 
recommendation. The Review Group does see poverty prevention as needing to be 
driven from the top of the organisation, by both the Chief Executive and the Leader. 
However, it does recognise that there are capacity issues with these two individuals, who 
are already working extremely hard. The addition of a child poverty champion would 
increase focus on this topic. 
 

Recommendation 2: That the Council appoints a living wage/good employment 
champion. 
 
Recommendation 3: That the Council appoints a child poverty champion 

 
 
Ensuring residents have access to the benefits to which they are entitled 
 
57. Benefits exist for a reason; it is determined as a matter of policy that individuals in 

particular circumstances require financial support. A failure to see eligible individuals 
claiming benefits based on their circumstances will lead to them receiving less income 
than policy indicates that their circumstances dictate, thus leaving them, and their 
families, more prone to experiencing poverty. In its discussions with external witnesses 
the Review Group was presented with an uncomfortable reflection from Mandy Richards, 
Centre Manager at the Agnes Smith Advice Centre, which, as well as other things, helps 
individuals access the benefits to which they are entitled. Following successive rounds of 
welfare reform it was her experience that securing individuals the benefit support for 
which they were eligible was no longer enough to allow, with careful budgeting, a 
household to balance the books. Effectively, access to welfare is necessary to help 
families avoid living in poverty, but it is not necessarily sufficient. The fact that it is 
necessary, however, means it remains an important response.  
 

58. Before embarking on the assessment of the Council’s activity on this area, a short 
digression. When inviting expert witnesses to address the Review Group, each was 
asked for their suggestions for recommendations. Related to the reflection detailed 
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above, one of Mandy Richards’ suggestions was the need for pressure on government to 
be maintained to provide a level of welfare which adequately underpins the living 
standards of those relying on them. The Review Group is happy to endorse this; as a 
high-profile Labour-led Council it is important that the Council uses its position to 
continue making the case to government over the adequacy of benefit levels. 

 
Recommendation 4: That the Council continues to communicate forcefully to 
central government the impacts of the current inadequate welfare system, and 
pushes for one which adequately meets the needs of those relying on it. 

 
59. A sign of the Council’s commitment to ensuring that residents get access to the correct 

benefits is through the team providing the Welfare Reform service. The team exists to 
help people experiencing changes to their benefits or struggling to sustain their tenancy 
to find work, access training and get other support they may need to improve their 
situation for the long term. Providing this service is not a statutory requirement, meaning 
the spending committed to it is a sign of the level of priority afforded to it by the Council 
that it is retained, even in a period of intense financial pressure. From April 2021 to 
March 2022 the team, along with other work such as support around benefits, helped 59 
people into work and prevented 220 households from experiencing homelessness. The 
latter statistic, retaining a stable home, is a critically important factor in child welfare on 
multiple levels. 

 
60. Most benefit levels are set by central government. However, the Council does have some 

limited discretion over some benefits, and in those instances it is generous. Discretionary 
Housing Payments (DHPs) are administered in the Council by the Welfare Reform Team. 
DHPs are funded by central government grant but the Council has discretion to exceed 
this sum. When it does so, however, the funds must come from the Council itself. In 
2019/20 the Council administered 121% of the government grant received, and in 
2021/22, 122%. The latter equated to an investment in those requiring this benefit 
support of £101,000 over 411 households. For 2022/23, the Council has made 
allowances for £224,000 of overspend, which reflects the reduced sum received from 
government, and the anticipated increase in demand for DHP support. 

 
61. In the instance of DHP payments beyond government grant, the Council is, in the most 

direct way possible, ensuring that those who require DHPs are able to access them – by 
funding those payments itself. These payments are exceptionally important in preventing 
child poverty owing to the demographic profiles of those receiving them: 66% of all DHP 
spending is on families subject to the benefit cap, and often lone parents unable to work 
enough hours to qualify for alternative benefits. This latter group did not benefit, or 
benefitted only minimally, from the announced uprating to Universal Credit. 

 
62. A second area where the Council has discretion is over the Council Tax Reduction 

Scheme. Council Tax Reduction Schemes are a replacement for Council Tax Benefit, 
which puts the onus on individual councils to set the discount rate they will provide to 
those on low incomes. Here, the Council is also generous, including a banding for 
complete exemption from council tax. It should be recognised that, as the majority 
recipient of council tax, it is the County Council which forgoes a substantial proportion. 
The sum which is not collected is not the sum it costs the Council to run the scheme. 
Nevertheless, in 2019 fewer than one in five councils provided a band which included 
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complete exemption from council tax within their schemes25. It is thought that this number 
has fallen since to below 20 councils nationwide. Again, where it has discretion, the 
Council is willing to make financial commitments on benefits which place it as one of the 
most generous amongst local authority peers. 

 
63. The Council’s activity in ensuring that residents get access to benefits is not, however, 

limited to its own work. Through its voluntary sector grants programme it funds advice 
centres which, among other things, provide an alternative, often more local means of 
support to access benefits. The Review Group does not have figures, but as budgets 
have become tighter and tighter grant support for the voluntary and community sector 
has become less common and less generous. The Council’s current budget includes 
£473,461 for advice centres. Reduction to core funding of £25,000 was proposed to 
advice centres but reversed during the Budget consultation. The competing pressures on 
the Council are very evident in this situation. On the one hand, a wish to provide help to 
residents to access the support they require, but on the other, acute financial pressure. 
The Review Group’s view is that advice centres can not only provide advice in a more 
cost-efficient way (often using volunteers, not paid staff), but that the positive outcomes 
they generate saves the Council money in other parts of the system. Housing a 
homeless family, for instance, is very costly. As such, from a business perspective as 
well as a poverty-prevention one, funding must be maintained. An issue to raise at this 
early stage is that of inflation. The Council’s core grant has not been uprated for inflation. 
When inflation was running at less than two percent, sometimes less than one this 
mattered only moderately. However, inflation is running at 5.9% and the bills for heating 
and powering buildings are increasing even more. If the Council were to maintain its 
funding on a non-inflation adjusted basis, this would amount to a material cut. The 
Review Group recognises that Council finances are extremely tight, but it also sees the 
vital importance of advice centre provision, particularly as the cost of living crisis gets 
worse. As such, it highlights this issue to the Council now in order to allow the greatest 
amount of time to find the best way of safeguarding advice centre grant payments, and to 
uprate them by the rate of inflation at minimum. 
 

Recommendation 5: That the Council commits to maintaining advice centre 
funding on, at minimum, an inflation-adjusted basis for the next four years.  

 
64. A further example of the Council’s commitment to ensuring access to benefit advice is 

through the administration of the government’s Household Support Grant. This was 
established during the pandemic primarily to ensure individuals have money for food and 
fuel, though administrators have some discretion to broaden this use. Applying for this 
funding is a good way to identify individuals who are struggling financially. The Council 
has used the opportunity of applications to provide a benefits check to all individuals 
coming forward, rather than just administering the money. It has also been forward 
thinking to broaden access to this advice, and to the benefit itself. In the former case, 
some of the Council’s grant was passed on to advice centres to administer, providing an 
additional route through which individuals in need could get their benefits checked. In the 
latter case, community groups – ethnic and locality-based – were also given the ability to 
administer the grant directly, removing potential barriers to access of language, culture, 
distance or unfamiliarity.  
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 https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN06672/SN06672.pdf p.18 
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65. Overall, therefore, the Council is evidencing a strong commitment to ensuring that those 
eligible for benefits do receive them, including directly funding those benefits where 
central government funding is insufficient to meet demand  

 
 
Building social housing 
 
66. For many, housing costs are a significant component of monthly expenditure. This 

situation is even more acute in Oxford which is currently deemed to have the most 
unaffordable housing in the country, where the average house costs 12.426 times the 
average wage. In itself, this is hard, but it is exacerbated by the structure of the Local 
Housing Allowance, which bases its calculations on what benefit recipients should be 
given not just as a function of prices within the city, but including cheaper outlying areas 
also. For those on low wages generally, finding affordable accommodation in Oxford is 
hugely challenging. For those with families, it is harder still. The building of social 
housing, therefore, which provides individuals homes at a far more affordable rate is 
critical to reducing non-discretionary family expenditure, and thus poverty.  
 

67. In regard to house building, the Council’s activity is extremely ambitious. It seeks to 
develop over 1,200 affordable homes (of which over 700 are to be for social rent) over 
the next five years. This is an expansion of the Council’s current portfolio of 15% for all 
tenures – around 9% for social rent. Given that the total population of Oxford is estimated 
to be 162,000 people, the addition of 700 homes purely for social rent will make a 
material difference in meeting the excess demand for socially rented housing in the city. 
Indeed, if criticism were to be made of the Council in this regard, it would not be for lack 
of activity but for over-ambition. For a period of approximately three years, the Council’s 
coverage of borrowing repayments coming from rents falls to below best practice levels 
before recovering. From the Review Group’s perspective, the Council’s commitment to 
building more homes for social rent is absolutely clear.  

 
68. This level of commitment was recognised by the Oxfordshire and District Action of Child 

Poverty in its written submission, which also highlights as a particularly commendable 
service the support provided to private sector tenants though the post of the tenancy 
liaison officer. Along a similar vein, the Council has sought to raise the minimum 
standards of private rented sector housing within the city through applying to central 
government to implement Selective Licensing, for which it has been successful. In this 
general area, the Council’s activity as a landlord should also be noted, with a conscious 
investment made in softer, early intervention and support to those tenants during the 
pandemic who fell into rent arrears. At the same time as it seeks to provide more social 
housing, the Council is also taking measures to improve the experience of tenants 
generally. 

 
69. Of course, the Council is not only responsible for delivering its own social housing, but it 

also has a duty to oversee the Planning function, which determines the number of social 
houses built by other developers generally. Whilst the Council’s Local Plan states that for 
qualifying developments, 50% must be made available for social housing, typically 
developers seek to reduce this on the grounds that doing so makes the development 
unviable. The Review Group notes the success that the Council has had in challenging 
developer claims over viability, particularly at the Oxford North development. It is 
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recognised that this challenge did require resource investment to get the advice of 
external experts. However, the cost (and ease) of doing so is much less than having to 
build elsewhere the equivalent social homes which would otherwise be lost. The Review 
Group wishes to recommend that the Council continues to resource challenges to 
viability assessments in order to secure the development of the fullest number of social 
housing possible.  

 
Recommendation 6: That the Council continues to resource challenges to 
viability assessments which, if accepted, would result in significant shortfalls 
from the Local Plan requirements.  
 

70. Shared ownership is too expensive for many people, which is why the Review Group 
prefers social rent.  
 

Recommendation 7: That the Council exerts all the influence it can to see 
developers building homes for social rent rather than shared ownership.  

 
Addressing fuel poverty for those on low incomes 
 
71. The Shifting the Curve report was published in 2016, at a time when the average annual 

UK energy bills for typical levels of consumption were below £1200. Today they are 
£1,97127, with further increases of 50% expected in the autumn. The overwhelming 
majority of heating costs are non-discretionary, particularly for those who are either 
subject to a medical condition and/or those who are already watching their spending 
closely. Below this level, negative impacts on health, wellbeing and educational 
attainment become quickly apparent. The cost of maintaining a home to a reasonable 
standard of warmth correlates with the negative experiences of child poverty and has 
become far more acute. Consequently, the Council’s efforts to prevent fuel poverty make 
a vital contribution to individuals’ experiences.  
 

72. The Council’s responsibility for fuel poverty is fairly limited, but not so limited that it did 
not bare consideration. Within its own powers the Council makes three important 
contributions towards fuel poverty. The first is in the development of Local Plans, which 
determine the standard to which new build properties or extensions requiring planning 
permission must be built. Minimum standards are determined by the nationally-set 
Building Regulations, but (presently, at least) Councils may, if can be justified to the 
Inspector, require a higher standard. This is important for the issue of fuel-poverty, for 
although its effects are undeniably slow to be realised, it is those living in poverty who 
are most likely to encounter minimum regulatory standards. The Council currently 
requires that new-build developments achieve at least a 40% reduction in carbon 
emissions from 2013 Building Regulations, one of the highest rates in the country.  

 
73. Linked to the above is the Council’s aforementioned house building programme. As a 

major housing developer in the City, the standard to which the Council builds its own 
houses is important, particularly as many of the homes it develops are for social rent, 
therefore for the less affluent. The Council’s current specification is that the homes it 
develops must be 70% more efficient than Building Regulations, a step up from its own 
Local Plan level. Clearly, there is potential to improve this figure, and the Council is 
piloting a small-scale zero carbon development in the Barton development which will 
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inform the degree to which this figure could be raised without reducing the viability of the 
developments, thereby undermining the strategic objective around building social 
housing. Setting a baseline well above the minimum is a solid response to the potential 
for fuel poverty amongst its residents, and the fact of a pilot which goes further indicates 
the likelihood that where practicable, the Council’s ambitions are to go further.  

 
74. Finally, unlike many councils in the country, Oxford still retains responsibility for its 

housing stock. Not all of those properties are particularly energy-efficient. The Council 
has made a budgetary commitment and begun work to ensure that no Council-owned 
home is less than an EPC ‘C’ rating. The work is being prioritised according to the level 
of inefficiency, with the most inefficient homes being given priority over those with higher 
relative efficiencies. The Review Group recognises that delivering retrofitting across an 
entire portfolio in a cost and time-efficient manner is complex, for example, it may be 
necessary to do all buildings in a block at the same time. It is wary, therefore, of adding 
to that complexity. However, the fact is that some residents may, for example, require 
that their houses are heated to a high temperature for medical reasons. It is perfectly 
possible that a person in an EPC D property with a medical need for high levels of 
heating will be out-paying someone in a similarly sized EPC E property who does not 
have the same vulnerability. The Review Group does not wish to suggest that 
vulnerability should be the overriding consideration for prioritising retrofitting works, but 
does ask that the Council consider it as a factor.  

 
Recommendation 8: That on top of the Council’s prioritisation of retrofitting 
Council homes with the worst EPC ratings, vulnerability of the tenants is also 
used as a means of prioritisation. 

 
Addressing workplace inequality 
 
75. Two Shifting the Curve recommendations here are treated together - ‘Do more to tackle 

occupational segregation’ and ‘Encourage pay rate disclosure’ as, at the scale the 
Council operates on at least, they really address the same issue: tackling inequality in 
the workplace.  It is worth recalling some of the facts presented earlier on this report to 
understand why addressing inequality is an important part of poverty-prevention, for 
example the fact that children from minoritised ethnic communities are twice as likely to 
face poverty than white British children, or that children from one parent families, which 
are predominantly headed by a female, are also twice as likely to live in poverty. 
Ensuring a fair deal for women, disabled people and members of different ethnic groups 
is therefore an important step in addressing child poverty in the workplace. 
 

76. In addition to the statutory pay disclosure the Council makes for higher paid employees, 
each year the Council is required, under the Equality Act, to publish a Workforce 
Equalities Report showing the three-year trends on a number of key workforce equalities 
indicators. In addition to the requirement that it publish information on any gender pay 
gaps, the Council also publishes details of ethnic and disability pay gaps. Key takeaways 
from the most recent report are as follows: 

 

 Over half of the workforce are women (58.2%), which is above that of the population of 
Oxford (47%). In the last year, the proportion of women in senior roles has increased 
by 6%, now making up 41% of roles at grade 11. However, the pay gap (mean figure) 
remains at 11.4%, with the highest quartile being the only one where men outnumber 
women. The pay gap figure is above the overall figure for the South East (8%). 
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  Pay quartiles by gender  

Quartile Males % Females % 

Top 52.27 47.73 

Upper Middle 46.02 53.98 

Lower Middle 35.23 64.77 

Lower 33.71 66.29 

 

 There was a slight reduction in the workforce of black and minority ethnic employees 
over the reporting period to 12.4% from 13.0% in 2019. As of 30.09.21 this figure had 
recovered to 13.07%. This is lower than those economically active in the local 
population of Oxford (18%) and below the Council’s target of 13.5% by 2022. 
Recruitment data suggests a drop in the proportion of black and minority ethnic 
candidates applying for and appointed to roles with the Council. The overall ethnicity 
pay gap is 11.4%, and minoritised ethnic groups are approximately two and a half 
times more likely to be found in the lowest earnings quartile than the highest. This is 
stark, given that the figure for the South East generally is almost half this, at 5.9%. 
 

       Pay quartiles by Ethnicity  

 

Quartile* 

 

BAME % 

 

White % 

Top Quartile 7.55 92.45 

Upper Middle Quartile 10.69 89.65 

Lower Middle Quartile 16.35 83.65 

Lower Quartile 20.25 79.75 

 
 

 10.8% of workforce have declared a disability, relatively stable compared to last year 
and compares favourably with the local population at 6.7%. Data suggests an increase 
in the number of disabled candidates applying for and appointed to roles with the 
Council. The disability pay gap is 7.7%. 
 

     Pay Quartiles by Disability 

Quartile Disabled% Non Disabled % 

Top 8.33 91.67 

Upper Middle 14.10 85.90 

Lower Middle 12.82 87.18 

Lower 13.46 86.54 

 

 The average age of the Council’s workforce is 45. The proportion of staff under 30 
years of age has decreased across the 3 year reporting period from 16.4% to 13.3%. 
The proportion between staff aged over 50 has increased marginally during this 
period. 
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77. On the basis that the Council’s ethnicity and gender pay gaps are bigger than the South 
East average, it would be easy to conclude that the Council is underperforming. It is 
undeniable that there is work to do. However, the direction of travel is also important. On 
the gender pay gap, some progress has been made, with the figure being 12.3% in 2020. 
The ethnicity pay gap, however, has grown from 10.3% in 2020 to 11.4% most recently. 
As recognised by the Council’s own action plan; improving the recruitment, retention and 
development of staff members from minoritised ethnic communities is an ongoing 
challenge. In comparison to its performance in other anti-poverty measures considered 
above, this is the Council’s weakest result.  
 

78. The Review Group has two recommendations to make arising from workforce equalities 
issues. The first concerns the fall in the proportion of staff under 30 from 16.4% to 13.3% 
over a three year period. This is significant. Poverty impacts the opportunities available to 
younger people who experience it; children who have received free school meals are half 
as likely to be earning a living wage by the age of 25 compared to those who have not28. 
The provision of opportunities for younger people who have experienced poverty 
themselves is a necessary intervention to prevent the effects of poverty from cascading 
down the generations. The Review Group appreciates and applauds the work the 
Council has done in developing apprenticeships, which target this group particularly well. 
Nevertheless, the numbers of younger staff have deteriorated despite these efforts. The 
Review Group would like to see more being done in this area, so suggests that a specific 
section be devoted in its workforce equalities plan to developing opportunities for young 
people.  

 
Recommendation 9: That the Council includes within its workforce equalities 
plan a specific section on developing opportunities for young people. 

 
79. Gender imbalances over responsibility for childcare and the impact on the number of 

hours worked is a significant contributor to the gender pay gap, and also to poverty 
levels. Flexibility, particularly for single parents, is a highly relevant factor to enabling 
them to participate in the workforce in the first place. The Review Group suggests that as 
a first step in ascertaining how well the Council is performing in this regard, that it simply 
asks them this question as part of its staff survey.  
 

Recommendation 10: That the Council includes within its staff survey 
questions about whether the Council is a family-friendly employer. 

 
Interim Conclusions 
 
80. At this point it is worth taking stock of the Council’s performance against the themes set 

out, for the list examined above covers those areas where the Council makes proactive 
policy interventions.  
 

81. Scrutiny was assured verbally by the Leader of the Council during discussions over the 
Council’s Business Plan that tackling and preventing poverty, though not explicitly 
referenced in the Council’s strategic objectives, is at the very core of the Council’s 
activity and purpose. When examined in more detail, this claim is proven by the facts. 
The Council is already leveraging its influence to deliver higher wages in the City; it goes 
above and beyond what most councils do to ensure that individuals secure the benefits 

                                            
28

 https://www.hrmagazine.co.uk/content/news/free-school-meals-recipients-struggle-to-earn-a-living-wage 
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to which they are entitled, including making transfers from its own funds to uphold benefit 
levels and access; its commitment to building social housing is ambitious and, if fully 
delivered, will have a meaningful impact on housing supply for those in low pay in the 
City; the Council operates to a high standard in both tackling and preventing fuel poverty 
as much as it can for renters in both its own homes and the private rented sector. The 
area where there is work to do relates to tackling inequality in the workplace, particularly 
for members of minoritised ethnic communities. In this area, though delivery may be 
lagging demographic change, the underlying commitment is clearly present and the 
Review Group encourages the Council to continue collaborating with and promoting 
union membership. 
 

82. At the start of this section it was asked what, realistically, given the limitations the Council 
operates under, ‘should’ the Council be doing. The answer is largely that in those areas 
mentioned, it is already delivering. The Council has a strong anti-poverty foundation. 
What follows is an exploration of topics suggested in Shifting the Curve which the Review 
Group considers would improve on that existing good work, specifically ways to develop, 
systematise and make more sustainable the current commitment. Much of the discussion 
here is not about child poverty directly, but poverty generally. The former is obviously a 
subset of the latter, but the Review Group does ask that a generalised anti-poverty 
picture does not obscure the immediate needs of children and young people specifically.  

 
Commence the socio-economic duty in the Equality Act 2010 
 
83. Before writing about enactment of the socio-economic duty, it is necessary to understand 

what it is. It is also important to note that, while socio-economic duty relates to poverty as 
a whole rather than child poverty specifically, the Review Group is of the view that it is an 
important framework for action on child poverty.  
 

84. Included during its drafting, section 1 of the Equality Act 2010 incorporated the following 
requirement. Relevant bodies: ‘must, when making decisions of a strategic nature about 
how to exercise [their] functions, have due regard to the desirability of exercising them in 
a way that is designed to reduce the inequalities of outcome which result from socio-
economic disadvantage.’ Effectively, the impact of any strategic decision on those in 
poverty would have to be weighed-up in the making of that decision as a matter of 
course. When the Equality Act was implemented, however, this section was not (and has 
not been since) - leaving the current nine recognised protected characteristics. As the 
Shifting the Curve report notes, the decision not to implement it lacks a degree of logic. 
‘All groups are 'protected' save the largest group that encompasses huge numbers of the 
individuals in the protected groups: people in poverty. Particularly in terms of gender, 
race and disability, rates of poverty for these groups are higher than for the general 
population.’ 
 

85. As a follow-on to the recommendation made in Shifting the Curve, the Scottish 
government did implement the socio-economic duty in 2018. The Welsh government did 
the same in 2021. In England, councils are still not under a duty to implement it. 
However, a number of councils have seen the potential benefits of testing all policy 
against its impact on socio-economic inequality and have chosen to voluntarily adopt it. 
Others have taken steps to reduce income inequality, thereby supporting the spirit of it.  

 
86. The Review Group has considered the question of whether the Council should formally 

adopt the socio-economic duty. The socio-economic duty is a tool for poverty-prevention 
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which goes beyond child poverty but is clearly of relevance. As part of its considerations, 
the Review Group received a presentation from Graham Witham, CEO of Greater 
Manchester Poverty Action, the author of a guide to implementing the socio-economic 
duty for local authorities29. On balance, it is the conclusion of the Review Group that the 
Council should formally adopt the socio-economic duty. There are a number of reasons 
for this: 

 
i) From the Review Group’s review of the Council’s policy, the Council 

performs strongly on directly anti-poverty measures. However, whilst vital, 
there is a huge volume of policy which is not directly focused on poverty. 
Although less direct in effect, the greater volume means that the cumulative 
impact of small changes could add up to significant differences being 
made. There is a big difference in outcomes between a council which has 
effective policies against poverty and one where anti-poverty 
considerations are structurally and systematically embedded into all its 
strategic decision-making. Adopting the policy formally would close this gap 
and bring to bear the entirety of the Council’s corporate capacity to address 
poverty issues. 

ii) The point is made as part of Greater Manchester Poverty Action’s guide 
that poverty is the result of political choice. This is illustrated by the fact that 
two devolved administrations with different priorities to central government 
have made the socio-economic duty a requirement. If the Council is in 
disagreement with national government over this matter, it is at liberty to 
make a different political choice and voluntarily assume the socio-economic 
duty. Presumably the political positions of the Scottish and Welsh 
administrations are closer to those of the Council than central government, 
and the Council would wish to make a similar political choice. 

iii) Given that equalities impact assessments are already understood (though, 
admittedly, also currently being worked upon to improve effectiveness), 
extending their application to include a new area would not be difficult 
relative to the impact it could generate. 

iv) The Equality Act applies to and is understood by other organisations that 
the Council will would need to work in partnership with to tackle child 
poverty. As will be seen in the following part of this report on partnerships, 
the Review Group feels this ‘common language’ is important to support 
cross-working. As a consequence, it is important that the Council be seen 
to be setting a positive example by adopting it itself.  

 
87. In light of these points, the Review Group supports the adoption of the socio-economic 

duty within the next 12 months. In order to ensure that it is depoliticised, the Review 
Group suggests that the Council agree an anti-poverty cross-party motion. 
 

Recommendation 11: That the Council considers and agrees a cross-party 
motion committing to formally adopting the socio-economic duty and using its 
influence to encourage local partner institutions to do the same. 

 

                                            
29

 This guide can be found at https://www.gmpovertyaction.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Socio-Economic-
Duty-Guide-v6.pdf 
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Recommendation 12: That the Council adopts the socio-economic duty within 
the next 12 months. 

 
88. The guide to local authorities on implementing the socio-economic duty contains a 

number of practical steps to make to ensure that the potential of adopting it is realised. 
The Review Group supports all these practical steps. However, two are identified as 
priorities. 
 

89. The first relates to leadership. Research indicates that for implementation to work, there 
must be full buy-in from senior Elected Members and officers, consistently pressing for 
organisational change. The Review Group’s view is that there is good reason to place 
responsibility for it at the top of officer and member-trees: the Leader of the Council and 
the Chief Executive. For the Leader of the Council, tackling socio-economic 
disadvantage converges closely with existing aspects of the portfolio – Inclusive Growth 
and Partnerships – that it is a natural addition to responsibilities. On the officer side, 
precisely because it is a corporate-wide issue and not related to one specific service 
area, making the Chief Executive responsible seems appropriate. This also reflects the 
importance the issue is afforded by Members and staff of the Council.  

 
Recommendation 13: That the Leader of the Council’s portfolio is expanded to 
include poverty prevention. 

 
Recommendation 14: That the Leader of the Council and Chief Executive are 
identified as the lead councillor and officer for implementing the socio-
economic duty.  
 

90. The second issue is one of data. It is important when making a commitment to the socio-
economic duty that the right data points are chosen as KPIs. This aids monitoring of 
success and accountability. In order for a baseline to be established it is necessary that 
this be done earlier rather than later. As such, the Review Group recommends that 
suitable KPIs begin to be monitored as part of the Council’s performance indicators in its 
quarterly Integrated Performance Reports. 
 

Recommendation 15: That the Council develops clear metrics on tackling and 
preventing poverty, and includes those metrics within the KPIs it monitors in its 
Quarterly Integrated Performance Report 

 
 
Undertaking a comprehensive, multi-stakeholder review 
 
91. This final section largely reflects the limitations of the Review Group in terms of capacity. 

The size and complexity of this topic makes it impossible that Scrutiny could provide a 
fully considered and comprehensive road map for moving things forward on this agenda. 
As a comparator, the Milton Keynes Child Poverty Commission is approximately double 
the length of this review and brought in significant external expertise to support its 
development30. What this review has made clear to Members is that it is vital that 

                                            
30

 The report is available here: https://milton-keynes.cmis.uk.com/milton-
keynes/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=p3etWU8jrsf%2FtP%2BGweKkzOU76sw7s
L2uy2I6QBzAo4Ditz8Kdfoagw%3D%3D&rUzwRPf%2BZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3D%3D=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5
QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2FLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3D%3D&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3D%3D=hFflUd
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additional work be undertaken. It is the view of the Review Group that from an internal 
perspective, the adoption of the socio-economic duty is an important step in regularising 
the Council’s work towards poverty prevention. There also needs to be an explicit, 
targeted and coordinated plan. Poverty prevention must become more than an 
undercurrent to the Council’s work, but a key and active focus. At present, the Council 
has no poverty strategy.  
 

92. The Council’s Thriving Communities Strategy is in development, but Review Group 
members who attended the Member briefing on this were disappointed at the 
prioritisation it displayed. Largely, the draft strategy is a universal strategy which, while 
vital to preventing poverty, does not facilitate specific discussions around the advantages 
and disadvantages of particular areas of focus and how appropriate they are for tackling 
specific issues – in this case child poverty. While the Review Group does not wish to 
criticise the work being undertaken in relation to the Thriving Communities Strategy, it 
recognises that it illustrates how tackling and preventing poverty can get ‘crowded out’ if 
it is not made explicit. The Review Group’s recommendation is that the Council 
undertakes to develop a Poverty Prevention Strategy, which is able to commit sufficient 
resources to develop a more comprehensive road map of the next steps the Council 
must take. 
 

Recommendation 16: That the Council produces a Poverty Strategy within the 
next eighteen months. 

 
93. While the Review Group recognises the importance of engaging with those who have 

lived experience, it made a conscious decision not to follow this line of enquiry due to its 
level of appropriate skill and capacity for undertaking such an exercise – as set out 
earlier in this report. However, the Review Group would recommend that the Council 
seeks to gather and reflect lived experiences of child poverty in order to inform a Poverty 
Strategy and any appropriate future strategies and policies in the longer term. Through 
the variety of contributions to this review, it has been made clear that Oxford has a 
particular concentration of capable and committed individuals who want to tackle poverty, 
and child poverty, locally. These include members of the voluntary and community 
sector, academia and members of local anchor institutions. If the Council is to develop its 
own Poverty Strategy, the input and expertise of external key stakeholders will be key in 
developing something which really addresses the real issues.  
 

94. A model which brings these stakeholders together – the Council, other statutory leaders, 
those with lived experience, and those involved in academia or the voluntary sector – is 
one which was suggested might be of relevance to the Council’s current situation by 
Graham Whitham. Poverty Truth Commissions typically take between six and eight 
months to understand key issues and possible solutions from those who are experts by 
experience, meaning the views of those with lived experience are placed at the 
foundation. Beyond that, it facilitates meetings between civic leaders and those with lived 
experience on ways forward. The Review Group suggests that this would be an 
extremely good practice means of unearthing the issues and possible solutions required 

                                                                                                                                                    
N3100%3D&kCx1AnS9%2FpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3D%3D=hFflUdN3100%3D&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2BAJvYtyA
%3D%3D=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&FgPlIEJYlotS%2BYGoBi5olA%3D%3D=NHdURQburHA%3D&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993j
syOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&W
GewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3D 
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for any Poverty Strategy31. It is recognised that undertaking this sort of approach properly 
requires resourcing. However, whilst no firm commitments have been made, informal 
discussions between the Chair of the Review Group and others have indicated that there 
are sources of external funding available which could support this venture. As a first step, 
the Review Group would like to see the Council agree in principle to undertake one, and 
as a second, to investigate more fully the potential for external funding.  
 

Recommendation 17: That the Council agrees, subject to securing funding, to 
hold a poverty truth commission within the next 12 months.  
 
Recommendation 18: That the Council investigates options for securing 
external funding to support a poverty truth commission.  

 
95. Regardless of whether a Poverty Truth Commission does proceed, one issue which the 

Review Group picked up on was the way that, by squeezing poorer children out of 
participating in society, they become less and less visible, and further marginalised. The 
Review Group is keen that the experience of young people is collected and publicised as 
a means of not only counteracting this, but celebrating the diversity of Oxford’s younger 
population. Because of this, and the wish not to ‘other’ poorer individuals, the Review 
Group suggests that the stories of young people generally and their experience of living 
in the City is collected and publicised. 

 
Recommendation 19: That the Council collects and publishes the stories of 
young people and their experience of living in the City. 

 
Ensure that public service delivery is respectful, person-centred, and preserves the dignity of 
people in poverty 
 
96. As referenced in the methodology section of this report, this review has not heard directly 

from individuals with lived experience and so has little evidence on the level of respect, 
person-centeredness and dignity experienced by children living in poverty. 

 
97. One effect of poverty is to make individuals dependent on the institutions which 

administer support. The support that is offered, however, is only part of their service. 
How that support is provided has a major effect on the wellbeing of the people who use 
those services. The Review Group wishes to flag the importance of this issue and 
highlight that a Poverty Truth Commission would rightly focus on this alongside more 
strategic issues. It is vital that the Council tries to keep individuals and families out of 
poverty in the first place, but it is equally vital that it is sensitive to the needs of 
individuals who are experiencing it.  

 
98. One pertinent issue related to this is how the Council distributes money to those in need. 

Rightly, when distributing public money there must be a concern that the money is being 
spent as intended. This has, when it comes to individuals in poverty, manifested itself in 
providing vouchers or goods rather than money, which can be swapped for the specific 
items they are supposed to fund, be it fuel, food, or white goods. Although 
understandable, the point was made by multiple groups working with those in poverty 

                                            
31

 More details on Poverty Truth Commissions can be found here: 
https://povertytruthnetwork.org/commissions/what-is-a-poverty-truth-commission/ 
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that this is a mistake. It is flawed for two reasons. Firstly, because of the disempowering 
effect it has on recipients. But secondly, because it assumes that meeting the specific 
needs the vouchers are supposed to fund optimises outcomes for an individual in 
financial distress. Poverty creates a nexus of interconnected pressures. It is not helpful to 
be provided a bag of potatoes if you do not have money to buy electricity to cook them 
with. To generate good outcomes from the distribution of money it is necessary that the 
recipient has the flexibility to judge for themselves how best to optimise their situation in 
light of the pressures they face. This does run the risk of money being ‘misused’, but this 
is a potential downside which will not necessarily apply to all receipients, whereas the 
disempowerment and inflexibility of vouchers affects all recipients. The unity of voices 
heard by the Review Group on this subject, and the expectation that losses associated 
with ‘misuse’ would be more than compensated for by the better outcomes generated 
overall make the Review Group keen that the Council should review its position on how it 
provides support to those in poverty.  
 

Recommendation 20: That the Council provides cash support for those 
receiving poverty-related support, not vouchers or support in kind. 

 
99. On a related issue, feedback from front-line providers indicated that the current vouchers 

made available through the Household Support Grant or Healthy Start are not always 
straightforward for recipients to use. It is easy to overlook just how important smooth 
functioning of this type of service is to recipients. If you have just enough through 
vouchers and cash to buy, for example, baby food and nappies, and then you find that 
the shop assistant is unsure whether your vouchers can be accepted and will have to 
check with their manager when they are next in, you are faced with an unfair choice. The 
lack of a buffer to fall back on makes the consequences of poor functioning systems such 
as this far more serious than in many other areas of the Council’s functions. The Review 
Group was asked by front-line services, and endorses their request, that the Council 
takes steps to smooth out this process and ensure that when there are problems, a 
system is put in place to ensure it is resolved promptly. 

 
Recommendation 21: That the Council contacts shops listed as accepting 
Household Support Grant or Healthy Start vouchers to ensure that they are 
accepted, and provides a service where individuals or agencies can highlight 
where problems occur. 
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Part 2: Partnership Working 
 

Background 
 

100. The complexity and multi-faceted nature of child poverty means it is all but impossible for 
any single stakeholder to tackle it alone, not even central government. Despite central 
government controlling many of the most effective levers, such as welfare levels, the 
Child Poverty Act placed responsibilities on other bodies to work in partnership. The 
section above suggests that the Council’s strategic policies are indeed strongly anti-
poverty. However, the scale and complexity of the problem means the Council must look 
to work in partnership with those who operate on a larger scale and hold additional policy 
levers. In the absence of significant drive from central government this task becomes 
even more necessary. 
 

101. When the Child Poverty Act was in place it placed duties on local authorities, albeit 
primarily upon top-tier ones (in Oxfordshire, the County Council), to put in place 
arrangements to work with partner authorities named in the Act (such as the City 
Council) to reduce and mitigate the effects of child poverty in their local area. The Act 
required named partner authorities to cooperate with the local authority in these 
arrangements. Further, it placed a duty on responsible local authorities to prepare and 
publish a local child poverty needs assessment. This would enable them to understand 
the characteristics of low income and disadvantaged families in their area, and the key 
drivers of poverty that must be addressed. Finally, the Act required responsible local 
authorities and partner authorities to prepare a joint child poverty strategy for their local 
area, which would set out the contribution that each partner authority would make and 
address the issues raised in the needs assessment.  This formed a comprehensive and 
dedicated partnership infrastructure. However, with the Child Poverty Act since repealed, 
no such infrastructure presently exists. Whilst it would gladly welcome the voluntary 
recreation of a similar infrastructure, the Review Group recognises this is at the more 
hopeful end of the spectrum, given the resource pressures faced by all would-be parties. 
As a consequence, the Review Group has considered how existing partnerships might 
leverage their influence to address poverty issues more generally, and in some cases 
child poverty more specifically.  
 

102. There is obvious overlap between this section and the Review Group’s recommendations 
around holding a Poverty Truth Commission. The purpose of this Part is to explore what 
the opportunities are for partnership working, without predetermining either the Council’s 
decision to hold a Poverty Truth Commission or any outcomes which may arise.  
 

Findings and Recommendations 
 
Health and Care Bill: Integrated Care Boards 
 

103. At present, the Health and Care Bill is in the process of being implemented. At the top 
level, this legislation seeks to break down the barriers between healthcare providers and 
other sources of care in order to provide a more integrated service. Practically, this 
means the abolition of Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) and replacing them with 
Integrated Care Boards (ICBs). ICBs will have oversight of Integrated Care Systems 
(ICSs), which control the commissioning powers of CCGs. ICBs will also have (top tier) 
local authority members on the boards in order to facilitate joint working.  
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104. The issue that makes ICBs of relevance to child poverty are the express aims of ICBs, 
which are: to achieve greater integration of health and care services; improve population 
health and reducing inequalities; support productivity and sustainability of services; and 
help the NHS to support social and economic development. Child poverty is a direct 
consequence of inequalities and inadequate social and economic development. The 
issue falls squarely within the remit of ICBs. 

 
105. It is important to note that the ICB for Oxfordshire covers not only the entirety of the 

county, but also Buckinghamshire and Berkshire. It is a high-level body covering in 
excess of one million people. However, the expectation is that devolution will occur to 
more local ‘places’ or ‘sub-places’, which would be a more suitable forum for partnership 
working to occur on a local basis, and where the Council would expect to have some 
influence. However they are broken down, the local one is liable to include Oxford 
University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, one of the largest employers in the city, with 
over 14,000 employees. The theoretical opportunity exists, therefore, for the Council, 
with its existing good practice and concern over inclusive growth - apprenticeships, the 
Oxford Living Wage, social value in procurement - to engage with and influence a key 
anchor institution specifically with a remit to tackle health inequalities and promote social 
and economic development. The Review Group is keen to see that the Council is 
proactive in ensuring this opportunity is realised. 

 
Recommendation 22: That the Council finds out what the planned governance 
arrangements are for the local ICB ‘place’ or ‘sub-place’ 

 
Recommendation 23: That the Council lobbies appropriately to ensure it is 
included in any local ICB ‘place’ or ‘sub-place’ 

 
Recommendation 24: That the Council agrees an executive member to 
represent the Council, preferably the Leader and Cabinet member for Inclusive 
Growth, Recovery and Partnerships and/or the Chief Executive as appropriate. 

 
 
Oxfordshire Recovery and Renewal Framework 
 

106. In March 2022 the Cabinet adopted the Oxfordshire Recovery and Renewal Framework. 
The Framework is the formalisation of the joint-working which has taken place between 
local authorities across the County during the pandemic, outlining how partner councils 
will collaborate as COVID-19 begins to recede. Specifically, it focuses on three shared 
themes – shared economic prosperity, better health and wellbeing, and stronger 
communities – as well as two cross-cutting strategic priorities: climate change action and 
tackling inequality.  
 

107. It is important to recognise that the Framework is not, therefore, something which derives 
its purpose from an anti-poverty perspective. It is broader than that. There are, 
nevertheless, clear areas of intersection between it and the promotion of anti-poverty 
measures. For example: 

 

 Ensuring access to skills training and employment opportunities for all residents but in 
particular young people entering the employment market and those who will not return 
to their previous employment following the end of furlough support 
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 Proactively promote equal and fair access to all economic opportunities, maximising 
the talent and creativity from a diverse and inclusive workforce across Oxfordshire 

 Reduce the educational attainment gap in disadvantaged families. 

 Support the resilience and sustainability of the voluntary and community sector, 
specifically to deliver community-led interventions with preventative impact. 

 
108. In addition, although the Framework has now been adopted by its member councils, 

which makes it more difficult to change, it recognises that it is a ‘‘call to action’ for all 
partners to consider other interventions which may need to be put in place to address 
these system-wide issues and themes.’ The effects of the Russian invasion of Ukraine 
are starting to be felt; as both countries are major oil, gas and food-producers, prices 
have increased markedly on top of the existing pressures. It is the suggestion of the 
Review Group that with the exacerbation of cost increases in light of international events, 
and the clear cross-over between areas of the Framework and anti-poverty measures, 
there is justification to align the work of the Framework more explicitly with tackling 
poverty.  
 

109. The more ambitious suggestion is that constituent members agree that child poverty falls 
within the category of a ‘system-wide issue or theme’, requiring a specific intervention to 
be developed. This is clearly a significant undertaking, particularly given that agreement 
has only recently been given to the original draft Framework. However, it is ultimately a 
question of priorities. The Review Group considers the urgency of the situation to justify 
creating a specific, bespoke sub-group to address and coordinate this issue, with the 
involvement of the voluntary and community sector that the Framework seeks to 
empower; this is the gold standard outcome in terms of partnership working and one 
which the Review Group would wish to see.  

 
Recommendation 25: That the Council’s representatives seek the agreement of 
other Framework members to establish a sub-Group to the Recovery and 
Renewal Framework focusing on child poverty, or, poverty prevention. 
 

110. In the event that the above recommendation is not deliverable, the less ambitious 
suggestion builds on Scrutiny’s comments on the topic when it was considered, which 
noted the following: ‘At present, the Recovery and Renewal Framework is light on how it 
intends to monitor whether it is working. There is a balance to be found, with monitoring 
sufficiently rigorous to maintain focus by partner organisations and maintain delivery 
momentum. On the other hand, it is important that monitoring is not allowed to become 
an industry of its own and get in the way of the intended outcomes of participating in the 
Framework.’ The Review Group stands by Scrutiny’s view that monitoring must not 
become an industry. On the other hand, with the current and forthcoming scale of child 
poverty, as well as the cross-overs between the Framework’s own objectives and policies 
which would help address child poverty, the Review Group also feels there is good 
justification to identify a number of core KPIs which traverse both child poverty and the 
Framework’s own objectives to create greater accountability and momentum towards 
delivering these outcomes. Assuming ‘what gets measured gets done’, this would tune 
and shore up the contribution of the Framework to anti-poverty outcomes whilst working 
within its agreed aims. 

 
Recommendation 26: That the Council requests that a number of KPIs which 
are both anti-poverty in nature and relate to the Framework’s aims be 
developed and monitored on a quarterly basis.  
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Oxford Strategic Partnership 
 

111. Reference has been made above to ‘anchor institutions’, those organisations in a locality 
which have sufficient scale, influence or money that changes to their own policies 
amount to significant change within that locality. Thus, in Oxford, for example, the 
Universities and Colleges, Oxford Universities NHS Foundation Trust, Oxfordshire 
County Council, private sector employers such as BMW and Unipart and voluntary sector 
organisations such as Community First Oxfordshire, Oxfordshire Community Foundation 
and Oxfordshire Community and Voluntary Action all constitute anchor institutions. 
 

112. The Oxford Strategic Partnership (OSP) is a forum which brings many of the key 
stakeholders together from the public, business, community and voluntary sectors. The 
OSP helps to provide direction for the city's future, respond to local priorities and engage 
more effectively with local concerns. Specifically, its aims include:  

 

 Identifying current major issues and concerns that will benefit from collective 
intervention 

 Identifying and engaging relevant partners, and facilitating their working together to 
develop and implement collaborative interventions 

 Empowering partners and communities to take action 
 

113. It must be noted that the OSP itself is not a delivery or operational organisation but one 
which targets and coordinates specific issues for collaboration between its members and 
their affiliates, those through which collaboration will yield the greatest local benefit. 
Bringing together multiple anchor institutions for this purpose, it is not surprising that the 
Review Group views the Oxford Strategic Partnership as being a key opportunity for 
coordinated action against child poverty, and that the urgency of children choosing 
between heating or eating, or parents having to choose between baby food and nappies 
falls squarely within the OSP’s remit.  
 

114. The key question the Review Group must find a response to is in what way the OSP 
could meaningfully be involved. However, before considering this, it is necessary to 
recognise the OSP’s current work, which has been around ‘Inclusive Growth’. The 
influence of the Council, which has ‘enable an inclusive economy’ as one of its strategic 
priorities is evident and welcomed. The Review Group recognises that the Council is 
working in this regard exactly as it ought to – leveraging the effect of its own good 
practice by influencing others – and that the outcomes will have had a positive benefit. 
Nevertheless, as the environment for poorer families and children becomes more acute, 
the sufficiency of the status quo reduces.  

 
115. The Review Group’s suggestion is that a new theme for the Oxford Strategic Partnership 

should be adopted: how to adopt the socio-economic duty. The arguments in favour of 
this are the same as those made for the Council itself adopting the socio-economic duty, 
namely that socio-economic considerations and poverty prevention and mitigation are 
built into the structure of participating organisations. Clearly, this is not without problems. 
The public sector equality duties are only relevant to a proportion of OSP members. On 
the other hand, there are good reasons to adopt the suggestion. Firstly, if only those who 
were subject to the public sector equality duty adopted the socio-economic duty, it would 
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still mean anti-poverty influence on an extremely wide variety of policies. Secondly, the 
challenge that it would only be relevant to certain members of the OSP is far from fatal. 
On the basis that the socio-economic duty is a means to an end, and not an end in itself, 
there is much value to be had in bringing the combined (and notably high) level of 
knowledge and expertise locally to exploring how other organisations might embed anti-
poverty considerations into their policy-making.  
 

116. Practically, as noted above, the Review Group received a very helpful presentation from 
Graham Whitham on the implementation of the socio-economic duty in local authorities, 
and the Review Group suggests that the OSP may wish to begin a conversation with him 
to explore how to take this idea further forward. 

 
Recommendation 27: That the Council proposes to OSP partners that the OSP 
adopts a new theme – embedding poverty prevention in policy, and that for 
public sector organisations this is based around adopting the socio-economic 
duty. 

 
Recommendation 28: That the Council proposes to OSP partners that they 
invite Graham Whitham for advice on how to take forward adopting the socio-
economic duty. 

 
Parish Councils and Neighbourhood Fora 
 

117. A main focus of the Review Group’s recommendations has been about partnering with 
large, anchor institutions which have significant influence across the wider local area, the 
Council should also remember that within the city there are four parish councils. These 
have their own strengths, including the fact they are based in some of the most 
impoverished areas of the city. The Review Group is keen that the Council should 
engage as broad a coalition of partners as possible. To this end, it suggests that the 
Council uses its Parish Councils’ Forum to raise child poverty as an issue and test the 
appetite and capacity of parish councils to become involved in addressing the issue of 
child poverty in their areas. 
 

Recommendation 29: That the Council holds a discussion at its next Parish 
Council Forum to explore the issue of child poverty in Oxford, parish 
contributions and ways of integrating and improving efforts. 
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Part 3: Immediate Improvements 
 

Background 
 

118. The majority of the Review Group’s recommendations are covered in the preceding parts 
of this report. However, in the course of its discussions with experts who understand the 
issues, the Review Group has also encountered or developed other, smaller suggestions 
which can be implemented more quickly. Given the urgency of the situation for many 
residents, more immediate actions form an important part of the Council’s overall 
response.  For ease of reference these recommendations are grouped thematically. 

 

Findings and Recommendations 
 
Food 
 

119. Food larders, whereby individuals pay around £3.50 for ten items from an available stock 
are a source of low-cost food in Oxford, with seven around the city. The Council supports 
these larders are part of its participation in the wider Oxfordshire Food Strategy, and 
makes available a free three-month trial. Whilst they are a source of low-cost food, 
feedback to the Review Group is that the model is a long way from being ideal for those 
in poverty, despite being low cost. They were described during the Review as being 
‘available, but not accessible.’  
 

120. The first issue identified is cost. Sadly, low-cost food, even at £3.50 a week, is now 
becoming beyond the means of families who are having to pay more and more for their 
energy. The only way it can become affordable is if it is no-cost. What is important here is 
that the service is most exclusionary for those most in need. Secondly, food larders must 
be visited in person and are only open for very limited hours. Rose Hill food larder, for 
example, is only open on Tuesdays from 2pm to 4pm. This can be very troublesome, 
particularly for single parents, as it clashes with collecting children from school, or is 
during part of the working day. Simply getting there is not always possible for these 
reasons, but the high proportion of disabled people in poverty also creates a very direct 
challenge to access by a subset of those who really need the service. For some such 
people, delivery of affordable food is vital. Other groups find the need to register and 
provide details to participate a barrier. Finally, it has been noted that a universal larder 
system has been poor at being culturally appropriate, with a lack of halal options being 
available. Again, with ethnic and religious minorities being over-represented amongst the 
number of those in poverty this is an issue for a significant number of potential users. 
 

121. The Review Group recognises that food larders have much to commend them. They are 
expressly universally available, which reduces the stigma to using them. However, 
according to the Council’s website they are primarily concerned with reducing food 
waste. This objective should be praised, but is not explicitly aimed at addressing food 
poverty. The Review Group’s view is that those who cannot afford to feed themselves 
must be the Council’s primary priority when it comes to food, and that the way this 
system works should be reviewed to address those specific needs. Given that the 
Council is not primarily responsible for the local Food Strategy, the Review Group asks 
that it is brought up as part of discussions surrounding the Oxfordshire Food Strategy. In 
addition, the Review Group is of the view that the Council should provide support to ‘cash 
first’ or ‘food first’ organisations which explicitly work with and support those experiencing 
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food poverty or insecurity and are seen as a less stigmatising support mechanism – for 
example, OX4 Food Crew and Oxford Mutual Aid. 

 
Recommendation 30: That the Council seeks, in the Oxfordshire Food Strategy, 
that either food larders are made more accessible to those in poverty, or 
greater provision is made for them. 
 
Recommendation 31: That the Council provides support to ‘cash first’ or ‘food 
first’ organisations as less stigmatising support mechanisms for those in 
poverty. 

 
122. The lack of catering for specific dietary requirements for ethnic and religious individuals 

by food larders was referenced above, but arguably there is a group whose needs are 
more pressing still given the lack of alternatives, babies. Not all mothers are able to 
breastfeed their children. Reports to the Review Group are that there is high demand for 
access to formula and baby food, yet very little availability. Healthy Start vouchers do 
provide some support in this area for poorer parents, but the undeniable fact is that 
formula is very expensive. 
 

123. The limitations of food larders have been used as vehicle to discuss this topic, but it 
would be wrong to lump responsibility to address this important issue on them. Indeed, 
this is an issue which could easily fall between the cracks in terms of which agency has 
ultimate responsibility for address it. This being so, the Review Group wishes to flag the 
importance of this as a problem, and to use its involvement as a stakeholder in the 
Oxfordshire Food Strategy to see that this issue is looked at and addressed.  
 

Recommendation 32: That the Council seeks that the Oxfordshire Food 
Strategy gives full consideration to how parents in poverty can access formula 
and baby food. 
 

124. Another issue raised to the Review Group by frontline workers on the subject of food was 
that owing to cost pressures and practicality, most food at food banks, and even at food 
larders sometimes, is dried or tinned. There is little fresh food, and not a lot of variety. 
Food is about much more than just sustenance; a monotonous diet may prevent 
starvation but it is not ‘feeding’.  
 

125. The Review Group’s suggestion relates to the fact that the Council hosts multiple 
markets. Some, like Gloucester Green market are very sizeable, attracting many traders 
who will have unsold and un-resalable food at the end of the day. The point is taken that 
the Council does not manage the market it hosts, but as host there is an opportunity to 
have conversations with stall-holders and local organisations to encourage them to work 
together to make the fresh food and wide variety of unsold cooked food left over at the 
end of a market day available to residents in need. 

 
Recommendation 33: That the Council leverages the relationships it has as a 
market host and landlord to explore how unsold food might be distributed to 
local organisations and people in need. 
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Education 
 
 

126. It is recognised that COVID-19 deepened pre-existing inequalities. Specifically related to 
child poverty, one of the clearest examples was the different experience of home 
schooling between more and less affluent families. Broadly speaking, children with 
parents with capacity to devote time to teach their children, generally wealthier, 
benefitted from the additional attention. On the other hand, the children of parents unable 
to devote time to their children stagnated.  
 

127. Parental capacity, however, was not the only hurdle faced by children in poorer 
households in maintaining their education during lockdown. Naturally, much learning 
gravitated online. This move highlighted the scale of digital exclusion in Oxford; for 
instance, at the start of home schooling in Bayards Hill Primary School in Headington, 
only 33% of pupils could access a computer to do their school work. As in many areas, in 
education some of the positive changes made during the pandemic are expected to 
continue, including elements of online learning. To facilitate this for those without access 
to a computer, a continual stream of computers is needed. Oxfordshire Community 
Foundation has established a scheme to accept old computers and ready them for re-
use by the digitally excluded, called Getting Oxfordshire Online. The Review Group is 
sure that the Council made donations of old computers at the height of the pandemic, but 
it is keen that this support is ongoing.  

 
Recommendation 34: That the Council donates its old iPads and laptops to 
Getting Oxfordshire Online. 

 
128. The pressure to conform to societal norms is inherent in situations of child poverty, even 

though an individual does not have the funds to do so. This pressure, in combination with 
the prevalence of easy access to credit, is financially dangerous. Overdrafts, or buy now 
pay later options may provide an immediate relief of this pressure, but at the cost of 
exacerbating it in the future. The Review Group is conscious of this risk, and suggests 
that inclusion of financial education, particularly around credit, would be a sensible 
service to offer as part of its Youth Ambition programme.  

 
Recommendation 35: That the Council provides financial education as part of 
its Youth Ambition work 

 
Fuel 
 

129. Historically, for those on low incomes the best advice regarding fuel was to be on a direct 
debit if possible. This enabled energy supply to be maintained, but was also a slightly 
cheaper option. In discussions with Oxford Mutual Aid and Agnes Smith advice centre, it 
transpires that this advice is not necessarily correct in the extraordinary situation faced 
within the energy market. The price cap does not change the fact that pre-payment 
meters are marginally more expensive. However, for a significant number of providers 
the use of a pre-payment meter is a convenient way of identifying those in need and who 
may be eligible for particular support. Conversely, it means that for those struggling with 
their energy bills but who have been advised to move on to direct debits, additional 
support is not forthcoming. With multiple energy providers with different policies it is not 
easy to make general statements about this, but it is significant enough to be noted. The 
Review Group recommends making those who provide benefits checks and debt advice 
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aware of this fact, as well as communicating to its tenants that they should investigate (or 
ask for help to do so) whether additional support from energy companies may be 
available if they were to change their payment system.  

 
Recommendation 36: That the Council briefs debt and benefit advisors and 
current tenants on the current potential downsides of not being on an electric 
meter 

 
 
Recreation 
 

130. When finances are extremely tight, public space becomes even more important as it 
allows free access to recreational activities, be it play areas for young children, sports 
fields, or just space to relax and enjoy the outside. For those on low incomes, distance to 
such public spaces is also important. Constantly juggling the pressures inherent in not 
having enough money, being unable to pay for a bus fare, or having a child unable to 
travel long distances for health reasons are all reasons why access to public space is 
necessary at a very local level.  
 

131. The Review Group is aware that with housing so constrained within the City, areas of 
open space such as parks and other public spaces are tempting locations for 
development. The point may even be made that a particular play area or park is under-
used and has capacity to have more children using it. This overlooks, however, the fact 
that for those at the bottom end of the income scale, access to parks and open space is 
not necessarily replaceable. It may be impossible to switch from using one park to 
another. Consequently, the Review Group thinks it is necessary that parks and public 
spaces – play areas and nature reserves – must be explicitly protected, particularly in 
less affluent areas. These are where they are needed most, and where residents have 
the least capacity to transfer elsewhere. The forthcoming Local Plan provides an 
excellent opportunity to embed this policy.  
 

Recommendation 37: That the Council adopts as a policy in its forthcoming 
Oxford Plan a position that parks and public space, particularly in less affluent 
areas, must be safeguarded from development. 

 
132. A further significant source of recreational space is that owned by the Universities and 

Colleges, sports facilities in particular. With undergraduates tending to be in Oxford for 
perhaps 60% of the year, much of this capacity is under-used outside term time. The 
point has been made consistently throughout this review that the Council has insufficient 
resources to meet the variety of challenges around poverty on its own, so must seek to 
leverage its influence to effect as much positive change as possible. The availability of 
sports and recreational space, particularly to young people from poorer areas, is an area 
the Review Group would wish to see the Council raise. 
 

Recommendation 38: That the Council discusses with the local universities and 
the Colleges over whether, in light of the reducing access to sports and 
recreational facilities amongst poorer young people, access outside of term 
time to these facilities can be broadened.  

 
Voluntary and Community Sector Partners 
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133. The Council established a hub system during the COVID-19 pandemic as a means of 
locating and coordinating support to the most vulnerable in the communities they were 
most needed. Whilst the precise nature of the demands on the hubs has altered since 
their inception, they have generally been thought to be a significant success and are 
expected to continue. As part of the review which has been undertaken on how best to 
continue, the Council has had discussions with advice centres, but Mandy Richards, 
Centre Manager of Agnes Smith advice centre fed back that there were more 
discussions to be had to clarify how best to ensure the hubs and advice centres 
complement one another. In light of the vital role the advice centres play, the Review 
Group endorses this and raises it for further action.  

 
Recommendation 39: That as part of the Council’s review of the working of its 
hubs, it makes specific reference to the opportunities for closer working 
between them and the City’s advice centres. 

 
134. The Council recently agreed a new Strategic Grants Programme. One of the features of 

the new Programme is that the Council has a degree of flexibility to adapt where funding 
is directed to in the face of changing circumstances and demand. The Review Group 
recognises that tackling and preventing child poverty must involve resourcing. At a time 
of stretched finances this means prioritising between competing demands. With the 
trajectory for the world and national economy being so negative, and the expected 
squeeze on living standards so severe, the case for prioritising greater action on poverty 
is clear. On the grounds that this years’ funding has only recently been agreed, any 
change will not be immediate. The situation in nine months will be even more urgent than 
it is now; the Review Group recommends getting ahead of this by adopting poverty-
related funding as a strategic grants priority for the next round. 
 

135. Linked to this is a point made by Naomi Eisenstadt, with which the Review Group agrees. 
Child poverty tends to be cast as an early years issue – babies and primary school 
children. However older children, particularly teenagers, also face their own specific 
challenges. Social expectations and challenges are much greater on older children, and 
their relative autonomy can make gang membership or other crime more likely. Equally, 
teenage years are when exams are taken, which then have a large bearing on future 
prospects. The Review Group is keen to highlight these serious issues, and as part of its 
suggestion on strategic grants wishes to make a specific case for explicitly including 
youth club provision in more deprived areas as part of this in order to boost provision in 
this under-serviced area.  

 
Recommendation 40: That the Council adopts as a strategic grants priority for 
its next round of funding poverty prevention, including youth club provision in 
more deprived areas. 

 
136. Oxford is fortunate that there are many members of the community willing to support 

those in financial need, with a diversity of organisations having been established as a 
consequence. This diversity is manifested in the scale and resources available. Some 
have warehouse space available to keep food, for example, whilst smaller groups rely on 
the capacity of their volunteers. In discussion with front-line providers during the review 
the point did arise that for some of the smaller organisations, lack of storage space was a 
limiter on their capacity. This was specifically the case for the Young Women’s Music 
Project, whose offer in providing baby products was said to be obstructed by lack of 
storage space. If the Council is able at little difficulty to increase the capacity in 
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community responses to poverty, it should. The Review Group’s suggestion is that the 
Council has a persistently high number of unused garages, and that it might make a 
number of these available throughout the city for community organisations who need a 
place to store food or baby products before disbursing them to those in need.  

 
Recommendation 41: That the Council makes available long-term unused 
garages to voluntary and community groups for storage of food or baby 
products. 

 
 
Communications  
 
 

137. Developing capacity to support those who are in poverty, particularly families, is vital. 
However, an equally important consideration is the importance of communicating the 
availability of such support and ensuring that those who need it can access it at the point 
they require it. Poverty complicates life by constantly having to devote energy to 
managing the absence of adequate resources; this can leave little capacity spare, for 
example, to look for outside help. This is compounded by the fact, based on feedback 
received by the Review Group, that accessing support for the Household Support Grant 
is not straightforward even when it is known about, that recipients are often unsure about 
interactions between this and other benefits, and that help to navigate the application 
process is often needed. Communications about poverty-related support are therefore 
both more important, and more difficult to be effective. As a result of this, the Review 
Group’s view is that a dedicated poverty-related communications strategy is needed to 
grapple with the specific requirements of promoting poverty-related support. 

 
138. One key issue the Review Group would like to highlight around communications is the 

importance of including personalised, relevant information directly to an individual. 
Leaflets, videos and social media all are useful in raising awareness broadly. However, 
“Poverty fills up your brain so you can’t focus on anything else.” General information 
sharing is not sufficient; direct, targeted and relevant information must also be shared 
with individuals if a response is needed. The Review Group is aware that GDPR issues 
make this more difficult; personal information must be used, and stored, for a purpose 
and not generally. However, it would like the Council to look into how far the Council can 
target and personalise communications using email and text messages, for example, 
within the rules in order to get a greater response.  

 
Recommendation 42: That the Council produces a specific communications 
strategy – leaflets, videos and social media, but also personalised text and 
email – promoting access to sources of financial and food support. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion  
 

139. The Review Group has made a total of 41 recommendations asking the Council to 
consider what it ‘should’ be doing to tackle and, importantly, prevent child poverty. The 
Council has a moral duty to support every child and young person living within the City to 
thrive and child poverty is an issue that must be urgently addressed if that duty is to be 
fulfilled.  
 

140. This review recognises the work already being undertaken to address the plight of 
children living in poverty, however it notes that more can be done in order to shift this 
important issue to the forefront of the agenda. As a key institution within Oxford City, the 
Council has a vital role to play in facilitating partnership working and collaboration to 
address the causes and consequences of child poverty – seeking improved outcomes for 
children and young people citywide both now and in the future. 
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To: Scrutiny Committee 

Date: 08 June 2022 

Report of: Head of Community Services 

Title of Report:  Oxford Waterways Project Update 

 

Summary and recommendations 

Purpose of report: An update report on the progress made against the 
Scrutiny Committee’s previous recommendations 
accepted by Cabinet at its meeting on 09 December 2020. 

Key decision: No 

Cabinet Member 
with responsibility: 

Councillor Louise Upton, Cabinet Member for Health and 
Transport 

Councillor Chewe Munkonge, Cabinet Member for Leisure 
and Parks 

Corporate Priority: Support Thriving Communities 

Policy Framework: Council Strategy 2020-24 

Recommendation(s): 

1. The Committee notes and comments on the update. 

 

Appendices 

Appendix 1 Recommendations Update 

Introduction and background  

1. The previous Waterways Coordinator post expired in November 2020. 
 

2. Following concerns around the condition of some of the Council’s waterways 
assets, a revised role description was introduced in June 2021 to provide focus and 
coordination on developing a framework for asset management. 

 
3. The role maintains the original framework which was put in place alongside the 

Environment Agency and Canal and Rivers Trust, through the ‘Oxford Waterways – 
A Shared Vision’ document.  

 
4. There is, however, now a greater focus in managing a number of assets that are 

either deteriorating or the condition needs to be identified. 
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5. This report provides an update to Scrutiny’s previous recommendations to Cabinet, 

which were accepted at the meeting 09 December 2020 (Appendix 1). 

Waterways Update 

6. In December 2020, Scrutiny Committee put forward a set of recommendations to 
Cabinet.  

 
7. Given the health and safety issues that have been identified, the priorities of the 

Waterways Officer have shifted from these recommendations to get a framework in 
place to manage this long term. More detail is outlined below. 

 
8. The established post has been funded to cover oversight across the Environmental 

Sustainability, Communities, and Property Services teams. 
 
9. The table in Appendix 1 provides a summary of activity delivered/initiated within the 

waterways programme since the last update for Scrutiny, for information. 
 

Recommendation 1: Investigate appetite amongst neighbouring authorities for 
establishing a shared waterways coordinator post 

10. In May 2021, the Waterways Officer post was filled through a two year secondment, 
which expires in June 2023. 
 

11. The role core scope is to focus on the Council’s assets along the waterways, and 
how these are managed, which are now turning to a poor condition. 
 

12. Ongoing dialogue continues with neighbouring authorities and relevant agencies 
where required. 

 

Recommendation 2: The Council establishes and administers a forum of key 
waterways stakeholders to coordinate strategic policy and activity 

13. The Oxford Water Safety Group is already in place to review safety management 
along Oxford’s waterways, and has helped on boat safety campaigns, producing the 
wild water code, and installing smoke alarms in boats. 
 

14. A number of fora already exist, which the Council is linked into and there was no 
demand among partners for the Council to establish a further body.  A number of 
the partnership bodies that the Waterways Officer attends are set out in para 38 
below. 

 

Recommendation 3: That the Council ensures the provision of facilities for boats 
to dispose of waste, empty sewer tanks and take on fresh water at Redbridge 
Paddocks or an alternative venue locally 

15. The Council continues to explore additional mooring provision and, where 
appropriate, will work with housing and property services to incorporate moorings 
into new developments and regeneration projects. 
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16. A basic feasibility study for moorings with the required basic infrastructure has been 
done at Redbridge Paddock, and work is being undertaken to review the Port 
Meadow mooring infrastructure. 

 

Recommendation 4: That the Council explores the option of community 
ownership for moorings when ownership and management arrangements are 
decided 

17. A report commissioned by Collaborative Housing, sponsored by the Council and 
Oxfordshire Community Land Trust, was launched in March 2022.  
 

18. This set out the following: 
 

 A review of the current situation & Oxford’s needs 

 Planning Policy & legal considerations 

 A review of potential sites and opportunities 

 A review of potential models and approaches 

 A basic feasibility study for Redbridge Paddock site 
 

19. The report covers a review for potential permanent, leisure, and continuous cruiser 
mooring opportunities, however not all of these sites are owned by the Council. 
 

20. Any future additional mooring provision will need to seek necessary funding to 
undertake full feasibility work and will require funding to implement. There is 
currently no designated budget, and will need to go through the standard 
mechanisms in which to gain approval. 

 

Recommendation 5: That the Council incorporates the provision of electric 
charging points for boats into its strategic development plans for the waterways, 
particularly in those areas where moorings are in close proximity to housing and 
schools 

21. The Council has an EV team, which are focusing on electric vehicle infrastructure in 
Oxford. We will explore any potential for suitable sites for charging points and, 
where possible, work with partners such as the Canal & Rivers Trust on sites such 
as the Oxford Canal.  

 

Recommendation 6: That the Council includes within its refreshed Housing and 
Homelessness Strategy a section to consider the implications and 
responsibilities arising from endorsing the use of boats as homes in Oxford. 

22. The refreshed Housing and Homelessness Strategy is still in draft format. Work is 
ongoing with Housing Services to incorporate a section which draws reference to 
the use of boats as homes in Oxford.  

 

Recommendation 7: That the Council proactively seeks to increase the number 
of projects in waterways to the east and south of the city. 

23. This recommendation was rejected by Cabinet, citing limited resource meant focus 
needed to be put toward priority areas in the centre of Oxford, along the 
Thames/Isis and Oxford Canal. 
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24. The priority continues to focus on health & safety elements of some of the Council 

infrastructure assets; more information can be found below. 
 

Recommendation 8: That the Council refreshes the Waterways Vision document 
to reference the Council’s motion on bathing water quality. 

25. Designated Bathing Water Status has now been obtained for the Wolvercote Mill 
Stream. Reference to wild swimming will be incorporated into the Thriving 
Communities strategy. 

 
26. The Waterways Vision document provides a good foundation for the elements that 

the waterways cover for the public. This will be updated to reflect the new work 
streams that have opened up.  

 

Reducing accidents for swimmers and users of our waterways 

27. Since the pandemic, there has been a revitalised interest in connection to green 
space, nature, and outdoor leisure activities. Oxford’s waterways have played a big 
part, with people exploring new walking and cycling routes, local green space, and 
there has been a significant uptake in wild swimming. 
 

28. A number of formerly decommissioned bathing areas have been identified in the 
last 18 months as requiring significant works to the site to improve health and safety 
for users. For example, the likes of Tumbling Bay & Long Bridges (now 
decommissioned former bathing places) have embankments which are either failing 
or beginning to fail, and pose a serious health and safety risk to users of the sites. 
  

29. Land ownership along Oxford’s waterways is complex, with multiple landowners, 
riparian owners with responsibilities, and sections where there is no registered 
landowner. The Council has various records for its riparian and ownership 
responsibilities, however no centralised database of assets it is responsible for. 
Similarly, there is no condition surveys or management system in place. 
 

30. This can increase Council liabilities in the event of an accident, and also takes up a 
significant amount of officer time in cases which can be complex. The Waterways 
Officer is working with partners and stakeholders to address some of the identified 
issues, and in the last twelve months have put some short term safety measures in 
place. Looking long term, the Council is looking to compile an asset register onto a 
database so that there is a definitive list of our responsibilities along the waterways. 
From this, the Council will undertake a condition survey of identified assets, in order 
to have a costed, long-term maintenance plan. 
 

31. Whilst the work outlined above is required in order to get a better understanding of 
the Council’s waterways responsibilities, any budget to fulfil these works will be 
subject to approval. 

 
Bathing Water Status 

32. In 2022 the council, in partnership with the Oxford Rivers Project and Thames 21, 
were officially awarded Designated Bathing Water Status for a section of the 
Wolvercote Mill Stream. 
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33. Designation means that the Environment Agency undertakes weekly water quality 

monitoring at the site, monitoring for e.coli and enterococci (commonly associated 
with faecal matter). 

 
34. The local authority has the duty to inform the public on water quality. The site is in 

its first year of investigation, which will run from May till the end of September. 
Information on the bathing water can be found on the bathing profile and signage 
has been put up at the site to inform. 

 
35. A designated site does not mean that this area is fit or safe to swim in; designation 

is focused on monitoring water quality in order to inform the public on water quality, 
and long term will enable relevant agencies and organisations to plan solutions to 
improve river health. Risks still apply to wild swimming, both at the designated site 
and city wide, and as such the council does not actively promote any sites as safe 
to swim in. 

 
36. The Wild Water Code was produced by the Council, in partnership with the Oxford 

Water Safety group. This outlines the risks associated with wild swimming, and 
some of the considerations users should make before entering the water. More 
details are available on the waterways section of the Council website, and have 
been put up in areas that attract wild swimmers. This does not mean that we 
promote swimming, but inform users of the risks if they do choose to enter the 
water. 

 
37. We will be doing a series of social media posts over the course of the bathing water 

season to inform the public what bathing water means, and also give reference to 
the Wild Water Code. 

 

Stakeholders and Partnerships 

38. To enable an oversight and integration into the management of Oxford’s waterways, 
the council is now integrated into or has established a range of partnerships both 
internally and externally: 

 

 Waterways Steering Group (internal) 

 Ock Catchment Partnership 

 Oxford Water Safety Group 

 River Users Group 1 & 2 

 Canal and River Trust Hythe Bridge Working Group 

 Oxford Rivers Project 

 Bathing Water Status (EA, Thames Water) 
 

39. Further to this, there are numerous landowners and interested local community 
groups that have a vested interest in the waterways and infrastructure. The council 
is committed to work and engage with our stakeholder groups to help inform our 
work and decision making process. 

 

 

Challenges 
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40. A number of challenges exist to undertake the above and below mentioned work 
streams. There is currently no ring fenced budget to deliver these works, so delivery 
of these projects is dependent on obtaining funding. 

 
41. As mentioned, the Council cannot promote wild swimming. However, there are ways 

in which we can provide information on the risks, to allow safer consideration if 
people are undertaking this activity. We also work with stakeholders and users to 
review the safety infrastructure provided on site, including replacement of ladders 
and life-saving equipment. 

 
42. Undertaking works at sites such as Tumbling Bay can be time sensitive. For 

example works need to be carried out within timeframes set out in the Salmon and 
Freshwater Fisheries Act 1975. Some sites are also prone to flooding, and safe 
working can delay delivery for some of these projects. 

 

Summary of Key Activity so far 

43. A key benefit of having established the Waterways Officer post is the additional 
resource it provides to create and to maintain strong relationships with external 
partners and to assist in coordinating activity. This has continued, in particular 
working with the Environment Agency and Canal & River Trust, with good working 
relationships established at a local operational and a wider corporate level.  

  
44. Similarly, due to the cross-cutting nature of the work, the Waterways Officer post 

also assists in coordinating activity within the Council, working across team 
boundaries and assisting with complex and time-consuming issues. 

 
45. The ‘Vision for Oxford’s Waterways’ document will receive a refresh to reflect work 

that has been taken, and the council will look to focus on.   
 
Financial implications 

46. There is currently no ring fenced budget to deliver the works outlined in this report, 
so delivery is dependent on obtaining funding. 

Legal issues 

47. If not properly maintained, accidents as a result of health and safety issues may 
increase Council liabilities. 

 

Report author Michael Woods 

Job title Oxford Waterways Coordinator 

Service area or department Community Services 

Telephone  01865 529089 

e-mail  mwoods@oxford.gov.uk  

 

Background Papers: None 
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Appendix 1 – Recommendations Update 
 

Environment Complete/Ongoing 

Worked with the Oxford Rivers project to achieve Designated 
Bathing Water Status for Wolvercote Mill Stream 

Complete 

Partnership work to establish testing and provide updates to the 
public on water quality 

Ongoing 

Working with the Environment Agency to create an engagement 
piece on water quality (what goes down drains, toilets, sinks) 

Ongoing 

Working with the Environment Agency to amend the fish pass 
installation at Tumbling Bay 

Ongoing 

Work to identify biodiversity opportunities along the waterways, 
and in turn volunteering opportunities for local community groups  

Ongoing 

Working with Air Quality Officer on a wood burning campaign Ongoing 

Integrated into the Wild Oxford Partnership, reviewing 
opportunities for north-south wildlife corridors along the 
waterways 

Ongoing 

  

Active Communities  

Produce and install information of the Wild Water Code across 
sites that we know is popular for wild swimming 

Complete  

Comms engagement campaign around the wild water code and 
wild swimming 

Ongoing 

Installation of the ‘Oxford Waterways Loop’, a walking/cycling 
route to take users on a circuit from the city centre, around port 
meadow and back down Thames Path 

Ongoing 

Design and install new interpretation signage for Port Meadow, 
covering main entrance points  

Ongoing 

Ongoing volunteering opportunities Ongoing 

  

Infrastructure/Health and Safety  

Feasibility to improve health and safety for the future of former 
bathing areas that are in poor structural condition, including 
Tumbling Bay and Long Bridges  

Ongoing 

Commissioned re-profiling works for former bathing areas 
including Wolvercote Bathing Place and Sunnymead Bathing 
Place 

Ongoing 

Working to undertake an asset risk register for all city council 
owned infrastructure along the waterways; ownership data is 
currently fragmented and informally documented, and requires a 
centralised database 

Ongoing 

Capture asset data into a GIS database to give planners and 
other services more detail on areas for investment  

Ongoing 

Working to undertake a structural condition survey of all city 
council owned infrastructure along the waterways; this is currently 
segmented and informally documented 

Ongoing 

Installed capping at Fiddlers Island, where people were at risk of 
hurting themselves from hidden sharp objects under the water 

Complete 

Installation of flood gates on Fiddlers Island, to close off access Complete  
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to this path in the event of flooding to protect the public from the 
risk of flood water 

Working to revitalise the port meadow boardwalk Ongoing 

Priority to restart the Oxford Water Safety Group post-covid, a 
group of key agencies involved in accident and drowning 
prevention 

Ongoing 

Work with partners and agencies to ensure towpaths remain 
clean and in good condition 

Ongoing 

  

Moorings  

Work with internal and external partners to monitor and remove 
derelict and sunken moorings 

Ongoing 

Work with Green Space Field Officers to manage OCC’s visitor 
moorings 

Ongoing 

Have worked with Collaborative Housing and Housing services 
on review of community owned moorings report 

Complete 

Supporting efforts to address illegal moorings on Castle Mill 
Stream, and exploring future options for this site 

Ongoing 

Investigate potential for new moorings introduced to the city’s 
waterways  

Ongoing 

  

City Centre Regeneration  

Working with Canal and Rivers Trust on a vision document for the 
Oxford Canal, focusing from Hythe Bridge Street entrance to the 
Isis Lock 

Ongoing  

Exploring with CRT installation of electric charging points along 
the Oxford Canal 

Ongoing 
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To: Cabinet 

Date: 15th June 2022  

Report of: Director of Development 

Title of Report:  Oxford’s Economic Strategy – Consultation Report 
and Recommendations 

 

Summary and recommendations 

Purpose of report: Following the recent consultation, to note the 
recommended revisions to Oxford’s Economic Strategy 
and adopt the document 

Key decision: Yes  

Cabinet Member: Cllr Susan Brown, Leader and Member for Inclusive 
Economy and Partnerships 

Corporate Priority: Enabling an Inclusive Economy 

Policy Framework: Council Strategy 2020-24 

 

Recommendation(s):That Cabinet resolves to: 

1. Notes the recommended changes to the Consultation version of 
Oxford’s Economic Strategy as set out in Appendix 3 to this report 

2. Adopt and publish the revised version of Oxford’s Economic Strategy 
at Appendix 1 

 

Appendices 

Appendix 1 Oxford’s Economic Strategy Part 1 and 2 – Consultation Draft 

Appendix 2 Consultation Report – Oxford’s Economic Strategy 

Appendix 3 Revisions Log and Officer Responses 

Appendix 4 Risk Assessment 

Appendix 5  Equalities Impact Assessment 
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Introduction and background  

1. Oxford City Council has led the commissioning and preparation of Oxford’s 
Economic Strategy (OES) published as Consultation Draft on 22nd November 2021. 
The Council has engaged widely with stakeholders and the community in order to 
do so. The OES is intended to be a stakeholder owned plan that guide a partnership 
approach to the Sustainable Economic Development. The OES cannot be delivered 
fully in isolation and seeks collaboration across partners and stakeholders across 
the community. 

2. The OES was first commissioned in late 2019. It was paused in spring 2020 to 
prioritise the Council’s response to the Pandemic and to adjust it following the 
significant societal and economic impacts bought about. To assist with preparing 
the documents, the input of Oxford’s Economic Growth Steering Board (OSP sub-
group) was sought throughout. This is an advisory group consisting of 
representatives from businesses, the city and county councils and anchor 
institutions. 

3. Over the next ten years, the OES seeks to establish a new standard for economic 
inclusion in the city. This will be underpinned by an impactful and purposeful global 
city economy, evolving in a way which recognises the environmental limits of growth 
and harnesses the opportunity of a new zero carbon economy. Its three key 
themes, ‘Inclusive Economy’, ‘Global Impact’ and ‘Net Zero’ are given parity and 
underpinned by a range of proposed guiding principles and actions contained within 
a detailed Delivery Plan. The aim, wherever possible, is to ensure all priority actions 
contribute to these three core themes. 

4. The OES was open to public consultation running from 22nd November 2021 to 31st 
January 2022. The OES consultation was extended until 31st January to ensure 
residents had the opportunity to respond after growth in interest in the last few days 
of the consultation. The Consultation aimed to capture respondents’ priorities, 
ideas, concerns, and participation in the Economic Strategy. 

Summary of the consultation process for Oxford’s Economic Strategy 

5. The consultation consisted of a blend of methods, including one to one meetings, 
workshops, consultation events (see Table 1) and a questionnaire. These were 
supplemented by press, opinion pieces, social media and mailshots to business 
databases, Residents panel and community networks. By the end of the 
consultation period 244 responses were received; 147 via the online portal and 97 
by email. 114 people/organisational representatives were involved in events or 
meetings during the consultation period, with some overlap between attendees and 
formal respondents. 

 

Table 1: OES consultation events 

Oxford’s Economic Strategy Business & Partner Workshop 

14 December 2021 – 45 attendees 

Joint Economic Strategy and City Centre Action Plan, Business Workshop 

12 January, 2022 – 44 attendees 

Inclusive Transport & Movement Group 
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15th December 2021 – 14 attendees 

One to One meetings with stakeholders – 11 meetings 

 

6. The following findings can be summarised from the Consultation Survey. 

a. Over 63% were responding as an ‘individual living in Oxford’ and with 21% as 
a ‘business or organisation’ based in Oxford or near with links to the city.  

b. 65% of respondents felt the OES had partially (47%) or fully (18%) captured 
the right issues and challenges affecting Oxford’s economy. 33% felt that it 
had not fully captured the issues and challenges faced.  

c. 43% agreed or strongly agreed with the Strategy’s key themes of transition to 
an Inclusive, Global, and Net Zero economy. With 16% neutral and 39% 
disagreeing or strongly disagreeing.  

d. 60% agreed or strongly agreed that Oxford, as a centre for technology and 
innovation, has an important role in the success of the UK and regional 
economy. With 22% neutral and 15% disagreeing or strongly disagreeing.  

e. 67% agreed to a great or some extent that the principles and associated 
projects support the strategy’s Global City ambition. With 22% stating ‘to no 
extent’ and 11% not answering.  

f. Inclusive: 80% agreed with the Inclusive Economy ambition for Oxford’s 
economy. With 4% neutral, and 7% not agreeing.  

g. Inclusive 68% of respondents agreed the principles and associated projects 
support the Inclusive City strategic ambition (12% to a great extent, 56% to 
some extent). 24% answered ‘to no extent at all’  

h. Net Zero - 80% agreed with the Net Zero ambition for Oxford’s economy 
(61% strongly). 

i. Net Zero: 76% agreed that the Zero Carbon principles and associated 
projects support the strategic ambition (54% to some extent, 54% to some 
extent) 

7. Inclusive Theme: When asked which of the principles are most important to 
delivering this strategic ambition, the top themes were 

 Support local people to access skills, training and education opportunities 
and adapt to the expected rapid structural changes to the economy 

 Explore options to deliver more affordable travel to employment and 
education using public transport, cycling and walking. 

 Focus recovery efforts on the needs of the most disadvantaged places, 
through community wealth building and community economic development. 

 Further develop and build on the Oxford Living Wage initiative (OLW) to 
embed the principles of a minimum standard of prosperity. 

8. Net Zero Theme: When asked which of the principles are most important to 
delivering this strategic ambition, the top themes were 

 Mitigate the environmental impacts of new development and housing growth 
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 Measure and reduce the environmental impacts of existing economic activity 

 Empower Oxford businesses to decarbonise their operations and supply 
chains 

 Deliver the Zero Emission Zone and the next phase of the strategy to reduce 
emissions/improve air quality in the city  

9. Global Theme: When asked which of the principles are most important to delivering 
the strategic ambition, the top themes were 

 Expedite transport, digital and energy developments. 

 Increase the commercial space focusing on Life Sciences, Low Carbon, 
Digital and knowledge sectors. 

 (Local skills) enable the city’s resident population to be a bigger part of its 
success.  

 Continue to support business to adapt to changing circumstances 

10. It should be noted that a campaign named ‘Transform Oxford’s Economic Strategy’ 
was formed alongside the formal consultation. This has received 472 petition 
signatures (as of 6th May) based on the statement that the OES is ‘not fit for Oxford 
now or in the future as it sets global ambition and growth above the needs of ALL 
Oxford's residents and does not take the urgent action needed to address inequality 
and the climate and ecological emergencies. Oxford City Council should withdraw 
its draft proposal and create a new economic strategy that is truly inclusive and fit 
for the future - in collaboration with all Oxford’s residents and community groups 
and stakeholders - using a suitable framework such as Doughnut Economics to 
allow a holistic approach that meets the needs of everyone within planetary 
boundaries.’ This campaign was associated with some misinformation or 
misunderstanding of the strategy including the following. See the table below; 

Challenge raised Response 

It puts global ambition 
before equality and the 
climate crisis and these 
aims are irreconcilable 

The strategy is aligned with the Citizen’s Assembly 
on climate change and Pathways to a Zero Carbon 
Oxfordshire recommendations. It is the clear 
intention that the three pillars are intended to have 
equal emphasis. We have initiated and funded a 
countywide partnership to address inequality with 
partner Las and cross sector partners – the 
Inclusive Economy Partnership 

It provides many more jobs 
than homes, which will 
drive up house prices 

The OES is following the homes and employment 
space allocations already made in Oxford Local 
Plan 2036 and neighbouring local plans. The OES 
is not proposing any additional sites for 
development in this strategy. 

All the new homes and 
roads, and congestion will 
damage the local 
environment and create air 
pollution 

No new roads are proposed. The OES supports 
fundamental investments in net zero carbon 
transport infrastructure and active and public 
transport travel infrastructure as a top priority, 
sought through the new Local Transport Plan; 
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It does not meet residents 
needs and we should start 
again with a new approach 
based on Doughnut 
Economics – 

 

NB. The Doughnut, or 
Doughnut economics, is a 
visual framework for 
sustainable development 
– shaped like a doughnut 
or lifebelt – combining 
the concept of planetary 
boundaries with the 
complementary concept 
of social boundaries. 

Oxford’s Economic Strategy (Consultation Draft) 
was in part inspired by the Doughnut Economics 
Model, and a range of approaches related to 
sustainable economic development. It proposed an 
ambition to seek minimum standards of economic 
and social prosperity for residents related to themes 
like housing, income, employment, participation and 
democracy, alongside Net Zero and broader 
sustainability emergencies (bio-diversity, waste and 
air quality).  

It states we will set the basis for enhanced 
participation and a stronger commitment to 
grassroots economic activity. As part of the delivery 
of the strategy, community participation in decision 
making and design of economic initiatives will be 
pursued, including using community engagement 
tools available from the Doughnut Economics 
Action Lab as appropriate.  

Development planned in 
every direction for Oxford 
make it plain that the 
Oxford Economic Strategy 
means entirely to dispense 
with West Oxford 
meadows’ 

This is inaccurate as any development proposed is 
in line with the Oxford Local Plan 2036 and does 
not propose to build on the meadows 

Growth is being pursued as 
a goal in itself 

Oxford’s economy is already a global one, with 
global investment in our world-leading universities, 
innovation and medical research companies. This 
strategy seeks to manage this in a sustainable 
approach to economic development where Oxford’s 
economy evolves and recovers following the 
pandemic. Our local economy lost 2,500 jobs during 
the pandemic but the residual strength of the 
economy means that investment continues to come 
into our city and it should be in a good position to 
recover well. The strategy seeks economic 
development that contributes to societal gain, 
mitigates environmental damage and enhances 
environmental gains. 

 

Recommended Revisions to Oxford’s Economic Strategy  

11. The consultation process has produced a range of useful data and insights. The 
Consultation Report (Appendix 2) provides an overall review of the Consultation 
findings, themes and recommendations that follow. It is accompanied by the 
Revisions Log (Appendix 3) which is indicative of the key suggestions for changes 
in content, presentation or approach, made by consultees. A response to each 
suggestion made is highlighted to demonstrate that all comments have been 
considered where possible.  
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12. The following additions, revision themes or changes in emphasis are 
recommended, drawn from the recurring themes of the consultation responses. As 
presented below, these are indicative of broad areas, and not exhaustive of all the 
specific required revisions. In many cases, these themes are already picked up in 
the draft, but the consultation suggests they need emphasising and making more 
explicit:  

a. Growth and economy – Making clearer the City’s stated commitment and 
approach to sustainable economic development in the document, 
acknowledging that tensions exist.  It should be made clear that this 
economic strategy does not seek growth as a means to an end. Yet, growth 
is already happening within local businesses and organisations, small or 
large, new or old. The central challenge of sustainable economic 
development is meeting the needs of Oxford’s residents without breaching 
environmental limits, whilst fulfilling the city’s important role. 

b. Inequality, opportunity, tackling deprivation – Share the many good examples 
of ways Oxford City Council and numerous partners are addressing the 
challenges of inequality, deprivation and opportunity gaps through targeted 
work in the areas of the city to those groups and sectors that need it most.   

c. Employment and Skills – Add examples of how Oxford City Council and 
partners are already supporting those facing barriers to the labour market 
and those sectors facing skills shortages as a result of the pandemic.  

d. Climate change – Whilst it is stated, make explicit the Council’s commitment 
to and approach to addressing decarbonisation and the climate emergency, 
bio-diversity, resilience to flooding in the city, building on the commitments 
agreed by the ‘Oxford Citizens Assembly’ and the declaration of Climate 
Emergency.   

e. Transition to Zero Carbon - Strengthening examples of how Oxford City 
Council and partners can accelerate and amplify initiatives in this area, 
including pursuing circular economy initiatives where possible.   

f. Zero carbon movement and connectivity – Highlighting the key initiatives that 
City and County Councils, and transport providers are working to implement 
to address congestion, supporting more people to walk/cycle, make 
movement around the area easier including through better linkages to the 
wider city.   

g. Housing – Making explicit the challenges and need for provision of affordable 
housing and housing that meets the needs of a variety of groups, even if this 
will be delivered primarily through wider strategies. This will be added to the 
document’s Guiding Principles.  

h. Businesses and innovation – Stronger examples of how Oxford City Council 
and partners can support mixed use development, and also support for 
SMEs and independent businesses, cafes and restaurants as well as retail, 
in response to changing office/retail behaviours particularly in light of Covid.  

i. Commercial workspace/Lab - Seek balanced, sustainable workspace 
provision across both allocated and brownfield sites, meeting fast-growing 
demand in certain sectors such as life sciences and technology.  
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j. Highlight Initiatives that the City Council and Partner operators are delivering 
to address affordable space requirements in response to the changing use in 
the city post-pandemic.   

k. Delivery Plan - the next iteration should focus on priority actions that can 
clearly be delivered in the timeframe, by either the council or committed 
partners, ensuring the county-wide partnership dimension of many areas of 
delivery and policy is explicit.  

l. The Delivery Plan will be revisited following agreement of the Strategy, to 
ensure it is properly resourced and prioritised in line with the findings.   

m. Future engagement and diverse representation – More diverse 
representation should be sought on the Oxford Economic Growth Board. This 
means more inclusive representation and a range of perspectives on 
economy, environment, net zero and inclusion.  Moreover, future project 
development opportunities should be scoped in conjunction with under-
represented groups. 

n. Messaging, design and format - Specific recommended revisions were made 
around design of the documents such as diagrams and maps to ensure 
clarity of meaning and more effective messaging. Ensure an executive 
summary and case studies are added to enhance clarity of messaging 

13. Future engagement will be conducted with diverse stakeholders (business, partners 
and residents) as the Council develops any detailed plans on major new projects.  

Financial Implications 

There are no direct financial implications from this decision. However, as projects 
and initiatives are bought forward through the usual processes, the financial 
implications of these will need to be considered on a case by case basis.  

Legal issues 

14. There are no legal implications arising from this decision. 

Level of risk 

15. The completed risk register is attached at Appendix 4. A number of risks will need to 
be managed including potential economic downturn, social changes post pandemic, 
ability to resource new actions, officer capacity, ensuring strong partnership 
working, and ensuring long-term alignment between economic and environmental 
aims in decision making. Mitigations have been put forward for each. 

Equalities impact  

16. The EQIA is attached at Appendix 5, noting that there are a number of potential 
positive impacts on equalities being sought through delivery of the OES. These 
impacts will be monitored on an annual basis. 

Carbon and Environmental Considerations 

17. The Environmental Sustainability Service has been closely involved in development 
of the OES, which has a commitment to transitioning to Net Zero as one of the three 
key pillars of the strategy. The OES is aligned with the city’s declaration of a climate 
and ecological emergency. In 2019, Oxford was the first UK city to hold a Citizens 
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Assembly on Climate Change. This representative sample of Oxford’s residents 
concluded that Oxford should decarbonise faster than national targets. The City 
Council has a target to achieve Net Zero across its own operations by 2030.  

18. In 2021, the Council brought together Oxford’s major businesses and organisations 
– including the universities, teaching hospitals, local authorities, BMW Mini, Unipart, 
SSEN, housebuilders and others - to create the Zero Carbon Oxford Partnership 
(ZCOP). Working with the Carbon Trust, ZCOP has developed and adopted a ‘Net 
Zero Roadmap and Action Plan’, which seeks to achieve Net Zero by 2040 through 
collaborative working. This informs the OES, which also has a clear aim to support 
SMEs to decarbonise in tandem. 

19. Air pollution is a major issue, particularly in the city centre, alongside traffic, flood 
risk and biodiversity emergency across Oxford. This will become worse without 
concerted action given the scale of development and change planned. The city has 
the opportunity to respond to these vital issues, by meeting the zero carbon by 2040 
challenge. Oxford can also harness the knowledge and research developed in the 
city to make the low carbon response part of Oxford's economic diversification. 

Concluding Comment  

20. Considerable time has been taken to prepare Oxford’s Economic Strategy, taking 
into account the need to reflect on major socio-economic shifts, resulting from 
Pandemic. This has been followed by a 2 month period of consultation, with the 
findings of this now reflected in the revised OES (Appendix 1). Given the level of 
response and interest and the need to move forward towards a sustainable and 
inclusive recovery, it is recommended that the Cabinet recommend to Council that 
the OES be adopted and published adopt the OES and that available officer and 
partner resource is now focussed on delivering aims and objectives alongside our 
partners, and Oxford’s communities.  

 

Report author Matt Peachey 

Job title Economic Development Manager 

Service area or department Regeneration & Economy  

Telephone  01865 252 879  

e-mail  mpeachey@oxford.gov.uk  

 

Background Papers: None 
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Oxford’s Economic Strategy 
seeks to establish a new 
standard for economic 

inclusion  in the city. This 
will be underpinned by the 

strength of an impactful 
global  city economy, 

evolving in a way which 
recognises environmental 
limits and harnesses the 

opportunity of a new 
 zero carbon  economy
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We will strive to address deep 
economic inequality and level up the 
city. We will develop new approaches 

to support the least advantaged 
people in the city, striving to guarantee 

a new standard of prosperity for all

Oxford will be a more innovative, 
purposeful and impactful 

economy. We will become an even 
more significant contributor to the 

UK economy, developing ideas 
that will change the world

Oxford will deliver the innovation 
and knowledge which will drive the 

global low carbon economy. We 
will embed zero carbon principles 
across future economic decision 

making whilst supporting residents 
and businesses to do the same

 

Global
Impact

Zero
Carbon

Inclusive
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Foreword 
Oxford is one of the most important 
city economies in the UK. The 
Oxford Vaccine, both developed 
and manufactured here is just one 
example of countless world-changing 
innovations led by the city's universities 
and businesses. These range across  
technologies and sectors combining to 
create enterprises that benefit society, 
health and the environment.

Our city has 121,000 jobs which 
contribute around £6.8bn to the national 
economy each year. It is one of a handful 
of net contributors to the UK economy, 
with a globally significant knowledge 
economy which has led the response to 
COVID-19.

Having responded practically to the 
challenges of the pandemic alongside 
our partner local authorities, OxLEP, 
and the business, education and third 
sectors, the time has come to think 
about Oxford’s economic future. This 
strategy not only helps Oxford navigate 
recovery, but ensures it fulfils its potential 
and role within the UK and globally, but 
in an inclusive, fair and green way.

To do this, we not only have to respond 
to immediate challenges, but must also 
act to address the fundamental and 
systemic problems which exist in Oxford, 
the most significant being inequality. 
This, alongside the chronic under 
supply of commercial space, housing 
and inefficient transport infrastructure, 
have seen the city’s economic growth 
fall behind other places in recent years 
leaving individual and institutional 
potential unfulfilled.

Aligned to Oxford's Local Plan, our 
strategy seeks to balance our response 
to a range of factors and drivers; 
the need to address challenges and 
opportunities post-pandemic, issues 
related to Brexit, and the imperative to 
seek a new type of economy which does 
more for residents and the environment, 
inspired by the latest economic thinking. 
Alongside this, we must allow our vital 
universities and business to compete 
internationally, whilst contributing to 
the national bottom line and regional 
development.

I am pleased that this approach has 
been endorsed by the Oxford Economic 
Growth Steering Board, who have 
also supported the development of 
a set of actions which will form the 
foundations upon which we will build. The 
endorsement of our partners means we 
can be confident of a collective approach 
to delivery which will help us achieve 
our ambitions of creating an inclusive 
and zero carbon economy with a global 
outlook and impact.  

Susan Brown 
Leader Oxford City Council
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Executive Summary
Case for Action
Oxford is city of beauty and a history 
that attracts visitors from all over the 
world. We are a centre of learning and 
innovation with global influence and 
impact, of which we should be rightly 
proud. We are also a city where inequality 
is stark - where decent and affordable 
housing is out of reach for many of our 
citizens, and where poor air quality 
damages the lives of many more. We 
need to make sure that Oxford continues 
to be an economically successful and 
attractive city; a place that people enjoy 
living and working in, as well as visiting.

Our evidence tells a story of a city which 
already has significant role in some of 
the world's most important economic 
sectors and technologies that have 
the potential to affect positive change 
in our societies. Evidence also tells us 
that Oxford is constrained in terms of 
suitable commercial space such as lab 
space and flexible office space, and 
connectivity across the city. We need to 
transition to a net zero economy across 
buildings, transport and supply chains. 
The scale of the challenge ahead of us is 
formidable but achievable if we mobilise 
all stakeholders and partners.

Why we need an Economic Strategy 
We do not need an economic strategy 
that seeks growth as a means to an end. 
Yet, growth is already happening within 
local businesses and organisations, 
small or large, new or old. It is happening 
regardless of this strategy and others 
such as Oxford’s Local Plan. The central 
challenge of sustainable economic 
development is meeting the needs of 
all Oxford’s residents without breaching 
planetary boundaries, whilst fulfilling the 
city’s important role. 

Oxford’s economy has positive global 
impact. As a hub of education and 
knowledge, it has a clear purpose, to 
address many of societies’ challenges 
through science and technology. This 
can be seen with the ground breaking 
research in our Universities and institutes, 
the development of companies providing 
treatments for COVID, cancer and a 
range of health issues. It can be seen 
through the many companies offering 
energy and transport solutions that 
address carbon emissions, or the vibrant 
social enterprise community we have 
built. This global role must be nurtured 
and valued.

The changes accelerated by COVID 
provide both threats and opportunities 
and we need to position the city for 
recovery from the Pandemic as well as 
managing societal changes that impact 
our economy and residents in a range 
of ways. We need to be flexible and 
opportunity driven in approach.

Issues of income inequality, life 
expectancy, affordable housing and 
education attainment show the stark 
divide. Prioritising residents’ needs, 
participation, and quality of life is again 
central to the need for this strategy.

Oxford’s Economic Geography 
Oxford City plays a key role developing 
research and incubating early stage 
companies. It is one of Oxfordshire’s 
most sustainable locations to locate 
employment, due to its critical mass,  and 
connectivity to transport and research 
assets. Housing in the city and the urban 
extensions will enable people to live close 
to where they work and travel sustainably 
reducing congestion and carbon 
emissions. 

4Oxford Economic Strategy 2021
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We also recognise the vital 
interdependence with neighbouring areas 
outside city boundaries. They share 
our collective potential and challenges 
and have complementary assets that 
contribute to a thriving economy and 
place. This extends beyond the county 
and across the Oxford to Cambridge 
Arc. Many businesses that establish in 
Oxford will go on to commercialise in 
other locations and spread opportunities 
regionally. We have firm links with key 
research institutions across Oxfordshire’ 
Knowledge spine and need to 
address housing challenges alongside 
neighbouring local authority partners. 

We need fundamental investment in 
zero carbon transport both locally and 
regionally; prioritising rail, bus travel and 
active travel if the economy is to grow 
sustainably. We need to focus on efficient 
use and re-use of our available sites 
allocated in Oxford’s Local Plan, and like 
that plan, are not proposing allocation of 
any new sites in this document.

Strategy and Delivery Plan  
Therefore, Oxford’s Economic Strategy 
seeks to establish a three pronged 
approach. It seeks a new standard 
for economic inclusion in the city, 
underpinned by an impactful and 
purposeful global city. It seeks to rapidly 
address the environmental impacts 
of economic activity and harnesses 
the opportunity of a new zero carbon 
economy. Under each of these three 
pillars, we propose a range of guiding 
principles to ensure our aims are met.

Taking this approach will build resilience 
to the climate and ecological emergency 
and mitigates against the impact of 
resource scarcity and rising energy bills. 
It will build on Oxford’s strengths, with a 
thriving economy that is at the forefront 
of the transition to Net Zero, with the 

benefits of the additional skills and jobs 
this will help create. Our residents will 
benefit from a healthier, greener city – 
with more green space, warmer homes 
and less pollution. 

The strategy is clearly focussed on 
delivery across a range of partners as 
can be seen in the many projects already 
underway and our ambitious Delivery 
Plans (see page 47 and 38).

Finally, delivery of this strategy is 
and will be inspired by new ways of 
thinking about the economy including 
principles of the circular, sharing, 
and a mission economies alongside 
Doughnut economics, alongside the UN 
Sustainable Development Goals. We 
will scan the horizon as we deliver this 
strategy, engaging with stakeholders, 
residents and businesses, to build 
consensus on the city’s approach to 
sustainable economic development.

5Oxford Economic Strategy 2021
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We are aware of our role in supporting the UK's response to the 
pandemic, but also our responsibility to support each resident 
and business to overcome the ongoing challenge this brings.

Our evidence tells a story of a city which already has 
significant influence and strength in some of the world's most 
important economic sectors.

Evidence also tells us that Oxford is constrained in terms 
of commercial space and that places within the city are not 
efficiently connected. Inequality shown within the statistics is 
stark and shows us the scale of the environmental challenge 
ahead of us. 

The Case 
for Action

6Oxford Economic Strategy 2021

Inclusive 
Challenges

Global Impact 
Challenges

Zero Carbon 
Challenges

c£1bn
generated by 

Oxford's visitor 
economy

Our Strengths

£6.8bn
GVA contributed 

for the UK 
economy

c£16bn
added to UK 
economy by 

Oxford's 
universities 

11%
Year on year growth

in low carbon 
sectors

Deliver a zero 
carbon transport 
network by 2040

88%
of Oxford 

businesses want 
green recovery

5,000
new affordable 
homes by 2036

7%
decline in central office 

and lab space since 
2008

900,000
Square ft of office and 

lab requirements  
in 2021, more than 

current supply 

10%
decline in Creative 

employment in the city 
2013-2018

19%
decline in city centre 

ICT and Digital 
employment 
2013-2018

12%
Five year business 
growth below the 

national rate (18%)

30%
Of people think 

Covid-19 will have a 
long-term impact on 

the way they use 
public transport.

75%
Of nitrogen dioxide 
emission from cars

50mins
To travel 5 miles 

by bus from 
Summertown to  

Oxford Science Park

50 
tonnes

Of Co2 emitted every 
morning rush hour

81%
of city carbon emissions 

from buildings

257th
Of 343 councils 

for resident 
social mobility

2nd
Most unequal city in 

the UK 

2,500
jobs lost since the 

pandemic

-1492
Net migration of 

residents from the city 
in 2017

15.3 x
Average house price vs 
average salary (the least 

affordable 
in the UK)

58%
Of pupils achieving 
9-4 grades in maths 
vs. 65% nationally

7.67
ONS life satisfaction 

score (vs 7.53 
nationally)

No.2
In Uk for venture 

capital investment  
in 2020

£18.1m
council investment in 
climate emergency

Deliver a zero 
carbon transport 
network by 2040

65
patents per 100,000 
residents in 2018. 20 

times the national 
rate

1,223%
Growth in life science 

jobs 
2013-18
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Foundations of the Strategy
Why We Need a New Economic Strategy
Oxford is one of the most important and 
influential cities in the world. It is home to 
151,600 people and 6,000 businesses. It 
has the highest employment rate in the 
country, 121,000 jobs, which contribute 
around £6.8bn to the national economy 
each year. It is visited by around 8 million 
people per annum (pre-pandemic) and 
boasts world class universities, a beautiful 
city centre, a vibrant leisure offer and 
enviable green space. 
 
Our economy is underpinned by interna-
tionally, nationally and regionally important 
anchor institutions including the University 
of Oxford, Oxford Brookes University, Ox-
ford Science Park, Oxford Business Park, 
John Radcliffe Hospital and MINI Plant 
Oxford. It is driven by a talented popula-
tion – around 60% of whom have a degree 
level qualification or higher.

We have specialisms in knowledge, 
science and technology based industries 
and have high employment in robust and 
resilient sectors with strong foundations 
of innovation. Our universities have been 
a major contributor to this, with over 170 
active spin-out companies, many of these 
commercialising rapidly as they attract 
new funds. 

Alongside Oxfordshire, Oxford is one of a 
handful of net contributors to the national 
economy. The city has been identified by 
Government as a growth engine within 
the Oxford-Cambridge Arc, which is one 
of the most important areas for catalysing 
national productivity and easing the 
nation’s housing crisis. Oxford is a national 
hub of low carbon innovation. It is home 
to two major energy innovation projects, 
Local Energy Oxfordshire (LEO) - enabling 

the transition to a smarter, more flexible 
and decentralised energy system and 
Energy Superhub Oxford (ESO) - providing 
the largest public rapid and ultra-rapid EV 
charging hub in the UK. With its relatively 
dense population and role as a centre 
of commerce, culture and world class 
teaching, research and innovation, Oxford 
has the opportunity to play a key role in 
efforts to deal with the climate emergency. 

Our strategy, needs to build on this, 
recognising the importance of the city in 
its surrounding context; its ability to create 
further knowledge and value for itself, but 
for Oxfordshire, the South East and UK 
as whole. The co-dependence of the City 
and the University of Oxford is vital to our 
success. Helping both universities to 
grow and evolve is an ongoing priority.

As the country starts to recover from 
COVID-19 and adjusts to life outside of 
the EU, it needs cities like Oxford and 
regions like Oxfordshire to be as strong 
as possible. To do this, the city will need 
to address some significant economic 
challenges.

City-wide, business growth has slowed 
in recent years and the number of 
jobs has increased at a lower rate 
than comparable UK cities. Some 
important sectors such as Life Sciences, 
Higher Education and Healthcare have 
prospered, but others such as ICT and 
Digital have declined mainly because of 
a chronic undersupply of commercial 
space, and also affordable local housing.
Several sectors remain highly vulnerable 
to the impacts of COVID-19, particularly 
Hospitality, Leisure, Retail, Creative, 
Cultural and the Visitor Economy. 
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Investment in transport and active 
travel infrastructure is fundamental to 
the success of the economic strategy. 
Post-pandemic, short-term reductions in 
commuting could have consequences for 
bus route viability, reduce modal shift and 
increase congestion. This could Create 
a range of economic and environmental 
costs which are likely to be exacerbated 
as Oxford’s population continues to grow. 
Journey times can be over 10 minutes per 
mile by public transport and availability 
and cost of public transport can inhibit the 
mobility of much of the population where 
a populace of educators, students, health 
workers, visitor economy workers and 
those engaged in R&D still require travel 
for work. New models of last mile logistics 
need to be developed if we are to achieve 
a more efficient and collaborative eco-
nomic ecosystem in our city centre.

The city and its neighbouring areas, 
which are vitally important to the county 
economy, must also be better connected. 
Moreover, connections to other important 
economic nodes and anchors across the 
country would underpin stronger regional 
growth across the Oxford to Cambridge 
Arc and Thames Valley.

Inequality is however, the most 
significant challenge Oxford faces. We 
are the second most unequal city in the 
country in terms of income, only marginally 
behind Cambridge. Neighbourhoods that 
are among the richest in the country sit 
alongside some of the most deprived. 

Prospects for those living and growing up 
in deprived areas are poor. Average edu-
cational attainment in state schools is well 
below the national average. Pre COVID-19, 
the Social Mobility Index, which assess 
areas on prospects for disadvantaged 
young people, ranked Oxford 257th out of 
343 local authorities for social mobility. It 
is the least affordable city in the country 

in terms of house prices. Several of our 
communities are also those which have 
been most severely impacted by the pan-
demic, recession and structural changes 
in the nature of work. We must respond 
to this, not only by seeking to connect 
people with new opportunities, but to 
build local capacity to influence and 
retain wealth in our neighbourhoods, 
alongside efforts to locate housing in 
sustainable and affordable locations 
in or close to Oxford.

The city has declared a climate 
and ecological emergency. In 2019, 
Oxford was the first UK city to hold a 
Citizens Assembly on Climate Change. 
This representative sample of Oxford’s 
residents concluded that Oxford should 
decarbonise faster than national targets. 
The City Council has a target to achieve 
Net Zero across its own operations 
by 2030. In 2021, the Council brought 
together Oxford’s major businesses and 
organisations – including the universities, 
teaching hospitals, local authorities, BMW 
Mini, Unipart, SSEN, housebuilders and 
others - to create the Zero Carbon Oxford 
Partnership (ZCOP). Working with the 
Carbon Trust, ZCOP has developed and 
adopted a Net Zero Roadmap and Action 
Plan, which seeks to achieve Net Zero by 
2040 through collaborative working.

This strategy does not exist in isolation. 
Its influence is wide and as such, needs 
to be considered in conjunction with other 
strategies. (see p38)

Moreover, the City Council cannot 
deliver this strategy in isolation. Only by 
building on the effective collaboration with 
partners (Oxfordshire County Council, 
neighbouring district councils, OxLEP, 
business, education, and third sectors) 
developed through the pandemic, can we 
deliver an effective strategy as we re-
imagine our local economy.
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South Oxford 
Science Village

Oxford 
North

Bio-escalator 2

Gigabit
Oxford

Covered
Market

Creative
Industries

Hub

Oxford 
Brookes

Enterprise
Hub

Science Park
Expansion

Visitor Economy
Action Plan

Business Park
Modernisation

The Energy 
Systems

Accelerator

Oxford 
Station

Inclusive Economy 
Partnership

Business 
Recovery & 
Investment 

Grants

Workspace
Action Plan

Oxford ZEZ

Active Travel 
Programme

Connecting 
Oxford

Cowley
Branch Line

Oxford
West End

Low Energy 
Oxford (LEO)

EV charging
and market
stimulating

Electric 
Bus City 
(ZEBRA)

Oxford 
Living Wage

Owned by
Oxford

Community 
Employment Plans

Meanwhile in 
Oxfordshire

KickStart
Work 

Placements

Inclusive 
Economy Charter

Energy Superhub Oxford

Building on Momentum with a  
Sustainable Approach
 
Oxford City Council, and our many vital 
partners across all sectors, are already 
delivering and supporting projects which 
advance our inclusive, zero carbon and 
global impact objectives in line with broad 
sustainable development objectives. 

 

 
We will work together to scale this 
and ensure that we recognise the links 
between the three pillars of our strategy. 
This means we will seek to ensure all 
projects can impact positively across all 
three pillars.

Oxfordshire
Greentech
Network

Oxford City 
Housing Ltd

South Central 
Institute of 
Technology

Oxfordshire 
Social Enterprise 

Partnership

Digital 
infrastructure 

Plan

Zero Carbon 
Partnership
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Oxford's Economic Geography
Oxford is strategically placed within one 
of the country’s most important economic 
regions. 

It is an integral part of the Oxford-
Cambridge Arc which has been prioritised 
by Government to drive connectivity, 
national productivity, and housing growth. 
With the right investment, it will become 
a world leading economic region that has 
the potential to deliver over £190bn each 
year to the national economy. 

It is also a key part of the Oxfordshire 
‘Knowledge Spine’ which includes 
important knowledge intensive areas 
from Bicester in the north to the Science 
Vale business cluster in the south1. There 
are also several important nodes for 
housing growth such as Bicester and vital 
urban extensions are planned adjacent 
to the city. Therefore, our strategy is 
guided by the existing cooperation and 
joint planning of all of Oxfordshire's Local 
Authorities, who have allocated sites for 
development through their aligned Local 
Plans. This collaboration is vital to the 
region achieving sustainable economic 
development, and positioning homes 
and employment in the most sustainable 
locations adjacent to low carbon 
transport network options.

Flood plain and green belt mean space 
for development in parts of the city is 
severely constrained. There are however 
distinct areas where we can accommo-
date future growth of economic activity, 
diversification and a growing workforce 
that need affordable homes. In line with 
planning policy, these consolidate ex-
isting growth nodes with planned urban 
extensions to provide focus in the north, 
south and east of the city alongside evo-
lution of the city centre in the West End. 

Within Oxfordshire places like Bicester, 
Didcot, Banbury and Abingdon are 
all fundamentally linked to the city’s 
economy. All these areas have major 
economic assets and opportunities 
(e.g. Begbroke Science Park, Motor 
Sport Valley, Culham Science Park and 
the Harwell, Didcot and Milton Park 
Enterprise Zones). Better connecting 
these places to the city and each other, 
will be integral to the creation of an 
stronger economic ecosystem. 

5 Fundamental Investments

The successful delivery of the 
strategy is predicated on more 
efficient, sustainable movement of 
people and goods. Without these 
five investments we believe our 
Inclusive, Global and Net Zero 
ambitions could be compromised:

1. Investment in a new station for 
Oxford

2. Investment in the Cowley Branch 
line extension

3. Deliver city centre wide Zero 
Emission Zone, traffic filters and 
a city-wide workplace parking 
levy to enable net zero transport 
(see below)

4. Improved bus provision, 
information and infrastructure, 
to better connect people to jobs, 
including electric fleet

5. Major investment in active travel 
modes, to mobilise a greener 
workforce.

 
We will work to secure social 
value benefits across all major  
investments with our key partners

1 This includes Abingdon, Didcot, Milton Park as well as the Harwell, Didcot and Milton Park Enterprise Zones
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CITY CENTRE

HEADINGTON

1

Capacity to Accommodate Economic 
Activity and Growth

City Centre 

Oxford Business 
Park

Oxford Science
Park

Headington Health 
Technology Cluster

Automotive Cluster

Oxford North

Core Transport 
Proposals subject to 
public consultation

1

Key Major 
Economic Nodes

Planned Areas for 
Development 

4

2

2

3

City Boundary

Railway

Proposed
Cowley
Branch Line

Major Roads

 
A Cowley Branch Line

reopening of Cowley 
Branch line to connect 
Oxford Science Village, 
Oxford Business Park 
and surrounding areas 
to Oxford station and 
beyond

B Station Upgrades  
redeveloping the 

station and enabling 
East West rail to improve 
connections to Swindon, 
Bristol and other 
economic nodes

C City centre 
Improvements

Tactical urban 
improvements to 
support enhanced 
environment and a 
greater concentration 
of commercial space 
centrally

ELSFIELD

LITTLEMORE

Urban Extensions

3

A34

A40

A40

A34

4

Northern: the 
development of 
Oxford North 
and new urban 
development in 
Cherwell 

West End and City 
Centre: Westerly 
expansion of city 
centre through a 
new innovation 
district 

Eastern: Evolving 
health clusters 
around Headington 
and development 
east of Barton. 
Continued evolution 
of Oxford Brookes 
Campus 

Southern: Oxford 
Science Park and 
Oxford Business 
Park, the automotive 
cluster and urban 
developments 
at Northfield, 
South Oxford 
Science Village, 
Neighbourhood 
improvements at 
Blackbird Leys

5Bus and Active 
Travel Corridor 

Improvements
to reprioritise road space

Orbital public 
transport improvements

Development 
Constraints

Green Belt within 
city boundary

Floodplain within 
city boundary

Green Belt outside
city boundary

5

B
C

A

Zero  Emission Zone

A420

6

6

COWLEY

To Kidlington  
& Bicester

To Begbroke

To Eynsham 
& Witney

To Abingdon, 
Harwell & Didcot

To Wheatley
To Botley 
& Cumnor
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Oxford's Role in the Regional  
Innovation Ecosystem

To LONDON 
and LHR Airport

Key

Oxford - Cambridge Arc

Railway

Proposed
Railway

Major Roads  

Science Vale UK

Oxfordshire 
Knowledge Spine

Universities

FE and FE Facilities

Major Business and 
science parks

Oxfordshire

HE

U

Strategic Economic 
Assets

1 Salt Cross Garden 
Village  

 
3 Harwell Campus

4 Motorsport Valley

5 Upper Heyford 
Creative City

6 Williams Innovation 
and Technology 
Campus 

7 Milton Park / 
Didcot Garden City 

8 Oxford City 
Science Area  

9 Culham Science 
Park  

10 Begbroke Science 
Park
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     Planned East West Rail 

To BIRMINGHAM 

MILTON 
KEYNES

BEDFORD

CAMBRIDGE

M40

U
U

HE

HE

HE

3

7

HE

1

4

5

6

8

9
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Moving 
Towards a 

Zero Carbon 
Economy
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Issue and Opportunity
The world is in the midst of a climate 
and ecological emergency, which is 
accelerating faster than expected, 
threatening humanity and the world’s 
natural ecosystems. 

In 2019 the Oxford City Council declared 
a climate emergency and committed to 
reduce emissions from its own buildings 
and operations to Net Zero by 2030. 

In 2021, the Council brought 
together Oxford’s major businesses 
and organisations – including the 
universities, teaching hospitals, local 
authorities, BMW Mini, Unipart, SSEN, 
housebuilders and others - to create the 
Zero Carbon Oxford Partnership (ZCOP). 
Working with the Carbon Trust, ZCOP 
has developed and adopted a Net Zero 
Roadmap and Action Plan, which seeks 
to achieve Net Zero by 2040 through 
collaborative working.

The Council’s leadership on climate 
change has been developed with active 
input from the local community. In 2019, 
Oxford was the first UK city to hold a 
Citizens Assembly on Climate Change. 

Residential buildings and transport 
account for almost half of Oxford’s 
emissions (see below). Achieving Net 
Zero will require high-impact, sustained 
changes in citizen and organisational 
behaviour.

Zero Carbon Economy:  
Responding to Challenge and Delivering Opportunity

Achieving Net Zero by 2040 will mean 
a variety of economic, social and 
environmental benefits can be achieved. 
These include the creation of high 
skilled, well paid jobs in the zero carbon 
sector; creating cohesive and desirable 
places to live by empowering local 
communities and diverse individuals to 
drive action; and cutting air pollution.

Restoring habitats, providing urban green 
infrastructure and shifting to regenerative 
agriculture can support wildlife while 
delivering ecosystem services such as 
natural flood management and urban 
cooling, and providing health and 
wellbeing benefits for local people. 
Pathways to Zero Carbon Oxfordshire 
(2021)

Residential 
Buildings

25%

Commercial
9%

Industrial
17%

Waste
1%

Transport
23%

Institutional
25%

Agriculture
0.1%

736.5 
ktCO2e

2018 Baseline emissions in Oxford
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3. Nitrogen dioxide levels rose by 7.9% between 2018 and 2019 

4. Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development

What is Net Zero?

There is no globally agreed definition 
of Net Zero. However, the emerging 
consensus is that Net Zero emissions 
can be achieved by reducing emissions 
as far to zero as possible, with any 
remaining hard-to-decarbonise 
emissions compensated with offsets 
(e.g., greenhouse gas removals). 

Oxford’s 2040 Net Zero target is defined 
in the ZCOP’s Net Zero Action Plan. “Net 
Zero” has been adopted (rather than 
absolute zero) because it is generally 
accepted that there may be a small 
amount of residual emissions arising 
from hard-to-decarbonise activities, 
including those outside the city’s control 
such as HGV transport.

• An ambitious 1.5˚C aligned Science 
Based Target

• for all emissions sources covered 
with the BASIC+ reporting lvel of the 
Global Protocol for Community-Scale 
Greenhouse gas Emission Inventories 
(GPC).

• Any remaining hard-to-decarbonise 
emissions can be compensated with 
certified greenhouse gas removals 
(GCRs) 

Zero Carbon Oxford Partnership 
Roadmap and Action Plan, page 10 

The groundwork is in place for Oxford to 
be the first truly Net Zero city in the UK, 
with a strong foundation and economic 
opportunity through innovation projects 
such as LEO and ESO, the Zero Carbon 
Oxford Partnership and organisations 
such as the Low Carbon Hub.

One of Oxford’s most pressing issues is 
air pollution, which is relatively high and 
has increased in recent years3. There are 
several locations across the city where 
the national and European legal limit for 
nitrogen dioxide and other greenhouse 
gases is exceeded.

Pollution brings a range of economic 
costs for Oxford and is bad for business. 
Evidence from the OECD4 shows that 
high levels of air pollution cause health 
issues which, in turn, place a financial 
burden on health services and reduce 

business productivity through increased 
employee sickness and reduced 
cognitive performance. Many cities with 
high levels of air pollution have also 
suffered from brain drain of talented 
people looking for a better quality of life 
and reduced international tourism where 
it has impacted the visitor experience.

Another growing issue is fuel poverty 
and emissions from Oxford’s building 
stock. Reducing emissions through 
retrofit brings multiple benefits including: 
“avoidance of physical (particularly 
respiratory health in children) and 
mental stresses linked to decreased 
absenteeism from school by children 
and from work by adults; with potential 
impacts on academic performance, 
labour productivity and earning power”. 
Source: Energy Saving Trust.
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Our Response: Addressing Crisis and 
Enabling Opportunity
Whilst the challenge of climate crisis is 
critical to our future, Oxford is uniquely 
placed to play a prominent role in the 
national and global response. 

The Zero Carbon Oxford Partnership 
is bringing businesses and institutions 
together locally, and we are planning for 
this to evolve quickly, as it must. Oxford 
will become an exemplar in developing 
partnership driven solutions to the 
climate crisis.

Our low-carbon sector is already 
thriving. The University of Oxford 
has successfully generated 30 new 
cleantech spinout companies and 
two of four national energy systems 
demonstrator projects are based in 
Oxfordshire. Our automotive sector 
continues to lead the way on innovation 
for autonomous and electric vehicles, 
with companies including Waymo, 
Oxbotica, StreetDrone, Arrival,  
alongside the nearby RACE, Culham, a 
leading connected autonomous vehcile 
(CAV) testbed.

Our strategy recognises that the 
knowledge and innovation realised 
within the city can, be capitalised 
elsewhere in the city or in Oxfordshire 
more generally. We therefore, want 
to support tangible links to locations 
like Harwell Campus and Begbroke 
and ensure that knowledge exchange 
with companies like BMW, Williams, 
Mercedes and Siemens can be 
strengthened.  

Alongside this, community groups and 
SMEs continue to develop solutions 
to reduce carbon emissions through 

alternative business models and 
the sharing economy. We will work 
to support this activity through our 
commitment to strengthening civil 
society and socially orientated business 
in the city.

We will continue to inform residents 
and business of the economic benefits 
of adapting to climate crisis. We will 
better demonstrate how addressing 
climate change will save money, tackle 
inequality and create jobs. Lower 
household bills, better health from active 
travel and more affordable transport 
within the city will all contribute to 
addressing inequality and improving 
wellbeing. 

There is a clear economic rationale 
to reduce the negative environmental 
impacts of Oxford’s economic activity, 
this is coupled with an opportunity 
to curate an economy that actively 
contributes to tackling environmental 
issues. Our approach to a greener 
economy will blend global solutions 
with grassroots action, testing new 
approaches, scaling activity and driving 
investment as a result.

We will take proactive steps by adopting 
a consistent and robust framework 
to achieve sustainable economic 
development in Oxford, considering a 
range of approaches such as Doughnut 
Economics, circular and sharing 
economy and the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals.
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Guiding Principles to Move Towards a  
Zero Carbon City 
We are committed to putting 
environmental concerns at the forefront of 
our approach to economic development. 
This economy will be powered by 
renewables, energy storage and grid 
solutions, low carbon transport, digital 
infrastructure, sustainable construction 
and ethical consumption. 

Decisions we make now will have 
ramifications on the ability to achieve 

carbon reduction targets. The local 
economy must move rapidly towards net 
zero or we will incur costs in the future. 
It is important that we act now to ensure 
that we are able deliver sustainable 
economic development that does not 
compromise the environmental future of 
the city.

To achieve this, we will focus on the fol-
lowing ambitions over the next ten years:

1 Take proactive steps to measure 
and reduce the environmental 
impact of economic activity

2 Mitigate the environmental 
impacts of new development 
and housing growth, through 
new policies, commitments and 
innovations from developers and 
investors

3 Support the growth of the green 
and low carbon sectors through 
innovative partnerships and 
targeted business support

4 Facilitate flows of knowledge and 
available funding both locally and 
regionally, positioning the city as 
a low carbon leader

5 Partner with local institutions 
and support businesses to 
decarbonise across their 
operations and supply chains, 
sharing good practice

6 Work with communities to adopt 
place-based approaches to Net 
Zero, combining retrofit, transport, 
biodiversity and community 
regeneration projects

7 Develop budgeting processes 
which support investment in zero 
carbon development

8 Support and partner businesses 
and institutions to be socially and 
environmentally responsible

9 Develop communications and 
engagement programmes on Net 
Zero, building on the Citizen’s 
Assembly on Climate Change 
to ensure the transition to Net 
Zero is done in collaboration with 
residents and businesses

10 Work with Partners to increase 
active travel and implement net 
zero transport within the city

 
A detailed action plan against these ambitions is set out in the accompanying  
delivery plan.
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Milestones
The Zero Carbon Oxford Partnership has 
developed a comprehensive roadmap 
and action plan to achieve Net Zero in 
Oxford by 2040. 

The ZCOP will report against 5 yearly 
carbon targets, following best practice 
by focusing on short-term action to 
achieve the 2040 goal. These targets 
have been informed by evidence from 
the City Council’s scientific advisor, 
Professor Nick Eyre in terms of what is 
both ambitious and possible to achieve 
in a city like Oxford, which has limited 
emissions from the ‘hard to decarbonise’ 
sectors notably industrial processes, 
aviation, shipping, heavy freight and 
agriculture.

The ZCOP’s Roadmap and Action Plan 
sets out a series of milestones and KPIs 
that will be monitored, to ensure the city 
remains on track to achieve its carbon 
targets. 

Alongside the strategic roadmap, sector 
specific roadmaps were also agreed in 
the ZCOP Roadmap and Action Plan.  

Reducing emissions from buildings 
The majority of Oxford’s emissions arise 
from the buildings sector, largely due 
to the high proportion of gas-heated 
buildings.

There are around 55,000 homes in 
Oxford, with over 60% rated EPC D or 
below. Tacking leaky homes is key to 
addressing fuel poverty and mitigating 
against the rising cost of energy. 

The strategy for decarbonising buildings 
in Oxford (Residential, Commercial and 
Institutional) can be summarised by 
the uptake of energy efficiency (both 
building fabric improvements and smart 
appliances), electrification of heat (with 
heat pumps) and installation of rooftop 
(or commercial-scale) solar PV. With 
these measures, it is expected that the 
average household energy demand (for 
gas and electricity sourced from the 
national grids) falls by 61% in 2040.

Retrofit fabric improvements is a high 
priority for this sector, considered 
essential not only in reducing carbon 
impact, but also mitigating against 
energy price rises and reducing the strain 
on the electricity grid. 

Net Zero target 2040
Total carbon budget (2018-2040) 7,624 ktCO2e
Carbon emissions reduction by 2025 
Cf. 2018 base year

-44.3% (409.6 ktCO2e)

Carbon emissions reduction by 2030 -63.2% (409.6 ktCO2e)
Carbon emissions reduction by 2035 -78.3% (409.6 ktCO2e)
Carbon emissions reduction by 2040 -87.9% (409.6 ktCO2e)
Amount of carbon to be offset in the year 2040 -88.7 ktCO2e

Five yearly carbon budgets for Oxford 2020 – 2040  
Source: Zero Carbon Oxford Partnership Roadmap and Action Plan
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The City Council has agreed a target of 
95% of its housing stock to be EPC lev-
el C or above by 2030, including a 7.2m 
investment programme to support this 
outcome. This includes developing a set 
of standard packages of work that can 
be undertaken simultaneously to ensure 
energy efficiency measures are also deliv-
ered at least inconvenience to the tenant.

We will work with partners to harness this 
economic opportunity, lobby for additional 
funding from central government to scale-
up delivery of energy efficiency across 
the city - and trial solutions to achieve 
at-scale retrofit, targeting areas that are 
most exposed due to energy price rises.

 

Supporting Low Carbon Movement  
and Growth
We believe that investment in knowledge, 
growth and diversification of green activity 
in the city will support the evolution of 
these sectors in the county as a whole. 

As we have previously seen with life 
sciences, we can create a network of 
different specialised clusters across 
the county which are international 
significance and national importance. 
The challenge for the city council and 
its parters is to support the physical and 
psychological networks and exchange will 
allow this to happen.

Responsible movement of people 
and goods is a critical element of our 
economic strategy, it supports our global 
impact ambitions, and it enables a 
more inclusive economy by connecting 
residents to opportunity. It is however, in 
lowering emissions that we will be best 
placed to enable a step change in the 
city’s environmental performance.

The Core Transport Proposals and Local 
Transport and Connectivity Plan will be at 
the heart of our plans to reduce congestion 
within the city and ensure that as the econ-
omy grows (and parts of the city become 
busier), there will be dramatically reduced 
environmental impact from this activity.

We want to innovate in the way we 
deliver our contribution to this and 
therefore have identified a range of 
interventions which will place Oxford at 
the forefront of innovation in green urban 
practices in the UK. these include: 

• Implementation of Citizen Assembly 
recommendations

• Zero Carbon Oxford Partnership 

• Roll out of low traffic neighbourhoods

• Low Energy Oxford  
(LEO) City Wide EV charging roll out

• City Wide Housing Retrofit

• Zero Emission Bus Roll-out

• City wide active travel supporting 
walking and cycling

• Develop local skills to deliver housing 
retrofit

• City council asset decarbonisation

• Reallocation of road space 
towards civic spaces, public realm, 
pedestrianisation.
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Zero  Emission Zone

City Boundary
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Building a Globally 
Significant Low Carbon 
Economy

A Energy Systems 
Accelerator

B Automotive 
Innovation and EV

C Oxford North: 
Capacity for low 
Carbon Business

D Oxford Science 
Park: Discovery 
and Scaling

E Siemens

F Williams 
Technology & 
Innovation Centre

G Harwell Campus

H Bicester Eco Town

Culham (RACE)
Community 
autominous 
vehicles

Achieving 
Regional 

Agglomeration Through 
Knowledge, Investment 
and Scaling

Bus and Active 
Travel Corridor 

Improvements
to reprioritise road space

Locally-led Innovation 
to Enable Low Carbon 
Economy

Enabling Transition to a Zero Carbon 
Economy
Key

Major Roads

Areas for Growth or 
Development

Northern

West End & City Centre

Eastern

Southern

A

B

C

D

3

2

1 Zebra zero emission 
bus rollout

2 Rose Hill Low 
Energy Oxford Hub 
LEO

3 Osney Island LEO

4 Energy Superhub 

Connected Autonomous 
Vehicle Trials

E-Cargo Bike  
Roll-out

Potential Delivery 
Consolidation Centre/s

By 2030

Oxford City Housing Ltd. 
At least 2,500 low carbon 
homes in the next ten 
years

Decarbonisation of City 
Council assets 

4

E

H

F

G
I

I

1

A34

A40

A40

A34

Park and 
Ride Expansion 

(Seacourt)

New Park 
and Ride

(Eynsham)
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Enabling a 
More Inclusive 

Economy
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Issue and Opportunity
Whilst Oxford has a strong economy 
that is growing, the benefits of this are 
not shared equally. In a city with huge 
potential, where medical and technology 
breakthroughs are are commonplace, 
too many residents struggle to make 
ends meet or participate in their local 
economy. Addressing this and enabling 
people to share in future success must 
be a priority of this strategy. 

The scale of the challenge ahead is 
illustrated by the following:

• Around 10% of residents earn below 
the national real living wage (£9.50 
p/h)

• The average attainment 8 (GCSE 
equivalent) score per pupil in Oxford 
is 45.9, below the national and 
Oxfordshire averages of 46.9 and 47.7 
respectively

• Families need £16,000 per annum to 
avoid food poverty in Oxford. One 
in ten is not achieving this. 29% of 
children live in poverty, once housing 
costs are taken into account

• The difference in male life expectancy 
is 16 years for the top and bottom 
performing areas (St Mary's and North 
respectively)

• The difference in female life 
expectancy is 10 years for the top and 
bottom performing areas (Northfield 
Brook and North respectively)

• The average home costs around 
15.03 times more than the average 
annual salary, the least affordable in 
the country

• Rental costs in the private rented 
sector are higher than the national 
average and most competitor cities

• Fuel poverty is a growing issue with 
rates higher rest of the County. This 
is likely to increase with sharp rises to 
energy bills expected in 2022.

Deprivation is most prevalent in the 
south and east (incorporating Littlemore, 
Blackbird Leys, Northfield Brook, Rose 
Hill and Iffley) where the net annual 
income is 15% lower than the Oxford 
average and 57% of neighbourhoods 
are classified as being in the top 20% 
most deprived in the country. These 
areas are also close to our identified 
areas for growth and development; 
linking residents to this opportunity is 
clearly critical. 

The pandemic has exacerbated these 
issues, adding to the case for more 
fundamental intervention to support those 
residents who live in or close to poverty. 
These residents are less likely to have 
access to savings or the social networks to 
help them deal with and adapt to the crisis.

How we Define an Inclusive 
Economy 

We define inclusive economy as 
“Growing prosperity that reduces 
inequality and is sustainable.” 
(Plymouth Inclusive Growth Group) 

“An Inclusive Economy offers a 
genuine progressive conceptual 
frame in which greater 
consideration is given to social 
benefits that flow from, and feed 
into, economic activity. (CLES)
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Our Response: Connecting People to 
Local Opportunities
The Strategy needs to be the foundation 
for new approaches which address the 
fundamental challenges that influence 
the wellbeing of people in the city. 
Oxford needs a more inclusive economy 
in which wealth is distributed across 
our communities and where all citizens 
can share the benefits of growth. This 
will require challenging traditional ways 
of working to guarantee a minimum 
standard of economic and social 
prosperity for all of Oxford’s residents 
as well as developing local interventions 
aimed at giving communities more 
influence over their economic future.

Fundamental to this are the principles 
of Community Wealth Building; an 
approach which gives people more 
control over their local economy and 
explicitly takes action to retain wealth 
within localities. 
 
Our primary response will be to work 
with partners (including Oxfordshire 
County Council, OxLEP, the University 
of Oxford and the Oxford Strategic 
Partners) to develop an Inclusive 
Economy Charter through the emerging 
Oxfordshire Inclusive Economy 
Partnership. This will build on the work 
that has been undertaken as part of 
the Inclusive Economy Seminar Series 
and aligns with the Oxfordshire Local 
Industrial Strategy aspirations. 

This Charter will be a document that 
sets out commitments and standards 
that partners will sign up to pursuing as 
part of their day-to-day operations. It will 
include ambitions related to minimum 
standards of economic and social 
prosperity for residents related to themes 
like housing, income, employment, 
participation and democracy. It will set 
the basis for enhanced participation and 
a stronger commitment to grassroots 
economic activity. This builds on and 
expands the Oxford Living Wage 
programme.

The City Council's is committed to 
supporting delivery of affordable homes 
across the city as well as delivery 
enabling neighbourhood renewal 
projects which respond directly to 
specific local needs. Working with 
civil society partners, this will include 
improved participation, bringing people 
closer to the issues which impact upon 
their own prosperity and wellbeing. 
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Guiding Principles for an Inclusive City
A broad range of activities will be 
undertaken by partners as part of 
the Oxfordshire Inclusive Economy 
Partnership over the next decade. The 
City Council will drive forward these 
actions with partners. It is important to 

note that an inclusive economy requires 
better access to decent, affordable 
homes. This of course is an over-riding 
priority that aligns with this strategy. 
Wider areas of focus to create a more 
inclusive city include:

1 Develop an Oxfordshire Inclusive 
Economy Charter and pledge 
scheme to engage all local 
business and institutions to play 
a fuller role in embedding an 
inclusive economy

2 Focus recovery efforts on the 
needs of the most disadvantaged 
places, through community 
wealth building and community 
economic development 

3 Further develop and build on 
the Oxford Living Wage initiative 
(OLW) to embed the principles of 
a minimum standard of prosperity

4 Support social enterprise, co-
operative businesses and civil 
society sectors, and pursue a 
more prominent role in the city’s 
future economy

5 Support local spending, 
enhance local supply chains and 
generate social value through 
procurement.  

6 Support local people to better 
access skills, training and 
education opportunities to help 
them prosper and adapt to 
the expected rapid structural 
changes to the economy

7 Deliver affordable workspace that 
supports local businesses and 
organisations providing security 
to stay in spaces and lower risks 
to growth

8 Explore using the principles of 
15-minute neighbourhoods to 
give residents access to the 
services, practical and economic 
assets they need to participate in 
the economy and society

9 Explore options to deliver more 
affordable travel for local people 
to travel to employment and 
education using public transport, 
cycling and walking

10 Increase housing supply and 
improve access to affordable 
housing 

More detail on how Oxford City Council and its partners will take these ambitions 
forward in the city is provided Delivery Plan.
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Enabling People to Stay in the City and 
Access Opportunities
Crucial to supporting an inclusive 
economy is enabling a diverse population 
to live and work in the city and to be able 
to connect to good employment. This is 
not just about inclusivity and equality, it 
will mean that key-workers, graduates 
and support staff can stay in the city 
and continue to support our global city 
ambitions. To do this, we need to deliver 
thousands of new homes and to ensure 
that Oxford residents can easily, cheaply 
and sustainably move to places of work, 
education and opportunity.

We believe that increasing mobility 
is fundamental to a successful city 
economy. Improving connections through 
public transport and active travel, is a 
critical part of delivering a more inclusive 
city and connecting residents to the 
globally significant opportunities we will 
support in the city. 

We recognise the importance of bus 
travel for a significant proportion of our 
population. We also acknowledge that 
currently active travel is not an option 
to link enough people to work and 
education.

It is currently too difficult to travel from 
some of our communities to areas of 
employment and education. We know 
that residents rely on buses, therefore 
public transport and active travel is a key 
part of our strategy.

We will work with Oxfordshire County 
Council to support vital investments such 
as Connecting Oxford to rapidly increase 
the accessibility between residential 
neighbourhoods and key employment 
areas by bus.

We will also seek to enable all of the 
economic growth nodes in the city to be 
linked to more deprived areas of the city 
by new walking and cycling routes.

Investment in transport and movement 
is accompanied by a 15 year plan to 
build 10,000 new homes in the city and 
15,500 in our neighbouring growth areas, 
which will increase supply in the city and 
increase access to affordable housing for 
those who need it most.

This is not just about transport. Strong 
connections will also be enabled through 
digital accessibility and literacy.  We will 
seek to improve education, access to 
devices, and technology to address the 
digital divide and further increase the 
opportunities for people to thrive in a 
Global City.
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Local Projects 
Supporting 
Affordable Housing, 
Neighbourhood 
Inclusion and Education

A West End 
Developments 

provide a significant 
number of affordable 
homes

B New Community 
Wealth Building 
Innovation Pilot in 

Blackbird Leys, Littlemore 
and Rose Hill.  

C Blackbird Leys 
District Centre 300 

homes, community centre 
and retail/employment

D Summertown 
District Centre 
Scheme 200 homes

E Underhill Circus 
Neighbourhood 
Centre Supporting a 

stronger local community 
centre alongside new 
housing

Areas for Growth or 
Development

Technical Education

1 City of Oxford 
College

2 South Central 
Institute of 
Technology  
(Blackbird Leys) 

3 Ruskin College

4 Oxford Brookes 
University

5 SAE Institute

Enabling an Inclusive Economy

Key

Railway

Proposed
Cowley
Branch Line

Major Roads

Orbital 
public transport 
improvements

Active travel 
to areas of 
employment

Major Housing 
Schemes. 
C10,000 homes 
within the city

Most deprived UK 
Neighbourhoods 

Bottom 30% 
Nationally

City-Wide Action
 
Inclusive Economy Charter 
setting our minimum 
standards for inclusion 

Targeted work placements; 
apprenticeships and training 

Expansion of the Oxford 
Living Wage

Delivery of a significant 
number of affordable homes

Indicative eastern 
Arc bus frequencies

Northern

West End & City Centre

Eastern

Southern

City Boundary
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Global 
Impact and 

Purpose
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Issue and Opportunity
Oxford’s role in answering the most 
prominent questions of our time will be 
key to economic opportunity. 

More than any other city in the world, 
Oxford has become synonymous with 
the scientific response to Covid-19. 
A thriving economy at the forefront of 
the transition to Net Zero will benefit 
residents through new careers and 
opportunities,  and support improved 
quality of life. 

Oxford is uniquely placed on the world 
stage because it contains such a 
diversity of highly specialised individuals, 
University Departments, research teams 
and business. The ability to combine 
this knowledge is the City’s key to 
competitive advantage. The city will 
lead the way in electric and autonomous 
vehicles, gene therapy, future fuels and 
the application of quantum technologies, 
to name a few. If any area has the 
ability to demonstrate how it can 
leverage its economy to address 
pervasive social and environmental 
issues, it’s Oxford.

To capitalise upon these opportunities, 
we believe we need to clearly seek 
positive to achieve positive global 
impact from our local economy, 
encouraging purposeful business, 
attracting talent and enabling innovation. 
This will be about building upon the 
global city characteristics we already 
posses, and offer benefits for residents, 
workers and businesses;

Global influence the University of 
Oxford and Oxford Brookes produce 
world-leading research, and create new 
technologies and ideas, which shape 
global thinking and trends

A talented population around 60% 
of residents have a degree-level 
qualification 

An open and diverse population 
around one third of the population was 
born outside of the UK and we are widely 
recognised as a tolerant and open place

A distinctive physical environment 
the city has a rich, unique character than 
should be protected and enhanced

World class culture Oxford has a rich 
mix of museums, galleries, universities, 
theatres, cinemas and culture

Through this focus on global impact, 
we can make a contribution to the 
global, national and regional economy. 
At the same time, this must support 
employment opportunities for local 
people.

Actions set out in this strategy will 
help Oxford to better harness its real 
potential, and to be recognised as a 
successful compact global city with a 
powerful and influential economy. The 
city's small size can be an advantage to 
achieving these ambitions and benefits 
because it:

• Gives stakeholders including residents 
more influence to curate and shape a 
dynamic economy. 

• Allows the public sector to better 
show leadership on core challenges of 
inclusion, workspace and connectivity. 

• Provides a ‘living lab’ setting which 
allows partners to experiment and scale 
ideas that overcome challenges across 
energy, carbon reduction, and mobility.
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Open 
and diverse 
populations
Cosmopolitan; foreign 
born residents; diverse 
population; international 
outlook; political 
engagement; human 
rights.

 
 

 
Liveable 

neighbourhoods 
Safe; green space; 

clean air; affordable 
living costs; natural 

assets; inclusion.

 

Unique 
physical 

environments
Recognisable 

physical and built 
identity; quality public realm; 

quality built environment; 
heritage; accessibility of  
public realm; openness of 
physical environment

Influential 
and sustainable 

economies Economic 
output; innovation; 

headquarters; professional 
firms; economic clusters; 

unique sector specialisms; 
business space

Talented 
populations 
Degree educated 
residents; world class, 
academically leading 
universities; attraction of 
educated migrants; good 
schools for residents; 
entrepreneurialism; 
international 
schools

Global influence
First name familiarity; 

sets global trends; 
shapes global 

thinking; strong digital 
presence and influence; 

international tourist 
visits

World 
class 
culture

World renowned 
cultural institutions; 

museums; sporting ven-
ues; cultural venues; shops; 

education institutions; 
strong creative economy; 

deep and broad cultural of-
fer; accessible culture

Our Response: Embracing Global City 
Characteristics 
Being a global city is not about size. It 
relates to factors like influence, power, 
accessibility, status, liveability and 
sustainability. Using a range of sources2 
eight core global city characteristics 
have been identified. These are 

displayed below alongside related 
factors. Focusing upon a 'impactful and 
purposeful economy' we will use these 
as a checklist to help us build the diverse 
and open economy we want for Oxford.

Strong connectivity 
Access to major 
international airport; 
radically improved 
internal transport system; 
connectivity to other 
major cities; ultrafast 

broadband; mobile 
connectivity.

21

8 3

7
6 5

4

Stronger 
Global City

2. Chicago Council on Global Affairs; AT Kearney’s Global City Index; Mori Memorial 
Foundation Global City Index; the Economist Intelligence Unit’s Global City 
Competitiveness Index
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Guiding Principles for a Global Impact
We want Oxford to become a more 
resilient and more influential global city 
and, most importantly for this strategy, 
develop a more purposeful and influential 
economy. This will help Oxford become 
more productive, competitive and 
investable. 

Areas for action to help Oxford to 
become a more influential global city 
economy are:

1 Increase the quantum and quality 
of commercial space on the 
city's planned and existing sites, 
with a focus on supporting Life 
Sciences, Low Carbon, Digital 
and knowledge driven sectors

2 Deliver transport, digital and 
energy developments that unlock 
economic opportunities for 
diversification and innovation in 
identified growth areas

3 Seek to build on Oxford's global 
competitiveness in higher 
education and research, also 
enhancing further and technical 
education

4 Continue to support businesses 
to adapt to changing economic 
conditions, embedding principles 
of good recovery over the 
medium term

5 Help deliver Oxford West End 
at pace as an internationally 
significant neighbourhood, 
attracting talent and investment

6 from socially responsible and 
purposeful businesses in target 
sectors in line with this strategy

7 Retain a greater proportion of 
spin out companies that start up 
in the city and increase the local 
economic value of knowledge 
and innovation

8 Support the recovery of the 
visitor economy and seek 
benefits for visitors and residents

9 Attract and retain more skilled 
international workforce, 
celebrating the cultural diversity 
this brings 
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Oxford's Significant Specialisms
Oxford is already known for globally 
significant knowledge-based sectors, 
but more can be done to support higher 
value sectors to expand and develop. 
Our science and knowledge economy is 
unique in its diversity and importance. 
Life Sciences, Space, Robotics and 
Materials are all global leaders.

This strategy seeks to provide balance 
between supporting high value science 
and more accessible sectors for 
employment. There are four specific 
sectors that will be prioritised as part of 
this strategy. These represent activities 
with competitive advantages and are 
areas where Oxford can become or can 
continue to be a leader on the global 
stage:

1. Health and Life Sciences: Includes 
a whole range of life sciences 
enterprises including drug discovery 
and development, diagnostics, 
medical devices, digital health, 
precision medicine and regenerative 
medicine

2. Technology and Digital: Includes 
businesses providing IT, software 
services and digital applications 
across a range of sectors

3. Creative Production: Includes a 
diverse range of activities including 
publishing, marketing and branding, 
architecture, crafts, design, fashion, 
film, theatre, radio, arts and museums

4. Green and Low Carbon: An array of 
businesses spanning environmental 
activities, renewable energy, energy 
storage and low carbon activities in 
sectors including automotive and 
transport.

This focus aligns with the Oxfordshire LIS 
and Oxfordshire Science and Innovation 
Audit, which include ambitions to 
support the region to become a leader 
in the development of transformative 
technologies that will underpin the future 
economy and provide a lasting global 
competitive advantage. 

Priority technologies identified, which 
cut across the sectors set out above, 
include digital health, autonomous 
vehicles, quantum computing, fusion 
technology, cryogenics and space.

Pursuing these sectors will enable Oxford 
to develop a more influential, innovative 
and productive economy. They are 
also high growth industries nationally, 
so will help create new employment 
opportunities for Oxford’s residents. 

The table below provides a brief 
overview of the drivers, existing assets 
and future opportunities for these 
sectors in relation to Oxford. Here, we 
also recognise the importance of the 
visitor economy in helping us welcome 
the world to Oxford and further enhance 
our reputation for history and culture. 

Our rapidly growing cohort of socially 
responsible businesses will drive 
solutions to the pervasive social and 
environmental challenges we face. We 
want to embrace and support creative 
solutions.

Oxford is already the first B Corp, “B 
Local” and Social Enterprise County 
in the UK, in recognition of our leading 
involvement in these important business 
models. We will seek to build on this 
huge potential making this a hallmark of 
the new economy in Oxford.
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Priority Sectors

Sector Drivers and Trends Example 
existing assets

Future opportunities 
in and around Oxford

Health 
and Life 
Sciences

Increasing public 
health expenditure; 
ageing population; 
COVID-19; break-
through technologies 
in drug discovery, 
diagnostics, medi-
cal devices, digital 
health, precision and 
regenerative medi-
cine. Oxford has a 
role delivering the 
Government's Life 
Science's Vision

• Oxford Science 
Park
• John Radcliffe 
Hospital
• Oxford 
University 
Science Quarter
• Churchill 
Hospital

• West End Innovation 
District
• Warneford Hospital
• Headington Global 
Health and Life 
Sciences Quarter
• Oxford Science Park 
& South Oxford Science 
Village
• Oxford Business Park 
expansion

Technology 
and Digital

5G technology; 
increasing demand 
for e-commerce; 
artificial Intelligence; 
big data, quantum 
computing 
development, 
automation 
materials and nano-
technology

• Oxford 
Business Park
• Oxford Science 
Park
• Oxford Centre 
for Innovation
• Oxford City 
Centre

• West End Innovation 
District
• Oxford Business Park 
expansion
• Oxford North 
development
• Oxford Science Park
• Begbroke Science 
Park

Creative 
Production

Rise in e-commerce 
providing new 
opportunities; 
technological 
innovation increasing 
productivity and 
possibilities (e.g. 3D 
printing); growth in 
creative and cultural 
consumption

• Oxford City 
Centre
• Osney Mead
• East Oxford
• Makespace 
Oxford

• Creative and digital 
industries hub
• Red Hall at Oxford 
North
• Covered Market 
redevelopment
• West End Innovation 
District
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Sector Drivers and Trends Example 
existing assets

Future opportunities 
in and around Oxford

Green 
and Low 
Carbon

Climate emergency; 
energy security ; 
shift in consumer 
sentiment; 
Government Policy; 
University research 
technology and 
innovations in 
renewables, grid 
technology and 
battery storage

• Oxford Science 
Park
• Oxford Centre 
for Innovation
• Osney Mead 
Industrial Estate
• Project Low 
Energy Oxford

• Oxford North 
development
• West End Innovation 
District
• Oxford Science Park 
(expansion and 2030 
Net Zero ambition)
• Begbroke Science 
Park expansion building 
retrofit and re-use

Visitor 
Economy

Already a successful  
and attractive 
destination with 
strong resilience. 
Ongoing strength 
of UK as an 
international tourism 
location post 
pandemic. Potential 
opportunity limited 
by the size and 
capacity of the city.

• Heritage offer
• Cultural 
resonance and 
strong local 
offer (film, TV, 
literature, music 
and theatre).
• Access to 
waterways and 
green space city-
wide and nearby 
Cotswolds

• Support more 
systematic entry 
level jobs and career 
progression in the 
sector
• Create more hotel 
capacity for higher 
value overnight stays
• Drive innovation in 
sustainable tourism and 
support new attractions 
in-line with Local Plan

Social 
enterprise 
and co-
operative 
businesses

Rapid growth in 
social enterprise, 
entrepreneurship 
and purposeful 
business in 
response to 
societal challenges 
and inequalities. 
Oxfordshire is the 
UK's first Social 
Enterprise Place 
(Social Enterprise 
UK).

• Neighbourhood 
Centres
• Oxfordshire 
Social Enterprise 
Partnership 
(OSEP), OSEP 
Hubs,   
Makespace at 
Aristotle House, 
Community 
Centres, Common 
Ground Cafe.
• Oxford Hub
• High 
volunteering
• Philanthropy

• Use of publicly 
owned spaces; 
Meanwhile space, 
Participatory 
activities linked to 
new developments; 
Enhanced ESG 
commitments; 
'New Workspaces' 
in city centre and  
neighbourhood centres
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Oxford: An Emerging National Rail Hub

East West Rail 1
extension

London
Marylebone

Bicester

Oxford

Didcot

East West Rail 2

Bedford 
Milton Keynes

Oxford

Dicot

East West Rail 3

Cambridge

Oxford

Bristol

Key

Current rail 
Network

Future 
additional rail 
development

Proposed 
new transit 
interchange 
hubs

Existing 
interchange 
hubs

Culham

Didcot

Reading
Heathrow

Grove &
Wantage

London
Paddington

Bicester 

Village

Oxford
Parkway

Cowley 
Branch Line

London
(Marylebone)

EWR
(Bedford MK)
(Cambridge)

Begbroke

Hanborough

Cross Country
(Midlands & North)

Cotswold Rail
(Worcester)

Bristol

Southampton

Swindon

Oxford 
National Rail 

Hub

Cross Country

Midlands & North

Oxford

Swindon

Southampton

Cotswold Line

Cotswold

Oxford

Didcot

London (Paddington)

Successful global cities 
are well connected, not 
only internationally, but 
also locally. Reliable and 
comprehensive public 
transport should be seen 
as much as part of the 
economic strategy as they 
are to transport policy. 
Big investments in growth 
areas such as the West 
End, Oxford North, Oxford 
Science Park and Oxford 
Business Park require 
better, more sustainable 
connectivity. The city it-
self cannot achieve the 
benefits of agglomeration 
and exchange of ideas if 
people cannot physically 
connect. 

Connecting Oxford via 
bus and regional and 
national rail connections 
will be critical for the 
city to maximise its 
contribution to the UK’s 
economic recovery 
and diversification. 
Investments in the Cowley 
Branch Line and proposed 
east-west rail routes 
become fundamental for 
Oxford as a global city, 
placing us at the centre 
of a network of transport 
which extends regionally 
and nationally. Regionally, 
Oxfordshire Connect Rail 
Programme will support 
connections to the city 
which create a more 
efficient and accessible 
sphere of influence.
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The Delivery Plan
 

Vitally, this strategy is accompanied 
by a Delivery Plan, to guide action on 
priority projects, and exploration of new 
ideas. Alongside the evidence base, 
this provides a more detailed practical 
approach to support the delivery of this 
strategy. It includes:  

• Focussed plans for employment and 
commercial space, the City Centre 
and the Visitor Economy

• Delivery principles

• A detailed action plan for the next five 
years of delivery

• Roles and responsibility for delivery

• Approaches to measurement and the 
triple bottom line

• To support initial delivery in three 
important areas, three focus areas 
have been identified to support initial 
activity. These are creation of more 
of the right commercial spaces; 
development of focused plans for the 
city centre; and positive evolution of 
the the visitor economy. 

 
This strategy does not exist in isolation. 
Its influence is wide and as such, needs 
to be considered in conjunction with 
other strategies:

National

• RSA: Inclusive Growth 
Commission

• Build Back Better: Our Plan for 
Growth

• Plan for Jobs
• National Infrastructure Strategy 
• UK Digital Strategy 
• Ox2CamArc Economic 

Prospectus
• Clean Growth Strategy
• Industrial Decarbonisation 

Strategy 
• National Planning Policy 

Framework
• UK Life Sciences Vision

• Visit Britain, England Strategy 

Countywide

• Oxfordshire Economic Recovery 
Plan

• Oxfordshire Industrial Strategy
• Oxfordshire Local Skills Report 

& Plan
• Oxfordshire Inclusive Economy 

Report
• Oxfordshire Infrastructure 

Strategy
• Oxfordshire Internationalisation 

Plan 
• Oxfordshire Energy Strategy
• Oxon Housing and Growth Deal
• Local Transport and Connectivity 

Plan (draft)
• Oxfordshire Digital Infrastructure 

Strategy 
• Oxfordshire 2050 Plan (draft)
• Visitor Economy – Vision and 

Plan (draft)

Local

• Oxford 2050 Vision
• Oxford Local Plan
• Oxford City Council: Our Strategy 

2020-24 
• Zero Carbon Oxford Roadmap
• Oxford Local Transport Plan 5 

(draft)
• Oxford City Centre Action Plan 

(draft)
• Oxford Thriving Communities 

Strategy (Draft)
• Oxford Housing & Homelessness 

Strategy

• Oxford Urban Forest Strategy  
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Focus on: Space for Growth and 
New Ideas 
Making Oxford a more impactful 
global city and ultimately, the UK 
a more successful economy, is 
dependent upon the delivery of 
more commercial space in the 
city. We must do this in a way 
which does not compromise our 
wider placemaking, zero carbon 
and sustainability and green and 
sustainability objectives, but at 
pace in that will meet business 
needs. Space in the city is 
constrained so we need to plan 
pro-actively to intensify and make 
more efficient use of employment 
sites allocated within our Local 
Plan, ensuring key policies around 
energy, materials, sustainable 
travel and bio-diversity net gain are 
optimised. 

Whilst other cities have seen 
demand for commercial space 
reduce, the Oxford market has 
proved resilient to the impacts of 
the pandemic and Brexit. Whilst 
the trend of flexible and hybrid 
working and office rationalisation 
is in evidence, this is tempered 
by poor, low quality stock, and 
heightened demand for flexible 
and lab space (accounting for 50% 
of transactions in 2021 according 
to VSL & Partners) Efficient use 
and re-use of existing assets is 
a priority as well as sustainable 
development of our allocated sites. 
According to VSL (2021), lettings 
have remained consistent whilst 
rents have increased by as much as 

46%. Bidwells estimate c.75% of 
all lease activity is from knowledge 
sectors, with demand for science 
and technology space remaining 
unfulfilled, suggesting that a lack 
of suitable lab, R&D and flexible 
office space remains the one of the 
biggest barriers to growth within 
Oxford. 

Our ambition is to provide a rapid 
and significant uplift in good quality 
space through planned sites and 
redevelopment of existing sites, 
to enable higher value sectors 
(see page 22/23) to grow and 
expand, while also providing 
more affordable space for small 
businesses in target sectors, as 
well as important civil society 
activity and social or co-operative 
businesses. 

Three strategic principles are 
accompanied by a series of 
concrete actions that the City 
Council will deliver (as landowner, 
planning authority and enabler), 
alongside wider landowner, 
development and economic 
partners, will deliver. These are set 
out in detail in the Delivery Plan 
document. 
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Significantly increase the 
quantity of commercial space 
around the city

• Continue to support the 
evolution of employment sites 
such as Oxford Business Park 
and Oxford Science Park to best 
meet the needs of an evolving 
market. Oxford's Science 
Parks contributed £500m to 
the economy in 2018/19. These 
locations allow grow on space 
for those companies that have 
been incubated locally. Oxford 
Business Park and Science park 
already host 150 companies 
with c6,000 employees and have 
significant capacity to be utilised.

• Bring forward the West End 
Innovation District at pace, as 
a major business district for the 
city and the UK

• Support good quality workspace 
across the city for small 
businesses, start-ups and 
innovative businesses (including 
university spin outs)

• Focus on meeting the 
requirements of the Health & 
Life Sciences sector (e.g. Lab, 
R&D and office space) in Oxford 
Science Park, Oxford Business 
ParkHeadington, the Northern 
Gateway and West End

• Focus on meeting the 
requirements of Green and Low 
Carbon Sectors (e.g. Lab, R&D 
and office space) in the West 
End and Northern Gateway

• Recognising the role that 
new spaces can play in 
supporting the evolution of local 
neighbourhoods and district 
centres. (e.g. office and co-
working space) across the city  

Rapidly enable space for busi-
nesses to experiment and test 
ideas

• Explore opportunities with land-
owners for affordable meanwhile 
space within the city centre

• Encourage testing of new ide-
as by creating more affordable 
space in neighbourhoods, using 
public sector assets and more 
flexible leasing to support new 
entrepreneurs

• Identify the potential for conver-
sion of existing buildings and 
spaces to address the shortfall 
in science, technology and lab 
space in the short to medium 
term

• Support the delivery of new 
meanwhile workspace in the 
West End as a precursor for the 
Innovation District
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Prioritise city centre workspace 
for small and creative businesses

• Focus on understanding 
and meeting the evolving 
requirements of Creative 
Production and Low Carbon (e.g. 
studio and makerspace) and 
Technology & Digital sectors in 
the city centre (e.g. co-working 
and office space)

• Ensure sufficient quantum of 
affordable space is available to 
meet the needs of businesses in 
these sectors and others that will 
help diversify the local economy 

• Innovate with publicly owned city 
centre assets to provide more 
flexible and progressive leases 

to support inclusive economy 
ambitions

• Explore the potential of 
affordable workspace policy 
in planning to support creative 
activity, social enterprise and co-
operative businesses 

Create flexible policies that 
support new models of 
workspace

• Test new planning policies 
related to retail units and 
business rates to support small 
businesses use underutilised 
spaces if and when these 
become available
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Focus on: Oxford City Centre
A strong city centre is fundamental 
to the successful evolution of 
Oxford and its surrounding area. We 
want the centre to evolve and adapt 
to emerging trends, to enhance 
and extend its global reach and 
reputation, becoming more relevant 
and accessible to the broader range 
of our local communities. 

Our City Centre is one of the most 
important in the world. History, 
culture, architecture, commerce 
and innovation combine in a 
unique way which is central to 
the city’s success. The evolution 
of the West End, the opportunity 
transition to zero carbon post Covid 
19 and the resilience of Oxford’s 
property market all provide reasons 
for optimism. The Oxford Local 
Plan 2036 includes a policy for 
the West End and Osney Mead, 
which promotes regeneration of 
the area for, high-density urban 
living together with a mix of uses. 
The City Council is working with 
master-planning consultants to 
develop the West End Spatial 
Framework to provide detailed 
advice and guidance on principles 
for its development. It will provide 
a strategic framework, which will 
help to co-ordinate infrastructure, 
connectivity and transport together 
with public realm provision, design 
and a balanced mix of uses. 

There is a need to address 
challenges of congestion, 
affordability and lack of green 
space to ensure the city achieves 

its potential. An accompanying 
City Centre Vision and Action Plan 
has been created to enable this 
to happen. This has the following 
objectives:

• Diversify uses in the heart of 
city by building and repurposing 
to achieve a critical mass of new 
places to live and to work, and in 
doing so, increasing the numbers of 
people regularly using our amenities 
subject to demand 

• Support the best of our retail, 
hospitality, leisure and services 
offer, helping our shops, pubs, 
bars, restaurants, and services 
and leisure sector businesses 
and organisations, to recover and 
evolve, while ensuring vacant space 
supports a new wave of business 
growth and jobs

• Encourage the growth of more 
economic sectors, including 
science, tech and creative, helping 
to attract and retain more talent 
to work in the city centre because 
of its amenities, alongside its 
educational, historic and cultural 
connections 

• Celebrate our outstanding 
heritage assets, through improved 
access, sensitive adaptation and 
retrofit, as well as better public 
realm, creative lighting and 
interesting new uses and activity 

• Reduce traffic congestion by 
limiting those driving through, 
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rather than to, the city’s residential 
areas, destinations, institutions and 
businesses to create a better city 
centre environment 

• Facilitate investment in a world 
class public transport network, 
working with the bus and rail 
industries to support improved 
gateways, interchanges and 
connections, plus faster, more 
reliable journeys into and through 
the city centre

• Prioritise investment in and 
development of a range of new 
delivery and collection options 
including electric, pedal-power and 
more

• Deliver better walking and 
cycling infrastructure, capitalising 
on the city and city centre’s 
human scale and accessibility, and 
responding to the existential threat 
of the climate emergency

• Create new civic spaces, so 
people can meet, dwell, relax 
and celebrate together, while 
reimagining our streets as safe 
social spaces, through both 
commercial and performance 
activity 

• Promote and facilitate more 
overnight visitor stays, increasing 
their enjoyment of our city, while 
maximising the contribution to the 
local economy

• Strike a balance so that we 
manage tourist visits more 
effectively, ensuring greater 
levels of visitor satisfaction and 

increasing return trips, while 
making the city function better for 
residents, students and the city’s 
workforce going about their day to 
day lives

• Improve air quality, create more 
green space, and improve access 
to our waterways to support 
physical and mental health and 
Oxford’s city centre as an even 
more attractive destination

• Strengthen the feeling of safety 
in the city centre through the work 
of the Council’s Safer Oxford team, 
Thames Valley Police, Oxford 
Community Safety and City Centre 
Crime Partnerships 
 
 
In the short term, we have 
created a set of actions to 
address immediate challenges, 
animate and change perceptions 
of Oxford City Centre. These are:

1. Connectivity and Access

 - Deliver Connecting Oxford
 - Zero  Emission Zone
 - Oxford Station Masterplan
 - Improve Oxpens and Osney 

Mead Connectivity
 - Last mile logistics
 - Visitor coach strategy
 - Park and ride improvements 

2. Public Realm and Animation 

 - Public realm improvements
 - Shopfront design improvements 
 - Outdoor seating initiative
 - Public realm and movement 

framework
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3. Getting the mix right

 - West End Innovation District
 - Target and reduce vacant units
 - Evolve the covered market
 - Change of use application 

strategy
 - Increase and diversify workspace
 - Stimulate night time economy
 - Brand and promotion 

4. Getting the Basics Right

 - Homelessness and Rough 
Sleeping

 - Street scene management
 - Tourism management
 - Reducing crime and antisocial 

behaviour
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Focus on: Evolving Oxford's Visitor 
Economy
Oxford’s visitor economy is 
already internationally significant, 
contributing around £988m to the 
economy every year. Welcoming 
visitors from around the world is 
a priority as is meeting the needs 
of local residents, who are also a 
vital contributor to the success of 
the visitor economy. The ambition 
is to improve the experience and 
to maximise the positive economic 
impact of tourism by encouraging 
longer stays. Six strategic principles 
to guide delivery are set out below, 
with more detail set out within the 
Delivery Plan document. 
 
Increase overnight stays from 
international and domestic visitors 

Experience Oxfordshire has shown 
that 85% of the 8 million annual 
visits are day trips with just 15% 
being overnight stays. These 
overnight visits, however, generate 
60% of visitor spend so there is an 
economic imperative to increase the 
duration of visits. 

It is therefore, important that we 
provide more accommodation and 
a night time offer which encourages 
people to stay in Oxford for longer. 
This links to our City Centre Vision 
and Action Plan . Practically, the 
roll out of the Oxford Pass, will help 
link key elements of our offer and 
support longer stays 

Enhance the tourism offer to 
encourage and enable exploration 
 
Oxford has a strong base of 
tourist-attractions centered around 
the university, colleges, cultural 
institutions and other heritage 
assets. To remain competive, the 
city will need to assess, diversify and 
improve the offer in terms of modern 
amenities, innovative art, music 
events, work-related conferences, 
restaurants, hotels and transport 
options.

Again linking to the City Centre 
Vision and Action Plan, we will 
improve movement around the 
city, but also develop a network of 
visitor nodes, whether these are for 
tourists, business visitors or local 
cultural consumers.

Spread the tourist season 
throughout the year to decrease 
the impact of seasonality  
 
Like most cities, Oxford’s visitor 
economy experiences significant 
fluctuations in tourist numbers 
throughout the year. More can be 
done to decrease the impact of this 
on the sector, such as hosting more 
events, attracting different types of 
visitors and diversifying the offer.

More diverse programming, reflect-
ing cultural diversity and a broader 
range of activities through festival, 
events and fringe activities will help 
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to amplify existing activity and gen-
erate new content.

 
Enhance tourism management to 
ensure visits achieve a balance 
between impact and economic 
contribution 

Oxford has long-been a popular 
destination for tourists, but over 
time the number of visitors, espe-
cially short-stay day trips via coach-
es, has created congestion and 
challenges for the city. It is vital that 
residents, too, can enjoy their city. 
There is therefore a need to improve 
the management of tourist visits in 
a number of ways including in rela-
tion to visitor coaches, digital apps, 
tourist information, wayfinding and 
spreading visitor tour groups.

In the short term the City Council. Ox-
LEP and Experience Oxfordshire will 
need to respond effectively to ensure 
both the city and the coubty benefits 
from the government's Destination 
Management Organisation Review. 
Support the tourism sector to 
recover from the impacts of COV-
ID-19 and the recession 

COVID-19 has resulted in an 
unprecedented health and 
economic challenge across the 
world with particularly acute 
impacts on tourism and visitor 
travel. The impacts to the visitor 
economy have been deep and 
these impacts are likely to continue 
in the short-to-medium term as 
governments try to limit the spread 
of the virus, loosen restrictions 
and maintain social distancing. 

Given the importance of the sector 
to Oxford’s economy, it will be 
important to support the sector to 
safely re-open, restart and diversify.

The Oxfordshire Economic 
Recovery Plan sets out a 
programme of support for visitor 
economy businesses. This includes 
new promotion, digital support help 
to manage visitors and guests in 
the context of social distancing. 
Key county-wide initiatives 
including Visitor Economy – Vision 
and Action Plan for Oxfordshire, 
2022-24 and Visitor Economy 
Renaissance Programme 2022-24 
will support recovery efforts.

 
Develop employment and skills 
pathways to support local 
careers

Develop appropriate education 
provision and partnership structures 
which help support local residents 
to progress into potentially 
lucrative careers in hospitality and 
tourism. This includes recognising 
and celebrating the diversity of 
employment within the sector 
and connecting to the Oxford's 
growing technical education 
offer, to support lifelong career 
development.
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The success of Oxford’s Economic 
Strategy will rely on concerted efforts 
and actions by partners city-wide. As 
explained on Page 9, we are building 
on momentum with a sustainable and 
inclusive approach. The case studies 
below demonstrate that approach 
being taken seriously and delivered 
in practice. We plan to build on this 
over the next ten years, working with 
partners and stakeholders city and 
county-wide, to create a greener, 
fairer economy with global impact.

Case Studies
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What is it?
The Oxfordshire Inclusive Economy 
Partnership is a group of major 
local employers and third sector 
organisations, joining forces to tackle 
issues of inequality in Oxfordshire 

Why are we  
doing it?
By joining forces and mobilising the 
resources, skills and local knowledge 
of partners, we will be able to greatly 
increase the impact and reach of 
the work to build a more inclusive 
economy.

How are we 
doing it?
The partnership brings together more 
than 100 organisations, working 
across four distinct areas.  These 
working  groups are developing 
and amplifying best practice on the 
topics of Inclusive Employment, 
Educational Attainment, Delivering 
Social Value through Procurement, 
and Place Based Interventions

Did you know?
Any local organisation will be able 
to sign up the 'Oxfordshire Inclusive 
Economy Charter' and pledge to 
address inequality in their own way.

Case Study 1 
Inclusive Economy Partnership
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What is it?
The Meanwhile in Oxfordshire 
project is seeking the transformation 
of vacant retail units and commercial 
premises into affordable spaces 
for more than 100 organisations, 
including independent shops, 
cultural venues, creative studios and 
co-working spaces. 

Why are we  
doing it?
As well as reducing the number 
of vacant units in the county’s 
high streets, the Meanwhile in 
Oxfordshire project is diversifying 
the offer in Oxfordshire’s town and 
city centres as entrepreneurs devise 
new and creative uses for the units, 
encouraging more visitors to the 
high streets. It aims to provide more 
affordable space wherever possible.

How are we 
doing it? 
Meanwhile in Oxfordshire is delivered 
through Makespace Oxford, 
working in partnership with Oxford 
City Council, and Cherwell, South 
Oxfordshire, Vale of White Horse and 
West Oxfordshire District Councils. 
It is funded by the Government's 
Getting Building Fund, secured 
through OxLEP.

Did you know?
25,000 sq. ft. of space has already 
been secured by the project team. 
The project will create or secure at 
least 300 jobs across Oxfordshire

Case Study 2 
Meanwhile in Oxfordshire
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What is it?
Owned by Oxford is a partnership 
of local organisations using the 
principles of Community Wealth 
Building to create a fairer, more 
people-centred local economy where 
wealth, power, and opportunity are 
shared more widely.

Why are we  
doing it?
The project seeks to deliver a 
more inclusive local economy by 
piloting a community-led approach 
to economic development in the 
city. It does this by supporting the  
development of resilient community-
owned and cooperative businesses 
in economically deprived areas of 
Oxford. 

How are we 
doing it?
Led by CAG Oxfordshire, the project 
works in partnership with Oxford 
City Council, Makespace, Aspire, the 
Solidarity Economy Association and 
Cooperative Futures.

Did you know?
Cooperatives are highly resilient to 
economic shocks, and were four 
times less likely to cease trading in 
2020 than other forms of enterprise

Case Study 3 
Owned by Oxford
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What is it?
As part of the Re-start phase of 
COVID-19 Recovery, Oxford City 
Council’s Economic Development 
Team acted as a gateway for the 
Government's ‘Kickstart scheme’ 
to support employers and the 
unemployed to benefit from the 
scheme across Oxfordshire.

Why are we  
doing it?
As unemployment spiked during 
the Pandemic, there were fears this 
would impact the youngest most. 
The Kickstart Scheme provided 
fully funded work placements any 
qualifying employer for 6 months, 
25 hours per week for 16-24 year 
olds referred from DWP as part 
of the scheme because they are 
on Universal Credit or long term 
unemployed.

How are we 
doing it? 
Salaries are paid by DWP for 
placements at minimum wage 
although many employers topped 
up the salary at their own expense 
to pay Oxford Living Wage (OLW). 
All employers receive a grant per 
placement of £1500. As a Gateway 
provider, Oxford City Council offered 
a range of support to the SMEs that 
took on work placement through the 
programme to help ensure success 
for business and employees alike.

Did you know?
We secured and authorised 137 
placements under the scheme, 
creating new jobs for 71 young 
people and providing participating 
employers with to date £344, 685.91

Case Study 4 
Kickstart 16-24 work placement scheme
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What is it?
A World-First Low-Carbon Mobility, 
Electricity and Heat Energy 
Superhub

Why are we  
doing it?
Energy Superhub Oxford combines 
a number of innovative technologies 
and integrates these to deliver 
more efficient, cheaper and greener 
energy solutions. As a key part of 
Oxford City Council’s response to 
the climate emergency, ESO will 
provide a model for cities around the 
world to cut carbon and improve air 
quality.

How are we 
doing it?
We're doing this by installing a 
very large, hybrid battery energy 
storage system, enabling more clean 
electricity, encouraging the uptake 
of electric vehicles (EVs) in Oxford, 
including the electrification of the 
Council’s own fleet of vehicles, and 
by implementing electric heating in 
homes and businesses.

Did you know?
Energy Superhub Oxford (ESO) 
aims to eliminate 10,000 tonnes of 
CO2 emissions a year. That’s the 
equivalent of taking 2,000 cars off 
the road.

Case Study 5 
Oxford Energy Superhub
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What is it?
The Energy Systems Accelerator 
pilot – better known as Mini TESA – 
is a world-leading multi-disciplinary 
hub, championing technical and 
services innovation in the energy 
systems transition. The hub is based 
at Osney Mead in Oxford and began 
operating in Spring 2022.

Why are we  
doing it?
By facilitating industry and academic 
collaboration across all energy 
sectors (electricity, heat and 
mobility), new approaches to the 
energy transition will be accelerated 
and deployed at scale. This will 
drive innovation in low carbon 
technologies and services nationally 
and internationally, helping to ensure 
the UK meets its legally-binding 
carbon targets.

How are we 
doing it? 
Mini-TESA houses two University 
research groups, the Low Carbon 
Hub (a social enterprise), and a team 
from Scottish and Southern Energy 
Networks (the local distributor). 
It houses the University’s MSc in 
Energy Systems, has hot-desking 
spaces, and has a facility for hosting 

large-scale ‘SPRINTS’, where many 
stakeholders can come together 
to discuss underlying issues to the 
energy transition.

Did you know?
At the next stage, 800 people from 
a broad spectrum of professional 
backgrounds will work to make the 
energy systems transition happen in 
the most efficient, sustainable and 
equitable way possible

Case Study 6 
The Energy Systems Accelerator
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What is it?
The Oxford flood alleviation scheme 
is one of the biggest flood schemes 
currently planned in England.

Why are we  
doing it?
The scheme will safeguard Oxford’s 
reputation as a thriving centre that 
is open for business.  Everyone who 
lives, works in or visits the city will 
benefit from the reduced flood risk 
to the railway and the Botley and 
Abingdon roads. There will also 
be fewer flood related electricity, 
telephone and internet disruptions to 
homes and businesses.

How are we 
doing it?
This ambitious project is made 
possible through central government 
funding and local contributions. 
These include The Environment 
Agency, Oxfordshire County 
Council, OxLEP, Oxford City Council, 
Thames Regional Flood and Coastal 
Committee, Thames Water, National 
Highways

Did you know?
As well as protecting homes, 
businesses and infrastructure,  
saving £1.4Bn over 100 years, OFAS 
will create a unique wetland habitat 
of 20 hectares.

Case Study 7 
OFAS Scheme
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What is it?
Oxford's West End is once in a gen-
eration opportunity for Oxford - to 
create an inspiring and inclusive in-
novation district within the city cen-
tre, set along the banks of the River 
Thames. Oxford West End consists 
of a number of key sites that, along-
side the character of existing neigh-
bourhoods, have the potential to 
complement each other and add up 
to a compelling mix of uses, charac-
ters, activities and public amenities. 

Why are we  
doing it?
The West End is a key opportunity 
to deliver new employment space 
and homes accelerated by the 
proposed transformation of Oxford 
station into a national rail hub.

The creation of this new sustainable 
urban neighbourhood will expand 
and enrich the city centre offer, and 
serve as the gateway to the wider 
region where new technologies 
are pioneered and commercialised 
across a huge variety of industries.

The West End will become a piece 
of city for everyone. It will be a 
place where the world’s best ideas 
and Oxford’s extraordinary breadth 
of talent converge, taking Oxford’s 
success to the next level.

How are we 
doing it? 
The local partners we have 
established strong governance 
to drive forward this ambitious 
programme.

We have also raised significant local 
revenue to progress the vision, invest 
in the spatial framework and Oxford 
station masterplan, produce this 
prospectus, and prepare a strategic

business case for investment. We 
have also recruited new staff to 
progress the coordination of the 
West End programmes.

Oxford City Council is now 
developing a masterplan framework 
and Supplementary Planning 
Document (SPD) for the West End, 
which will include these sites, but 
also cover a wider area. It is also 
likely that other sites will come 
forward over time.

Did you know?
Oxford West End will provide 
260,000 sq. ft. of employment space 
and 1,850 residential and student 
accommodation units, and offer a 
cost benefit ratio of 4.3:1 for the 
required investment.

Case Study 8 
Oxford West End
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What is it?
These initiatives deliver more than 
25,000 sq. ft. of newly refurbished 
entrepreneurial workspace across 
two sites in central Oxford.

Why are we  
doing it?
Built in phases, these workspaces 
will help meet the pressing 
need for a greater quantity and 
quality of flexible and affordable 
entrepreneurial workspace, allowing 
high-value and impact priority 
sectors to grow and expand while 
also providing more affordable 
space for small businesses, social 
enterprise, and the third sector. 

How are we 
doing it?
Both of these projects will be 
delivered as sustainably as possible. 
Cave St will aim to meet BREEAM 
Outstanding, the top rating for 
sustainability from the Building 
Research Establishment. £1.93m of 
Government Local Growth Funding 
from OxLEP has been essential to 
supporting scheme viability. The City 
Council will work with a specialist 
workspace operator to ensure 
the project supports a thriving 
community of local businesses.

Did you know?
A third of the workspace space will 
be licensed to qualifying businesses 
at more affordable rates

Case Study 9 
Workspaces at Cave St and George St
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What is it?
Oxford North is brand new mixed-
use district providing homes, office 
space and labs.  Alongside the  
Oxford North Development, Thomas 
White Oxford (TWO) have agreed an 
innovative Training, Employment and 
Business strategy with OxLEP and 
Oxford City Council.

Why are we  
doing it?
TWO and the partners want to 
understand the jobs local people 
want,  the skills needed to get those 
jobs, identify skills gaps and create 
exciting new careers, right through 
the supply chain. Priorities for the 
plan include:

• Youth and apprenticeships.

• Local labour, supply chain and 
procurement 

• Engaging with education 

• Disadvantage and communities to 
achieve a more inclusive economy 

• Reskilling, upskilling older people 
into new careers

How are we 
doing it? 
A range of partners are collaborating 
to ensure the project creates 
aspiration and opportunity for local 
people. 

What’s more, local education 
institutions will be regularly invited 
to engage with design, construction, 
science and ecology as the project 
progresses.

Partners will focus not only on 
maximising opportunities

Did you know?
Oxford North will create 4,500 Jobs

Case Study 10 
Oxford North and Community  
Employment Plan
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The Delivery Plan 
This Delivery Plan provides detailed 
practical steps to support partners as 
they plan interventions and develop 
new practices to support the delivery of 
Oxford’s Economic Strategy. 

This is a reference document which 
provides specific tools which will help 
the city meet its economic objectives. It 
includes:

  

 

In addition, Oxford City Council has produced a separate City Centre Plan setting out 
detailed guidance on projects specific to the centre.

Delivery principles, setting the 
basis for the approach and the 
foundations for partnership working

A detailed action plan for the first 
five years of the strategy’s delivery

Roles and responsibility for delivery, 
setting out who can do what and 
specifically the role of the City 
Council and the Economic Growth 
Board

Approaches to measuring success 
using the principles of ‘triple 
bottom line’
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Delivery Principles 
Oxford’s Economic Strategy marks a shift 
in thinking about Oxford’s economy and a 
step-change in the City Council and part-
ners’ approach to economic development. 
It is more holistic than previous strategies, 
responding to significant local, national 
and societal challenges in terms of inclu-
sion and climate emergency.

It does, however, come at a challenging 
time. The public sector has fewer resourc-
es than ever before, whilst COVID-19 and 
Brexit will have persistent and fundamen-
tal impacts on the city’s businesses and 
residents. The successful implementation 
of the strategy will need new collabora-
tions and enhanced partnership under the 
strategic leadership of the City Council 
and the Economic Growth Board. Many 
of the actions will need investment and 
or support from central and local govern-
ment partners, education, private sector 
and key partners such as OxLEP. To sup-
port this a set of principles has been cre-
ated to inform this, provoke new practices 
and support delivery:

Commitment & 
Focus
A shared and long-term 
commitment to responding to the 
priority challenges and opportunities 
identified in this strategy

Collaboration
Making the most of available 
capacity and resource that exists 
across the city by building on the 
work of partners, brokering new 
relationships and working across 
new areas

Participation
Embedding participatory principles 
within delivery to ensure that 
Oxford’s residents are actively 
involved in idea development, 
decision making and delivery

Innovation
Using the city as a ‘living lab’ to try 
innovative projects, alongside taking 
innovative approaches to leverage 
funding and realising ambitions

Agility
Continuously reviewing delivery 
mechanisms, project priorities 
and ways of working to ensure the 
city remains agile in responding to 
changing needs

Pace
Working rapidly to deliver projects 
that deliver positive economic, 
social and environmental impacts
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The First Five Years 
The strategy provides new ideas on how 
the economy of Oxford can be more 
inclusive, global and transition towards 
zero carbon, outlining ambitions for each 
for the next ten years.

The following tables provide the specific 
detail of how Oxford City Council and 
its partners will work together to deliver 

actions which support the strategy’s 
objectives. These relate to the first 5 
years of a ten-year plan underpinned 
by the big ideas within the strategy 
document. Many of these actions will 
form the foundation for the future, 
providing the basis for Oxford to become 
an Inclusive, Global and Zero Carbon 
city economy.

Inclusive

Global
Zero Carbon
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Leadership, Roles and Responsibilities

Role of the Economic Growth  
Steering Board
 
The strategy will be overseen by the Oxford Economic Growth Steering Board.

Evolution of the 
Economic Growth 
Steering Board
In developing this strategy, partners 
have considered the important role of 
the Economic Growth Steering Board 
(EGSB). 

Role
The EGSB will continue working as 
a multi-sector partnership to engage 
with and provide a more consistent 
voice for the Oxford business 
community, cognisant of resident 
needs. It will build on this to represent 
a wider group of sectors. 

It will collaborate widely to enable 
Oxford to fulfil its role as a world 
leading city that supports sustainable, 
inclusive and innovation led economic 
growth region-wide; aligning with 
and complementing the strengths of 
Oxfordshire. 

Objectives  
• diversify its membership to 

become more inclusive, and 
seek a range of perspectives on 
economic development priorities.

• Identify areas of both concern 
and new opportunity, and act in 
partnership to enable positive 
change, attracting the appropriate 
support and resources to do so

• Engage widely with business/
employers in Oxford and 
voice their needs, ensuring 
that these are understood by 
OxLEP, educational institutions, 
local authorities and national 
government alike

• Regularly review and monitor the 
Oxford economic position and 
progress of the Oxford Economic 
Strategy, allowing flexibility in 
line with economic and societal 
change during a time of relative 
uncertainty

• Align action with wider local, 
regional and national strategic 
plans and projects
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The group will play a proactive role in 
shaping and directing Oxford’s economy. 
This will involve becoming more delivery 
focused, alongside the existing focus 
on economic issues and policy - looking 
at certain projects and priorities as well 
as developing new collaborations and 
partnerships to support shared action. 

To do this, the group will need to establish 
a more diverse membership in terms of 
age, gender and ethnic diversity. To better 

respond to the needs of the cities more 
deprived areas, some representation 
of these communities should also be 
considered.

This will include convening task and 
finish groups which will focus on specific 
locations, issues and projects in order 
to drive change. The groups will not 
necessarily deliver interventions but will, 
among other things, focus on:

1 Supporting partners to overcome 
barriers and blockers 

2 Scoping opportunities to 
maximise impact 

3 Identifying potential partners to 
involve in delivery 

4 Championing and lobbying for 
change 

5 Guiding delivery and direction 
where appropriate 

6 The groups will be task focused, 
time-bound and new topics will 
be selected on a bi-annual basis. 

The EGSB will also consider how 
residents can play a more active role in 
decision making related to economic 
development. Drawing on best practice 
around the world, this may include 
hosting participatory events, focus groups 
or more permanent arrangements. 
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Role of Oxford City Council

Alongside local authority partners, 
education and business, City Council will 
continue to play a pivotal role in shaping 
Oxford’s economy by leading and co-
ordinating change and using all available 
levers to achieve this. The Council will be 
ultimately accountable for ensuring that 
as many as possible of the commitments 
set out in this document are delivered, 
where resource for delivery can be 
identified. 

At the strategic level, planning powers 
will be used to create innovative and 
progressive policies that are responsive 
to the ambitions of this strategy and the 
city’s economic, social and environmental 
context. 

At the project level, the Council will 
directly deliver many of the interventions 
set out in this document. Project 
managers will work with collaborators to 
scope out and define projects, generate 
wider interest, leverage funding and bring 
them to fruition. The Council will use its 
influence and convening power to bring 
key decision makers and influencers to 
the table to help unlock opportunities, 
overcome barriers and help meet the 
needs of the city.

Land and property assets will also be 
used as part of this to deliver positive 
change. This is particularly the case in 
the West End, where the Council owns 
several sites and in the City Centre 
where the Council has a strong property 
portfolio.

City Council resources will also be 
needed to support relevant initiatives 
being led by partner organisations in 
order to enable place-based solutions 

that meet the needs of the city as its 
recovers from the recession. Where 
appropriate, this may be through project 
management support, external funding, 
political support or advice. Officers will 
also help stakeholders understand the 
different funding pots available to deliver 
projects.

The opportunity in Oxford is one of 
national significance. It is therefore 
reasonable that the projects which will 
support the aspirations of the strategy 
should receive some investment from 
national government. The City Council, 
Economic Growth Steering Board and 
Oxfordshire LEP will all need to form a 
consistent lobby to make the case for 
this and ensure that any resource is used 
efficiently and impactfully.
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Tracking Success
A robust and committed approach 
to tracking impact and performance 
will be a crucial part of delivering this 
strategy. It needs to be accompanied 
by a commitment to using high quality 
evidence and data, and reflecting on the 
evolution of the city’s economy. Getting 
this right will allow partners to:

• Understand the evolution of the city 
economy at an uncertain time

• Test scenarios in relation to future 
events which can impact upon the city

• Assess the collective impact of 
delivery

• Learn lessons for future intervention

• Celebrate achievements and success

• Tailor delivery to maximise impact and 
value

• Support case making to leverage 
funding

Given this strategy focuses on balancing 
economic, social and environmental 
ambitions, a Triple Bottom Line 
framework will be used to track 
change. This will ensure that social and 
environmental (broadly inclusive and 
zero carbon) outcomes are given equal 
credence to economic outcomes. This 
is important because what is measured 
dictates what is done. If the wrong thing 
is measured, organisations do the wrong 
thing. If something is not measured it 
becomes ignored or neglected. 

Primary ‘success factors’, which respond 
to and align with the Triple Bottom 
Line framework, are set out below. 

Some of these will be factored into the 
Council’s business plans, project plans 
and Key Performance Indicators and 
will considered on an annual basis in 
conjunction with the EGSB. One of the 
first tasks for an EGSB task and finish 
group will be to set out an approach to 
monitoring change against some of these 
key indicators and the development of a 
simple dashboard.

It is important to note, however, that given 
the long-term nature of many aspirations 
and interventions in this strategy, it will 
be important to take a long-term view 
to measuring success. While specific 
targets have not been set, significant 
improvement to the baseline should be 
achieved over the next decade.

These ‘success factors’ will also be used 
to shape decisions around future projects 
and interventions to pursue and invest in. 
Those that contribute most significantly to 
the economic, social and environmental 
ambitions will be prioritised and taken 
forward.
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Triple Bottom Line ‘Success Factors’ 

Economic Social Environmental
Number of jobs
Source: ONS BRES

Inequality
Source: Centre for Cities

Carbon emissions
Source: City Council

Number of businesses
Source: ONS UK Business Count

Proportion of highly 
deprived neighbourhoods
Source: Indices of Multiple 
Deprivation

NOx emissions
Source: City Council

GVA per worker
Source: ONS Regional Gross 
Domestic Product

Social mobility ranking
Source: UK Government Social 
Mobility Index

Green space created/
safeguarded
Source: City Council

Patent applications
Source: Intellectual Property Office 
– Patent Applications

Average income
Source: ONS Small Area Income 
Estimates

Investment in 
environmental projects
Source: Partner Data

Business starts and 
survival rates
Source: UK Business Count

Proportion of people 
receiving the Oxford 
Living Wage
Source: ONS Small Area Income 
Estimates

Proportion of trips by 
transport mode
Source: ONS Census or County 
Council

Inward investment
Source: DIT 

Proportion of people with 
no qualifications
Source: ONS Annual Population 
Data

Proportion of trips by foot 
or bicycle
Source: ONS Census or County 
Council

Commercial floorspace
Source: Industry Dara/Agent 
Insight

Unemployment rate
Source: ONS Annual Population 
Survey

Energy source mix
Source: City Council

Commercial vacancies
Source: Industry Dara/Agent 
Insight

Affordable workspace 
floorspace
Source: City Council Data

Quantum of green space
Source: County Council 

Venture capital 
investment
Source: Scale Up Institute

Housing affordability ratio
Source: Centre for Cities

Quantum of brownfield 
land redeveloped
Source: City Council

Volume and value of 
tourism
Source: Experience Oxfordshire

Rent as a proportion of 
income
Source: ONS Private Registered 
Provider Rent and ONS Small Area 
Income Estimates

Amount of renewable 
energy generated
Source: BEIS – Renewable Energy 
by Local Authority

Graduate retention rate
Source: Office for Students

Benefit claimants
Source: ONS Claimant Count

Number of B-Corps 
registered
Source: B-Corporation UK
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Oxford’s Economic Strategy Delivery Plan  
 
Note on Prioritisation: Initial prioritisation has been undertaken as result of feedback gleaned through the public consultation, combined with officer knowledge on existing 
project progress and available resources. The definition for each level of priority is found below. The expanded Oxford Economic Growth Board will undertake a further 
action plan review, to revisit priorities at least annually; 
 
Priority 1: Top priority - critical actions with dependencies that unlock strategic economic opportunities at scale. Where resources are required, seek them as a top priority. 
These actions will commence in year one or two.  
 
Priority 2: Important standalone or additional actions that support specific ‘Guiding Principles’ – these should be supported and commenced where resources are available 
(years 1-5). 
 
Priority 3: Lowest priority - keep under review and seek to deliver only where it is opportune to do so alongside other priorities (annual review). 

 
No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 

supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

1 Take proactive 
steps to measure 
and reduce the 
environmental 
impact of 
economic activity 

- Support the Zero Carbon Oxford Partnership (ZCOP), which brings 
together leaders of Oxford’s major businesses and organisations to work 
towards a net zero Oxford by 2040. The ambitious ZCOP programme is 
underway, steered by the “2040 Net Zero Action Plan”. The initial focus is 
on decarbonising the city’s transport system and its buildings, which 
account for the majority of Oxford’s emissions 
 
- Continue to deliver Go Ultra Low Oxford and follow up programmes 
to encourage the take up of electric vehicles 
 
- Identify new training and employability opportunities aligned to emerging 
building retro-fit schemes across council-owned homes and premises 
 
- Last mile delivery: Work with the ZCOP and others to explore a number of 
urban consolidation centres around the edge of the city and the potential 
for deliveries to be transferred to EVs, e-bikes and cargo-bikes for last mile 
delivery 
 
 

ZCOP 
 
Oxfordshire 
Councils 
 
Future 
Oxfordshire 
Partnership 
 
Oxford Direct 
Services 
 
Anchor 
Institutions 
 
Innovative 
business 
partners 

Emissions and 
Carbon 
use decline as 
the city’s 
economy grows 
 
Oxford becomes 
leader in 
sustainable 
development 
and carbon 
reduction 

In part 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
N 
 
 
In part 

1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
2 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

2 Mitigate the 
environmental 
impacts of new 
development and 
housing growth, 
through new 
policies, 
commitments 
and 
innovations from 
developers and 
investors 

- Maximise sustainability standards through our development plans and 
local plan policies 
 
- Develop a series of demonstrator projects either in partnership with 
developers or on council owned sites 
 
- OCC to continue to work with Low Carbon Oxford, Oxford Direct Services 
and Zero Carbon Oxford to explore opportunities for retrofit and on-site 
energy generation across the estates of larger organisations 
 
- Work with partners to lobby central government for policies, secure 
funding and powers to enable Oxford to transition to net zero by 2040, 
covering energy efficiency, decarbonisation of heating and the shift to 
active, low carbon travel 
 

Zero Carbon 
Oxford 
Partnership  
 
Oxford City 
Council 
 
Oxford Direct 
Services 
 
Developers 
 
Anchor 
Institutions 
 
Low Carbon 
Hub 
 
 

Greater 
contribution of 
housing and 
development 
to Oxford’s zero 
carbon targets 

In part 
 
 
N 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
N 

1 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Support the 
growth of the 
green and low 
carbon sectors 
through 
innovative 
partnerships and 
targeted business 
support 

- Delivery of ‘The Energy Systems Accelerator’ at Osney Mead, particularly 
in relation to planning and securing public sector funding. Mini TESA 
underway 
 
- Work with land owners, developers and future operators to explore 
how wider strategic sites can be developed and marketed to the green and 
low carbon sectors 
 
- Work with Green.TV and others to host events such as Electric Vehicles 
Summit 2021 and explore opportunities to deliver similar events to support 
the clean and low carbon sector in the future 
 
-  Explore opportunities and partners to test and then scale activity 
emerging from the proposed Clean Growth Living Lab (OxLEP Local 

Oxford City 
Council 
 
Department 
for Business, 
Energy and 
Industrial 
Strategy 
 
Universities 
 
Oxfordshire 
Greentech 
 

Growth in low 
carbon 
related sectors 
in Oxford 
Low carbon 
activities 
become a more 
significant 
park of Oxford’s 
economic 
identity 
Greater 
investment in R 
and D and spin 

In part 
 
 
 
N 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
2 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

Industrial Strategy) 
 
-  Ensure the clean and zero carbon economy is at the forefront of other 
economic actions set out as part of this strategy (e.g. in relation to 
inward investment, commercial space and business support) 
 
-  Continue to work with partners to deliver the Local Energy Oxfordshire 
(LEO) smart grid trials and opportunities to scale post-pilot 
 
- Skills and supply chain: Explore with partners, the need to develop 
low carbon training and reskilling programmes, including apprenticeship 
and vocational courses 
 
- Electricity Grid flexibility & investment: Flexible energy generation, 
storage and use is required to support the electricity network to handle 
demand as we move to net zero. Explore opportunities with partners to 
scale-up innovation such as LEO. Some reinforcement of the local grid may 
be required, alongside accelerated roll out of smart meters 

OxLEP 
 
Oxfordshire 
County 
Council 
 
Living Oxford 
 
Business 
community 
 
SSE Networks 
 
Central govt. 

out activities 
in green sectors 

N 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
 
N 

3 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 

4 Facilitate flows of 
knowledge and 
available funding 
both locally and 
regionally, 
positioning the 
city as 
a low carbon 
leader 

- Disseminate the work of the Zero Carbon Oxford Partnership amongst 
SME, investor, developer and resident communities county-wide 

ZCOP 
 
OxLEP 
 
Banks and 
finance 
 
Developers 
 
Social 
Enterprises 

Knowledge and 
technology 
transfer 
accelerate 
transition to 
zero carbon 
economy 
regionally 

In part 2 

5 Partner with local - Continue to support Zero Carbon Oxford Partnership, and Oxfordshire Oxford City Oxford delivers Y 1 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

institutions and 
support 
businesses to 
decarbonise 
across their 
operations and 
supply chains, 
sharing good 
practice 

Greentech, and identify additional businesses that can join and gain 
support to reduce their carbon footprint 
 
- Develop a Pipeline of investable projects that will support zero carbon 
transition 

Council 
 
Zero Carbon 
Oxford 
Partnership 
 
Oxfordshire 
Greentech 
 
OxLEP 
 
BCorp UK 
 
 
 

its zero carbon 
targets  
 
Businesses 
adapt and 
embed ongoing 
carbon 
reduction 
planning in their 
operations 

 
 
 
In part 
 
 
N 
 
 
In part 

 
 
 
1 
 
 
 

6 Work with 
communities to 
adopt place-
based 
approaches to 
Net Zero, 
combining 
retrofit, 
transport, 
biodiversity and 
community 
regeneration 
projects 

Work with Neighbourhood and community groups, community action 
groups, and housing providers to support local initiatives developed by and 
with the community  

Oxford City 
Council 
 
Oxford Direct 
Services 
 
Third Sector 
 
Community 
Sector 
 
Universities 
and FE 

New ideas 
developed 
support 
community 
economic 
development 
opportunities 
and further 
transition to 
zero carbon in 
communities 

In part 2 

7 Develop 
budgeting and 
measurement 
processes which 
support 

Work towards the city’s 2040 ambition with five-yearly carbon budgets, 
which will be transparent and subject to scrutiny. The five-yearly carbon 
budgets and an annual emissions reduction pathway can be used to set 
interim targets against which progress can be tracked 
 

ZCOP partners 
 
Oxford City 
Council 
 

Clear 
understanding 
of transition to 
Net Zero 

In part 
 
 
 
 

1 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

investment in 
zero carbon 
development 

Work to put in place options for SME’s to track and report carbon 
reductions locally 

Businesses N 1 

8 Support and 
partner business 
and institutions 
to be socially and 
environmentally 
responsible 

- Work with B Corp UK1 and other local partners to expand the BLocal 
Oxfordshire (Bcorps) Network  
 
- Explore new investment fund proposals to grow the city’s socially 
and environmentally focused businesses 
 
- Consider options to support businesses to impact on bio-diversity and 
materials use/waste management  
 

BCorp UK 
 
Oxfordshire 
authorities 
 
OxLEP 
 
Finance sector 
 
Social 
Enterprises 

Widen business 
involvement in 
broader 
environmental 
issues  

N 
 
 
 
N 
 
N 

2 
 
 
2 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 

9 Develop 
communications 
and engagement 
programmes on 
Net Zero, to 
ensure transition 
is made in 
collaboration 
with 
residents and 
businesses 

- Communications and engagement campaign to build on work of the 
Citizens Assembly on Climate Change, to support and facilitate behaviour 
change as Oxford transitions to net zero. 
 

ZCOP 
 
Oxford City 
Council 
 
Oxfordshire 
local 
authorities 

Community 
wide action on 
net zero is 
encouraged 

Y 2 

10 Work with 
Partners to 
increase active 
travel and 
implement net 
zero transport 
within the city 

- Work with the county council to deliver the a wider city centre Zero 
Emission Zone, traffic filters and a city-wide workplace parking levy along 
with proposals for bus service improvements  to boost the growth 
potential of our key employment locations 
 
- Deliver the £88m Zero Emission Bus Regional Area (ZEBRA) Project, a fleet 
of Zero emission buses foe the city 
 

Oxfordshire 
County Council 
 
Oxford City 
Council 
 
Bus 
Companies 

 In part 
 
 
 
 
Y (STC) 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
 
1 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

- Deliver on Active travel infrastructure commitments 
 

In part 1 

11 Develop an 
Oxfordshire 
Inclusive 
Economy Charter 
to engage local 
business and 
institutions 

- The OIEP will be launching a digital platform and an ‘Oxfordshire Inclusive 
Economy Charter’ and pledge scheme so that businesses and residents can 
pledge commitment and resource to the work 
 
- The OIEP with support from Advanced Oxford have drafted a Charter to 
be launched in 2022. The Charter is part of a wider Communications 
strategy for the OIEP.  
 

Oxfordshire 
Inclusive 
Economy 
Partnership 
 
Advanced 
oxford 
 
Organisations 
county-wide 

A fairer and 
more inclusive 
economy in 
which all 
organisations 
can play a role 

Y 2 

12 Focus recovery 
efforts on the 
needs of the 
most 
disadvantaged 
places, through 
community 
wealth building 
and community 
economic 
development 

- Pilot ‘Community Wealth Building’ projects in localities facing deprivation 
by delivering ‘Owned by Oxford’ focusing on community business and 
cooperative development and support 
 
- Proposals being developed by the OIEP Place Based Initiatives Working 
group 
 
- Work with land owners, developers and the LPAs to explore opportunities 
embed social value and community wealth building into new 
developments, including and the major urban extensions. 
 
 
-  Work with Activate Learning, OxLEP, Aspire and other partners to explore 
the use of community centres and response hubs for skills training, jobs 
redeployment and enterprise support, particularly for residents in in 
priority areas such as Barton, Rose Hill and Blackbird Ley 
 
-  Further develop 'Locality hub' model – supporting communities and 
signposting skills and enterprise support 
 
-  Continue to deliver Oxford Youth Ambition Programme 

Owned by 
Oxford 
partners (CAG, 
Solidarity 
Economy 
Oxon, Aspire, 
Makespace, 
City Council) 
 
Oxfordshire 
Social 
Enterprise 
Partnership 
 
Social 
Enterprises 
 
Oxford Hub 
 
Oxford City 
Council 

More deprived 
local areas are 
not 
disadvantaged 
by the 
medium and 
long-term 
impacts of the 
pandemic 
 
Index of 
Multiple 
Deprivation 
Measures 
Improve  
 
Social Mobility 
Index Measure 
Improve 

In part 
 
 
 
N 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
Y 

1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
1 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

 
-  Leisure, Parks, Go active, Culture – reducing the impact on health 
services and fostering healthier communities 
 
-  Explore Social Investment / Grants to leverage key initiatives and attract 
additional funding to groups creating more equal and prosperous places 

 
Community 
partners 
 
Activate 
Learning and 
other training 
providers 
 
 

 
 
Y 
 
 
N 

 
 
1 
 
 
2 
 
 
 

13 Further develop 
and build on the 
Oxford Living 
Wage initiative 
(OLW) to embed 
the principles of 
a minimum 
standard of 
prosperity 

- Encourage employers taking up apprenticeship and work placement 
schemes to top up salaries to pay the Oxford Living Wage 
 
- Ensure Council procurement policies evolve with legislation to 
incentivise suppliers to pay at least the OLW 
 
- Engage with business representative and support organisations to 
encourage OLW adoption amongst their networks 
 
- Develop a communications plan to celebrate Oxford Living Wage 
employers and to increase uptake across the city 
 
- Engage businesses that have benefitted from support programmes or 
COVID support funding to explore the feasibility of becoming OLW 
accredited 
 
- Find ways to improve the benefits of being an OLW member and 
leverage the OLW network for collective benefit 
 
 

City Council 
 
Department 
for Work and 
Pensions 
 
Business 
Representative 
and Support 
Organisations 
 
Anchor 
institutions 
 
OLW 
organisations 
 
Oxfordshire 
Inclusive 
Economy 
Partnership 

Incomes in 
Oxford rise, 
particularly in 
the most 
deprived areas 
More 
businesses sign 
up to the 
programme, 
creating a 
critical mass 
and collective 
benefit 

Y 
 

1 
 
 
 

14 Support social 
enterprise, co-op 

-  Continue the work of the Oxfordshire Social Enterprise Partnership 
(OSEP) 

Oxfordshire 
Social 

Stronger social 
enterprise and 

In part 
 

1 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

businesses and 
civil society 
sectors, and 
pursue a more 
prominent role in 
the city’s 
economy 

 
- Team Oxford Volunteer Programme  
 
- BLocal Oxfordshire Network 
 
- Support social enterprises to recover and grow through Escalate and 
successor programmes (funding TBC) 
 

Enterprise 
Partnership 
 
City Council 
 
Oxfordshire 
Voluntary and 
Community 
Sector  
 
OxLEP 
 
BCorp and 
mainstream 
businesses 
 

purposeful 
business 
networks 
 
Local economy 
respond better 
to the needs of 
residents. 

 
In part 
 
N 
 
N 

 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
 
 

15 Support local 
spending, 
enhance local 
supply chains and 
generate social 
value through 
procurement. 

- Seek ongoing funding for a dedicated Community Wealth 
Building/Inclusive Economy Officer to work with anchor institutions  
 
Deliver the City Council’s Procurement Strategy, identifying opportunities 
to increase spend with local businesses and to deliver greater social value 
in line with the Social Value Act 
 
- Work alongside other anchor institutions to enhance procurement 
policies to increase local expenditure and social value 
  
- Identify major public sector investments coming forward in the city and 
encourage partners to maximise spend with local suppliers 
 
- Run workshops with local businesses and social enterprise to boost 
knowledge of opportunities to work with anchor institutions and support 
them to navigate procurement procedures 
 

Oxfordshire 
Inclusive 
Economy 
Partnership 
 
OxLEP 
 
OSEP 
 
Oxford City 
Council and 
subsidiary 
companies 
 
Anchor 
institutions 
and large 

More money 
and financial 
control is 
retained 
Locally  
 
New 
opportunities 
support 
diversification 
within 
the local 
business base 

Y 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
N 
 

1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
2 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

- Identify opportunities for cooperatives and community-owned business 
where realistic and achievable 

employers  
 
In part 

 
 
2 

16 Support local 
people to better 
access skills, 
training and 
education 
opportunities to 
prosper and 
adapt to the 
structural change  

Work closely with OxLEP and partners to deliver the Oxfordshire Local Skills 
Plan and Oxfordshire Social Contract Programme 
 
- Proposals being developed by OIEP Educational Attainment Sub Group 
 
- Proposals being developed by OEIP Employers Sub Group 
 
- Finalise the Kickstart Scheme offering 16-24 year olds work placements 
(or similar programmes where appropriate) 
 
- Work with landowners to deliver employment and skills plans at Oxford 
North, the West End and Barton Park. Fund and recruit a CEP officer/ 
consultant to facilitate effective CEP delivery   
 
- Undertake an annual business plan project with Further education 
students in business and tourism disciplines 
 
- Implement the Oxford City Council Workforce Equalities Action Plan 
 
- Support and evaluate the success of Rose Hill employment hub 
 
- Consider supporting digital access and literacy initiatives that help people 
to adapt to changing technology and new ways of working 
 
- Promotion of apprenticeship opportunities to residents across the city 
(OxLEP), work to increase the intermediate, higher and advanced level 
apprenticeship programmes, encouraging social mobility 
 
- Deliver expanded programme of apprenticeships, providing a greater 
range of opportunities to work at Oxford City Council and ODS across a 

OxLEP  
 
Oxfordshire 
Skills Board 
 
DWP 
 
Further 
and higher 
education 
 
Oxfordshire 
Inclusive 
Economy 
Partnership 
 
Oxford City 
Council 
 
Training 
Providers 
 
Social 
Enterprises  
 
Central govt. 

Oxford’s 
population 
becomes 
more skilled 
 
Skills inequality 
is reduced 
 
Earnings of 
Oxford 
residents 
Increase 
 
Businesses 
invest more into 
training 

In part 
 
 
N 
 
N 
 
Y 
 
 
Y 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
Y 
 
In part 
 
 
In part 
 
 
Y 
 
 
In part 
 

1 
 
 
1 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
1 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

range of levels. Tackle issues of under-representation through a targeted 
approach 
 
- Explore with partners supporting small businesses to increase their 
apprenticeship take up by utilising unspent apprenticeship levy of 
larger organisations 
 
- Explore how new and existing community assets in deprived areas can 
be used to accommodate and support skills development and training 
 
 
- Opening of the South Central Institute of Technology at the Technology 
Campus of Activate Learning in Blackbird Leys to support hundreds of 
Digital Apprentices and Higher Level digital qualifications in a state of the 
art new building (September 2022) 
 
- T Levels in Management and Business Administration delivered at City of 
Oxford College to provide a well-qualified, entrepreneurial workforce from 
September 2022. Partners to support effective work placement take up. 
 
- Focus on the development of English and maths GCSE achievement for 
adults who did not achieve these in the school system (FE partners) 
 
- Retraining and upskilling programmes to ensure unemployed workers can 
retrain for roles in sectors with vacancies (FE Partners) 
 
- Promote Youth Hubs from the Job Centre to support younger job-seekers 
to access the opportunities and support they need to find work (DWP) 

 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
N 
 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
In part 

 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
1 
 

17 Deliver 
affordable 
workspace that 
supports local 

- Work with partners to deliver Meanwhile in Oxfordshire over a three year 
period 
 
- Deliver provision of workspace, including at least one third affordable (of 

Oxford City 
Council 
 
universities 

More local 
people start 
and grow 
successful 

Y 
 
 
Y 

1 
 
 
1 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

businesses and 
organisations 
providing 
security to stay 
and grow 

overall lettable space at 80% of market rate) space, at Standingford House 
(Cave St) and 1-3 George Street 
 
- Work with developers, land owners, operators and the Planning Authority 
to explore opportunities for affordable workspace in key development sites 
coming forward 
 
- Work with the LPA to explore the opportunity for creating an affordable 
workspace policy in the next iteration of the Local Plan 

and colleges 
 
OxLEP 
 
landowners 
 
workspace 
operators 

businesses 
 
More affordable 
workspace 
comes forward 

 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
In part 

 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
2 
 

18 Explore using the 
principles of 15-
minute 
neighbourhoods 

- Explore Local Plan 2040 policy options to provide good access by walking 
and cycling to a range of services, employment opportunities and facilities 
 
-  Identify vacant retail units in district centres that could be re-purposed 
as part of the Meanwhile in Oxfordshire Programme or similar initiatives 
 
- Work with partners to explore how to use community spaces to provide 
physical space to support skills development and training 
 
Engage of neighbourhood business partnerships (locally led) with 
businesses and neighbourhood forums 
 

Meanwhile 
Project 
 
City 
Council 
 
Oxfordshire 
County 
Council 
 
landlords 
 
developers 
 
local 
businesses 

More local 
spend is 
captured 
within the city 
Local people 
have a greater 
say over the 
future of their 
neighbourhoods 
 
More 
sustainable 
travel and 
consumption 

Y 
 
 
N 
 
 
N 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
 

2 
 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
 

19 Explore options 
to deliver more 
affordable travel 
for local people 
to travel to 
employment and 
education using 
public transport, 

- Deliver an effective Bus Service Improvement Partnership bid (£12.9m) 
and Bus Service Enhancement Programme  
 
- Expedite the Cowley Branch Line as a priority, and seek other 
metropolitan rail improvements (e.g. Begbroke) 
 
- Ensure investments in active Travel infrastructure and bus corridors are 
prioritised.  

Oxfordshire 
County 
Council 
 
City Council 
 
Bus companies 
 

More local 
people can 
access 
opportunities 
without a car 
 
Transport to 
work and 

Yes 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
In part 

1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

cycling and 
walking 

 
- Test the feasibility of subsidised public transport schemes to connect 
deprived communities to opportunities in Central Oxford 
 
- Explore ways to enhance the provision of low-cost bikes in conjunction 
with Wheels to Work or other partners 
 
- Seek opportunities to provide secure cycle parking and cycling facilities at 
work places. 
 
 

Network Rail 
 
car clubs 
 
cycle clubs 

leisure becomes 
cheaper 
 
 

 
 
In part 
 
 
N 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 

 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
 
1 

20 Increase housing 
supply and 
improve access 
to affordable 
housing 

Deliver on work of the Future Oxfordshire Partnership supporting housing 
allocations adjacent to Oxford 
 
Scale the work of Oxford City Housing Limited 
 
Refresh Oxford City Housing and Homelessness Strategy 
 
Oxford Local Plan 2040 Refresh 

Oxfordshire 
authorities 
 
OCHL 
 
Oxford City 
Council 

Improved 
supply and 
affordability 
 
Labour market 
benefits 
 
Quality of life 

In part 
 
 
In part 
 
Y 
 
Y 

1 
 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 

21 Increase 
quantum and 
quality of 
commercial 
space on planned 
and existing sites 
focussing on key 
sectors 

Work with the LPA and land owners to ensure that in planned and 
sustainable locations, new employment space is brought forward to meet 
requirements identified through the Local Plan (2036 and 2040 update) 
while existing employment supply is protected where possible. 
Priority focus will be on; 
-  Oxford North 
- 1-3 George Street by 2022 and Standingford House by 2025. 
 
Work with landowners to diversify and intensify existing business locations 
to meet the needs of growing businesses and sectors. 
Priority focus will be on; 
- Oxford Business Park 
- Oxford Science Park. 

Oxford City 
Council 
 
Landowners 
 
Developers 
 
Workspace 
operators 
 
Universities 
 
OxLEP 

Oxford has 
more 
commercial 
space, 
accommodating 
new business, 
supporting 
enterprise and 
enabling 
globally 
significant 
innovation 
 

Y 
 
 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

 
- Convene partners of Health and Life Sciences Quarter in Headington to 
establish vision, objectives and infrastructure needs and seek investment 
where required 
 
- Meanwhile in Oxfordshire to deliver two affordable co-working spaces in 
Oxford focusing on creative and social enterprise sectors  
 
- Work with neighbouring local authority partners on allocated urban 
extensions to include housing and employment space. 
 
- Seek to embed and measure social value and employment plans through 
planning and Procurement policies 

Measure 
increase in 
supply, churn 
 
 

 
 
N 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
Y 
 
 
In part 
 
 

 
 
3 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 

22 Deliver transport, 
digital and 
energy 
developments 
that unlock 
economic 
opportunities for 
diversification 
and innovation in 
identified areas 

Collaborate with partners across the Oxford to Cambridge Arc to develop 
the vision and spatial options for sustainable development, the case for 
devolution of powers and funding, to help deliver key infrastructure and 
wider economic priorities. 
 
Work with partners to deliver the redevelopment at Oxford Station to 
support regional and local sustainable connections. To include: 
- Finalise Station Masterplan (2022) 
- Complete Oxford Phase 2 (Westside) 
station improvements (early 
2025) 
- Secure investment for Oxfordshire 
Connect Rail Programme development 
- Expedite the Cowley Branch Line extension 
to better connect to existing 
and new employment opportunities 
 
- Work with the county council to deliver the a wider city centre Zero 

Oxford Station 
Programme 
Board 
 
Network Rail 
 
Oxfordshire 
Connect 
Programme 
Working 
Group 
 
Oxfordshire 
Connect 
Programme 
Working 
Group 
 

Infrastructure 
supports the 
delivery of 
Economic 
Strategy growth 
areas, by 
improving 
connectivity, 
creating a 
better 
environment for 
active travel 
and connecting 
more residents 
to economic 
opportunities 

In Part 
 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 

2 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

Emission Zone, traffic filters and a city-wide workplace parking levy along 
with proposals for bus service improvements  to boost the growth 
potential of our key employment locations 
 
- Work with the County Council to bring forward a new area strategy for 
Oxford and surrounds, further to the Local Transport and Connectivity Plan 
 
- Support appropriate 'Living Lab' projects developed with partners such as 
Living Oxford CIC in mobility, health and energy. 
 
- Oxfordshire Infrastructure Strategy (OxIS) updated with all Oxfordshire 
local authorities 
 
- Support the county council to deliver the Oxfordshire Digital 
Infrastructure programme including: Gigabit Oxford and to engage mobile 
network operators on improving 4G coverage, and the rollout of 5G  
Embed social value benefits through procurement of contractors 
 
Identify locations and partners to create consolidated delivery hubs at 
strategic sites around the city 

Oxfordshire 
CC and 
Oxford CC 
 
Living Oxford 
CIC 
 
Future 
Oxfordshire 
Partnership 
 
Central govt. 

 
Y 
 
 
N 
 
 
Y 
 
 
Y 
 
 
 
 
In part 

 
1 
 
 
3 
 
 
1 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
2 
 

23 Build on Oxford's  
competitiveness 
in HE & research, 
enhancing FE & 
Technical 
Education 

- Work closely with both Universities on their Corporate strategies and 
development plans as these come forward over time 
 
 
- Support new investments in further and technical education  

Universities 
 
 
 
FE Colleges 

Competitive 
Universities  
 
 
FE investment 
growth 

In part 
 
 
 
In part 

1 
 
 
 
1 

24 Continue to 
support 
businesses to 
adapt to 
changing 
economic 
conditions, and 

- Consider best use of Shared Prosperity Funds and other sources of 
funding to support businesses to adapt 
 
- Continually update the City Council business database to ensure that 
there is an effective flow of information and support for business 
 
- Align business support to signal and encourage sustainable and inclusive 

City Council 
OxLEP 
 
Countywide 
Local 
Authorities 
 

Enhanced 
business 
survival, 
diversification 
and growth 

In part 
 
 
Y 
 
 
In part 

1 
 
 
2 
 
 
2 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

embed principles 
of good recovery  
 

business practices through entry and assessment criteria (where 
appropriate/permitted) 

Business 
support 
providers 

25 Help deliver 
Oxford West End 
at pace as an 
internationally 
significant 
neighbourhood, 
attracting talent 
and investment 

Oxford City Council to establish and convene 
- The West End Strategic Board, made up of key land owners and 
funders, inc. central and local government, to align, co-ordinate 
and expedite delivery of the development programme at pace 
 
- A land owner forum, City and County Council liaison group and 
a broader stakeholder engagement forum to inform and support the 
work of the Strategic Board 
 
Work with land owners to fund 
- an Investment Prospectus, economic impact assessment and 
Oxford West End website to clearly set out the land owners’ shared 
principles and funding asks of central government 
 
- a West End Programme Lead to sit within the city council to support 
partnership working, governance and alignment of activities 
 
- Explore opportunities with central Government for further external 
revenue funding to create a dedicated and focused delivery team with an 
exclusive remit to drive the West End forward. 
 
- Work with land owners, stakeholders, local residents and businesses to 
develop a new West End Supplementary Planning document to guide 
development, to help maximise the opportunity for a new mixed use 
neighborhood, include commercial and residential uses 
 
- Embed and measure social value through procurement and planning 
Work with the land owner forum and Strategic Board to deliver a district 
wide community employment plan working with FE and HE providers, 
owners and employers 

City Council 
• County 
Council 
Major 
landowners 
(particularly 
the University 
of Oxford and 
colleges) 
 
Network Rail 
 
OxLEP 

The West End 
becomes 
a district of 
national 
importance, 
seen as a 
critical part of 
regional 
growth and 
national 
innovation 
Oxford 

Y 
 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
N 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
1 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

 
- Explore alternative funding mechanisms to accelerate development 
where required 

 
In part 
 

 
2 
 
 

26 Boost domestic 
and international 
inward 
investment from 
socially 
responsible and 
purposeful 
businesses in 
target sectors  

Work with OxLEP on its Internationalisation Plan to bring together key 
operators, land owner/ developer partners, employer representative 
groups, such as Advanced Oxford, and DiT, to better articulate and 
promote opportunities for inward investment in Oxford. This should 
include; 
 
- Co-coordinating activity with major opportunity areas, such as 
Oxford West End, Oxford North, Oxford Science Park, Oxford Business 
Park, and Headington Health & Life Science Cluster (OxLEP) 
 
- A focus on attracting socially responsible businesses in priority growth 
sectors (Health & Life Sciences, Technology & Digital, Creative Production, 
Green & Low Carbon and Business & Financial Services) 
 
- Ensure workforce skills and employment needs are factored into inward 
investment priorities, and be selective about target investment, that aligns 
with local needs 

City Council 
 
OxLEP 
Department 
for 
International 
Trade 
 
Advanced 
Oxford 
 
Private 
sector and 
landowners 

Oxford’s 
business base is 
diversified and 
strengthened to 
create 
employment 
opportunities 
that meet local 
needs 

In part 
 
 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
N 
 
 
 
N 
 

2 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
3 
 
 

27 Retain a greater 
proportion of 
spin out 
companies that 
start up in the 
city and increase 
the local 
economic value 
of knowledge 
and innovation 

Work with the Local Planning Authority, operators, and land 
owners, to ensure new workspace comes forward including 
 
- Workspace strategy to seek a mix of typologies at a range of price points, 
including more lab space. 
- Through the next review of the Local Plan explore the potential of a 
workspace policy to support start-ups (e.g. affordable space), spin outs, 
grow-on space and social enterprise development across the city 
 
- Support Oxford Brookes to expand their Scale Up Network and successor 
programmes with a focus on the city’s priority sectors 
 

Oxford City 
Council 
 
Oxford 
Brookes 
University 
 
University of 
Oxford (and 
Oxford 
University 
Development) 

A wider variety 
of work is 
created 
providing more 
local 
opportunities 
for people 
 
Oxford 
capitalises 
upon its 
knowledge 

In part 
 
 
In part 
 
 
In part 
 
 
In part 
 
 

1 
 
 
1 
 
 
2 
 
 
2 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

- Deliver a targeted annual engagement programme with businesses to 
understand and help address issues faced. 

 
OxLEP 
 
Oxford 
Science 
Enterprises 

assets bringing 
more 
businesses into 
the city 
 
A new 
enterprise 
eco-system 
evolves with 
locally owned 
businesses 
collaborating 
with university 
spin-outs 

Y 1 
 

28 Support the 
recovery of the 
visitor economy 
and seek benefits 
for visitors and 
residents 

Deliver the Focussed Visitor Economy Plan (page 45 Part 1) including 
 
- Visitor Economy – Vision and Action Plan for Oxfordshire, 2022-24 and 
 Visitor Economy Renaissance Programme 2022-24 with OxLEP and 
partners 
 
- Continuing to  build a commissioning relationship with Experience 
Oxfordshire, where resources allow, to support promotion, business 
support, and management of visitor economy, including coach parking and 
language schools 
 
- Seek central Government support for the visitor economy as proposed 
in the Oxfordshire Industrial Strategy Investment Plan and Oxfordshire 
Economic Recovery Plan, which includes core funding for the DMO, 
promotion and marketing, skills development, business support and 
capacity building measures 
 
- Support the promotion of schemes like the Oxford Pass to encourage 
overnight stays  

Experience 
Oxfordshire 
 
OxLEP 
 
City Council 
 
Oxford 
Cultural 
Partnership 
 
Businesses 
and investors 
 
Local 
Authorities 
 
Landowners 
 

The number of 
people visiting 
Oxford for 
longer 
increases. 
 
The perception 
of the city as a 
destination 
improves. 
 
The negative 
Impacts of 
visitor numbers 
are managed 
 
Business 
tourism is 
strengthened 

In part 
 
In part 
 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
 
 
 
 
N 
 

1 
 
1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
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No. Guiding Principle Project/Activity (note some cover multiple guiding principles) Lead & 
supporting 
partners 

Outcome and 
impacts 

Resourced 
Y/N/In 
part 

Indicative 
Priority 1, 2 
or 3 

 
- Increase visitor accommodation by working with the LPA and landowners 
on strategic sites 
 
- Deliver new Covered Market leasing and marketing strategy, alongside 
the development of a masterplan and investment strategy to create key 
city centre destination 
 
- Explore with landowners opportunities in the city centre for a new major 
cultural/ music venue (with conferencing facilities) in-line with local plan 
policies and allocations. 
 

Central govt.  
In part 
 
 
In part 
 
 
 
N 

 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
2 
 

29 Attract and 
retain more 
skilled 
international 
workforce, 
celebrating the 
cultural diversity 
this brings 

Links to City Centre Action Plan and also Visitor Economy Action Plan as 
actions that enhance the city’s attractiveness and liveability. 
 
Engage with University and Employer to understand if further action is 
required on graduate retention and attraction 

Various 
 
 
Universities. 

Attraction of 
specialist 
workers needed 
by employers 
and research 
groups 

In part 
 
 
N 

1 
 
 
3 
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1. Introduction 
The Council recently ran a Public consultation as part of the development of the new Economic 

Strategy and Delivery Plan and this report summarises the responses received as part of that Public 

Consultation. The Consultation was open between 22nd November 2021 and 31st January 2022 and 

was publicised to a broad range of stakeholders such as: 

 Council Partners, Businesses and landowners such as: Oxfordshire CC, District Local 
Authorities, BMW MINI, Oxford Brookes, University of Oxford (via KEIT), Activate Learning, 
Abingdon & Witney College , Unipart, Experience Oxfordshire, Oxford Business Park 
(Brookfield), Oxford Science Park, Oxford Trust, Bus Companies, Rail (NR, GW, Chiltern, EWR), 
Oxford Sciences Innovation, Thomas White Oxford, Land Sec (Westgate), New River Retail, 
Lothbury Group, West End Landowners (group) 

 City Residents such as the following examples: 
Open Consultation, Residents Panel, Tenant Involvement Panel, Focus Group Panel (optional 
from survey), Locality Hubs (offered through Communities), Press, Social media, Parish 
Council Forum, invited response via email also.  

 Businesses and Business Networks: such as: EGSB and OSP, All OCC Business Contacts, 
Business Forum, OxLEP, Thames Valley Chamber, B4 network, Experience Oxfordshire 
Members, Workspace operators (Oxford Innovation and Ethical prop Company), Commercial 
Agents, Oxfordshire Business First, Institute of Directors 

 Third Sector Organisations and Partnerships: such as: Oxfordshire Social Enterprise 
Partnership, Community Associations, Owned by Oxford Steering group, OCVA & OSCA, 
Oxford Preservation Trust, Oxford Civic Society, Oxford Hub, Sherriff and Lord Lt., Good Food 
Oxford, Oxfordshire Community Foundation, Community First Oxfordshire 
 

The online survey that accompanied the consultation contained a range of questions relating to the 

three central pillars of Oxford’s Economic Strategy as well as the principles and actions of the 

associated Delivery Plan. The Consultation aimed to capture respondents’ priorities, ideas, concerns 

and participation in the Economic Strategy.  

This summary report is structured in two parts. After setting out some broad details about the 

demographics of respondents who engaged as part of the Public Consultation, the first half of the 

document takes each of the consultation questions in turn and draws out the key themes, issues and 

ideas that were put forward. The second part of the document sets out the responses that were 

received outside of the Public Consultation survey through a variety of engagement methods such as 

Workshops, 1-1 Meetings with key partners, presentations to forums and networks and a high 

volume of email responses. 

2. Demographics of respondents 
The Public Consultation survey was completed by 147 respondents via the E-Consult consultation 

portal.  97 representations were made by email, largely comprised of organisational responses, 

residents, community groups and businesses.  A further 114 participants attended workshops and 11 

organisations took part in 1-1 meetings to gather detailed feedback and comment, totalling 368 

individual responses in the consultation period and an approx. 150 more in group feedback such as 

forums and network meetings prior and during the Consultation period, including Councillors and 

other representatives, with over 500 responses overall.  

Of those respondents who accessed the consultation portal and who chose to declare their gender 

identity, there was a fairly equal split between females and males, though slightly more females, as 

can be seen in Table 1. The workshops were aimed to pick up some groups that may have been 

under-represented in the portal. 
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Table 1 – Gender identity of consultation portal respondents 

Option Total Percent 

Female 67 45.58% 

Male 60 40.82% 

In another way 3 2.04% 

Prefer not to say 12 8.16% 

Not Answered 5 3.40% 

 

The age breakdown of respondents is shown in Table 2, with the majority of responses coming from 

the 60 years plus cohort comprised of the largest pool of responses at 34 or 23.13% for 65-74 years, 

16 or 10.88% for the 60-64 cohort and 17 or 9.52% at 75 years plus. The smallest response rate came 

from the youngest cohorts with no Reponses or 0% at 16-19 years category and only 2 responses or 

1.36% for 20-24 years cohort.  

Table 2 – Age ranges of consultation portal respondents 

Option Total Percent 

16-19 0 0.00% 

20-24 2 1.36% 

25-34 8 5.44% 

35-44 14 9.52% 

45-54 26 17.69% 

55-59 10 6.80% 

60-64 16 10.88% 

65-74 34 23.13% 

75+ 17 11.56% 

Prefer not to say 14 9.52% 

Not Answered 6 4.08% 

 

With respect to the ethnic background of respondents to the consultation, which is broken down in 

Table 3, the majority of respondents who answered this question reported that they were 

white/white British at 71.43% of responses. 17% preferred not to say or did not answer.  

Table 3 – Ethnic background of individuals who responded via the consultation portal 

Option Total Percent 

White British - English, Welsh, Scottish, Northern Irish 105 71.43% 

White Irish 0 0.00% 

White Gypsy or Irish Traveller 1 0.68% 

Any other white background 14 9.52% 

Black or Black British - Caribbean 0 0.00% 

Black or Black British - African 0 0.00% 

Any other black background 0 0.00% 

Asian or Asian British - Indian 0 0.00% 

Asian or Asian British - Pakistani 0 0.00% 

Asian or Asian British - Bangladeshi 0 0.00% 
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Any other Asian background 0 0.00% 

Mixed or Multiple Ethnic Group - White and Black Caribbean 0 0.00% 

Mixed or Multiple Ethnic Group - White and Black African 0 0.00% 

Mixed or Multiple Ethnic Group - White and Asian 1 0.68% 

Any other Mixed background 1 0.68% 

Arab 0 0.00% 

Chinese 0 0.00% 

Other Ethnic Group 0 0.00% 

Prefer not to say 20 13.61% 

Not Answered 5 3.40% 

 

We also asked respondents to state whether they considered their day to day activities to have been 

limited because of a health problem, or disability, which has lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12 

months. As can be seen in Table 4, the majority of responses were no (around 73%), however just 

under 13% answered yes, either a little or a lot. 

Table 4 – Extent of limitations to daily activity reported by respondents via the consultation portal 

Option Total Percent 

Yes, limited a lot 4 2.72% 

Yes, limited a little 15 10.20% 

No 107 72.79% 

Prefer not to say 16 10.88% 

Not Answered 5 3.40% 

 

Consultation Process: 

Where Consultation is undertaken during the delivery of the strategy, a focus on targeting responses 

from the following cohorts would be recommended given the low response rates for these groups: 

 young 16-24 years cohorts 

 non-white ethnicity cohorts 

 as well as further resident engagement in project and initiative development 

More face to face events or forums would also enhance the opportunity to respond for many 

groups, especially the digitally excluded, for those speaking English as a second language and those 

facing other barriers to completing written or online responses.  

3. Public Consultation Survey response summaries  
The 147 responses to the Public Consultation’s online survey are summarised by theme in the 

following section as well as collated in full as a table in the appendix at the end of this statement 

report.  

Types of Respondent: Of the respondents to the consultation survey, the majority, over 63% were 

responding as an ‘individual living in Oxford’ and with 21% as a ‘business or organisation’ based in 

Oxford or near with links to the city. The remainder, 7% as ‘someone living near Oxford for whom 

Oxford is their nearest city’ and 8% as ‘someone who works in Oxford’ or ‘other’ 
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Endorsement:  

o Identification of challenges and issues for Oxford:  Of the respondents to the consultation 

survey, the majority, 65% agreed (47% partially, 18% fully agreed) and 33% disagreed the 

strategy had captured the right issues and challenges affecting Oxford’s economy. 2% did 

not answer.  

o Key themes of Global, Net Zero and Inclusive:  Of the respondents to the consultation 

survey, 43% agreed (strongly 12%, agreed 31%) and 29% disagreed (strongly 20% and 

disagreed 19%), with the strategy’s key themes. 16% were neutral and 2% did not answer.  

o Oxford as a centre for technology and innovation with an important role in the success of 

the UK and regional economy: Of the respondents to the consultation survey, the majority, 

61% agreed (27% strongly agree and 34% agree) and 14% disagreed (strongly disagree 7% 

and disagreed 7%), that Oxford as a centre for technology and innovation with an important 

role in the success of the UK and regional economy. 22% were neutral and 3% did not 

answer.  

o To what extent the Principles and associated projects support the strategy’s global 

ambition: Of the respondents to the consultation survey, the majority 66% agreed (to a 

great or some extent) that the Principles and associated projects support the strategy’s 

global ambition. 22% did not agree and 11% did not answer.  

Priorities:  

o Which principles do you think are most important to delivering the strategic ambition of 

the Global City theme: Of 9 principles to select, the top 3 highest ranking principles selected 

as priorities were: 

1. Expedite transport, digital and energy developments  

2. Increase the commercial space focusing on Life Sciences, Low Carbon, Digital and knowledge 

sectors. 

3. Continue to support businesses to adapt to changing economic conditions 

 

o How can Oxford City Council and its partners’ best support the success of local economy 

through planned commercial projects? Which of the following would you prioritise? Of 7 

priorities to select, the top 3 highest ranking priorities were: 

1. A balanced mix of uses across all 7 priority areas (Affordable workspace, start up support for 

business, small light industrial or workshop space, lab space, grow on space for university 

spin outs, quality office/lab space for overseas/UK companies moving into the city) 

2. Affordable workspace  

3. Workspace and business support for new start-up businesses 

  

o How important is addressing the issue of congestion and reliability of travel around Oxford 

to Oxford’s economic success? Of the respondents to the consultation survey, the majority, 

94% felt this was very or quite important, 3% did not think it was important at all and 3% did 

not answer.  

In addition, respondents were asked to make a range of suggestions for how the city might promote 

the recovery of the visitor economy which has been affected during the pandemic.  

 

o To what extent do you agree or disagree with the need to address inequality and social 

inclusion in Oxford? Of the respondents to the consultation survey, the majority, 90% 
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strongly agreed or agreed, 6% disagreed or strongly disagreed, while the remaining 4% were 

neutral.  

o To what extent do the principles and associated projects support the inclusive City 

strategic ambition? Of the respondents to the consultation survey, the majority, 68% agreed 

to a great or some extent, 24% agreed to no extent at all and 8% did not answer.  

o Which of the Inclusive City principles do you think are most important to delivering the 

strategic ambition of this theme? Of 10 principles to select, the top 3 highest ranking 

principles selected as priorities were: 

1. Support local people to access skills, training and education opportunities and adapt to the 

expected rapid structural changes to the economy 

2. Explore options to deliver more affordable travel to travel to employment and education 

using public transport, cycling and walking. 

3. Focus recovery efforts on the needs of the most disadvantaged places, through community 

wealth building and community economic development. 

In addition, respondents were asked to make a range of suggestions for how the city might build on 

the Oxford Living Wage initiative and other ways to promote wage and working improvements for 

workers in the city.  

o Support local people to better access skills, training and education opportunities to help 

them prosper and adapt changes in the economy. How do you think employers can 

support and unlock the potential of local people? Of 7 actions to select, the top 3 highest 

ranking selected as priorities were: 

1. Pay the Oxford Living Wage 

2. Encourage Apprenticeship take-up  

3. Invest time in careers education and work experience with schools 

 

o Support and encourage more socially and environmentally responsible businesses. 

In your view what ways can Oxford City Council and its partners more effectively support 

businesses in the city to become more socially responsible and address inequalities? Of 6 

actions to select, the top 3 highest ranking selected as priorities were: 

1. Support to procure more goods and services locally 

2. Support from partners to learn from best practice case studies 

3. Promote and develop support for more inclusive recruitment 

 

o To what extent do you agree or disagree with the Net Zero ambition for Oxford’s 

economy? Of the respondents to the consultation survey, the majority, 79% agreed (61% 

strongly agreed, 18% agreed) with 13% disagreed (4% disagree, 9% strongly disagree) and 

5% neutral and 2% no answer.  

 

o The Zero Carbon theme is expressed through a number of guiding principles and 

associated projects. To what extent do you think the Zero Carbon principles and 

associated projects support the strategic ambition? Of the respondents to the consultation 

survey, the majority, 76% agreed to a great or some extent and 16% did not agree to any 

extent at all, with 8% no answer.  
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o Which of the principles do you think are the most important to delivering Zero Carbon 

ambition of this theme? Of 9 principles to select, the top 3 highest ranking selected as 

priorities were: 

1. Mitigate the environmental impacts of new development and housing growth 

2. Measure and reduce the environmental impacts of existing economic activity 

3. Empower Oxford’s businesses to decarbonise their operations and their supply chains 

 

o What are the priorities for enabling growth of the green and low carbon technology 

sectors in Oxford? Of 6 priorities to select, the top 3 highest ranking selected as priorities 

were: 

1. Support more innovative projects between business, research and the public sector (e.g. 

Project Low Energy Oxfordshire) 

2. Ensure the right technical skills are in place to scale projects and grow the sector 

(construction/energy/transport) 

3. Ensure business networks are in place that help expertise and knowledge to be shared. 

In addition, respondents were asked to make a range of suggestions for limiting the 

environmental impacts of planned development and housing growth, any broader comments 

about the overall strategy as well as preferences as to how they would like to involved and 

engaged in the strategy going forward.  

 

4. Responses received outside of the consultation portal   

In addition to the Survey Consultation online, the Council received numerous responses via email, 1-

1 meetings with partners, and from discussions in networks and forums.   

4.1 Response received by email 

The Council received 97 responses via email, many of which were from organisations, residents, 

community groups and businesses, including those linked to the ‘Transform Oxford’s Economic 

Strategy’ Campaign.   

The responses were grouped according to the following headings, with example responses and an 

indication of frequency included. Responses that were out of scope of the Consultation were 

omitted.   

Theme   Frequency-
Low, medium, 

high  

Example responses  

Consultation Process   High Residents seeking more diverse community input   

earlier in the process, or to pause and start again. 

Strategy- General   High 

  

  

  

Welcome themes of Inclusivity and sustainability but 

concerned these are secondary to Global (perceived 

as growth) objectives. 

  

Suggest adopting Doughnut Economics Model in line 
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High with the Amsterdam approach 

Delivery Plan-

General   

High Need to focus on deliverable priorities for the final 

plan (as intended after presenting the options) 

Global-Comment   Medium 

  

  

  

Medium 

  

  

Medium 

  

   

Low 

  

Low 

Rapid delivery of commercial workspace and key sites 

for life sciences and technology firms to meet 

demand. Diverse range of sectors and technology 

strength to incubate/establish 

  

Quality of life is a key factor to pursue to be a global 

leader 

  

 Consider reframing the global theme to align with 

sustainability and inclusivity – e.g. international 

leadership 

  

 Seek to decentralise clusters to other locations  

  

Some concern Oxford 2 Cambridge Arc impact on 

sustainability 

Inclusive-Comment  High 

  

  

High 

  

  

Medium  

  

  

Medium  

Firm actions and prioritisation needed for this theme 

  

  

Ensure importance of affordable, mixed tenure 

housing is part of the strategy (labour market and 

quality of life) 

  

More detail on 15 minute neighbourhoods and 

resident focused economic development 

  

Focus on education, training partnership with schools 

  

Net Zero-Comment  High 

  

  

 Urgent priority action needed here 
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High 

  

  

 

Medium  

  

 Medium 

  

Medium 

 

Focus on issues including biodiversity, green space, 

congestion and air quality when planning for 

economic development 

  

Focus on existing and new building stock and skills 

required to ensure this can be accelerated 

  

Focus on circular economy themes 

  

Consider net zero expertise on Economic Growth 

Board 

 

4.2. 1-1 Meetings with Partners  

1-1 Meeting with key partners were held in addition to the Survey Consultation in order to capture 

more focused and qualitative feedback on the Strategy and Delivery Plan.  

11 meetings were held between November 2021 and January 2022 with partners from Private, 

Public and VCS sectors with partner such as the universities, strategic partnerships and forums, 

colleges, charities, businesses, sector specific networks, sustainability and climate advisors, transport 

providers-bus/rail, tech and science sector businesses and business sector networks. For a duration 

of 40 minutes these 1-1 meetings captured detailed feedback focused on specific areas of the 

strategy and Delivery Plan as summarised below.  

The responses were grouped according to the following headings, with example responses and an 

indication of frequency included. Responses that were out of scope of the Consultation were 

omitted. 

Theme  Frequency-
Low, 
medium, 
high 

Example responses 

Consultation Process  Medium  ‘Ensure expectations are managed on what can be delivered in the 
consultation’.   

 ‘Need for a balance of opinions to evidence the need for the 
priorities, improves representation’ 

 ‘Mechanisms needed to lower the boundary to involvement as 
documents are very long and complicated requiring specialist 
knowledge, which can be prohibitive for some groups unless 
reframed’ 

Strategy- General  High  ‘Overall we are very impressed by both the City Centre Action Plan 
and Economic Strategy documents’ 

 ‘It’s long, get the key points landed first. Show the relationship 
between the different economic plans and wider policies more 
clearly’ 

 ‘Acknowledge the OES does not exist as an island and emphasise 
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the partner involvement’ 

 ‘Ensure the plan is presented as a living, evolving document’. 

 ‘Straightforward - high level plan, we can see our involvement’ 

 ‘Generally good overall, but lighter on the how and stronger on the 
what. Clear decision maker and governance arrangements are 
required to push through the actions of the delivery plan and 
coordinating body. This will enable the Economic Strategy work and 
push through each area of the strategy to its successful conclusion’ 

Delivery Plan-General  High  ‘Ensure partnership work with our partners (LAs, LEP and anchors) is 
highlighted up front’ 

 ‘Reference the emerging Thriving Communities Strategy, add in 
Locality working through our hub model – supporting communities 
and signposting skills plan’ 

 ‘We are pleased to have established strong working relationships 
with the local authorities and other key delivery partners, and we 
look forward to this partnership work continuing across our 
portfolio of rail investment projects’ 

 ‘Too many partners but it is helpful they are listed in the Delivery 
Plan’ 

 ‘Do goals conflict or converge, how do they work together and 
agree ways of working in common? What is the mechanism for 
conflict resolution between partners if breakdown in consensus 
amongst stakeholders’ 

 ‘Do we do enough to highlight disruptive impact of technology on 
the world of work and employment and need to be agile in response 
(Future Skills) 

 ‘Highlight the need for consultees to be engaged on prioritisation. 
Consider resource issues for both team and council when proofing 
the delivery plan’ 

Principles  Medium  ‘The 3 themes are the priorities and relevant for today and the 
future’.  

 ‘We share the priority themes and have staff working on each of 
these areas and post pandemic global is a real challenge as we have 
lost the income generated by students internationally. Still 
attractive due to the Oxford experience as well as the global 
reputation for learning. Sustainability vs inclusivity, anti-racism 
challenges, tensions are close as are the themes and work they are 
doing in the areas’ 

 ‘Emphasise the importance of connectivity to promote growth and 
of the need for funding to be secured via the Growth Deal. Links to 
wider Council strategy.  

 ‘Who is in the lead and who is funding the work? Will determine the 
power and influence. City Council resources are clear but limited, 
national government much less certain. We need to realistic and 
transparent on that aspect’ 

Global-Comment  Medium  ‘Ensure housing’s labour market and economic importance jumps 
out more – need housing in sustainable and affordable locations 
close to Oxford’ 

 Pace of lab development key, for life science starts and grow on. At 
certain scale there is a lack of 30,000 sq. ft. immediately available 
at the Science Park or business park. in Oxford. Make space easy to 
access so life science companies can get on with using their 
investment funds’. 

Global-Concern/Issue High  ‘Inequality and housing affordability are the Achilles heels of Oxford 
City, which threaten to hamper development of a global city.  As a 
resident, I also feel that entry level jobs are not enough in our job 
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creation and that tackling the talent pipeline and creating 
opportunities for higher end jobs in tech and science sectors should 
be possible in Oxford’. 

 ‘Real shortage of space in and around Oxford, which will increase 
over the next 2-3 years and thereafter we see an explosion of 
opportunities throughout Oxford and Oxfordshire.  In the meantime 
companies will continue to grow and most likely be forced to 
consider design and build opportunities at OBPO, TOSP and possibly 
Oxford North.  They will also be looking at other Oxon locations 
including Harwell, Milton Park and Bicester. Oxford will therefore 
continue to grow on the outskirts in the next 3-5 years until the City 
Centre plays catch up. This is where most growth has been over the 
last 2 years’ 

Global-Idea  High  ‘Need to focus on global aspects of the innovation district, 
important to be outward focused. Work with the LEP on inward 
investment - pooling resource and use of resources. leverage LEP 
investment connections’ 

Global-Specific Projects Medium  ‘Oxford Railway Station Redevelopment- Redevelopment of Oxford 
Station is a vital project to raise the quality of the city centre, 
catalyse the redevelopment of Oxford's West End, and support East-
West Rail. Our aspiration is that Oxford becomes a 'national rail 
hub', providing an increase in capacity to support housing and job 
growth required in the city and region. The Oxford Corridor Capacity 
Improvements is an important project to set an improved arrival 
experience for the city’ 

Inclusive-Comment Medium  ‘Planning play a key role in helping to ensure developments offer 
opportunity to develop the economy and mitigate housing 
unaffordability in the city. Barton Park and Oxford North CESP are 
good examples of role developments can play in tackling 
unemployment but also housing issues can be tackled. Skill 
shortages by sector and age require meeting’ 

Inclusive-Concern/Issue Medium  ‘Priortise inclusivity strand as a key issue. Consider model for when 
established firms move out. Get firms involved in inclusive 
employers work. University is very important but could put private 
companies up front in importance (e.g. like Stanford does). 
Companies are willing to do more on internships and careers advice 
if asked in a structured way....some financial, admin and 
operational roles could be taken by local residents if efforts are 
made here. Cost of living and spiraling costs of staffing possibly a 
long term threat’ 

Inclusive-Idea Low  ‘Role of Oxford weighting and the Oxford Living Wage to increase 
livelihoods to offset the high cost of living in the city’ 

Inclusive-Specific Projects Low  ‘The South Central Institute of Technology will be a large contributor 
of higher level digital skills to Oxfordshire. This opens in September 
2022’ 

Green-Comment High  ‘We also support the principles of the proposed approach, where 
rail continues to play a key role in meeting transport and 
environmental objectives for the city centre, as well as promoting 
the wider economic development of the Oxford region’ 

 ‘Great to see net zero as part of this in both directions. Scale of 
change is not yet fully understood for transition by 2040’.  

Green-Concern/Issue High  ‘We need to factor in the environmental impacts of increased 
homeworking (a home worker is 80% more polluting than an office 
worker) and also the impact of not returning those who can work 
from home to public transport (buses and trains) as if public 
transport doesn't recover, it will need to be reduced’ 
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 ‘Put net zero first’ 

 ‘Transport and access a countywide issue, as well as the housing 
developments around Oxford. So they will require employment 
within Oxford. Role of sports such as football stadiums with Kassam 
moving to North Oxford and bringing some of the difficulties of 
infrastructure. Housing leisure and triangle development will impact 
in the North.  Role of sites just outside city boundaries on the 
developments in the city economy need emphasizing. Unforeseen 
consequences of these decisions’. 

Green-Idea  Low  ‘What are city centres for post pandemic? 15 minute 
neighbourhoods concept is helpful here, with people more likely to 
shop on Cowley rd. or Headington. Consider good food, planning 
post offices and other infrastructure and move service into 
periphery of superstores’.  

Green-Specific Projects  Low  ‘Connected Oxford and ZEZ key part of narrative. ZEZ, lower 
emission zone inside ring road (London model of lowering emissions 
and WPL city wide focus needed on WPL or congestion zone’ 

Suggested Revision to 
Strategy  

Medium  ‘List Oxfordshire 2050 Vision and Ox Plan 2050’ 

 ‘Put net zero first in ordering of themes’ 

 Reviewed plan in full and edited-Included in why we need a strategy 
in 2 new areas, in addition to the one mentioned. Also included 
Oxford City Housing Ltd into the Venn diagram on existing projects. 
Added to economic geography. Well featured in inclusive city 
economy 

 ‘Covid cited in intro but something more substantial could be 
include about what we have learnt about digital, sustainability, 
workspace, transport and new ways of working and hybrid models 
and impact on city centre for example. These life style changes will 
impact. Scaling down in Oxford in many sectors. Implications for the 
3 pillars and changes i.e. carbon and home working. Bus service 
support being cut and less investment in longer term. Danger we 
lose transport/zero carbon gains as congestion increases due to 
choices to use the car for safety.’ 

Suggested Revision to 
Delivery Plan  

Low   ‘Under environmentally and socially responsible business, mention 
SOFEA as a potential partner’ 

 ‘Role of EGSB to govern and monitor and review the scenarios and 
the risks/mitigations. Flexibility to respond and manage uncertainty.  

 ‘Add ‘Social enterprises’ in delivery plan 

 

4.3 Other stakeholder responses (forums, networks)  

A series of presentations on the Economic Strategy were given ahead of and during Consultation 

period to key forums and networks, including but not limited to the examples below: 

 Community Association Liaison Meeting, 25th Nov 2021  

 Talk of the Town and Taskforce meetings, Oct 20th 2021 

 Economic Growth Steering Board, Oct 12th 2021 
And in addition, prior to the Consultation period: 

 Joint Oxfordshire Business Support Group (JOBS), Oct 21st 2021  
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The responses were grouped from each of these fora according to the following headings, with 

example responses and an indication of frequency included. Responses that were out of scope of the 

Consultation were omitted. 

Theme  Key Responses by Theme  Actions where relevant  

Consultation Process   N/A  N/A 

Strategy- General   ‘Very comprehensive plan and thorough/detailed’, 
EGSB Chair 

 N/A  

Delivery Plan-General   ‘Wonderful, but a hell of a lot to deliver? Will it be 
reliant on ED Team at OCC to see it through to 
delivery, if so potential capacity issues?’, Oxford 
Brookes Representative  

 Review Delivery 
Plan from 
perspective of 
resource and 
capacity 

 Prioritisation will 
be informed by 
Consultation 
responses   

Principles   N/A  N/A 

Global-Comment   ‘It is important not to assume people know what 
Oxford is and does and there is a real need to 
promote this both regionally and nationally. Need to 
be assertive about Oxford’s role and value and 
potential national and global position. Must never 
be binary and oppose growth and sustainability and 
inclusivity’. OxLEP Representative  

 ‘Important to be credible to a range of audience and 
need to build on international influence and reach. 
Pre-pandemic the spin outs of University of Oxford 
were already being noticed as a burgeoning eco-
system. Need to build on and present that offer on 
the international stage. Links to LIS. Growth will be 
different in each area of Oxford and identities and 
roles will vary. I.e. Headington health, Northern 
gateway, Innovation district. Spatial workshops.’ 
OxLEP Representative 

 Fed into revised 
version of this 
section 

Global-Concern/Issue  Brexit/COVID-19 Recovery: both will be key impacts, 
but Oxfordshire is resilience with tech sector and 
cross-sectoral responses which can be leveraged 
across Oxfordshire. Required for SARC that we have 
a strong node. OxLEP Representative 

 Need to make better more effective and more 
diverse use of space. A lot of businesses are reducing 
their office footprint, but not staff numbers. 
Extensions are key. OxLEP Representative 

 Fed into revised 
version of this 
section 

Global-Idea   ‘Need to align closely with LIS and Oxfordshire 2050 
Plan’ OxLEP Representative 

 ‘Emphasise Life sciences and tech spin outs from 
University, OSI and Milton Park. Firm believer that 
manufacturing is important, a flavour of post 
pandemic era. County LIS, need to look at office 
space that is affordable.  The spin outs will need 
growth space to manufacture in Oxford or 
surrounding region. Fits into broader story’. EGSB 
Chair 

 ‘Physical space and capability to support growth of 
private sector? Also emphasize we are doing things 

 Review Delivery 
Plan from 
perspective of 
aligning strategy, 
captured in 
evidence base also.  
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differently now, physical space is a constraint but 
not the only factor. Need to look at growth 
differently. As key to help support inclusive and 
sustainable growth also. This requires the 
investment from a successful private economy 
generating wealth. Heart of all economic strategy, 
where will the growth come from..?’ OSEP 
Representative 

Global-Specific Projects  ‘Regional Ecosystem: part of economic story of 
Oxford, connectivity key, Oxford part of wider 
regional system. Place based examples i.e. Business 
Park, Station’ OxLEP Representative 

 Fed into revised 
version of this 
section 

Inclusive-Comment  ‘Strong communities are dependent upon thriving 
business, but business won’t thrive where we don’t 
have a strong community and inclusive economy’ 
OSEP Representative  

 N/A 

Inclusive-Concern/Issue  ‘Need for well-paid and highly skilled jobs not just 
entry level in order to live in the city due to its high 
cost of living and housing unaffordability’ 
Community Association Representative 

 Fed into 
Oxfordshire 
Inclusive Economy 
Partnership 
Working Groups  
actions 

Inclusive-Idea  ‘Focused interventions that are part of a wider 
campaign around the level of Living Wage to 
employers. Momentum around the Inclusive 
Economy Charter also key. CWB project starts in 
April targeting support to Areas of Deprivation and 
also CESP provide targeted support. Local Authority 
role as an enabler.’ EGSB Discussions 

 ‘OLW is a key area as wages make a big difference to 
standard of living’. OxLEP Representative 

 ‘B4 but also wider partners and networks needed’. 
OSEP Representative 

 Fed into 
Oxfordshire 
Inclusive Economy 
Partnership 
Working Group 
actions 

Inclusive-Specific Projects  ‘Definition of inclusive Growth, Inequality and IMDs, 
need to focus on opportunities i.e. sustainable 
affordable transport and homes, target community 
wealth building to areas of deprivation where 
needed most. Skills training and investment key to 
this and Kickstart an example also. Scope for Levy to 
be pooled also’. EGSB Discussions 

 Fed into 
Oxfordshire 
Inclusive Economy 
Partnership 
Working Group 
actions 

Green-Comment  ‘Connectivity: Crucial to all strands, parking levy, 
congestion examples. More people need connecting 
more efficiently and sustainably, Shifting focus to 
active travel and public transport once demand 
increases again. Regional aspect. Metroisation, 
several wider areas to be better more directly 
linked. Metropolitan connectivity.’ OxLEP 
Representative 

 Fed into revised 
version of this 
section 

Green-Concern/Issue  Carbon audit of city, issue focused on houses and 
cars-buildings are highest, development but also 
existing buildings. Decarbonisation of assets 
required by all anchor institutions. EGSB Chair 

 Fed into revised 
version of this 
section 

Green-Idea   ‘Zero Carbon is key and our Community Centre is a 
good case study of eco-renovation’ Community 
Association Representative 

 Fed into revised 
version of this 
section 

Green-Specific Projects   ‘Bioregional example and Hub. Not just City Council  Fed into revised 
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examples. Need to involve wider partners and 
showcasing the ecosystem’. OSEP Representative 

version of this 
section 

Suggested Revision to 
Strategy  

 ‘Too much information, needs to be summarised 
more concisely’. EGSB Co-Chair 

 ‘Level of employment and economic activity vs cost 
of living, Inequality rather than levelling up is a 
better term to describe this’. University of Oxford 
Representative  

 ‘No reference to Voluntary sector and need for them 
to deliver much of the levelling up agenda, more 
meat to the bone needed. Also role of business is 
crucial, creative collaborations such as inclusive 
economy, focus on more than profit, B Corps 
example. Embedding rather than philanthropy’ OSEP 
Representative 

 ‘Regional influence graph needs to capture the 
growth need of spin outs. 2 x examples: 
Nanoport/Coronavirus vaccine is manufactured at 
the OxBOX 2 million does per week. Capability is 
key.’ EGSB Co-Chair 

 Incorporated into 
Revisions of the 
Strategy  

Suggested Revision to 
Delivery Plan  

 ‘Infographics are powerful to capture messages is 
important, need to explain the context behind the 
bubbles to make clear messages, more impactful. 
Spin out slide for extra information, slide is visual 
and captures key messages. Skills and school system 
also needs highlighting.’ OxLEP Representative. 

Incorporated into Revisions 
of the Delivery Plan  

5. Workshop Series Response Summaries 
A series of workshops were held across December and January 21/22 at the following dates/times: 

 Joint Economic Strategy and CCAP Business workshop-12th Jan 2022  

 Inclusive Transport & Movement Group, 15th Dec 2021 14 attendees 

 Oxford's Economic Strategy - Business and Partner Workshop-14th Dec2021 

 Residents Consultation Session Economic Strategy and CCAP-8th Dec 2021, cancelled due 

to low level of registration.  

113 participants (44 attendees on 12th January, 14 attendees on 15th December 2021 and 45 

attendees on 14th December) took part in the three workshops, drawn from a range of organisations, 

businesses, residents and partners. The Workshop feedback is summarised by meeting below.  

5.1 Joint Economic Strategy and CCAP Business workshop 

The Joint Economic Strategy and CCAP Business Workshop on 12th January aimed to capture 

respondents focused feedback across both the Economic Strategy and the City Centre Action Plan. 

The following is a summary of the key discussion items from this workshop session, grouped 

according to the areas of focused feedback.  

Workshop Focus Group  Key Discussion Items  Workshop Participant Example 
Responses 

‘What guiding principles for action do 

you consider most important and/or 

additional priorities that you would like 

to propose?’ 

 Skilled workforce needed 
to support the economy 
going forward.  

 Concern about 
transportation and 

 Are we too dependent on the 
public sector for employment? 
What more can we do to create 
private sector employment? 

 Need to attract and retain good 
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 Inclusive City 

 Global City 

 Net Zero City 
 

congestion, including office 
space.  

 Concern about trying to 
manage contradictions. 
West End cited as an 
example, worried that 
would drive-up house prices.  

 Attract and retain good 
jobs in city 

 Night time economy also 
needs animation; which is 
an area of the City Centre 
Action Plan 

jobs within our city – will be 
building into that development 
going forward, Westgate is a 
good example; regarding 
housing a good use of our 
money, but limited money, as 
the economic case as want to 
build as much affordable 
housing as we can, need to 
ensure mixed communities and 
economies across our city.  

What are the Priority actions across 

each plan? What is missing? And Who 

needs to be involved?  

 (Commercial) Workspace 
Strategy  

 Oxford’s Visitor Economy 

 Connectively and 
Infrastructure  

 Workspace for spin outs  

 Travel Hubs  

 Night time Economy vital  

 Visitor Economy – better 
links between cultural 
centre/attractions 

 Promote Oxford as an 
overnight destination 

 Visitor economy (business) 
opportunity for national 
profile conference and 
convention venue or 
campaigns 

 Connectively – businesses 
especially SMEs need to be 
involved more in the 
process. 

 Workspace issue is vital. Variety 
of companies across most 
sectors experiences challenges 
getting appropriate space, not 
just an issue for spin-outs. 
Needs prioritisation and to 
‘deliver at pace’ 

 Need to get across coherent 
and accessible message that 
Oxford is an overnight 
destination, come and stay 2 
days and why. Get to the right 
groups. Coordinate messages 
across key players (e.g. Great 
Western railway) 

What would be your priorities to deliver 

a strong and more resilient city centre? 

 Resident use of City Centre  

 Balance jobs and housing  

 Children’s play space in city 
centre  

 Take into account the residents 
of the city centre more; 

 Concern that there is not a 
balance between jobs and 
housing correct- concern that 
will increase inequality; 

 Lack of children’s play space in 
city centre. 

Which Project do you consider is most 

important and why? Do you think that 

there are any projects missing?  

 A City for all players with 
multiple uses  

 Needs to be a city for multiple 
different players – has multiple 
users. The challenge is the 
mixed constituents. 

Next Steps   Call-out for all to complete the Consultation online by 19 January (Later 
extended to 31st January 2022).  

5.2 Inclusive Transport & Movement Group  
Inclusive Transport & Movement Group, 15th December 2021 was a joint Economic Strategy and 

City Centre Action Plan Workshop which engaged 14 participants and aimed to focus of engagement 

and consultation on the following key areas; 

 Are these plans identifying the right issues and priorities? 

 Prioritisation of actions 

 Ideas to enhance delivery 

 Seeking involvement and partnership 
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With breakout groups to enable particular focus on: 

 Views on transport and movement elements  

 Views on Inclusive Economy priorities 
 

The Headlines from the workshop were to emphasise the importance of digital connectivity, new 

developments around energy infrastructure – grid upgrade/sub-stations for example and the 

overriding socio-economic case for investment as well as the need for engagement with diverse 

group alongside more a focused deliver plan. 

The following is a summary of the Workshop responses, categorised by priority actions,  

Priority Actions  Gap analysis  
(To be included in the plans)  

Recommended Further Engagement 

 Digital infrastructure is most 
important; underpins 
everything else. We need 
effective gigabit broadband in 
city so it is as good as rural 
areas even (driven across the 
County by Digital Infrastructure 
Partnership) 

 Rail station improvement 
requires private development. 
Can there be some land value 
capture? How is CBL and new 
station not ‘pie in the sky’, not 
going to happen for many 
years? PIB countered with prior 
approval for Oxford Station, 
inclusion in RNEP and Network 
Rail buy-in. 

 Reflects transport 
infrastructure well, but 
currently a big gap in other 
areas (digital, heating) 

 How much is cost to end 
users being factored in to 
these schemes? They all 
need to be affordable. Need 
to look at who is ultimately 
going to pay for it, whatever 
type of infrastructure we’re 
talking about? What’s the 
business case? Who will 
pay? Does it need deficit 
funding? Important on 
major infrastructure 
schemes to land the widest 
economic case for benefits. 

 What do we do with heavy 
stuff without cars? (buses 
and bikes are good up to a 
point, but not for all use 
cases) 

 Deliveries make up an 
increasing proportion of 
the traffic. Any way to 
create something like a hub 
to rationalise this. 

 Real shame that 
businesses, colleges, 
councils have not 
embraced those who’ve 
already invested in low 
carbon options. Buying 
from local is good, but if 
businesses make the shift 
then other stakeholders 
should support them as 
much as possible. 

 Inputs from more diverse / 
underprivileged residents in 
Oxford 

 Important to distinguish 
between who needs to be 
involved in diagnosing the 
problems, but then a more 
focused delivery plan should 
probably have a smaller list of 
key stakeholders involved. 

 Important to involve CoHSAT, 
Cyclox and the Pedestrians’ 
Association 
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5.3 Oxford's Economic Strategy - Business and Partner Workshop 
The Oxford's Economic Strategy - Business and Partner Workshop on 14th December engaged 49 

participants and aimed to capture respondent’s views on the following.  

1. Is the Strategy outlined in the right direction to pursue for residents, business and the UK 

Economy  

2. Views on the strategy’s key themes and guiding principles (Captured from Workshop 

participants via Mentee), particularly- 

 Are the principles under each theme the right ones? 

 What are the most important areas for action? 

 In what ways could you get involved in delivering on this Strategy? 
 

3. Views on the focused delivery plans-Workspace, Connectivity and Visitor Economy  
Particularly- 

 Priority Actions-Timing and Importance 

 What is missing from these focused plans  

 Who needs to be involved?  
 

The following is a summary of the focus group 

responses with responses (captured from Workshop 

participants via Mentee) summarised and included.  

 

 

Workshop Focus 

Group  

Key Themes Workshop Participant Example Responses 
(Mentee) 

What are your 

priorities for the 

Inclusive City Theme? 

 Skills Agenda 

 Innovation 

 Raising awareness with Business 

 Inequality, addressing the gap  

 Tackle deprivation 

 Educational attainment 

 Procurement and local spend  

 Community ownership and 
empowerment  

 residents and resident stakeholder 
groups 

 Climate Emergency 

 Inclusive Economy Charter 

 Diversity  

 Oxford Living Wage  

 Raising levels of ambition amongst 
young people 

 Transport improvements 

 Affordable housing and travel  

 employment opportunities   

 addressing the significant gaps 

 Commitments from institutions and 
developers to maximise local spend 

 Innovative solutions to tackle a 
challenging theme 

 "Raising awareness across business of 
what this means, why it's important 
and how they can have a positive 
impact on this. 

 Addressing the huge gap between 
those at the bottom and those better 
off. 

 Inclusivity needs to be at the heart 
needs to be real and not just words 

 Challenge inequality. Deliver global 
best practice into this City fast, 
effectively and for the long term. 
Improve connectivity (physical and 
digital).....challenge lack of 
affordability; introduce a sensible and 
effective hub and spoke to space/work 

 Diversity is to be encouraged. The 
barriers to inclusivity need to be 
understood from multiple perspectives 

 Supporting people back into 
employment 
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 addressing the significant gaps 
 

 

 Challenge the university to do more 

 Need action not words 

What are the Inclusive 

City projects or 

initiatives you 

consider most 

important   

 Housing in deprived areas 

 Employment opportunities in 
disadvantaged areas 

 Role of OSEP 

 Links to public health  

 Maths and literacy improvements 

 Community and worker-led 
businesses 

 Zero carbon new modes of transport 

 Community wealth building and 
democratic enterprise 

 Doughnut Economics (or equivalent) 

 Affordable and effective cross city 
travel and connectivity 

 Improving educational attainment to 
improve opportunities and mobility 

 High quality employment 
opportunities accessible to all in city 

 More businesses supporting people 
long term unemployment  into 
employment opportunities 

 Renovation of buildings to high levels 
of energy efficiency- key to future 
sustainable inclusive employment 

 B Corp movement - Business as a 
force for good 

 Local spend on locally owned 
businesses and Circular economy 

 Engagement on Charter 

 Building on our economies strengths 
(including research and innovation) 

 Developing a network of local 
business leaders to engage with 
young people in schools to increase 
the awareness of career paths and 
opportunities  

 Involving and engaging the anchor 
institutions in the city 

 See the growth-agnostic plan 
Amsterdam have adopted  

 Wigan model - genuine, humble co-
production consultation: residents 
have solutions too and are also 
stakeholders 

 Preston model - local procurement 
 

 Grenoble Rd expansion can deliver 
greatest housing to most deprived 
areas including other assets which can 
improve living conditions 

 OSEP, working across sectors to 
leverage enterprise to address 
pervasive social and environmental 
challenges 

 boosting housing supply to ensure 
greater supply/mix and more 
affordable 

 Developing highly skilled, highly 
motivated young people to provide the 
entrepreneurial leaders and talented 
workforce for Oxfordshire 

 economic regeneration by creating 
sufficient new workspace to enable 
growth 

 Institutions and developers committing 
to local spend and employment - 
including a focus on the end user 
phase of development 

 Zero carbon buildings 

 Kidlington expansion also offers for 
most sustainable development given 
strategic location to Oxford 

 Space to ideate and nurture innovation 
and new companies 

 Identify a cadre of Oxfordshire leaders 
each with an action-orientated agenda 

 Education and apprenticeship 
opportunities embedded in poorer 
areas - not just in wealthier areas 

 The charter could capture all this and 
create a framework 

 Increase recycling and Stop 
incinerating waste 

 University and its colleges are a 
dominant feature of the city - better 
collaboration and engagement with 
initiatives? 

 Careful about "guaranteeing" 
minimum standard of economic and 
social  prosperity - about principles and 
ambitions 

Additional Inclusive 

City Projects or 

Initiatives you would 

like to see?  

 Engagement with Oxfordshire 
Community Foundation to 
understand areas of greatest concern 

 Supporting the greater virtual 
catchment of the global city 

 Zero carbon incubator at Activate 

 West End needs to do more than 
provide innovation and business 

 Engaging with public health strategy 
and linking in together 

 Community asset toolkits 

 Challenge to positive breaking point 
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Learning in Blackbird Leys 

 Global hubs in economically deprived 
areas-Take global opportunity into 
the communities 

 Only allow zero carbon building 
development and Early action on zero 
carbon heating across the housing 
stock 

 Affordable workspace policy in new 
Local Plan 

 direct road link from ring road to John 
Radcliffe Hospital 

 Being a living lab... 

 A BID could help support objectives 

 Novel modes of Zero carbon transport 

 Gondola lift from Redbridge to 
Oxpens and Westgate.  

 Better cycling infrastructure 

 support to navigate sectors and 
community 

 Improve collection and recycling of 
valuable waste 

 Redrawing the green belt to focus on 
protecting environmentally sensitive 
areas 

 Transport needs to be affordable - 
subsidised fares - or better still free 
public transport in the city  

the historical large 
institution/landowner inertia and 
complacency strangling the city - so 
that genuine inclusive impact and 
innovation achieved for all 

 Prioritise new "entrance" to the city 
with new station, Frideswide Square, 
Beckett Street etc. to drive home 
ambitious first impression of city 

 Key is enthusing and persuading key 
decision makers 

 How we build on the challenges of a 
constrained, small global city 

 Get people to live in the centre - 
climate change equal opportunities 

 We should not be putting new housing 
on the greenbelt 

 Inward investment focus for new 
global businesses as well as start ups 

 Global needs to have local benefits 
built in from the outset 

 All new homes should be zero carbon 
and also use less water - as all of us 
should do too. 

 Developers need to finance much of 
this zero carbon commercial 
development as the government is 
unlikely to help 

What are your 
priorities for the 
Global City Theme? 

 Investment into transport 
infrastructure to make this a world 
leading city 

 Innovation led, people focused 

 Oxfordshire was the first Social 
Enterprise County and the first "B 
Local" - a place where the number of 
B Corps is growing. 

 Health and life sciences 

 Sustainability - the climate emergency 
- has to be the first priority. 

 Link to Planning - being able to react 
quickly - LDO's etc. 

 Access to risk capital, space to grow, 
skilled workforce for new businesses 
and supporting investment in 
manufacturing 

 Provide balanced, diverse 
opportunities for housing 

 Targeted investment  

 Prioritising the economic growth that 
will continue to happen across 
Oxfordshire in the most sustainable 
locations. The city is central to this 

 Affordable homes in the city.  This 
shortage constrains retention of 
young professionals 

 Global must be linked to local 

 I think we really need to think what we 
mean by being a global city - what are 
we trying to achieve? 

 Our international profile is all about 
how good our visitor experience 
is......we need to be a top city break 
destination alongside our European 
favourites 

 Proper engagement between Oxford 
universities and local businesses 

 Set out what the actual benefits of 
being a Global City are....and 
understand which apply effectively for 
Oxford. Connect with the Global City 
registers - Happy City, Purposeful City, 
and Integrated City etc. 

 Links not just to the intellectual south 
east belt but also to industrial north so 
we can manufacture what we invent 

 First priority for me is to identify and 
remove any blockers to achieving 
stated outcomes. This could be 
achieved without spending huge sums 
of taxpayer's money. 

 connectivity 

 Is global economic development going 
to fuel inequality unless it is built in as 
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 Zero carbon buildings for businesses 
to occupy 

 Diversity and inclusivity are essential 
to support global city 

 Cowley branch line to provide 
alternative transport access to East 
Oxford 

 Night time economy is important if 
we want to grow the visitor economy 

 Digital connectivity 

 Does the economic growth board 
include members who represent 
diverse groups? 

 We must focus on putting 
employment growth in the most 
sustainable locations. 

 Looking at Oxfords position in a 
collaborative way with rest of 
Oxfordshire and the Arc as we are 
part of a bigger picture 

 Enable 21st century architecture in 
city centre  

 We need a good interplay between 
large and small companies, 
particularly in the innovation 
economy, so we do need to attract 
inward investors 

 15 minute neighbourhoods 

 Access to investment capital" 

 Sell City and Oxfordshire as a joined 
up entity and not smaller scale 
locations... 

 Most important to take control of 
development of our City - it is not 
about courting development it is 
about planning Oxford’s future 

 Celebrate diversity - Oxford is 
dominated by the University and so 
it’s attitude is key 

 Tell our story better 

 Global city needs a fabulous (physical) 
"front door" 

 Oxford West End and Oxford North 
need to create welcoming and 
recognisable centres for innovation 
activity that are open to new entrants 
to come into the city.  We also need 
to think about how people get to 
these locations easily. 

a core objective from the outset - no 
development if this not a top priority 

 We need to have a global city where 
workers entering at the base skill levels 
can afford to live in Oxford and grow 
their careers as this becomes their 
home 

 Zero carbon delivery 

 Locational advantages for employment 
uses but concerns over cost of housing 
and access from outlier villages etc. 

 A global city needs to exploit its global 
connections through business, higher 
education and social networks which 
requires an effective broadband 
infrastructure and an organisational 
infrastructure that promotes global 
connections 

 Find means to convert innovative ideas 
and initiatives from Oxford start-ups to 
benefit city not leak out to such as 
London 

 Unclear what benefit the arc brings 

 Currently 20% vacancies in retail and 
hospitality employment  in Oxford 

 Bringing forward the West End 
development 

 National and international linkages 

 Transport is an area of weakness 
across the region 

 Active travel 

 "Skilled, talented and motivated 
people 

 Infrastructure for knowledge sharing 
and connectivity 

 Conversion of existing accommodation 
(residential, teaching, commercial) to 
Net Zero, not just new accommodation 

 Transport / active travel is essential for 
employment and zero carbon - which 
underpins other parts of strategy  

 Need to attract skills and talent from 
the global labour market - housing and 
transport, quality schools are all 
critical 
 

What are the Global 
City projects or 
initiatives you 
consider most 
important   

 Oxford Train Station 

 West End Development  

 Cowley branch line 

 Zero carbon strategy and delivery 

 Developing talented, motivated and 
highly skilled people 

 Oxford’s transport and Transport 

 Improved rail connectivity, including 
connectivity across Oxfordshire's key 
innovation centres/hubs/assets 

 Developing talented, motivated and 
highly skilled people with an 
orientation towards participating in a 
global economy and an infrastructure 
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strategy 

 15 minute neighbourhoods 

 Oxford City Doughnut 

 Massively accelerate cycling 
infrastructure 

 affordability  

 Governance of city key to encourage 
and maintain sustainable growth.   
 

to provide that participation. 

 Oxford’s transport - better links within 
the city, between the city and local 
area, between Oxford and Cambridge, 
between Oxford and the industrial 
north, and overseas. This needs to be 
affordable and environmentally 
compatible! 

Additional Global City 
Projects or Initiatives 
you would like to see? 

 Development plan for the Cowley 
terminus 

 Active transport 

 Public realm - first impressions from 
Train Station/West End v. important 
to international investment 

 To become a global leader in low 
carbon we need to walk the walk. 

 Diversity reporting 

 Free trams up and down main arterial 
routes within the city 

 Investment into park and ride and 
active travel & make park and ride 
cheaper 

 More bike parking 
 

 Comprehensive development plan for 
the Cowley terminus of the branch line. 

 Global City Benefits/Characteristics-
form a direct learning and application 
relationship with the top 3 most 
"Oxford Relevant" other Global Cities 
and define, design, deliver the strategy 
in partnership 

 Diversity reporting within the city and 
within business - linked to pay 

 Zero carbon buildings. Ultra-low 
emissions zones. Deliver effective mass 
transport 

 Active travel plan / investment 

 More bike parking - it’s as difficult to 
park a bike in the city as a car 

What are your 
priorities for the 
Green (Net Zero) City 
Theme? 

 low carbon initiatives 

 Improved public transport 

 All development should be heading to 
zero carbon 

 Transition is key.   

 Maximise sustainable energy 
capability 

 New housing  and the green agenda 

 EV charging infrastructure 

 Green space as part of development  

 Adopt learning from ESO and LEO - 
invest to follow on at the end of these 
projects 

 Motorised delivery bikes for local 
retailers 

 Net zero and sustainable new 
developments and good reuse of old 
buildings 

 Does transition to net zero take 
priority over everything?  Strategy 
seems to be prioritising everything.  
Affordable housing  is priority 
elsewhere 

 Net zero needs some quick wins to 
get the population on 
board.....everything seems to be 
away in the distance at the moment 

 Priorities should be continuing to 
produce low carbon initiatives but I 
think the drive for Zero carbon is a 
label which gets good PR but shouldn’t 
be the absolute focus. 

 Zero carbon transport / active 
transport options for those coming in 
to work in the city-so we can get out of 
our cars - but needs to be reliable and 
fast 

 Priority is to moving people into the 
city in a net Zero way.....we need to 
start with the buses and to make them 
financially attractive to leave cars at 
home or at the P&R 

 Transition is key.  (Re) setting targets 
too quickly can kill any progress. 

 Locating employment sites in 
sustainable locations 

 Have you modelled the effect of 
proposals of small traders and self-
employed tradesmen? 

 EV cars are not golden standard for 
net zero transport... congestion is still 
congestion 

 

What are the Green 
(Net Zero) City 
projects or initiatives 

 Oxfordshire Greentech 

 District low carbon heating schemes 

 Project LEO 

 District low carbon heating schemes - 
expand investment beyond LEO and 
ESO when they come to an end 
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you consider most 
important   

 low carbon hub 

 Procure from our innovative low 
carbon goods and services businesses 

 Oxfordshire wide projects - e.g. as per 
Oxfordshire Plan 2050 to maximise 
benefits e.g. wider off-setting areas  

 Restart the Oxford Citizens Assembly 
on the Climate and Ecological 
Emergency 

 Partnering with cutting edge 
companies, utilising new technology 
that will lead to greater exports from 
area, utilising challenge to make 
everyone who lives in area better off 
not poorer. 

 

Additional Green (Net 
Zero) City Projects or 
Initiatives you would 
like to see? 

 Local groups to drive green agenda 

 Make money, expert advice, tech, and 
solutions truly available 

 The Energy Systems Accelerator! 
 

 "Important to reduce carbon by 
reducing waste going to landfill or 
incineration  

 Some easy carbon wins by improving 
recycling" 

 An exemplar for putting the response 
to the climate and biodiversity 
emergencies at the centre of all 
decision making 

 

6. Summary and next steps 
 

The consultation used a wide variety of engagement methods such as an online survey via the E- 

Consult portal, workshops and focus Groups, 1-1 meetings, group presentations and a high volume 

and range of responses by email, securing over 500 responses.  

The proposed vision and content of the Economic Strategy and Delivery Plan as set out in the 

consultation were subject to various levels of acceptance by respondents. However, based on the 

online survey responses we can summarise that: The majority, of respondents (65%) agreed the 

Strategy has captured the right issues and challenges affecting Oxford’s economy, with just over half 

of the respondents 58%, agreeing (42%) or neutral (16%) about the Strategy’s key themes of 

transition to an Inclusive, Global, and Net Zero economy.  Over half, of respondents (60%), agreed 

that Oxford, as a centre for technology and innovation, has an important role in the success of the 

UK and regional economy. 

Many had suggestions for additions to the scope, or for giving topics greater emphasis, generally 

related to the issues/themes highlighted below. The individual comments of workshop participants 

also helped to identify priorities, projects and initiatives to consider within the restraints of resource 

and capacity to deliver.   

Recurring themes throughout the consultation responses can be summarised as relating to: 

 Sustainable Economic Development – proposing methods of sustainable economic 

development including frameworks such as ‘Doughnut Economics’ and emphasising the 

Council’s current initiatives to further ‘community wealth building’ and ‘inclusive economy 

agendas’. 

 Inequality, Opportunity, tackling deprivation-addressing the challenge that Oxford is the 2nd 

most unequal city in the UK is a focus and priority for many respondents, recommending 

targeted work in the areas of the city and to those groups and sectors that need it most. Also 

to build on opportunities to raise standards through initiatives like the Council’s ‘Oxford 

Living Wage campaign’.  
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 Employment and Skills-Support for those facing barriers to the labour market and those 

sectors facing skills shortages as a result of the pandemic were highlighted by the 

respondent’s feedback. Respondents gave a clear steer to build on schemes such as 

‘Community Employment Support Plans’ and the ‘Kickstart scheme’, linking in with OxLEP 

and relevant partners to build on opportunities in this area, aligned to its Skills Plan.  

 Climate change – including the need for addressing decarbonisation and the climate 

emergency, bio-diversity, resilience to flooding etc. in the city, to build on the commitments 

agreed by the ‘Oxford Citizens Assembly’ and the declaration of Climate Emergency.  

 Transition to Zero Carbon- acceleration and amplification current targets and initiatives in 

this area were highlighted, especially in regard to buildings, vehicles and the role of 

businesses to take leadership.  The requirement to focus on Circular economy approaches 

was highlighted as an omission. 

 Infrastructure, connectivity and movement – addressing congestion through public 

transport prioritisation, supporting more people to walk/cycle, making movement around 

the area easier including through better linkages to the wider city. Explicit connections 

between these improvements and scope for economic development and growth were 

emphasised.  

 Housing – provision of affordable and sustainable housing that meets the needs of a variety 

of groups and the links to attracting and retaining talent in the cities workforce was 

highlighted.  

 Businesses and innovation – mixed use development, support for SMEs and independent 

businesses, cafes and restaurants as well as retail, need for flexibility around changing 

office/retail behaviours particularly in light of covid were highlighted 

 Commercial workspace/Lab- A balanced approach to meet notable demand for workspace, 

affordable workspace and lab spaces were highlighted, emphasising strategic sites, 

Brownfield sites, Council’s current ‘Meanwhile in Oxfordshire’ initiative and ‘Workspace 

Projects’ as an examples in this area. The growing need to provide more lab space for the 

numerous innovative science and tech spinouts fostered by the University of Oxford as well 

as to attract global companies to the City were also highlighted linked to the changing use of 

the city centre post-pandemic. It was felt by some Oxford should focus more on start-up and 

establishment phases, whilst the wider region will benefit as companies establish further 

 Delivery Plan - the next iteration should focus on priority actions that can clearly be 

delivered in the timeframe, by either the council or committed partners, ensuring the 

county-wide dimension of many areas of delivery and policy is explicit 

 More diverse representation in advisory groups such as the Oxford Economic Growth Board 

(by sectoral focus, stance on issues of economic development and EDI) 

The feedback from the consultation will be valuable in guiding the scope of the Economic Strategy 

and its Delivery Plan as it is developed. It is important to respondents that as well as revision to the 

Strategy documents themselves that the consultation process is also broadened to become more 

inclusive in future and specific recommendations to do so are summarised below. 

Next Steps 

Recommended Revisions to the Strategy and Delivery Documents  

1. The following additions, revision themes or changes in emphasis are recommended, drawn from 
the recurring themes of the consultation responses. As presented below, these are indicative of 
broad areas, and not exhaustive of all the specific required revisions. In many cases, these 
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themes are already picked up in the draft, but the consultation suggests they need emphasising 
and making more explicit:  

a. Growth and economy – Making clearer the City’s stated commitment and approach to 
sustainable economic development in the document, acknowledging the tensions where 
they exist.  It should be made clear that this economic strategy does not seek growth as 
a means to an end. Yet, growth is already happening within local businesses and 
organisations, small or large, new or old. The central challenge of sustainable economic 
development is meeting the needs Oxford’s residents without breaching planetary 
boundaries, whilst fulfilling the city’s important role. 

b. Inequality, opportunity, tackling deprivation – Share the many good examples of ways 
Oxford City Council and numerous partners are addressing the challenges of inequality, 
deprivation and opportunity gaps through targeted work in the areas of the city to those 
groups and sectors that need it most.   

c. Employment and Skills – Add examples of how Oxford City Council and partners are 
already supporting those facing barriers to the labour market and those sectors facing 
skills shortages as a result of the pandemic.  

d. Climate change – Whilst it is stated, make explicit the Councils commitment to and 
approach to addressing decarbonisation and the climate emergency, bio-diversity, 
resilience to flooding in the city, building on the commitments agreed by the ‘Oxford 
Citizens Assembly’ and the declaration of Climate Emergency.   

e. Transition to Zero Carbon - Strengthening examples of how Oxford City Council and 
partners can accelerate and amplify initiatives in this area, including pursuing circular 
economy initiatives where possible.   

f. Zero carbon movement and connectivity – Highlighting the key initiatives that City and 
County Council, and transport providers are working to implement to address 
congestion, supporting more people to walk/cycle, make movement around the area 
easier including through better linkages to the wider city.   

g. Housing – Making explicit the challenges and need for provision of affordable housing 
and housing that meets the needs of a variety of groups, even if this will be delivered 
primarily through wider strategies. This will be added to the document’s Guiding 
Principles.  

h. Businesses and innovation – Stronger examples of how Oxford City Council and partners 
can support mixed use development, and also support for SMEs and independent 
businesses, cafes and restaurants as well as retail, in response to changing office/retail 
behaviours particularly in light of Covid.  

i. Commercial workspace/Lab - Seek balanced, sustainable workspace provision across 
both allocated and brownfield sites, meeting fast-growing demand in certain sectors 
such as life sciences and technology.  

j. Highlight Initiatives that City Council and Partner operators are delivering to address 
affordable space requirements in response to the changing use in the city post-
pandemic.   

k. Delivery Plan - the next iteration should focus on priority actions that can clearly be 
delivered in the timeframe, by either the council or committed partners, ensuring the 
county-wide partnership dimension of many areas of delivery and policy is explicit.  

l. The Delivery Plan will be revisited following agreement of the Strategy, to ensure it is 
properly resourced and prioritised   
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m. Future engagement and diverse representation – More diverse representation should be 
sought on the Oxford Economic Growth Board. This means more inclusive 
representation and a range of perspectives on economy, environment, net zero and 
inclusion.  Moreover, future project development opportunities should be scoped in 
conjunction with under-represented groups. 

n. Messaging, design and Format - Specific recommended revisions were made around 
design of the documents such as diagrams and maps to ensure clarity of meaning and 
more effective messaging. Ensure an executive summary and case studies are added to 
enhance clarity of messaging 

The suggested revisions made by respondents have been incredibly helpful in directing the focus of 

Oxford’s Economic Strategy and Delivery Plan, and shaping the revised version for agreement by the 

Council.  

Thank you to everyone who has committed their time, expertise and insights to respond to the 

Consultation to date.  

Appendix 1: Consultation Survey Response Summary Tables:  

Consultation Survey Question  Response 
Rate  

Summary of Responses 

Q1: Name 143/147 Data Protected-personal data  
Q2. Email Contact  136/147 Data Protected-personal data 
Q3. Organisation 98/147 Data Protected-personal data 
Q4: Which of the following best 
describes whose behalf you 
are responding on? 

147/147 Option Total Percent 

Business/Organisation based in Oxford 23 15.65% 

Individual living in Oxford 92 62.59% 

Someone who works in Oxford 6 4.08% 

Business/Organisation based near or 
outside Oxford with links to the city 

8 5.44% 

Someone living near Oxford for whom 
Oxford is their nearest city 

11 7.48% 

Other (please describe below) 7 4.76% 

Not Answered 0 0.00% 
 

5: Have we captured the right 
issues and challenges 
affecting Oxford’s economy? 

144/147 Option Total Percent 

Yes 27 18.37% 

No 48 32.65% 

Partially 69 46.94% 

Not Answered 3 2.04% 
 

6: To what extent do you agree 
or disagree with the Strategy’s 
key themes of transition to an 
Inclusive, Global, and Net Zero 
economy? 

144/147 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 17 11.56% 

Agree 46 31.29% 

Neutral 24 16.33% 

Disagree 28 19.05% 

Strongly disagree 29 19.73% 

Not Answered 3 2.04% 
 

7: To what extent do you agree 
or disagree that Oxford, as a 
centre for technology and 

143/147 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 39 26.53% 
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innovation, has an important 
role in the success of the UK 
and regional economy? 
 

Agree 50 34.01% 

Neutral 32 21.77% 

Disagree 11 7.48% 

Strongly Disagree 11 7.48% 

Not Answered 4 2.72% 
 

8: To what extent do the 
principles and associated 
projects support the strategy’s 
Global City ambition?  

123/147 Option Total Percent 

To a great extent 30 20.41% 

To some extent 68 46.26% 

To no extent at all 33 22.45% 

Not Answered 16 10.88% 
 

9. Which of the principles do you 
think are most important to 
delivering the strategic ambition of 
the Global City theme? 

Ranking 
Summary 
(Breakdown 
below) 

Item Ranking 

Expedite transport, digital and energy 
developments. 

1.35 

Increase the commercial space focusing on Life 
Sciences, Low Carbon, Digital and knowledge 
sectors. 

0.56 

Continue to support businesses to adapt to 
changing economic Conditions. 

0.55 

Mobilise Oxford’s population to make the city’s 
workforce a more distinctive. 

0.54 

Attract and retain more skilled international 
workforce. 

0.29 

Retain a greater proportion of spin out companies. 0.23 

Boost domestic and international inward 
investment. 

0.22 

Support the recovery of the visitor economy. 0.14 

Help deliver Oxford West End. 0.12 
 

Expedite transport, digital and 
energy developments. 

74/147 Option Total Percent 

1 45 32.37% 

2 18 12.95% 

3 11 7.91% 

Not Answered 65 46.76% 
 

Increase the commercial space 
focusing on Life Sciences, Low 
Carbon, Digital and knowledge 
sectors. 

40/147 Option Total Percent 

1 15 10.20% 

2 13 8.84% 

3 12 8.16% 

Not Answered 107 72.79% 
 

Continue to support businesses to 
adapt to changing economic 
Conditions. 

38/147 Option Total Percent 

1 13 8.84% 

2 15 10.20% 

3 10 6.80% 

Not Answered 109 74.15% 
 

Help deliver Oxford West End 11/147 Option Total Percent 
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1 1 0.68% 

2 5 3.40% 

3 5 3.40% 

Not Answered 136 92.52% 
 

Boost domestic and international 
inward investment. 
 

19/147 Option Total Percent 

1 2 1.36% 

2 11 7.48% 

3 6 4.08% 

Not Answered 128 87.07% 
 

Retain a greater proportion of spin 
out companies. 
 

21/147 Option Total Percent 

1 3 2.04% 

2 6 4.08% 

3 12 8.16% 

Not Answered 126 85.71% 
 

Support the recovery of the visitor 
economy 

14/147 Option Total Percent 

1 3 2.04% 

2 1 0.68% 

3 10 6.80% 

Not Answered 133 90.48% 
 

Mobilise Oxford’s population to 
make the city’s workforce a more 
distinctive 

37/147 Option Total Percent 

1 15 10.20% 

2 14 9.52% 

3 8 5.44% 

Not Answered 110 74.83% 
 

Attract and retain more skilled 
international workforce. 
 

27/147 Option Total Percent 

1 2 1.36% 

2 11 7.48% 

3 14 9.52% 

Not Answered 120 81.63% 
 

10: How can Oxford City 
Council and its partners’ best 
support the success of local 
economy through planned 
commercial development 
projects? Which of the 
following would you prioritise?  
 

Ranking 
Summary 
(Breakdown 
below) 

Item Ranking 

A balanced mix of uses across all the above where 
possible. 

1.16 

Affordable workspace 0.86 

Workspace and business support for new start-up 
businesses 

0.54 

Workshop and small light industrial space in or 
close to the city 

0.37 

Lab space for life sciences and technology 0.33 

Support to expanding university spinouts through 
grow on space 

0.23 

Providing quality office/lab space for overseas/UK 
companies moving into the city 

0.22 

 

A balanced mix of uses across all 
the above where possible 

73/147 Option Total Percent 

1 43 29.25% 
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2 11 7.48% 

3 19 12.93% 

Not Answered 74 50.34% 
 

Affordable workspace 51/147 Option Total Percent 

1 31 21.09% 

2 13 8.84% 

3 7 4.76% 

Not Answered 96 65.31% 
 

Workspace and business support 
for new start-up businesses 

43/147 Option Total Percent 

1 8 5.44% 

2 20 13.61% 

3 15 10.20% 

Not Answered 104 70.75% 
 

Workshop and small light industrial 
space in or close to the city 

25/147 Option Total Percent 

1 6 4.08% 

2 11 7.48% 

3 8 5.44% 

Not Answered 122 82.99% 
 

Lab space for life sciences and 
technology 

27/147 Option Total Percent 

1 8 5.44% 

2 12 8.16% 

3 7 4.76% 

Not Answered 120 81.63% 
 

Support to expanding university 
spinouts through grow on space 

21/147 Option Total Percent 

1 3 2.04% 

2 7 4.76% 

3 11 7.48% 

Not Answered 126 85.71% 
 

Providing quality office/lab space 
for overseas/UK companies moving 
into the city 

17/147 Option Total Percent 

1 5 3.40% 

2 6 4.08% 

3 6 4.08% 

Not Answered 130 88.44% 
 

11: How important is 
addressing the issue of 
congestion and reliability of 
travel around Oxford to 
Oxford’s economic success? 
 

142/147 Option Total Percent 

Very important 113 76.87% 

Quite important 24 16.33% 

Not important at all 5 3.40% 

Not Answered 5 3.40% 
 

12: Do you have any 
suggestions for how the city 
might promote the recovery of 
the visitor economy, which has 
been affected during the 
pandemic? 

108/147 Open text box responses summarised in section X  

13: To what extent do you 147/147 Option Total Percent 
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agree or disagree with the 
need to address inequality and 
social inclusion in Oxford? 

Strongly agree 101 68.71% 

Agree 31 21.09% 

Neutral 6 4.08% 

Disagree 4 2.72% 

Strongly Disagree 5 3.40% 

Not Answered 0 0.00% 
 

14: To what extent do the 
principles and associated 
projects support the Inclusive 
City strategic ambition? 

135/147 Option Total Percent 

To a great extent 18 12.24% 

To some extent 82 55.78% 

To no extent at all 35 23.81% 

Not Answered 12 8.16% 
 

15: Which of the Inclusive City 
principles do you think are 
most important to delivering 
the strategic ambition of this 
theme?  
(Pick three from drop down 
list) 

Ranking 
Summary 
(Breakdown 
below) 

Item Ranking 

Support local people to access skills, training and 
education opportunities and adapt to the 
expected rapid structural changes to the economy 

0.91 

Explore options to deliver more affordable travel 
to travel to employment and education using 
public transport, cycling and walking. 

0.82 

Focus recovery efforts on the needs of the most 
disadvantaged places, through community wealth 
building and community economic development. 

0.78 

Further develop and build on the Oxford Living 
Wage initiative (OLW) to embed the principles of 
a minimum standard of prosperity. 

0.67 

Explore using the principles of 15-minute 
neighbourhoods to give residents access to the 
services, practical and economic assets. 

0.54 

Support social enterprise, cooperative businesses 
and civil society sectors, and pursue a more 
prominent role in the city’s future economy. 

0.49 

Support local spending, enhance local business 
and generate social value through procurement. 

0.30 

Develop an Oxfordshire Inclusive Economy 
Charter and pledge scheme to engage all local 
business and institutions. 

0.25 

Pro-actively encourage more mainstream socially 
and environmentally responsible businesses to 
locate city-wide. 

0.18 
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Deliver affordable workspace that provides 
security to stay in spaces and lower risks to 
growth. 

0.14 

 

Develop an Oxfordshire Inclusive 
Economy Charter and pledge 
scheme to engage all local business 
and institutions. 

18/147 Option Total Percent 

1 7 4.76% 

2 5 3.40% 

3 6 4.08% 

Not Answered 129 87.76% 
 

Focus recovery efforts on the needs 
of the most disadvantaged places, 
through community wealth 
building and community economic 
development. 
 

50/147 Option Total Percent 

1 29 19.73% 

2 7 4.76% 

3 14 9.52% 

Not Answered 97 65.99% 
 

Further develop and build on the 
Oxford Living Wage initiative (OLW) 
to embed the principles of a 
minimum standard of prosperity. 
 

46/147 Option Total Percent 

1 18 12.24% 

2 17 11.56% 

3 11 7.48% 

Not Answered 101 68.71% 
 

Support social enterprise, 
cooperative businesses and civil 
society sectors, and pursue a more 
prominent role in the city’s future 
economy 

36/147 Option Total Percent 

1 10 6.80% 

2 16 10.88% 

3 10 6.80% 

Not Answered 111 75.51% 
 

Support local spending, enhance 
local business and generate social 
value through procurement. 

24/147 Option Total Percent 

1 6 4.08% 

2 8 5.44% 

3 10 6.80% 

Not Answered 123 83.67% 
 

Support local people to access 
skills, training and education 
opportunities and adapt to the 
expected rapid structural changes 
to the economy 

65/147 Option Total Percent 

1 19 12.93% 

2 31 21.09% 

3 15 10.20% 

Not Answered 82 55.78% 
 

Deliver affordable workspace that 
provides security to stay in spaces 
and lower risks to growth 

10/147 Option Total Percent 

1 3 2.04% 

2 5 3.40% 

3 2 1.36% 

Not Answered 137 93.20% 
 

Explore using the principles of 15-
minute neighbourhoods to give 
residents access to the services, 
practical and economic assets. 

39/147 Option Total Percent 

1 13 8.84% 

2 15 10.20% 

3 11 7.48% 

Not Answered 108 73.47% 
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Explore options to deliver more 
affordable travel to travel to 
employment and education using 
public transport, cycling and 
walking 

63/147 Option Total Percent 

1 20 13.61% 

2 17 11.56% 

3 26 17.69% 

Not Answered 84 57.14% 
 

Pro-actively encourage more 
mainstream socially and 
environmentally responsible 
businesses to locate city-wide. 

19/147 Option Total Percent 

1 2 1.36% 

2 3 2.04% 

3 14 9.52% 

Not Answered 128 87.07% 
 

16: Which of the Inclusive City 
principles listed are most 
important to you/your 
organisation? (Pick three from 
drop down list) 

Ranking 
Summary 
(Breakdown 
below) 

Item Ranking 

Explore options to deliver more affordable travel 
to travel to employment and education using 
public transport, cycling and walking. 

0.88 

Explore using the principles of 15-minute 
neighbourhoods to give residents access to the 
services, practical and economic assets. 

0.58 

Support local people to access skills, training and 
education opportunities and adapt to the 
expected rapid structural changes to the economy 

0.52 

Focus recovery efforts on the needs of the most 
disadvantaged places, through community wealth 
building and community economic development. 

0.47 

Further develop and build on the Oxford Living 
Wage initiative (OLW) to embed the principles of 
a minimum standard of prosperity. 

0.45 

Support social enterprise, cooperative businesses 
and civil society sectors, and pursue a more 
prominent role in the city’s future economy. 

0.44 

Support local spending, enhance local business 
and generate social value through procurement. 

0.35 

Pro-actively encourage more mainstream socially 
and environmentally responsible businesses to 
locate city-wide. 

0.22 

Develop an Oxfordshire Inclusive Economy 
Charter and pledge scheme to engage all local 
business and institutions. 

0.17 

Deliver affordable workspace that provides 
security to stay in spaces and lower risks to 
growth. 

0.15 
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Develop an Oxfordshire Inclusive 
Economy Charter and pledge 
scheme to engage all local business 
and institutions. 

11/147 Option Total Percent 

1 6 4.08% 

2 2 1.36% 

3 3 2.04% 

Not Answered 136 92.52% 
 

Focus recovery efforts on the needs 
of the most disadvantaged places, 
through community wealth 
building and community economic 
development. 
 

29/147 Option Total Percent 

1 17 11.56% 

2 6 4.08% 

3 6 4.08% 

Not Answered 118 80.27% 
 

Further develop and build on the 
Oxford Living Wage initiative (OLW) 
to embed the principles of a 
minimum standard of prosperity. 

31/147 Option Total Percent 

1 12 8.16% 

2 11 7.48% 

3 8 5.44% 

Not Answered 116 78.91% 
 

Support social enterprise, 
cooperative businesses and civil 
society sectors, and pursue a more 
prominent role in the city’s future 
economy. 
 

30/147 Option Total Percent 

1 13 8.84% 

2 8 5.44% 

3 9 6.12% 

Not Answered 117 79.59% 
 

Support local spending, enhance 
local business and generate social 
value through procurement. 

27/147 Option Total Percent 

1 7 4.76% 

2 11 7.48% 

3 9 6.12% 

Not Answered 120 81.63% 
 

Support local people to access 
skills, training and education 
opportunities and adapt to the 
expected rapid structural changes 
to the economy 

41/147 Option Total Percent 

1 9 6.12% 

2 18 12.24% 

3 14 9.52% 

Not Answered 106 72.11% 
 

Deliver affordable workspace that 
provides security to stay in spaces 
and lower risks to growth. 

13/147 Option Total Percent 

1 2 1.36% 

2 5 3.40% 

3 6 4.08% 

Not Answered 134 91.16% 
 

Explore using the principles of 15-
minute neighbourhoods to give 
residents access to the services, 
practical and economic assets. 
 

41/147 Option Total Percent 

1 16 10.88% 

2 12 8.16% 

3 13 8.84% 

Not Answered 106 72.11% 
 

Explore options to deliver more 
affordable travel to travel to 
employment and education using 
public transport, cycling and 

60/147 Option Total Percent 

1 23 15.65% 

2 23 15.65% 

3 14 9.52% 
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walking. Not Answered 87 59.18% 
 

Pro-actively encourage more 
mainstream socially and 
environmentally responsible 
businesses to locate city-wide. 

22/147 Option Total Percent 

1 2 1.36% 

2 6 4.08% 

3 14 9.52% 

Not Answered 125 85.03% 
 

17: Building on the Oxford 
Living Wage initiative, in what 
other ways might the city 
promote wage and working 
standard improvements for 
workers in Oxford? 

70/147 Open text box responses summarised in section X 

18: Support local people to 
better access skills, training 
and education opportunities to 
help them prosper and adapt 
changes in the economy. 
How do you think employers 
can support and unlock the 
potential of local people? 

116/147 Option Total Percent 

Encouraging Apprenticeship take-up 26 17.69% 

Shorter Traineeships and work 
placements to gain initial experience 

12 8.16% 

Engaging with Technical Levels and 
further education providers to shape 
curriculums that meet business needs 

8 5.44% 

Invest time in careers education and 
work experience with schools 

16 10.88% 

Support to entrepreneurs and the self-
employed 

3 2.04% 

Pay the Oxford Living Wage 39 26.53% 

Other, please state in text box 12 8.16% 

Not Answered 31 21.09% 
 

19: Support and encourage 
more socially and 
environmentally responsible 
businesses. 
In your view what ways can 
Oxford City Council and its 
partners more effectively 
support businesses in the city 
to become more socially 
responsible and address 
inequalities? 

117/147 Option Total Percent 

Promotion of schemes such as B-Corps 
(https://bcorporation.uk/) 

34 23.13% 

Develop an Inclusive Economy Charter 
for organisations to sign up to and 
deliver 

34 23.13% 

Promote and develop support for more 
inclusive recruitment 

40 27.21% 

Support to procure more goods and 
services locally 

80 54.42% 

Support from partners to learn from best 
practice case studies 

43 29.25% 

Other, please use text box. 17 11.56% 

Not Answered 30 20.41% 
 

20: To what extent do you 
agree or disagree with this 
ambition for Oxford’s 
economy? 
 

144/147 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 90 61.22% 

Agree 27 18.37% 

Neutral 8 5.44% 

Disagree 6 4.08% 

Strongly Disagree 13 8.84% 
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Not Answered 3 2.04% 
 

21: The Zero Carbon theme is 
expressed through a number 
of guiding principles and 
associated projects   
To what extent do you think 
the Zero Carbon principles and 
associated projects support 
the strategic ambition? 

135/147 Option Total Percent 

To a great extent 32 21.77% 

To some extent 80 54.42% 

To no extent at all 23 15.65% 

Not Answered 12 8.16% 
 

22: Which of the principles do 
you think are most important 
to delivering the Zero Carbon 
ambition of this theme? (Pick 
three from drop down list) 
 

Ranking 
Summary 
(Breakdown 
below) 

Item Ranking 

Mitigate the environmental impacts of new 
development and housing growth 

0.88 

Measure and reduce the environmental impacts 
of existing economic activity 

0.78 

Empower Oxford’s businesses to decarbonise 
their operations and their supply chains 

0.72 

Deliver the Oxford Zero Emission Zone and 
develop the next stage of a strategy to reduce 
emissions in the city 

0.57 

Support the growth of the green and low carbon 
technology sectors 

0.51 

Amplify neighbourhood projects which support 
local economic approaches to climate emergency 

0.40 

Support and partner businesses and institutions 
to be more environmentally responsible and 
address city-wide zero carbon targets 

0.37 

Develop budgeting processes which support 
investment in zero carbon development 

0.34 

Facilitate the flows of knowledge in the response 
to climate emergency 

0.29 

 

Measure and reduce the 
environmental impacts of existing 
economic activity 

51/147 Option Total Percent 

1 25 17.01% 

2 13 8.84% 

3 13 8.84% 

Not Answered 96 65.31% 
 

Mitigate the environmental 
impacts of new development and 
housing growth 

56/147 Option Total Percent 

1 26 17.69% 

2 22 14.97% 

3 8 5.44% 

Not Answered 91 61.90% 
 

Support the growth of the green 
and low carbon technology sectors 

38/147 Option Total Percent 

1 14 9.52% 

2 9 6.12% 

3 15 10.20% 
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Not Answered 14 9.52% 
 

Facilitate the flows of knowledge in 
the response to climate emergency 

22/147 Option Total Percent 

1 5 3.40% 

2 11 7.48% 

3 6 4.08% 

Not Answered 125 85.03% 
 

Empower Oxford’s businesses to 
decarbonise their operations and 
their supply chains 

61/147 Option Total Percent 

1 12 8.16% 

2 21 14.29% 

3 28 19.05% 

Not Answered 86 58.50% 
 

Amplify neighbourhood projects 
which support local economic 
approaches to climate emergency 

31/147 Option Total Percent 

1 9 6.12% 

2 10 6.80% 

3 12 8.16% 

Not Answered 116 78.91% 
 

Develop budgeting processes which 
support investment in zero carbon 
development 

25/147 Option Total Percent 

1 8 5.44% 

2 9 6.12% 

3 8 5.44% 

Not Answered 122 82.99% 
 

Support and partner businesses and 
institutions to be more 
environmentally responsible and 
address city-wide zero carbon 
targets 
 

31/147 Option Total Percent 

1 5 3.40% 

2 13 8.84% 

3 13 8.84% 

Not Answered 116 78.91% 
 

Deliver the Oxford Zero Emission 
Zone and develop the next stage of 
a strategy to reduce emissions in 
the city 

39/147 Option Total Percent 

1 18 12.24% 

2 9 6.12% 

3 12 8.16% 

Not Answered 108 73.47% 
 

23: What are the priorities for 
enabling growth of the green 
and low carbon technology 
sectors in Oxford? (Pick three 
from the dropdown list) 
 

Ranking 
Summary 
(Breakdown 
below) 

Item Ranking 

Support more innovative projects between 
business, research and the public sector (e.g. 
Project Low Energy Oxfordshire) 

1.38 

Ensure the right technical skills are in place to 
scale projects and grow the sector 
(construction/energy/transport) 

0.69 

Ensure business networks are in place that help 
expertise and knowledge to be shared. 

0.47 

Explore the potential for capital investment funds 
to invest in projects 

0.45 
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Develop innovation centres (e.g. The Energy 
Systems Accelerator) 

0.44 

Attract more foreign and inward investment from 
green and low carbon sectors 

0.33 

 

Develop innovation centres (e.g. 
The Energy Systems Accelerator) 
 

32/147 Option Total Percent 

1 11 7.48% 

2 10 6.80% 

3 11 7.48% 

Not Answered 115 78.23% 
 

Support more innovative projects 
between business, research and the 
public sector (e.g. Project Low 
Energy Oxfordshire) 

85/147 Option Total Percent 

1 48 32.65% 

2 22 14.97% 

3 15 10.20% 

Not Answered 62 42.18% 
 

Attract more foreign and inward 
investment from green and low 
carbon sectors 

25/147 Option Total Percent 

1 7 4.76% 

2 10 6.80% 

3 8 5.44% 

Not Answered 122 82.99% 
 

Explore the potential for capital 
investment funds to invest in 
projects 

36/147 Option Total Percent 

1 7 4.76% 

2 19 12.93% 

3 10 6.80% 

Not Answered 111 75.51% 
 

Ensure the right technical skills are 
in place to scale projects and grow 
the sector 
(construction/energy/transport) 

53/147 Option Total Percent 

1 15 10.20% 

2 18 12.24% 

3 20 13.61% 

Not Answered 94 63.95% 
 

Ensure business networks are in 
place that help expertise and 
knowledge to be shared. 

34/147 Option Total Percent 

1 12 8.16% 

2 8 5.44% 

3 14 9.52% 

Not Answered 113 76.87% 
 

24: Do you have any other 
ideas for limiting the 
environmental impacts of 
planned development and 
housing growth?  

 

97/147 Open text box responses not summarised in the Report 

25: Are there any other 
comments you would like to 
make about the Oxford 
Economic Strategy? 

 

102/147 Open text box responses not summarised in the Report 

26: Please use this box to let 113/147 Option Total Percent 
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us know how you would like to 
be involved in the Economic 
Strategy going forward. 
 

Keep me informed by email 110 74.83% 

Invite me to take part in a workshop: 20 13.61% 

Residents Forum One:  Wednesday 8 
December 2021 12 - 2pm 

3 2.04% 

Residents Forum Two:   Thursday 6 
January 2022 6 - 8pm 

5 3.40% 

Business & Partner Forum One: Joint 
Economic Strategy and City Centre 
Action Plan Workshop Wednesday 12 
January 2022 12 - 2pm 

7 4.76% 

Oxford Economic Strategy Workshop – 
Tuesday 14 December 12 -2pm 

4 2.72% 

City Centre Action Plan Workshop (Talk 
of the Town):  Tuesday 11 January 
10am to 12.30pm 

7 4.76% 

Not Answered 34 23.13% 
 

27: What is your postcode? 137/147 Data Protected 

28: Which of the following best 
describes how you think of 
yourself? 

142/147 Collated in section 2 of this report  

29: Which age bracket do you 
fall into? 

141/147 

30: Which of the following best 
describes your ethnic group? 

142/147 

31: Are your day to day 
activities limited because of a 
health problem or disability 
which has lasted, or is 
expected to last, at least 12 
months? 

142/147 
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Respondent 
Code 

Consultation Response Strategy Revision Officer Response Revisions Proposed Scope of 
Revisions 
(Strategy or 
Delivery Plan & 
Relevant 
section) 

Survey I find your references to 
"influencing the world" 
reminiscent of Boris at his worst. 
Global Britain, now Global Oxford 
it seems. Calm down your rhetoric 
and you will take more people 
along with your aspirations. I feel 
this is giving ourselves an 
overinflated sense of importance, 
frankly. We're overlooking the 
needs of local people in order to 
try and look impressive to the 
outside world.

Terminology 4-
‘Influencing the 
World’ rhetorical                           

Comment noted re: tone and style of the Economic 
Strategy narrative. Officers whilst acknowledging this 
feedback also recognise the need for the report to reflect 
Oxford's position as a 'Global leader' with positive 
impacts and a internationa role to play and the 
opportunities and challenges this presents to the 
Economic Strategy. Clarify we are not espousing growth 
and globalisation as an end in itself.

No major change proposed.     
Review Economic Strategy 's 
tone/style

Consider 
changing Global 
City to 'Global 
Impact' and 
purposeful 
leadership and 
consider tone 
throughout. 
Highlight we will 
also learn from 
other locations

EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park)

The Oxford Science Park requires 
further recognition:                                                                                                                        
1. The Oxford Science Park as 
home to over 100 companies and 
over 2,700 employees                                                                  

Science Park 
contribution 

The Economic Strategy recognises in its current version 
the role of the OSP and contribution. A review of the 
statistics cited in this regard will be reviewed to see if any 
of the proposed/suggested revisions are required. 

Minor modification proposed-
Check stats and include where 
and if relevant/required 

Strategy-sections 
pertaining to OSP 

EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park)

 2.  Park’s associated contribution 
to science and the economy 
(together with the University of 
Oxford’s other science parks, 
calculated as £496 million in 2018-
19                                                                                                                                       

Science Park 
contribution 

The Economic Strategy recognises in its current version 
the role of the OSP and contribution. A review of the 
statistics cited in this regard will be reviewed to see if any 
of the proposed/suggested revisions are required. 

Minor modification proposed-
Check stats and include where 
relevant/required 

Strategy-sections 
pertaining to OSP 
will be updated 
where space 
allows

EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park)

3. The Oxford Science Park plays a 
key role in the development of 
SMEs in Oxford - for example, 
over 50% of Bio escalator alumni 
companies are based at the Park, 
as well as several Oxford Science 
Enterprises companies.                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Science Park 
contribution 

The Economic Strategy recognises in its current version 
the role of the OSP and contribution. A review of the 
statistics cited in this regard will be will be conducted to 
see if any of the proposed/suggested revisions are 
required. 

Minor modification proposed-
Check stats and include where 
relevant/required 

Strategy-sections 
pertaining to OSP 
will contain some 
factual 
amendments 
where space 
allows

EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park) 4. There are numerous examples 

throughout the Strategy where 
science parks are listed but 
exclude The Oxford Science Park, 
including on p.8, in the map titled 
‘Oxford’s Role in the Regional 
Innovation Ecosystem’ (p.10), in 
the ‘opportunities in health and 
life science’ section of the ‘Priority 
Sectors’ table on pp.23-24, and on 
p.36 where other locations for 
health and life science are listed.                                                                                                         

Science Park 
Representation 
(Maps) 

The Economic Strategy recognises in its current version 
the role of the OSP and contribution. A review of the 
Maps on the pages of the Strategy cited will be 
conducted to see if any of the proposed/suggested 
additions of locations  are required.

Minor modification proposed-
Review maps and lists of 
locations, add where there are 
omissions of sites that are 
required 

Strategy-Review 
P8, 10, 24 & 36 
sections, where 
space allows

EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park)

 5. The Oxford Science Park should 
be included as part of these lists 
and maps, in order to formally 
recognise its fundamental 
contribution to the city’s economy 
and opportunities to support the 
future growth of life science.

Science Park 
Representation 
(Locations) 

The Economic Strategy recognises in its current version 
the role of the OSP and contribution. A review of the 
Maps on the pages of the Strategy cited will be will be 
conducted to see if any of the proposed/suggested 
additions of locations  are required.

Minor modifications proposed 
where space allows. Science 
Park already highligted as a 
priority location throughout.

As Above 

Global 
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EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park)

Life Science Vision: The Strategy 
describes how Oxford ‘has 
become synonymous with the 
scientific response to COVID-
19’and does identify life science as 
one of the key sectors comprising 
the local and regional economy. 
The inclusion of life science in 
Guiding Principle 1 and Action 1 
(which promote an increased 
quantum and quality of 
commercial space) and in the 
Priority Sectors table (p.23), is 
supported. 

Science Park 
statement of 
support for Life 
Sciences Vision 

Comment noted-Re: Statement of support for the 
inclusion of Life Sciences vision as part of Strategy 
captured in current version of 'priority sectors table' in 
Guiding Principle 1, Action 1 on P23

Minor modification Strategy 'priority 
sectors table' in 
Guiding Principle 
1, Action 1 on 
P23. mention Life 
Sciences Vision

EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park)

Stronger Global Economy: The 
Strategy strives to cement 
Oxford’s position as a global city 
economy that is even more 
powerful, resilient, and influential 
than today. The first of the 
Strategy’s ‘guiding principles for a 
global city’ states the need to 
increase the quantum and quality 
of commercial space on planned 
and existing sites, and does make 
reference to life science amongst 
a select few other knowledge-
driven sectors. This is translated 
into The Economic Impact of the 
University of Oxford, Final Report 
for the University of Oxford 
(August 2021)

Science Park 
statement of 
support for 
representation of 
Oxford's position as 
a global city 

Statement of support for guiding principles No change proposed. Strategy-Guiding 
Principles Section 

EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park)

Delivery Plan - add Oxford Science 
Park to the list of locations to be 
supported for additional lab, R&D 
and office space (p.36). the 
Delivery Plan should establish an 
expectation that planning 
applications for additional 
laboratory and office floor space, 
particularly within existing science 
parks and business parks, should 
be supported. 

Science Park 
Representation 
(Locations) 

The Delivery Plan recognises in its current version the 
role of the OSP and contribution. A review of the Delivery 
Plan will be conducted will be reviewed to see if any of 
the proposed/suggested additions of locations  are 
required.

Minor modifications proposed 
above-add Oxford Science 
Park to the list of locations to 
be supported for additional 
lab, R&D and office space 

Delivery Plan - 
(p.36). 

EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park)

Action 1 of the Delivery Plan, 
which states: ‘Work with 
landowners to diversify and 
intensify existing business 
locations to meet the needs of 
growing businesses and sectors. a 
separate additional action should 
be added to the Delivery Plan 
focused exclusively on life science. 
Prioritising more space within 
existing science parks and 
business parks is particularly key. 
The new action should therefore 
clearly articulate that this requires 
the Council to exercise a 
presumption in favour of 
sustainable development for 
additional laboratory and office 
floor space (such as on the 
remaining undeveloped plots 
within The Oxford Science Park) 

Science Park 
Representation 
(Sectors) 

Comments noted re: addition of life sciences action Minor modifications-Review 
action 1 of Delivery Plan and 
revise to add lab, R&D and 
flexible space to list and 
prioritising intensification of 
space in business parks. 

Delivery Plan- 
Action 1 Section
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EP01 (Green 
Party)

• ‘19% decline in city centre ICT 
and Digital employment’ – this is 
an inevitable consequence of 
more flexible working within the 
sector and the increasing 
available of high speed internet. 
• There is also contradiction 
within the challenges mentioned. 
A 7% decline in office and lab 
space since 2008 is mentioned at 
the same time as claiming a 
900,000 sq. ft. shortfall in office 
and lab space.

Suggested conflict in 
stats 7% decline in 
office and lab space 
and 900, 000 sq. ft. 
resulting shortfall 

Checked statistics. These are accurate and about supply 
vs requirements

No change modificaiton Strategy-
Workspace 
section  and case 
for action section

EP01 (Green 
Party) The stated challenges around the 

Global theme fail to recognise the 
way in which new ways of 
working are transforming our city 
centres. Cities such as Oxford have 
to re-invent themselves in the face 
of more flexible, remote and 
digital work practices. In addition, 
the cost and inconvenience of 
commuting is leading many to 
seek ways of avoiding this daily 
chore. This Strategy should not 
only recognise these trends but 
embrace them. Not least because 
they are inevitable, but also 
because they can help alleviate 
climate change and help address 
the City’s desperate housing 
shortage.

Global City Pillar-
comments on recent 
trends 

Comments noted re: trends in regard to flexible, remote 
working, commuting and implications for housing and 
climate change.

Minor change proposed. 
Highlight trend of 
flexible/hybrid working and 
office rationalisation, but be 
clear that is tempered by poor, 
low quality stock, heightened 
demand for flexible and lab 
space. Can refer to efficient 
use/re-use of existing assets. 
make clear reduced 
commuting could have 
consequences for bus route 
viability and reduce modal 
shift and increase congestion 

Strategy-Global 
City Pillar section 

EP01 (Green 
Party)

Challenge that Oxford is a Global 
City: We do not agree with the 
strategic aim to make Oxford a 
‘Global City’. Generally agreed 
definitions of what constitute a 
Global City do exist. For example, 
Kerney’s Global Cities Index uses 
29 metrics across five dimensions: 
https://www.kearney.com/global-
cities/2021
• Business Activity – capital flow, 
market dynamics and major 
companies present
• Human Capital – education 
levels
• Information exchange – access 
to information though internet 
and other media sources
• Cultural experience – access to 
major sporting events, museums 
and other expos
• Political engagement – political 
events, think tanks, embassies
Oxford does not rank as a Global 
City – nor is it considered close to 
being one. Of the 156 identified, 
30 are in Europe. These include 
the likes of Berlin, Istanbul, Paris, 
Rome, Moscow, London, Lisbon, 

Challenge that 
Oxford is a Global 
City and that Oxford 
is a global city. 

Comments noted-Page 20 clearly shows global city 
criteria cited; Chicago Council on Global Affairs; AT 
Kearney’s Global City Index; Mori Memorial
Foundation Global City Index; the Economist Intelligence 
Unit’s Global City
Competitiveness Index City. also note the modification 
within the agreed term of' global impact' to better 
explain our gloabl outlook, and role to share global 
leadership in science, technology, low carbon and 
purposeful business. This is not to be confused as growth 
at all costs but managing economic growth sustainably 
whilst being clear the city has an important knowledge 
sharing role to play.

Minor modifications-Review 
use of term Global City, ensure 
we describe our role as 'Global 
Leader' or describe we have an 
aspiration to become a Global 
City given our global profile 
and status.  

Foreword, Global 
section

EP01 (Green 
Party)

Boost domestic and international 
inward investment service. The 
Council should be looking to build 
resilience in the local economy 
rather than looking to inward 
investment. As has been 
witnessed with the takeover of the 
car plant by BMW, inward 
investment can lead to more 
uncertainty in the local economy 
and local employment.

Inward Investment 
vs building local 
economy 

Comments noted RE: Distinction between international 
inward investment and local economic development. 

Minor change. Will make clear 
that we are looking for 
positive inward investment in 
selective sectors that meets 
the three pillars

Strategy-Global 
City Pillar section
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EO09 
(Oxford Civic 
Society)

Stronger global city theme 'not 
well conceived-'need to consider 
global competiveness of the 
University, economic resilience, 
and quality of life. Focus on 
international knowledge 
leadership.

Global City Pillar-
Comments on 
conception/languag
e 

Comments noted RE: Global City Pillar Minor modifications-Review 
use of language in Global City 
Theme to assess whether it 
requires 'strengthening' and 
clarifying

Strategy-Global 
City Pillar section

EP03 (Lib 
Dem Group) GLOBAL• Retain a greater 

proportion of spin out companies.                          
• Expedite transport, digital and 
energy developments.    
• Support the recovery of the 
visitor economy.  WORKSPACE • 
Lab space for life sciences and 
technology                          
• A balanced mix of uses across all 
the above where possible.                          
• Affordable workspace 

Global City Pillar-
Comments on 
Principles 

Comments noted RE: Global City Pillar No change proposed. 
Comments on policy/practice 
rather than revisions 

Strategy-Global 
City Pillar section

EB07 
(Christchurch 
via Savills)-
Responses to 
EOS

1. Better concentrating on fewer 
topics and projects (concentrating 
resources on key areas with more 
resource leading to greater results 
in key areas rather than lower 
results in more) Reduce Delivery 
Plan? 

Delivery Plan-
Number of identified 
actions 

Comments noted RE: Scope and number of Delivery Plan 
actions and need to prioritise 

Minor modifications-Review 
presentation of and number of 
initiatives and reduce if 
required

Entire Delivery 
Plan - will be 
addressed in 
prioritisation 
planned

EB07 

 2. The Local Plan should have a 
higher prominence in the 
document and be a key element in 
the Delivery Plan. Cite more 
explicitly in Delivery plan  

Delivery Plan-
Citation of related 
strategy

Comment noted RE: Need to cite the Local Plan more 
explicitly

Minor modifications-Review 
and check Local Plan cited 
sufficiently as part of a 
hierarchy of policies and 
strategies.

Delivery 
Plan/Strategy 
(Opening 
Paragraphs) 

EB07 3. Housing Delivery: a key issue in 
the City.

Emphasis on housing 
delivery being a key 
issue

Comment noted RE: Emphasis on key issue of housing Modification - consider 
specifically including 
Affordable housing in  Guiding Entire Strategy

EB07 8. ChCh supports the need to 
boost the tourism market 
following the impact of the 
Pandemic which has knocked 
confidence in travel. There is a 
clear link to the Oxford City Centre 
Action Plan and the comments 
that ChCh has made to the 
consultation draft of that 
document should be taken in to 
account.

Christchurch support 
to boosting Tourism 
market post 
pandemic 

Comments noted RE: Christchurch support to boosting 
Tourism market post pandemic, Cross reference to City 
Centre Action Plan and need to take into account 
overlapping issues between the related strategies. 

No change proposed. 
Comments on policy/practice 
rather than revisions 

Entire Strategy & 
Relationship with 
City Centre 
Action Plan 

EB11-
Cherwell 
Developmen
t Watch 
Alliance 
(CDWA) 
alliance of 
five groups 
(Begbroke 
and Yarnton 
Green Belt 
Campaign, 
Greenway 
Oxon, 
Woodstock 
Action 
Group, 
Kidlington 
Developmen
t Watch and 
Harbord 
Road Area 
Residents’ 
Association)

Strategy is overly dominated by 
the Global City theme'. Detailed 
comments on accountability of 
EGSB, Focus on growth and 
economic development, lack of 
resident representation, need for 
increased role of University and 
'lack of any consideration of the 
Environment Act 2021'-Include 
citing of this act? 

Global City Pillar, 
EGSB-accountability, 
resident 
engagement, 
University Role and 
Environment Act

Comments noted RE: Global City Pillar vis a vis other 
Pillars, role of EGSB and its accountability as a body, the 
role of resident engagement and University and 
Environment Act. 

Minor modifications-Cite 
Environment Act 2021. Be 
clearer on the role of the EGSB 
and efforts to diversify. 

Strategy-Global 
City Pillar and 
EGSB section in 
delivery plan
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EB12 Oxford 
University 
Developmen
t Ltd (‘OUD’)

The strategy could more clearly 
focus on the specific economic 
geography of Oxford including 
those sites which are part of its 
functional economy, but which 
are in neighbouring Districts, such 
as Begbroke. These links are 
highlighted, but could benefit 
from greater emphasis

Minor modifications-
Emphasise Links to wider 
Oxfordshire locations where 
required, will add value. 
Highlight linkages with 
neighbouring local plans and 
LA collaboration 

Strategy-Review 
P8, 10, 24 & 36 
sections

EB12 The economic growth locations 
could be more clearly identified, 
as could, in the delivery plan, the 
scale of growth planned. Oxford’s 
growth is very dependent on 
maximising the contribution of a 
small number of locations both in 
and outside the Oxford City 
boundary (including the West End; 
Osney Mead and the Northern 
Growth Area). 

Economic Growth 
Locations

Comments noted RE: economic growth locations and 
contribution of locations outside the city boundary

Minor modifications-Review 
locations and add where 
required 

Strategy-Review 
P8, 10, 24 & 36 
sections

EB12 The sectoral priorities are 
supported. It may be useful to add 
materials science and 
nanotechnology either under the 
technology heading or as a 
separate sector.

Sector Priorities-
additional 

Comments noted RE: Sector Priorities additional sectors Minor modifications-add 
Materials science and 
nanotechnology to sector 
priorities 

Strategy 'priority 
sectors table' in 
Guiding Principle 
1, Action 1 on 
P23

EB12
Pages 8, 9 and 10 of the draft 
strategy helpfully set out Oxford’s 
Economic Geography. This refers 
to the wider strategic relationship 
to the ‘Knowledge Spine’ and 
‘Science Vale’ and the economic 
ecosystem. It may be worth also 
referring specifically to Oxford 
itself and the two areas that are 
identified in the recent 
Oxfordshire Growth Needs 
Assessment4 (OGNA) as the ‘City 
Centre’ and ‘City Fringe’. The 
latter incorporates parts of the 
neighbouring authorities including 
the Begbroke Science Park and 
‘new urban development’ in 
Cherwell in the growth diagram 
on Page 9.

Oxfords Economic 
Geography and 
Oxfordshire Growth 
Needs Assessment 

Comments noted RE: Oxfords Economic Geography and 
Knowledge Spine’ and ‘Science Vale’ and relation to City 
fringe as part of Oxfordshire Growth Needs Assessment

Minor modifications-Review  
diagrams RE: Locations

Strategy- P8, 9, 
10 and diagram 
on p9 review RE: 
Locations 

EB12 In relation to ‘Pillar 1’ OUD’s sites 
at Begbroke and Osney Mead can 
make a major contribution to 
increasing the amount and quality 
of commercial space. As we have 
noted above Begbroke is outside 
the City boundary but important 
to the achievement of the City’s 
economic and sustainability 
vision. It may be useful to add 
‘and neighbouring’ to ‘the City’s 
planned and existing sites’.

Global City Pillar-
Text 
Amendment/additio
n 

Comments noted: RE: Pillar 1 (Global City Pillar) and 
suggested amendment to text 

Minor modifications-Review 
sites re: Begbroke and Osney 
Mead and add 'and 
neighbouring'

Strategy-Global 
City Pillar, section 
quoting 
'Begbroke is 
outside the City 
boundary but 
important to the 
achievement of 
the City’s 
economic and 
sustainability 
vision'
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EB12 Page 22 of the document 
identifies globally significant 
specialisms. The current list of 
specialisms is supported. 
However, you may wish to 
consider adding ‘Advanced 
Materials and Nano-Technology’ 
either as a separate item or under 
the ‘Technology and Digital’ 
heading. This is a particular 
strength of the University with 
Research Groups and businesses 
based at Begbroke Science Park. 
These technologies are both 
important in their own right and 
as enabling other innovation, 
particularly in the Green and Low 
Carbon sector.

Global Pillar Section-
Addition 

Comment noted RE: Suggested revision to add ‘Advanced 
Materials and Nano-Technology’ either as a separate 
item or under the ‘Technology and Digital’ heading. 

Minor modifications-Review 
p22 re: Specialisms and see if 
‘Advanced Materials and Nano-
Technology’ either as a 
separate item or under the 
‘Technology and Digital’ 
heading. 

Strategy-section 
on p22

EB12 Oxford is uniquely placed on the 
world stage because it contains 
such a diversity of highly 
specialised individuals, University 
Departments, research teams and 
business. The ability to combine 
this knowledge into new discovery 
and new technologies is the City’s 
key international competitive 
advantage. Facilitating the 
diversity of multiple specialisms in 
a careful planned living and 
working ecosystem is the basis of 
the approach to Innovation 
Districts that OUD will take at 
Begbroke and at Osney Mead (as 
part of the wider West End 
Innovation District).

Oxford's global 
position

Comments noted: RE: Oxford's position on world stage 
and international competitive advantage 

Minor change proposed. 
Comment/opinion, no 
revisions 

Strategy-opening  
sections and 
sectors section

EB14-
University of 
Oxford 
(Estates 
Department)

The university contributed £15 
million to the UK economy in a 
single financial year 2018/19 
according to London Economics 
research in august 21. 

University of Oxford-
Recognition of 
Contribution 

Comment noted RE: Statistic on University of Oxford's 
economic contribution and suggestion addition of a 
statistic to reflect that. 

Minor modifications-Check 
stat and revise if required 

Strategy-section 
relating to role 
and contribution 
of University. 

OES Business 
& Partner 
Workshop-
14/12/21

Set out what the actual benefits of 
being a Global City are....and 
understand which apply 
effectively for Oxford. Connect 
with the Global City registers - 
Happy City, Purposeful City, 
Integrated City etc.                                          

Global City Pillar-
Benefits of being a 
Global City 

Comment noted RE: Benefits of being a Global City Minor modifications-Global 
City Pillar, are benefits 
outlined sufficiently? if not we 
can include some examples as 
suggested          

Strategy-Global 
Pillar section 

Joint 
Economic 
Strategy & 
CCAP 
Business 
workshop-
12/1/22

No Specific Revisions to 
content/format of Report in joint 
workshop notes 

N/A Comments only, no suggested revisions noted by Officers No change proposed. Strategy & 
Delivery Plan 

Experience 
Oxfordshire 

Straightforward - high level plan, 
can see our involvement, 
interested in the tourism bit, best 
idea is to compartmentalise the 
survey. Missing some context for 
fresh reader. Is Visitor economy 
getting the emphasis it deserves? 
Need a more diverse city brand 
for an overnight visit, go beyond 
heritage for this....animation, 
retail, food and drink. more on 
animation. need for conferencing 
hub - visitor centre or conference 
hub? EO should be part of this.

Support for 
Plan/Recognition of 
role to be involved 
in Delivery 

Comments noted RE: Visitor Economy emphasis, role of 
diverse city brand and offer including animation, nigh life, 
visitor centre and welcome support of Experience 
Oxfordshire to enable this. 

No change proposed. 
Comment/opinion, no 
revisions 

Strategy & 
Delivery Plan 
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OxLEP Agreed to review delivery plan 
and respond in detail through 
various teams. Visitor economy - 
flag LEP FE investments in 
hospitality suite in the delivery 
plan and existing projects. Need 
to focus on global aspects of the 
innovation district, important to 
be outward focussed. Work with 
the LEP on inward investment - 
pooling resource and use of 
resources. leverage LEP 
investment connections. Bring in 
landowner interests. on FDI. green 
construction skills Abingdon & 
Witney faculty Inc. in plan. see 
Skills plan for scale of demand. 
how many jobs, how fill them? 
growth hub links on business 
sustainability needed (e.g. energy 
issue)

LEP Investments, 
global aspects of 
Innovation district, 
landowner interests, 
FDI and Abingdon 
and Witney Facility 

Comments noted RE: LEP Investments, global aspects of 
Innovation district, landowner interests, FDI and 
Abingdon and Witney Facility

May re-characterise some of 
the delivery plan actions in 
conjunction with LEP (to 
discuss)

Strategy & 
Delivery Plan 

Vaccitech Pace of lab development key, for 
life science starts and grow on. 
Vaccitech moved to Harwell at 
certain scale as there was not 
30,000 sq. ft. immediately 
available at the science park or 
business park. wanted to stay in 
Oxford.. Make space easy to 
access so life science companies 
can get on with using their 
investment funds. Need for lab space already well articulated

No modification - need for lab 
space covered already

Oxford Bus 
Company

danger that 'future innovation' 
comes into conflict with 'here and 
now'. For example, you quote that 
Oxford is at the forefront of 
autonomy, but if it is genuinely 
thought that this will come 
forward in the next 15 years, it 
will undermine the case for Zero 
Emission Buses over that 
timeframe. I am all for innovation 
and developing this technology. 
However, we should present it as 
'developing solutions that will be 
commercially attractive to 
existing Oxfordshire businesses' 
rather than developing the 
technology per se. I'm afraid there 
are some that see this as 
replacing existing public transport 
providers and if this is the case, 
there is a danger the investments 
to solve the problems over the 
next 5 to 10 years will be 
undermined.

Comment noted - not mentioning innovation as part of current transport policy at this point

No modification - 

Oxford Bus 
Company

1) The City Council should support 
the promotion of the Oxford Pass 
scheme - 
2) The importance of the coach 
links to Heathrow and Gatwick 
airports needs to be emphasised 
more.
3) In the absence of a Visitor 
Information Point, stronger 
support should be given to our 
Visitor Information Point.
4) We need a much better 
welcome and management of 
tourist coaches.
5) Gloucester Green Coach Station 
needs to be a priority for 
refurbishment. Visitor Economy 

Points all noted and will be borne in mind at delivery 
stage. Oxford pass already mentioned, discussions on 
visitor points being followed up
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Oxford Bus 
Company

It is clear that Oxford is an 
economic powerhouse. However, 
the importance of efficint 
transport links around the city is 
underplayed significantly, 
particularly:

1) The need for buses to be quick
2) The need for some form of 
demand responsive transport
3) The 'Eastern Arc Indicative 
Frequencies' need much more 
work and are not currently fit for 
purpose.

The City also needs to strongly 
consider putting Community 
Infrastructure Levy funds into 
transport schemes that it wishes 
to see e.g. demand responsive 
transport as it is not likely that 
these can be developed 
commercially. Stronger 
partnership between bus 
operators, city, county and 
business is needed. We need to do 
much better than this with the 
resources available to us.

Oxford Bus 
Company

Generally focuses on the right 
issues, and good to see that 
improved bus provision, 
information and infrastructure to 
better connect people to jobs is 
one of the 'top 5 fundamental 
investments'.

Comments noted and minor modifications made re 
ZEBRA. Tourist coaches already mentioned

Minor modification delivery 
plan

Oxford 
Business 
Park

Arlington wish to stress the 
absolute importance of focusing 
on transport improvements and 
expediting transport 
developments – such as the 
Cowley Branch Line extension – 

Comments all noted. The sectors are only illustrative and 
we will make it clear that wider sectors can locate in 
these locations

Comments noted

Oxford 
Business 
Park As stressed across our response, 

this will be particularly catalysed 
by investment in necessary public 
transport infrastructure to 
improve connections – such as the 
Cowley Branch Line extension. 
However, we wish to make the 
following observation.Whilst 
generally supportive of the 
principles established in 
‘Connecting Oxford’,  are 
concerned that the proposed 
Workplace Parking Levy (WPL) is 
an unequal way in which funds 
will be raised for public transport 
improvements – contrary to the 
principle of creating an ‘Inclusive 
City’.  feel a fairer means of 
generating funds would involve all 
stakeholders in the success of the 
region (inhabitants and workers 
alike), rather than targeting a 
minority of individuals who are 
then penalised by the region’s 
already poor transport system.

Comments noted. These will be relevant to future 
transport consultations and stakeholder invited to 
particpate in all as fully as possible.

Comments noted
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Respondent 
Code 

Consultation Response Strategy Revision Officer Response Revisions proposed Scope of Revisions 
(Strategy or Delivery 
Plan & Relevant 
section) 

Survey Inclusivity - yes this is good, although 
maybe better to talk of a just 
transition (as per Scottish 
Government). It is also to consider 
spatial inequality (as in the sense of 
the UK2070 Commission).

Terminology 2-
‘Inclusivity=just 
transition’                                                                                                                                            

Comment noted RE: term inclusivity be substituted with that 
of 'just transition' (I.e. equitable transition to a net zero 
economy). Inclusivity as a term is used in the Strategy to 
reflect wider considerations than sustainability and equitable 
transition. Consideration of UK2070 duly noted however. 

No change proposed. Strategy-Inclusivity 
Pillar section

EB02 (OxLEP) Refer to DFE Local Skills Report and 
Plan and ensure alignment on 
Guiding principles and delivery plan 
where possible. Cross reference more 
closely

Skills GPs and actions 
need alignment

Comment noted RE: Need to cite DFE Skills Report and align 
where required in Delivery Plan. 

Minor modification proposed-
Refer to DFE Local Skills Report 
and Plan and ensure alignment 
on Guiding principles and 
delivery plan where possible 
cross reference more closely

Strategy-Inclusive Pillar 
Section & Delivery Plan 
related actions 

EB02 (OxLEP) Page 13 bullet 3 - Growth Hub 
services funded by BEIS are accessible 
to all eligible businesses and it is not 
possible to offer preferential access to 
business support

Business support 
actions (COVID 
recovery)

Suggested Revision to Page 13 bullet 3 of Strategy Minor modification proposed-
Growth Hub services funded by 
BEIS are accessible to all eligible 
businesses and it is not possible 
to offer preferential access to 
business support

Strategy-Page 13 bullet 
3 - Growth Hub services 
section 

EB02 (OxLEP) Align with the recent successful 
Visitor Economy Renaissance bid and 
the planned “Visitor Economy – Vision 
and Action Plan for Oxfordshire, 2022-
24” which will be led by a newly 
formed Tourism Task Group taking a 
holistic Oxfordshire wide approach 
(and working strategically with both 
Experience Oxfordshire and Cotswold 
DMOs and other partners across 
Oxfordshire).  The Tourism Task 
Group will feed into the Culture and 
Visitor Economy Sub Group, provide 
updates to the Economic Recovery 
Task Group, and up to the OxLEP 
Board. The new high level Tourism 
Task Group will hopefully ensure 
delivery of joint activities to help the 
recovery of the visitor economy. 

Plan on Visitor 
Economy 

Comments noted RE: need to align with the recent successful 
Visitor Economy Renaissance bid and the planned “Visitor 
Economy – Vision and Action Plan for Oxfordshire, 2022-24” 
which will be led by a newly formed Tourism Task Group taking 
a holistic Oxfordshire wide approach (and working strategically 
with both Experience Oxfordshire and Cotswold DMOs and 
other partners across Oxfordshire).  The Tourism Task Group 
will feed into the Culture and Visitor Economy Sub Group, 
provide updates to the Economic Recovery Task Group, and up 
to the OxLEP Board. The new high level Tourism Task Group 
will hopefully ensure delivery of joint activities to help the 
recovery of the visitor economy. 

Minor modification proposed-
Review Strategy and cite these 
strategies and groups where 
relevant in the Strategy, if not 
cited already. 

Strategy-Inclusive Pillar 
Section

EB02 (OxLEP) Inward investment is a key 
component in the Delivery Plan.  As 
you are aware OxLEP works with DIT 
and our local partners to provide an 
Oxfordshire focussed approach to 
international investment as detailed 
in the Oxfordshire 
Internationalisation Plan.  

Plan on Visitor 
Economy 

Statement of support that Inward investment is a key 
component in the Delivery Plan.  

Minor modifications to align with 
Oxon Internationalisation Plan         

Strategy-Global Pillar 
section and Delivery 
Plan

EP01 (Green 
Party) The OLW should be supplemented 

with an Oxford Living Rent to help 
control the costs of accommodation. 
Other discounts should be considered 
for those on low wages - for example, 
reducing the cost of Council services 
for those in financial hardship.

OLW/Oxford Living 
Rent Proposal 

Proposals noted RE: OLW, Oxford Living Rent idea and 
suggested discounts as both ideas to consider exploring going 
forward. 

No change proposed. Comments 
on policy outside of scope of the 
EOS

Strategy-Inclusive Pillar 
Section

EP01 (Green 
Party)

There IS a good argument for flexible 
workspaces (which is consistent with 
new ways of working) but the market 
has been quick to provide this and 
there is (again) no clear unmet 
demand as a result. Meanwhile 
leases, whilst a good idea, are by 
their nature temporary and not a 
good long term solution. The Council 
should enter into long-term 
arrangements with organisations 
such as Oxford Makespace.

Flexible Workspace Comments noted RE: Flexible workspace and Meanwhile leases 
connected to Meanwhile in Oxfordshire Project. Evidence 
suggests the market has not provided sufficient flexible space 
as yet. This will be kept under review

No change proposed. Comments 
on policy/practice rather than 
revisions 

Strategy-Inclusive Pillar 
Section

Inclusive 
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EP01 (Green 
Party)

Increasing quantity and quality of 
commercial space. At the current time 
there is no justification for doing this. 
Oxford has many empty units and 
changes in ways of working are 
reducing the demand for commercial 
space. The money being spent of 
commercial property investments 
would be better directed to tackling 
the other inclusivity (new affordable 
housing) and zero carbon challenges 
(new renewable energy) set out in the 
Strategy. The example given of 
Oxford North is a good illustration of 
how NOT to do it. The development 
will not meet zero carbon targets and 
by creating 4,500 new jobs (but only 
providing 480 new homes) will lead to 
MORE pressure on Oxford’s housing 
stock and hence worse inclusivity.

Commercial 
Workspace

Comments Noted RE: Evidence gathered demonstrates need 
for commercial space (refurbished, new uses and new) across 
lab, R&D and flexible office space. Commercial workspace and 
impacts on affordable housing, zero carbon and case studies 
for Officers to helpfully to consider (or not consider) as good 
practice.

No change proposed.  
Comment/Opinion and not 
revisions 

Strategy-Inclusive Pillar 
Section

EBO4 Need clearer, more direct references 
to affordability and supply of housing 
across all levels of income scale (e.g. 
low and medium) and relation to 
labour market

Reference to housing 
affordability , income 
and labour market 

Comments noted RE: Links between housing affordability, 
supply, income and labour market, which are reflected in the 
Strategy. 

Modification - Guiding principles 
to include affordable housing 
under this pillar

Strategy-Inclusive Pillar 
Section

EO05 
('Unlimited 
Oxon' 
disabled 
charity)

Refer to needs of residents in the EOS 
& CCAP 

Residents Comment noted RE: Reference to residents which are made 
throughout both Strategy, Delivery Plan and City Centre Action 
Plan. 

No change proposed. Comment 
on policy/practice for delivery, 
not a revision 

Strategy-Inclusive Pillar 
Section & Delivery Plan 
& City Centre Action 
Plan

EO06 (CPRE 
Oxon)

Make clear what in control and what 
not. 

Scope/Control Comment noted RE: clarity on what is under OCC Control and 
what is not 

Modification - make clear what is 
committed, an ask, aspiration 
through revision of delivery plan 
format

Strategy-Inclusive Pillar 
Section

ER16 Guiding Principles-Can these be more 
clearly linked to measurable 
outcomes…

Principles/Measures Comment noted RE: Outcomes focus for measurement Minor modification proposed to 
delivery plan to allow new 
column on expceted impacts  

Delivery Plan & 
Strategy-Guiding 
Principles section 

EO09 (Oxford 
Civic Society)

Strategic Priorities-need to be clear 
on hard choices given housing and 
workspace balance issue. Tourism, 
science businesses, housing, what are 
the priorities shaping the balance?

Priorities-Housing vs 
Workspace, balancing 
needs

Comment noted RE: balancing priorities and hard choices, 
reflected in the Delivery Plan and Principles of the Strategy. 

Modification. Commentary on 
balanced approach to economic 
development will be made 
clearer given range of comments 
here

Entire Strategy & 
Delivery Plan 

EO09 (Oxford 
Civic Society)

Repetition in skills sections. Make 
clearer where about apprentices, 
technical and academic skills vs 
employability etc. align with LEP skills 
priorities…

Skills-Correction Correction of repetition noted to be addressed through 
revisions 

Minor modification proposed-
Review skills section for 
repetition, revise if required 

Strategy-Inclusive Pillar 
section (Skills). 
Removed from global 
section 

ER19 (Stop 
the Arc)

Missing from the Economic Strategy 
and the Delivery Plan is any attempt 
to address the chronic housing 
shortage by the construction of social 
housing.  we need to abandon the 
Government terminology of 
affordable housing 

Affordable Housing Comment noted RE: addressing the chronic housing shortage 
by the construction of social housing. We will forcus on 
affordable housing for a range of income levels in wider 
housing policy including social

No change proposed. Comment 
on policy/practice for delivery, 
not a revision and cited in other 
responses. 

Strategy-Inclusive Pillar 
section

EP03 (Lib Dem 
Group)

INCLUSIVE • Support local people to 
access skills, training and education 
opportunities    
• Support local spending, enhance 
local business and generate social 
value through procurement.                                               
• Explore options to deliver more 
affordable travel to travel to 
employment and education using 
public transport, cycling and walking.   

Inclusive Pillar Comments noted RE: Ideas for this section for Officer 
consideration 

No change, already in preferred 
principles

Comment noted RE: 
addressing the chronic 
housing shortage by 
the construction of 
social housing. We will 
forcus on affordable 
housing for a range of 
income levels in wider 
housing policy 
including 
social+B18:F18
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EP03 (Lib Dem 
Group)

report publicly through annual 
sustainability reports on their 
initiatives and performance on 
standardised indicators related to 
paying a living wage and adhering to 
working standards in line with ILO 
core labour standards. The city can 
also require all council contractors to 
publicly disclose data on their board 
and employee gender and ethnic 
diversity, as well as associated 
workforce data. The city can convene 
working groups for public and private 
sector employers – both SMEs and 
larger companies – to share good 
practices on their initiatives to 
promote wage and working standard 
improvements for workers in Oxford 
and document these practices in case 
studies. 

Public Reporting Comments noted RE: Ideas for annual public reporting in line 
with ILO labour standards for Officer consideration. We have 
working groups in place on inclusive employers already and 
will table ideas here

No change proposed. Comment 
on policy/practice for delivery, 
not a revision

N/A

EB07 
6. The OES needs to be clearer on 
how boosting the economy of the City 
will result in a more inclusive
environment. Addressing inequalities 
is key. One way would be through 
specific policies on Training
and Skills initiatives linked to new 
development or new businesses.           

Addressing 
Inequalities 

Comments noted RE: mechanism for addressing inequalities 
such as the skills initiatives cited in the Strategy and Delivery 
Plan. These are already highlighted.

No change proposed. 
Comment/Opinion not revision 

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

EB12 The strategy rightly identifies 
Affordable Housing as a critical issue 
for Oxford, both to ensure that people 
can access good quality homes in one 
of the most expensive places in the 
UK, and to ensure that Oxford 
remains economically competitive by 
attracting and retaining people and 
their families at all skill levels. This 
might be added as one of the 
‘Guiding Principles’ on Page 14.'The 
University recognises that there is 
both acute ‘general’ housing need in 
Oxford, and also specific needs 
created by the structure of the local 
economy and particularly the higher 
education and research sectors.

Housing, Education 
and Research sector 
needs 

Comments noted: University recognition of acute and general 
housing need and education/reproach sectors specific needs. 

Review Guiding Principle 14 re: 
affordable housing

Strategy-Guiding 
Principle 14 section 

EB14 
University of 
Oxford 
(Estates 
Dept.) 

The university is supportive of 
Inclusive Economy and active 
members of the OIEP, is supportive of 
Oxford Living wage and has its own 
programme of support to its staff. 

Inclusive 
Economy/OLW

Statement of support noted RE: Inclusive Economy and OLW No change proposed. Statement 
of Support 

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

EB14 
University of 
Oxford 
(Estates 
Dept.) 

The university is pleased to read of 
the innovative interventions to be 
delivered as part of the plan but 
wishes greater emphasis be placed on 
the 'last mile' from the ring road and 
the newly designated edge of Oxford 
housing land to the city centre. 

Innovation/edge of 
Oxford Housing 

Statement of support noted RE: Innovative Interventions of 
Delivery Plan 

No change proposed. Statement 
of Support 

Delivery Plan 

OES Business 
& Partner 
Workshop-
14/12/21

Oxfordshire was the first Social 
Enterprise County and the first "B 
Local" - a place where the number of 
B Corps is growing. These are vital 
ways to both strengthen economies 
and address social and environmental 
challenges that have global appeal

Social Enterprise/B 
Corps

Comments Noted RE: Delivery Plan- B Corps section, Officers 
added additional context about Social Enterprise County 

No change proposed. Comments 
are ones raised in other 
responses and dealt with 
elsewhere in this spreadsheet. 

Strategy-sections 
relating to B Corps 

Joint 
Economic 
Strategy & 
CCAP 
Business 
workshop-
12/1/22

No Specific Revisions to 
Content/Format of Report in joint 
workshop notes 

N/A N/A No change proposed. No Specific 
Revisions 

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 
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Vaccitech Prioritise inclusivity strand as a key 
issues. Consider model for when 
established firms move out. Get firms 
involved in inclusive employers work. 
University is very important but could 
put private companies up front in 
importance (e.g. like Stanford does). 
companies like vaccitech willing to do 
more on internships and careers 
advice is asked in a structured 
way....some financial, admin and 
operational roles could be taken by 
local residents if efforts are made 
here...Cost of living and spiralling 
costs of staffing possibly a long term 
threat. Need to make decisions on 
transport. need rail links to come 
forward and a better bus/active 
travel offer. difficulty in regulatory 
roles with EU recruitment down.

Inclusivity/Cost of 
Living/Connectivity 

Generally supportive of approach in strategy. No change proposed. 
Comments/opinions, no revisions 

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

Oxford City 
Council-
Housing 
Services 

Barton Park and Oxford North CEPs 
examples of role developments can 
play in tackling unemployment but 
also housing issues can be tackled. 
Skill shortages by sector and age 
require meeting. Inequality and 
housing affordability are the 'Achilles 
heels 'of Oxford City, which threaten 
to hamper development of a global 
city.  As a resident also felt that entry 
level jobs are not enough in our job 
creation and that tackling the talent 
pipeline and creating opportunities 
for higher end jobs in tech and 
science sectors should be possible in 
Oxford. 

Inequality/Housing Statement of Support RE: Inclusive economy and role of CEPs 
to tackle housing and skills challenges in city 

No change proposed. Policy 
Officer Forums means to align 
council strategies.

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

Old Fire 
Station 

Inclusive Economy crucial to tackling 
inequality, big ticket items like 
transport connectivity needed. More 
focus on community wealth building 
and keeping spend and investment 
local needed. 

Inclusive economy and 
community wealth 
building initiatives 

Statement of Support RE: Inclusive economy and community 
wealth building initiatives 

No modification - CWB approach 
highlighted in strategy, pillars and 
plan 

Strategy-Inclusive Pillar 
section  

Community 
Association 
Liaison 
Meeting-
25/11/21

Comments but no recommended 
changes to text or format/design

N/A N/A No change proposed. No 
recommended changes 

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 
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Respondent 
Code 

Consultation Response Strategy Revision Officer Response Revisions (Where required) Scope of Revisions (Strategy or Delivery Plan & Relevant section) 

Survey/EB04 
(university of 
Oxford & 
Colleges) 
Brasenose, 
Christ
Church, 
Exeter, 
Lincoln, 
Magdalen, 
Merton, 
New, 
Nuffield and 
St John’s 
Colleges)

Definition of net zero needed                   
I don't think the concept of 'net 
zero' is useful - it implies that 
Oxford will continue being a 
contributor to climate change and 
instead of fundamentally 
changing the way we live we can 
make minor changes and pay 
some non-existent other party to 
make good the damage we do. 
'Zero' yes - 'Net' no!

All Strategy focused 
suggested revisions:                                                                                                                                       
Terminology 1-‘Net 
Zero’=Zero.

Definition of Net Zero agreed for use in the Strategy, terminology 
of both documents to be reviewed in light of agreed definition.

Use of net zero definition 
adopted by OCC

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

Survey The order is wrong.  Climate 
change and net Zero must be the 
priority.

Format-‘Order of 
Pillars’                                                                                                                                                                                                

Officers agree with the suggested revised order of the Pillars be 
revised and that Net Zero pillar be put first so emphasises its 
relative priority (also to order inclusive before global)  

Minor modification proposed-
Revise order of Pillars to:  
1.Zet Zero, 2. Inclusive and 
then 3. Global. Strategy

Survey Biodiversity is missing - it should 
be Inclusive, Net Zero, and 
Biodiversity Recovery - and in that 
hierarchical order.

Terminology 3-
‘Biodiversity missing’

Officers agreed that a review of the Strategy to ascertain whether 
biodiversity was cited- as and where appropriate, should be 
undertaken 

Minor modification proposed-
Review of the Strategy to be 
undertaken to ascertain 
whether biodiversity was cited 
- as and where appropriate

Strategy - added to 
sections on workspace 
and Net zero in 
delivery plan

Survey It is clear that Oxford is an 
economic powerhouse. However, 
the importance of efficient 
transport links around the city is 
underplayed significantly, 
particularly:
1) The need for buses to be quick
2) The need for some form of 
demand responsive transport
3) The 'Eastern Arc Indicative 
Frequencies' need much more 
work and are not currently fit for 
purpose.

Terminology 6-
Emphasise role of 
efficient transport 
links                                                                                                           

Minor modification proposed-
Review Terminology 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

Survey 
I do not endorse any of the 
proposals in Qs 9 & 10. They do 
not address the priority issues of 
environmental protection & 
restoration (not just net zero but 
all aspects of the environment) 
nor inclusiveness. There is hugely 
disproportionate focus on 
'growth'. I don't agree with the 
fundamental thinking & priorities 
in the proposed strategy.

Terminology 7-De-
emphasise growth                                                                                                                                                 

Opinion

Minor modification proposed-
Review Terminology so the 
strategy is not incorrectly 
viewed as growth at all costs

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

Survey There seems to be confusion here 
between Zero Carbon economy 
and Innovation and Knowledge 
economy. Oxford needs to deliver 
basics for energy conservation like 
home insulation and 
pedestrianisation, and not to seek 
glamour from "innovation". we 
know what needs to be done.

Terminology 8-
confusion between 
terms, Zero carbon, 
Innovation and 
knowledge economy

Comments noted RE: definition of Net Zero. Strategy works to an 
agreed definition (inserted). However, the economic opportunity 
of low carbon knowledge sectors has been clearly evidenced and 
should remain. Both opportunities and challenges are presented 
in the strategy.

No change -Review 
Terminology to make 
distinction clear. 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

Survey My main issue with the strategy is 
that it overemphasizes 
development instead of 
regeneration of our existing 
facilities, and improving our 
human capital in Oxford

Terminology -De-
emphasise 
Development                                                                                                                                    

Comments noted re: Growth and development. the Strategy does 
not automatically assume growth will provide regeneration of 
facilities nor that it will not. This is the remit of landowners, public 
policy and political decision making re:  investment in facilities. 
the strategy proposed efficient use/re-use of existing assets 

No change proposed.  
Comment/Opinion and not 
revisions 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park)

Sustainable Transport: The 
Strategy states that ‘the 
successful delivery of the strategy 
is predicated on more efficient, 
sustainable movement of people 
and goods’ and that ‘investment 
in transport and active travel 
infrastructure is fundamental’. 
This recognition is supported, 
given the essential role of 
infrastructure in supporting the 
growth which the Strategy 
targets, including the growth of 
The Oxford Science Park together 
with other key institutions and 
priority sectors.

Action 2 of the 
Delivery Plan lists a 
range of transport 
and infrastructure 
improvements, 
which includes:
‘Expedite the Cowley 
Branch Line 
extension to better 
connect to existing 
and new 
employment 
opportunities’ 
(echoed in Action 
17). There has been 
a longstanding 
aspiration for the re-
opening of the 
Cowley Branch Line, 
and The Oxford 
Science Park support 
this. Life sciences is 
a highly 
collaborative sector 
making good 
transport links vital. 
In addition to the 
Cowley Branch Line, 
measures such as on-

Comments noted RE: Cowley branch line and connections to OSP 
and other locations being of strategic importance along with 
active travel modes as part of 5 key investments. This is made 
clear through comments picked up elsewhere 

No modification proposed- Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

Zero Carbon 
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EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park)

Zero Carbon: The Oxford Science 
Park welcomes the Strategy’s 
aims to drive the global low 
carbon economy by embedding 
zero carbon principles across 
future economic decision making. 
The Oxford Science Park’s
aspiration is to achieve zero 
carbon emissions by 2030, to 
reduce construction carbon 
emissions as much as possible and 
to identify offset investment 
streams for the development to 
achieve net zero carbon by 2030.

Zero Carbon/OSP Statement of Support for Strategies Zero Carbon commitments Minor modification - Highlight 
Science park's net zero 
ambition

Strategy-Delivery Plan, 
Net zero map, 
workspace section 

EBO3 
(Oxford 
Science Park)

The Strategy should recognise the 
complexities involved with 
delivering net zero carbon and the 
policies should adopt a flexible 
approach as to the means of 
achieving emissions reductions. 
The policies should allow 
flexibility to choose the approach 
which best fits the needs of 
developments, is lowest cost per 
tonne of emissions saved, and has 
fewest negative impacts. This 
requires positive planning policy 
support for
local planning authorities to use 
planning controls, such as 
planning conditions and s.106 
legal agreements,
to secure future delivery of 
measures that contribute to a net 
zero carbon strategy for a 
development. This
is current practice in some areas, 
such as the number of electric 
vehicle charging points, but 
should be
extended to allow other 
measures, such as future 
reduction in car parking or 

Zero 
Carbon/Complexitie
s 

Comments noted RE: Complexities of transition to Zero Carbon 
and the infrastructure required for successful delivery. 

No change proposed.  
Comment/Opinion and not 
revisions 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EO04 
(Network 
Rail

Oxford’s Economic Strategy: 
Oxford – An emerging national 
rail hub. The updated text and 
graphics are appended to this 
response (attached). 

References to EWR 
1, 2 and 3 are 
incorrect. worth 
seeking agreement 
from EWR company. 
I would certainly 
remove any of the 
references to 
extensions to the 
south of Oxford. The 
current proposal to 
serve Cowley is also 
not through the use 
of EWR

Corrections noted and Revisions to be made in relevant sections Minor modification proposed-
Review Strategy in light of the 
EWR Corrections

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section References to 
EWR 1, 2 and 3

EP01 (Green 
Party)

Incorrect statements and 
assumptions:
• There has NOT been £84m of 
Council investment in the climate 
emergency (‘£84m council 
investment in climate emergency’ 
(page 6)). This figure has been 
successfully challenged several 
times within the Council by the 
Greens as it refers to leveraged 
investments NOT made by the 
Council and also includes wider 
County climate change funding 
(where the benefit falls outside of 
the City). The breakdown of the 
£84m can be found here:  
https://mycouncil.oxford.gov.uk/d
ocuments/s52090/Appendix%201
_Response%20to%20Citizens%20
Assembly.pdf 

Climate 
Emergency/Investme
nt 

Comments Noted RE: interpretation of figure relating to 
investment in the climate emergency. 

Minor modification proposed-
Check stats cited and make 
changes to clarify statement

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EP01 (Green 
Party) Omissions: There are many 

important issues which have not 
been covered. For example:
• Valuing natural capital 
(biodiversity and outdoor spaces)
• The need for a circular materials 
economy
• Localisation of supply chains 
and labour

Net Zero-Omissions Comments Noted RE: Areas suggested not covered by the Strategy 
to be reviewed and revised if required. 

Minor modification proposed- 
include these areas of focus in 
the pillar

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 
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EP01 (Green 
Party) Expedite the connectivity 

Improvements and Infrastructure 
needed to unlock Oxford's 
economic potential. No mention is 
made here of digital connectivity. 
The primary goal should be to 
reduce the need to travel. The 
Draft Strategy mentions the need 
for the sustainable movement of 
people AND GOODS but no 
schemes are put forward which 
deal with the latter. All relate to 
the movement of people. 
Regarding the latter, the Council 
has been equivocal in its support 
for active travel measures such as 
Low Traffic Neighbourhoods. 
These are an essential element of 
Connecting Oxford.

Connectivity & 
Economic Growth 
link 

The Digitial Infrastructure Strategy is specifically mentioned. The 
EOS specifaly mentions modal shift and active travel

No change proposed.  Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EP01 (Green 
Party)

Delivery Plan: The principles and 
projects are a mixed bag. Some 
will support the strategic ‘zero 
carbon’ ambition whereas others 
are too weak or misguided and 
thus unlikely to contribute 
significantly to the ambition. To 
give some examples:
• Go Ultra Low Oxford is failing to 
provide sufficient charging points 
to support all those who wish to 
own or use an electric car. Many 
car clubs are actually removing 
electric cars from their fleet due 
to insufficient charging 
infrastructure. The scheme is also 
failing to provide a solution for 
those without access to off-street 
charging points.
• Oxford North is given as an 
exemplar development yet the 
Council approved planning 
without much thought to 
environmental considerations. 
The Oxford North website makes 
no specific commitments around 
climate change and carbon 
emissions beyond those required 
by building regulations. In 

Delivery 
Plan/Principles 

Comments noted RE: Delivery Plan and principles/projects. A 
range of comments relevant to the delivery made in the 
consultation response for officer consideration. 

No change Delivery Plan 

EP01 (Green 
Party)

Maximise the recovery and 
positive impacts of the visitor 
economy. Given the uncertainties 
over international travel – due to 
factors such as BREXIT, the 
pandemic and the increasing 
pressure to reduce international 
flights to address climate change, 
the Strategy should be focusing on 
developing and promoting 
‘staycations’ or focusing on those 
overseas visitors who are able to 
travel using more sustainable 
means. These, more local visitors, 
should be encouraged to stay 
longer thereby reducing overall 
the number of trips.

Visitor Economy Comments noted RE: Visitor Economy and recovery. Minor modification.  Make 
clear importance  of local and 
national visitors in the strategy

Delivery Plan - Visitor 
economy themes

EP01 (Green 
Party)

We would recommend the use of 
Doughnut Economics (DE) as a 
framework for identifying priority 
themes and balancing trade-offs. 
The Greens in Oxford organised a 
webinar with DE founder and 
Oxford resident, Kate Raworth, 
which explored the application of 
this framework to Oxford. 
https://doughnuteconomics.org    
https://youtu.be/5iwYNlF0paI

Doughnut 
Economics

The Economic Strategy is informed by a number of measurement 
approaches of which the Doughnut Economics model is one, 
alongside Triple Bottom line approach, Mission focussed economy 
and SD Goals. The strategy will not limit itself to using 1 
methodology for measurement but rather draw on multiple 
methodologies and tailor measures to the specific needs of 
Oxford City and the identified Principles and Objectives of the 
OES. OCC has engaged with Doughnut Economics Action Lab 
(DEAL) to explore transferable learning. 

Minor modifciation propsed - 
refer to circular, sharing and 
doughnut economy thinking 
alongside SD Goals more 
clearly. Highlight need for 
rubust framework and 
exploreuse of  DEAL Lab Tools 
for implementation.

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

EP01 (Green 
Party)

The framing of the challenges 
around Zero Carbon is 
idiosyncratic. ‘50mins to travel 5 
miles by bus is a symptom rather 
than a cause. The challenges are 
poor bus provision, private car use 
and congestion

Zero Carbon 
Challenges 

Comments noted RE: framing of Zero Carbon challenges, the 
Strategy has an agreed definition it is working to for this. 
Challenges noted. 

Modification on transport and 
zero carbon picked up 
elsewhere

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

EB04 
(university of 
Oxford & 
Colleges) 
Brasenose, 
Christ
Church, 
Exeter, 
Lincoln, 
Magdalen, 
Merton, 
New, 
Nuffield and 
St John’s 
Colleges)

Transport - support approach, 
need to refer in more detail to 
'forecast and decide' approach in 
transport policy and delivery. Also 
reference to EWR 1,2,3 needs 
correcting . See NR response

Transport-Forecast 
and decide 
approach 

Comments noted  RE: Forecast and decide approach which has 
been adopted in transport strategy of Oxon CC. 

Minor modification proposed-
Review NR response RE: EWR 
1-3 Corrections

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 
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EO06 (CPRE 
Oxon)

Consider how/if appropriate to 
refer to the Environment Act 2021 
(strategy diagram_. look for direct 
application of act. Recognise the 
importance of the Green Belt (that 
remains after allocation)

Environment Act 
2021-Diagram 

Comments noted RE: Environment Act 2021, cited in other 
responses also 

Minor modification proposed-
Reference Environment Act 
2021, see other related 
comments 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EO06 (CPRE 
Oxon)

give priority to enabling 
Brownfield and under-utilised 
sites, dense development in urban 
areas (e.g. Biz and sci park)

Brownfield Comments noted RE: Brownfield and sites in urban areas Minor modification - 
terminology more to be clear 
that site and premises re-use 
is a priority already

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EO06 (CPRE 
Oxon)

Show Joined up with LCTP5 LCTP5
Comments noted RE: need to cite LCTP5

Minor modification proposed-
Reference LCTP5

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

Clearer referral to vision and 
hierarchy in LCTP re-draft

LCTP5

Comments noted RE: need to cite LCTP5
Minor modification proposed-
Reference LCTP5

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

Check with county on how to 
present the five fundamental 
investments page 8

5 Investments 

Comments noted RE: County and 5 Investments 

Minor modification proposed-
County Officers advising  re: 
any detailed revisions required 
on 5 fundamental investments

Strategy p8

EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

Net Zero Principles-‘take 
proactive steps to measure and 
reduce the environmental impacts 
of existing economic activity’. 
Need to be clearer on how this 
will be done if possible or state 
that it will be part of the actions 
to define

Net Zero Principles Comments noted RE: explicit steps in delivery of this principle Minor modification proposed-
Revise to make measures 
clearer/more explicit 

 Delivery Plan 

EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

Item 17 Delivery Plan is to explore 
options to deliver more affordable 
travel to key employment 
locations and refers to the need to 
work with Oxfordshire County 
Council. The text should be 
updated and refined, for example 
the reference to the Bus Service 
Improvement Partnership (BSIP) 
bid is out of date, as the bid has 
now been submitted

BSIP/Delivery Plan Comments noted RE: reference to the Bus Service Improvement 
Partnership (BSIP) requiring updating 

Minor modification proposed-
Review and revise item 17 of 
Delivery Plan 

Delivery Plan, item 17

EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

Item 19 and 20 Delivery Plan- 
make the county connection to 
Core Transport schemes (formerly 
connecting Oxford), which will 
have major impacts

Core Transport 
schemes 

Comments noted RE: Impacts of Core Transport schemes Minor modification - 
terminology change 

Delivery Plan, item 19-20

EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

Item 23 (the last item) Delivery 
Plan is about delivering the 
Oxford Zero Emission Zone. This 
appears as if it has been added 
on, as it does not read in the same 
way as the preceding items. The 
need to deliver the Oxford Zero 
Emission Zone should be referred 
to as an action in the ‘how’ 
column in respect of achieving 
some of the previous items, rather 
than being listed separately.

Oxford Zero 
Emission Zone 

Comments noted RE: Oxford Zero Emission Zone delivery Minor modification proposed-
Review item 23 to ensure 
correct - add it into the other 
principles as a how to , rather 
than an outcome.

Delivery Plan, item 23

E008: (One 
Planet 
Abingdon 
Climate 
Emergency 
Centre -
OPACEC)

Lack of evidence: “growth” is 
compatible with the transition to 
zero carbon and this theme will 
exclude and not include all those 
who believe that the growth 
agenda would lead to increased 
emissions and more biodiversity 
loss. The Strategy excludes many 
young people who believe that to 
be the case. Growth would also 
lead to more congestion that 
would deter the visitors and 
tourists and also firms wanting to 
operate in a cleaner and greener 
environment of which there are 
many European examples

Youth Engagement Comments noted RE: Engagement of young people Minor modification e.g. 
membership of groups such as 
EGSB, wording altered page 24 
of part 2 and also will be 
borne out in approach.

Consultation/Engagem
ent 

E008: The strategy also lacks the 
evidence that substantial numbers 
of new houses could be delivered 
without disrupting the key theme 
of zero carbon. There is 
uncertainty about any claim that 
the biodiversity loss (including 
that of soils, mycorrhizal systems 
and mature planting) could be 
offset or enhanced by biodiversity 
gain.

Housing/Zero 
Carbon/biodiversity 

Comments noted RE: Housing and Zero Carbon and biodiversity - 
these will be defined by planning policies that are seeking to 
transition to net zero

No change Strategy-Evidence Base 
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EB05 (Bio-
abundance)

1. it does not put the CLIMATE 
EMERGENCY front and centre 2. 
An alternative strategy for Oxford 
would be one which takes account 
of organic population growth 
rather than seeking to attract 
huge numbers from elsewhere; 
provides sufficient jobs to 
maintain full employment; houses 
more key workers in the City; and 
does not expand beyond it’s 
existing boundaries to inflict the 
misery of urban sprawl on its 
neighbours.                                                                                                                                                                                                                
3. In our view, Oxford City's 
economic strategy should be 
developed using the much 
acclaimed DOUGHNUT 
ECONOMICS model which can be 
likened to a compass for human 
prosperity in the 21st century. 

Climate 
Emergency/Doughn
ut Economics 

Comments noted RE: Climate emergency and Doughnut 
economics, dealt with in other Officer responses 

No change proposed. 
Comments are ones raised in 
other responses and dealt 
with elsewhere in this 
spreadsheet. 

Strategy & Delivery PlanF33:F37 

EO09 
(Oxford Civic 
Society)

ZEZ should be part of other 
actions as a specific how. Be clear 
west end action impacts transport 
and is uni and college controlled. 
Highlight developer role In item1 . 
Highlight GB railways role in item 
2. highlight hard choices must be 
made on visitor economy e.g. 
proper city and county tourist org. 
affordable workspace need to 
mention IT provision. affordable 
travel is about coherent network. 
18. ESG already exists so make 
that clear. 15 min NH (16) what 
change of use is needed? seems 
reverse may be happening in 
some places so highlight that. be 
clear where money is needed!

ZEZ and Developer 
role

Comments noted RE: ZEZ and Developer role, 15 minute 
neighbourhoods, affordable travel, Workspace for Officer 
consideration. 

Minor modification proposed-
Review re: ZEZ references and 
role of developers and GB 
Railways. 15 minutes 
neighbourhoods raised in 
other responses and resolved. 

Delivery Plan

ER19 (Stop 
the Arc)

Adopt Doughnut Economics 
framework 

Doughnut 
Economics

Comments noted RE: Climate emergency and Doughnut 
economics, dealt with in other Officer responses 

No change proposed. raised in 
other responses and resolved.

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

ER19 (Stop 
the Arc) The Economic Strategy should 

forbid any new development that 
does not provide housing for all its 
workers either on site or within a 
15-minute bike ride or walk away 

Developments/travel Comments noted RE: Developments and travel within 15 minute 
neighbourhoods. Undeliverable.

No change proposed. 
Comment on policy/practice 
for delivery, not a revision 

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

ER19 (Stop 
the Arc)

Words and phrases such as ‘take 
proactive steps’, ‘mitigate’, 
‘support’, ‘facilitate’, ‘empower’, 
‘amplify’, ‘develop’ – all 
appearing in ES p. 30 in relation to 
low or zero carbon objectives – 
come from a lexicon of delay.

Terminology Comments noted RE: Terminology on p30 regarding zero carbon. Minor modification proposed-
Review Terminology to be 
clear on what action is taking 
place and where it is 
committed, not resourced, or 
an ask/explore.

Strategy p30

ER19 (Stop 
the Arc)

I would ask the Council to move 
away from a GVA/GDP-centric 
definition of progress.  Involve the 
skills of our two excellent 
Universities and the ingenuity of 
our population via Citizen’s 
Assemblies or a Citizen’s Task 
Force to produce a new, more 
human-centric version of our 
future

GDP/Citizens 
Assemblies 

Comments noted RE: GDP/GVA and mechanisms for citizen 
engagement for Officer consideration. This is already reflected in 
the triple bottom line measurement approach 

No change proposed. 
Comment on policy/practice 
for delivery, not a revision

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

EP02 (Lib 
Dem MP 
Layla Moran)

Recommend the use of Doughnut 
Economics (DE) as a framework-
show how you will be moving to 
adopt it. 

Doughnut 
Economics

Comments noted RE: Doughnut Economics, dealt with in other 
responses

No change proposed. raised in 
other responses and resolved.

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

EP02 15 min neighbourhoods-Go 
beyond lip service and show how 
it will be done 

15 Minute 
Neighbourhoods 

Comments noted RE: 15 Minute Neighbourhoods Minor modifications and 
resolved. Will flag planning 
policy role

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

EP02 Commitments on commuting 
should be made clearer-discuss 
with members strategy of a clear 
commitment to reduce the 
necessity for travel as far as 
possible, including commuting 
into the city from outside

Commuting Comments noted RE: Commuting, reduction of congestion, yet 
not deemed effective policy for ensuring modal shift as will 
reduce viability of public transport

No change proposed. 
Comment on policy/practice 
for delivery, not a revision 

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 
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EP03 (Lib 
Dem Group)

Term it a 'sustainable economic 
strategy'  and link to UN SDGs and 
follow up climate commitment 
etc. operationalise the UK’s 
international sustainable 
development related 
commitments at a municipal level. 
An internationally recognised 
definition for the term ‘inclusive 
economy’ should be used. More 
focus on existing housing stock 
retro-fit and inclusion within the 
tech ecosystem. acknowledge the 
importance of diversity in 
representation and inclusion 
within governance bodies. does 
not currently sufficiently highlight 
the different elements of 
exclusion that exist within Oxford 
Inc. focus on quality of life. 
Highlight importance of county 
alignment.  biodiversity and 
ecosystem services. There is a 
need to account for these 
ecological assets in Oxford’s 
economic strategy and associated 
policymaking to ensure there is 
sufficient economic investment in 
their protection and 

Title suggestion for 
Strategy 

Comments noted RE: suggestion to re-name the Strategy a 
'sustainable economic strategy'  and link to UN SDGs and follow 
up climate commitment, also use of Doughnut Economics to 
support inclusive economy work. 

Minor modification proposed. 
Terminology usded more in 
the main body but not title as 
its is implicit

Strategy-Title 

EP03 Keep without undermining wider 
strategies and LPA policy? 
acknowledge that hybrid and 
remote working, especially in the 
field of technology and 
innovation, may stay post-
pandemic. The strategy needs to 
better acknowledge that 
attracting the brightest minds to 
work in technology and 
innovation in the city may not 
require employees to physically 
relocate to or be based within the 
city centre with the associated 
repercussions placing additional 
pressure on housing and other 
types of social infrastructure. 
Connectivity using sustainable 
transport, and digital 
infrastructure, will be key to 
maintaining and ensuring that the 
city is accessible regardless of 
wherever employees are 
physically located, whether that is 
within Oxfordshire, or in the wider 
region, country or even outside 
internationally

infrastructure and 
connectivity, 
housing and digital 

Comments noted RE: Relationship to other strategies, 
infrastructure and connectivity, housing and digital as key 
considerations for delivery

Minor modification -  Wording 
around post COVID societal 
changes and working patterns 
enhanced

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

EP03 
NET ZERO          • Measure and 
reduce the environmental impacts 
of existing economic activity 
• Develop budgeting processes 
which support investment in zero 
carbon development
• Deliver the Oxford Zero Emission 
Zone and develop the next stage 
of a strategy to reduce emissions 
in the city                          
            

ZEZ/Net 
Zero/Carbon 
budgeting 

Comments noted RE: Delivery Plan areas for the Net Zero Pillar No change proposed. 
Comment on policy/practice 
for delivery, not a revision 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EP03
Priorities for low carbon economy 
• Develop innovation centres (e.g. 
The Energy Systems Accelerator)                         
• Explore the potential for capital 
investment funds to invest in 
projects                          
• Ensure the right technical skills 
are in place to scale projects and 
grow the sector 
(construction/energy/transport) 

Low Carbon 
Economy 

Comments noted RE: Priorities for low carbon economy No change proposed. 
Comment on policy/practice 
for delivery, not a revision 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 
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EP03 Mitigating environment impacts 
of development-All new housing 
should be required to adhere to 
the highest level of green building 
standards and construction. The 
internal fixtures and fittings 
should include the highest 
standards of ventilation and 
minimize indoor air pollution. Any 
new housing developments need 
to be designed in a way that 
reduces car dependency. They 
should include active travel 
infrastructure (e.g., visitor cycle 
parking and lockable bike 
storage), EV charging points, be 
built around the concept of 15 
minute neighbourhoods and 
connected by segregated cycle 
lanes that link housing to the city, 
work, recreational and 
educational facilities. Housing 
should be designed based on 
circular economy principles. These 
developments need to promotes 
biodiversity net gain rather than 
biodiversity loss, for instance 
including green walls, and 
incorporating community 

Environment & 
Developments 

Comments noted RE: Mitigating environmental  impacts of 
development-Housing, Active Travel, EV Charging, 15 mins 
neighbourhoods

No change proposed. 
Comment on policy/practice 
for delivery, not a revision 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EB10-OU 
Responses to 
Connecting 
Oxford 
(Annex A)

Detailed feedback and comment 
on the Connecting Oxford 
proposals, no specific revisions to 
EOS Documents.

N/A N/A N/A N/A

EB12 Action 2 is about Expediting 
‘Connectivity Improvements’. It 
might be useful in the ‘How’ 
Section to include reference to 
connections to the Northern 
Growth Area, including a Station 
at Begbroke and enhanced 
linkages to Oxford parkway), 
given that the identified 
‘Outcome’ is that infrastructure 
supports the delivery of the 
Economic Strategy growth areas.

Connectivity 
Improvements’

Comments noted RE: Action 2 of the Delivery Plan Minor modification proposed-
Review action 2 of Delivery 
Plan and revise if required 

Delivery Plan, action 2

EB12
Action 4 is about the delivery of 
the West End as a mixed-use 
sustainable neighbourhood. OUD 
will be bringing forward one of 
the key sites in this proposed 
Innovation District at Osney 
Mead. OUD supports the 
proposed approach to ensuring a 
co-ordinated approach, but also 
notes and shares the ambition for 
the area to be delivered ‘at pace’.

West End Delivery Comments noted RE: Action 4 of the Delivery Plan. Supportive No change proposed Delivery Plan, action 4

EB12 OUD will engage in other 
activities where appropriate, in 
particular those such as Action 20 
relating to mitigating the 
environmental impacts of new 
development and housing growth 
and 21 supporting the growth of 
green and low carbon technology 
sectors.

Environment & 
Developments 

Statement of support welcomed on action 20-21 Minor modification - check the 
partner is included as a 
'delivery partner'

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan-action 20-21 

EB12 Local Plans currently run to the 
early to mid-2030s and struggle 
to keep pace with demand. The 
‘Go for Growth’ Scenario in the 
Local Industrial Strategy, the 
Oxfordshire Investment Plan and 
growth scenarios in the 
Oxfordshire Growth Needs 
Assessment (OGNA) identify the 
need to satisfy very strong future 
demand through to 2050 if 
economic objectives are to be 
achieved.

Local Plans Comments noted RE: Local Plan and Timescales No change proposed. 
Comment on policy/practice 
for delivery, not a revision

Strategy & Delivery 
Plan 

EB12
The Priority Sectors table on 
pages 23 and 24 is useful in 
expanding on those key sectors 
and locations. We would note that 
Begbroke Science Park currently 
houses research groups and 
businesses in three of the Key 
Sectors: Health and Life Sciences, 
Technology and Digital and Green 
and Low Carbon, as well as 
providing capacity for future 
capacity in these sectors.

Priority Sectors Comments noted RE: Priority Sectors Table and suggestions Minor modification proposed-
Review Priority sectors on p23-
4 and revise if required. 

Strategy-Priority 
Sectors section p23-4
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EB13-Transform Oxford's Economic Strategy
Oxford City Council should 
withdraw its draft proposal and 
create a new economic strategy 
that is truly inclusive and fit for 
the future 
- in collaboration with all Oxford’s 
residents and community groups 
and stakeholders
- using a suitable framework such 
as Doughnut Economics to allow a 
holistic approach that meets the 
needs of everyone within 
planetary boundaries

Campaign with 
numerous responses 
and signatures of 
petition

Campaign asks with specific request to withdraw and revise the 
OES from a specific political lobby. The claims made are opinion 
and not borne out in reading the strategy. Inclusion, participation 
are both central themes. 

Minor modification. Make 
clear link with Doughnut 
Economics and plenetary 
boundaries . Make clear the 
approach in terms of the EGSB 
widening representation and 
comments relating to greater 
participation of local residents 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EB14-
University of 
Oxford 
(Estates 
Department) 

To secure Oxford's economic 
success, the university strongly 
supports objectives to improve 
connectivity and access…it 
considers sorting out of local 
transport issues to be essential for 
the continuing success of city and 
university. 

Connectivity and 
Access

Statement of support on Connectivity and Access objectives 
welcomed from the University 

No change proposed. 
Statement of support on 
policy/practice for delivery, 
not a revision

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

EB14 Welcomes Net Zero commitments 
No change proposed. 
Statement of support 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

OES Business 
& Partner 
Workshop-
14/12/21

Where is the Climate Emergency 
in this? This is a far greater (but 
easier to pseudo-address) 
challenge than the pandemic and 
other cities are addressing this - 
but absolutely no sign here…

Climate Emergency Comments noted RE: Climate emergency and citing commitments, 
they are cited already but more specific detail could be added 

Minor modification proposed- 
2. Delivery Plan-Cite the 
Climate Emergency and 
commitments                         

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

Joint 
Economic 
Strategy & 
CCAP 
Business 
workshop-
12/1/22

No Specific Revisions to 
Content/Format of Report in joint 
workshop notes 

N/A N/A No change proposed. No 
Specific Revisions 

N/A

ECI - climate 
advisor

Great to see net zero as part of 
this, both directions. Scale of 
change not full understood for 
transition by2040. homes versus 
jobs issue. Say more on housing, 
less attention on this. We are 
choosing good sites for 
housing….most emissions are 
from buildings. not got the sills or 
powers or supply chains. get 
networks engaged. buildings 
should be the focus.....be a leader 
in building renovation. retrofit, 
national issues. what do locally? 
demand is not there. shortage of 
builders anyway. public sector 
market stimulation. get anchors 
on board. school FE and technical 
jobs. get demand and supply 
going....bump up supply and 
integrate with gas and electricity 
Prioritise the buildings as well as 
transport....e-active travel, e-
mobility....what are city centres 
for post pandemic. 15 minute 
neighbourhoods, more likely to 
shop on Cowley rd. or headington 
rather than. pursue the concept of 
15 min cities, inequality. good 

Zero Carbon 
Commitments 

Statement of support from an independent Climate advisor for 
the Strategy's Zero Carbon commitments 

No change proposed. 
Statement of support for Zero 
Carbon commitments 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section

Oxford 
Brookes

p29. 30 new clean tech spin out 
companies. Brookes mission, 
power of local trusts and local 
schools as part of missions, 
schools and trust...regional 
powerful powering local 
workforce. handled the word 
growth well...how best we 
manage the growth. what do we 
say about housing? lack of 
affordable housing as we cannot 
grow without it...say what the 
plan for increasing affordable 
housing? capture it in a few 
statements.. show how city's plan 
for housing plan. arrows rather 
than to cle words rather than 
arrows as not to scale. school of 
BE part of ARC and sustainability 
focus.........scope 1,23, (e.g. 
international students, scope 3 
very difficult). difficult to invest 
anti divestment movement. anti-
divestment. eye friendly. 
presentation was good Ruskin 
college university of west of 
London...

Tech Spin Outs Comments and suggestions RE: Net Zero and p29-30 transferred 
into revisions 

Minor modification proposed- 
A range of specific revisions by 
page of the Strategy 
document. All key areas of 
changes covered elsewhere. 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section, P29-30

Oxford 
Brookes

Does it appear zero carbon is last 
priority (optically). Cost nothing to 
put net zero first…address the 
ordering without losing out.  
where is the old economic 
strategy?

Zero Carbon Suggestion as to the order of Pillars to emphasise priority No change proposed. 
Addressed elsewhere 
Comments are ones raised in 
other responses and dealt 
with elsewhere in this 
spreadsheet. 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section
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Oxford City 
Council-
Housing 
Services 

Emphasise the importance of 
connectivity to promote growth 
and of the need for funding to be 
secured via the Growth Deal. 
Links to wider Council strategy 
key via the Policy Officers Forum 
meetings and delivery of actions 
in partnership. 15 Minutes 
neighbourhoods should have clear 
links to Local Plan and Oxfordshire 
2050. Planning play a key role in 
helping to ensure developments 
offer opportunity to develop the 
economy and mitigate housing 
unaffordability and lack in the 
city. 

Connectivity, 
Growth deal, 15 min 
neighbourhoods and 
Oxfordshire 2050 
Plan.

Comments noted RE: Connectivity, Growth deal, 15 min 
neighbourhoods and Oxfordshire 2050 Plan. 

No change proposed. 
Comments are ones raised in 
other responses and dealt 
with elsewhere in this 
spreadsheet. 

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 

Old Fire 
Station Access to Green space an issue, 

due to colleges and exclusivity 
and enclosure. Keeping cars out of 
the city and creating more public 
realm in key spaces to build on 
the example of broad meadow 
which should be permanent. 
Protect biodiversity, move beyond 
growth, avoid commuter corridors 
and enhance character of city. 

Green 
Space/biodiversity 

Comments noted RE: Green Space and protecting biodiversity for 
Officers to consider going forward. 

Comments are ones raised in 
other responses and dealt 
with elsewhere in this 
spreadsheet and revisions

Strategy-Net Zero 
Section 
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Respondent 
Code 

Consultation Response Strategy Revision Officer Response Revisions (Where required) 

One additional comment: it is 
strange that 'residents' appear to 
be separate from the stakeholders 
in the strategy draft (e.g. page 19 
of the draft).  Without community 
involvement, to explore what 
residents see as challenges, needs 
and opportunities to lead fulfilling 
lives in Oxford that are based on 
principles of environmental 
sustainability and social-economic 
equity the strategy will not have 
the active support of those who 
live here: it's not only business 
enterprises, universities and 
council that are stakeholders. 

10. Strategy-
Residents not 
included in 
Stakeholder List?   

Minor modification - Clearly residents have been identified 
as stakeholders for consultation. This should be altered in 
the strategy

Page 19 and anywhere alse 
identified

EP01 (Green 
Party)

Case for Action (page 6) the 
following should not be perceived 
as amongst ‘Our Strengths’:
• 25% potential increase in 
commuter journeys into the city by 
2031
• A reliance (c. £1bn) on global 
tourism

Minor modification - This is misworded. Reword and check 
the statistic. It is meant to highlight the modal shift local 
policy is seeking from car to public transport Case for action - page 6

EP01 (Green 
Party)

Oxford’s latest published ONS life 
satisfaction score is NOT 7.75. It is 
7.61 (2018/19) having fallen from 
a peak of 7.75 in 2017/2018. 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepo
pulationandcommunity/wellbeing/
bulletins/measuringnationalwellbe
ing/april2020tomarch2021

Minor modification - check and update stat Case for action - page 6
EB04 
(university of 
Oxford & 
Colleges) 
Brasenose, 
Christ
Church, 
Exeter, 
Lincoln, 
Magdalen, 
Merton, 
New, 
Nuffield and 
St John’s 
Colleges

Make clearer the objective to have 
world-leading education for social 
and economic benefit, locally and 
globally.   Also need to flag 
uncertainty post COVID on visitor 
economy and keep under review. 
Finally, Life sciences and tech will 
grow more rapidly post pandemic

Make clearer the 
purpose, role and 
composition  of EGSB 
more 
thoroughly/clearly

Minor modifications - alter Global Leadership guiding 
principles on education, update case for action and strategy 
intro to reflect post-covid considerations. Need to alter the 
section on EGSB already picked up in other comments Various

EB04 
Summary SWOT analysis would be 
helpful

No change proposed - The analysis is already undertaken 
and as the respondent says, reads as a SWOT

EB04 Clearer audit of policies and 
initiatives that have informed the 
OES needed 

Make explicit in the 
opening paragraph 
of the report

Minor modification - dealt with in other comments, will 
make clear policy linkages and communicate partner 
projects in the delivery plan as has been indicated

General-overarching Comments 
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EB04 Alter guiding principles…keep 
measures manageable in line with 
resources, explore options for 
measurement and agreed with 
EGSB. Be clear that there will be 
annual monitoring….need a 
manageable framework and public 
reporting. Learn from other 
strategies….Commitment on how 
monitor. be specific on why some 
GPs are not going to have 
measures

Need clear measures 
of success against 
which to monitor 
objectives

Minor modification - this is the intended monitoring 
approach but check language to ensure appropriately clear

Accommodate by change in 
structure to Delivery plan, to 
include impact

EB04 
Clearly define cross boundary role 
of LAs (district and county) in 
delivering on economic potential. 
Refer to definitions of wider 
functional economic area too. Also 
make clear the role of central 
government and the relationship 
needed on policy and investment

Minor modifications - these suggestions will strengthen the 
strategy as a call to action for central government and to 
highlight links in place with wider LPAs in Oxon Page 8 and Delivery Plan

EB04 
a response to the Local Plan 
presented via Savills in August 
2022. No Specific revisions to EOS 
but some relevant, contextual 
suggestions: 1. ensure that Oxford 
has enough of the right type of 
accommodation to facilitate the 
continued acceleration in
growth that is anticipated in the 
Life Sciences sector (see below and 
Savills Research:
https://www.savills.co.uk/researc
h_articles/229130/309997-0 )  2. 
Emphasise the impacts of the 
pandemic on changing social 
behaviour and interaction; 
physical and mental health and 
well-being; the operation of the 
economy and workplace; and the 
level of economic activity, both 
locally and nationally.                                                                                                                                                                                           
3. emphasis on active (walking 
and cycling for those able to do so) 
and sustainable transport and the 
infrastructure to facilitate this;- 
greater diversity in City Centre 
activities, requiring a more 
responsive policy framework to 
facilitate rapid adaptation to Noted - comments picked up elsewhere No specific change,

EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

Make it clear the strategy is over 
ten years up front, cover and 
foreword Agreed Header and foreword

EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

The (Venn) graphics should be 
amended to avoid any implication 
that the overlap can be precisely 
identified. NEED DESIGNER INPUT Agreed 

Design modification to show 
practical approach to three 
pillars more clearly without 
typecasting projects
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EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

Maps P9-The graphic about 
capacity to accommodate 
economic activity and growth 
needs to be amended. Having 
different numbers, letters, lines 
and shaded areas on this map 
makes it difficult to read and 
confusing. The numbers in some 
cases do not appear to be 
correctly placed. Identifying 
‘northern’, ‘eastern’ and 
‘southern’ areas for development 
and growth is inappropriate as the 
colours cover wide areas including 
Green Belt land. There is a typo in 
relation to the Connecting Oxford 
Traffic Interventions and more 
importantly those white circles are 
mostly located incorrectly on the 
diagram. 

Capacity map - show improvements for orbital bus routes 
through arrows Enabling transition to zero map
Take 4 5 and 6 off map just have them referenced in key as 
they are not geographically correct and not confirmed in 
terms of location Under the arrows in key flag the need to 
enhance interurban bus and cycle network. BE CLEAR IN 
ALL MAPS WHERE PROPOSALS ARE NOT YET APPROVED. 
NEW TEXT ON FIVE FUND INVESYMENTS TO FOLLOW. 
Make growth area blobs smaller and link to real allocations 
if possible.

Minor modifications
EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

Maps Page 10 – The graphic about 
Oxford’s role in the regional 
innovation ecosystem needs to be 
amended. The graphic is selective 
in the references to economic 
assets and it may be that 
comments from others will help to 
better identify the assets. We note 
that Culham Science Centre is to 
the east of the railway line so is 
not shown correctly on the 
graphic. Remove the Expressway 
specifically.

Straighten the knowledge spine It looks geographically off 
compared to SEP, Move number 9 as on wrong side of 
railway, Retitle the black numbers to strategic economic 
assets as it isn’t all assets, Number 2 – living labs is this an 
economic asset? Perhaps remove Minor modifications

EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC) Maps Page 16 – The graphic about 

enabling an inclusive economy 
needs to be amended. The blue 
arrows showing active travel to 
areas of employment are 
misleading as the arrows are few 
when we have plans, as indicated 
in the Oxford LCWIP, for many and 
various opportunities for active 
travel which cannot be mapped at 
this scale. The specific indication of 
orbital public transport 
improvements and eastern arc bus 
frequencies are also misleading as 
plans are yet to be fully developed. 
As with the graphic on page 9, we 
also question the mapping of 
northern, eastern and southern 
areas.

Remove transit timings and recharcterise as fast and more 
frequent Maps - Minor mods

EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

Delivery Plan item 2. discussed 
with County for feedback. 

TEXT TO BE INSERTED _ OXON CC PROVIDING
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EO07 
(Oxfordshire 
CC)

Item 15-16 Delivery Plan is to use 
the principles of 15-minute 
neighbourhoods to give residents 
access to the services they need. 
This identifies a need to work with 
Oxfordshire County Council, but 
there should be additional text as 
to how the County Council will be 
involved, for example by providing 
additional active travel options 
between areas.

Agreed - minor mod to add Oxon CC as Delivery partner D Plan
E008: (One 
Planet 
Abingdon 
Climate 
Emergency 
Centre -
OPACEC)

The strategy fails to see the 
contradictions between the three 
key themes of inclusion, global and 
zero carbon. The proposed 
strategy is flawed in assuming 
some compatibility between the 
key themes, that would actually 
give rise to fundamental 
contradictions.

Modifications - strategy will seek to provide direct examples 
of compatibility between the pillars through pull-out 
examples (mini case studies)

EO09 (Oxford 
Civic Society)

The question we ask is what are 
these new collaborations and 
enhanced partnerships and an 
additional delivery principle is 
recommended which is 
‘appropriate governance of the 
strategy’. As we understand it, the 
Oxford Economic Growth Strategy 
Steering Board includes 
representatives from businesses 
and business groups, universities 
and colleges, the Local Enterprise 
Partnership and the City and 
County Councils. Does the 
composition of this Board need to 
change, particularly with regard to 
innovative financing? If the 
strategy is expanded to the city-
region, the composition of the 
Board would also change – even if 
the city-region approach is not 
representatives of neighbouring 
districts to ensure compatible 
policies? Given the holistic 
approach does the Board need to 
included specialists in inclusivity 
and zero carbon programmes? The 
Terms of Reference for the Group 
will also need to be revised. to 

Comment noted and will help inform EGSB Board 
composition going forward - no direct change in OES 
beyond those already highlighted in terms of diversifying 
EGSB representation

Local and national Policy and 
strategies-Be clearer on any 
specific policy reforms needed at 
local and national level. Noted - addressed elsewhere -

EO09 Strategic links to city and county 
plans-Make the links clear 
between the key strategies and 
this one Noted - addressed elsewhere

EO09 
How are District LAs 
involved/consulted. Also make it 
clear whether partners are 
committed to delivery or not. Need 
to broaden EGSB membership if 
this is a city-regional strategy Noted - picked up elsewhere
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EO09 Delivery Plan needs clearer 
prioritisation (GANNT, partner 
commitment, resourced, clear 
governance roles) Noted - picked up elsewhere

EO09 Broader EGSB membership (Inc. 
carbon, IE, innovative financing), 
are wider institutional 
arrangements and partnerships 
needed? Make clear approach to 
EGSB membership, reps and role… Noted - dealt with through wider responses

ER19 (Stop 
the Arc)

Citizens of Oxford are more or less 
ignored in the Economic Strategy, 
One of the Delivery Plan objectives 
is to improve the visitor ‘offer’ 
(DP7).  No mention is made 
anywhere of improving the 
resident ‘offer’, of making the city 
a better place for those who 
already live and work here.  

The aim of the VE Plan is to view residents as important 
part of the visitor economy. We will amend to make that 
clear

Minor modification to VE Plan 
section

ER19 Reference learning from Wigan’s 
‘Deal 2030’, produced after 
listening to 6,000 people in 83 
locations that resulted in 
identifying 10 priorities for the 
borough (population of 325,000, 
about twice Oxford City’s) .  They 
are:
i. Best start in life for young people
ii. Happy, healthy people,
iii. Communities that care for each 
other
iv. Vibrant town centres for all
v. An environment to be proud of
vi. Embracing culture, sport and 
heritage
vii. Economic growth that benefits 
everyone
viii. A well-connected place
ix. Confidently digital
x. A home for all

Noted - the Wigan approach will be instructive for future 
strategies and is similar to the engagement taken for the 
Oxford 2050 vision. No change

ER19 The Oxford 2050 consultation 
showed that many residents are 
highly critical of the Ox-Cam Arc 
scheme, and a recent poll of over 
4,000 people across the Arc and 
beyond showed that more than 90% 
would vote ‘No’ to it, if given the 
chance

Comment noted. The Arc is an important opportunity to 
ensure investment in sustainable infrastructure such as East 
West Rail. It is essential to use this or other government 
policies to secure investment in zero carbon transport and 
housing where it is needed No change

ER19 There is mention of Citizen 
Assemblies only on p. 31 of the 
Economic Strategy, and only in 
connection with low carbon 
movement and growth.  Such 
Assemblies should be used much 
more widely, to determine all 
aspects of the Strategy.

Comment noted. This document responds to the Citizen's 
Assembly report directly. We have added modifications to 
include more detail on local climate targets

No further change beyond 
those picked up elsewhere 

EP02 (Lib 
Dem MP 
Layla Moran)

More housing required on 
employment sites

Comment noted - need to make clear 'balanced approach' 
and commercial realities in strategic narrative to housing 
and employment sites

Minor modification to sections 
on commercial space, the 
strategy and include housing in 
guiding principals.
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EB06 (LEP 
chair)

Make clear council role, its limits 
and those of others in ecosystem; 
a) A doing role – what the Council 
can actually do itself by spending 
its own budget, and/or using its 
own resources
b) An enabling role – what the 
council can do by using its own 
powers (e.g. planning powers)
c) A convening role – what it can 
achieve by bringing third parties 
together, to catalyse and/or 
coordinate the action by others
d) An influencing role – by creating 
a vision, and by “nudging” the 
behaviours/actions of others
e) By making “asks” and “offers” 
to third party organisations

Noted - Useful way of structuring the Delivery Plan

Minor modification - 
considered in in delivery plan 
re-structuring

EB06 (LEP 
chair) teasing out just how the delivery 

plan can be taken forward 
practically, would be to evolve the 
delivery plan by categorising 
actions in this sort of way, so that 
is clear which role(s) the City 
Council is going to use to bring 
about delivery of any aspect of the 
plan e.g.: a)    What asks would 
you have of each third party 
organisation? For example, what 
asks would you have of say a large 
local employer (e.g. to adopt the 
local living wage, to take on 
apprentices etc. etc.)? b)    What 
“offers” would the City Council 
have towards each third party 
organisation? For example, what 
incentives might be offered to 
relevant new businesses, or retail 
tenants? Noted for consideration as plan evolves No change

ER27 The Venn diagram may need to be 
modified to get the message 
across that projects should try to 
meet the three key aims Noted and picked up elsewhere

Design modification to ensure 
Venn diagram is clearly 
understood

EO10 (Need 
not Greed)

Include in Action Plan / Inc. Econ 
Maps, Action plan wording - 
Opening of the multi million pound 
South Central Institute of 
Technology at the Technology 
Campus of Activate Learning in 
Blackbird Leys to support 
hundreds of Digital Apprentices 
and Higher Lev Noted and agreed Ensure plan is accurate

EB07 4. OES should have regard to and 
make more emphasis of 
Oxfordshire and not be too 
constrained by the boundaries of 
Oxford. For example a significant 
quality of the housing to serve 
Oxford’s need is located on the 
edge of, but outside of the City. 
Strategy Revision-Linking to the 
wider Oxfordshire Industrial 
Strategies is important.  

Noted, these are subtle points of emphasis that can be 
made clearer. Comments made else

Minor modifications in early 
sections, and Economic 
geography section
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EB07 5. The Delivery Plan sets out what 
“success” will look like against 
each action over the first five 
years. These should be more 
measurable with defined criteria 
rather than more general 
statements. (However delivery 
plan needs to have a longer time 
horizon than 5 years)          

Noted and part of future approach - the delivery plan will 
be refreshed in future years to cover the ten year horizon, 
some actions will continue into years 6-10. Re 
measurement, the guiding principles will be measured 
where possible through the wider monitoring framework No change proposed

EB12 Although outside the City 
boundary it may be helpful to add 
Begbroke to the list of sites in 
bullet point 1 in the table, and to 
add Cherwell District Council to 
the ‘Who’ column. It may also be 
useful to quantify the Outcome 
(i.e., amount of new business 
space provided) to inform 
monitoring.

Agreed, this is a partner omission that will be corrected. 
Measurements will not be listed in the Delivery Plan but will 
be part of the proposed monitoring framework. We are not 
stipulating the level of space to be bought forward as this 
will be adddressed through Local planning policy and 
individual submissions.

Delivery plan - minor 
modifications

EB12
In relation to Actions 6 (retaining 
spin-outs and boosting innovation) 
and 15 (on affordable workspace) 
OUD will work with the University 
and other partners on its 
developments to ensure that 
space provided is appropriate to 
meet and grow identified business 
and sectoral needs. Agreed - need to add OUD as Delivery Partner

Minor alterations Delivery Plan 
at 6 and 15

EB14
supports the guiding principles and 
welcomes the draft OES Comment Noted No change

EB15-
Planning 
Oxfordshire’s 
Environment 
and 
Transport 
Sustainably 
(POETS)

Concerned that strategy will: 1. 
exacerbate Oxford’s current 
imbalance between housing and 
jobs

Comment noted and picked up by many others. Will ensure 
Guiding Principal on Housing and explain the balanced 
approach to manage 'growth that is happening' sustainably

Change addressed through 
wider comments

EB15 2. incompatibility between infinite 
economic growth and a finite 
planet 

Comment noted - infinite growth is not proposed. 
Managing growth that is already happening sustainably is 
proposed No change

EB15

3. significant tensions in the 
strategy between i) an inclusive, 
zero carbon economy, and ii) a 
global economy 

Comment Noted - there are numerous opportunities to 
combine the three pillars together. However, the strategy 
will be made clearer to highlight that tensions do exist, and 
that the strategy is about managing those tensions to 
improve sustainability and inclusion outcomes

Minor modifications in early 
sections explaining the 
strategic approach. Also the 
use of case studies

EB15 4. Supports ARC, which POETS do 
not Comment noted - addressed in previous response No change proposed

EB15 5. does not seem to take into 
account, and support, the positive 
changes wrought by Covid Comment noted - the opportunities as well as risks post pandemic will be made clear

Minor modifications - Case for 
action and early sections

EB15

6. employment space is likely to 
reduce in the future, not increase 
as is suggested in the strategy

Comment noted - The evidence points clearly to lack of 
supply and demand for space that is not available (e.g. lab, 
light industrial, and flexible office space). However there is 
opportunity to emphasise the opportunities for effective 
building re-use and redevelopment as certain larger office 
and retail uses do not have significant demand at present. 
This is a sustainable approach to be encouraged in line with 
OLP2036

Minor modifications, case for 
action, early sections, global 
intro
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EB15 7-9. POETS believe that Oxford’s 
Economic Strategy should support 
the conversion of employment 
space into housing (albeit housing 
with generous-enough space to 
allow home working) and more 
flexible work-stations. It should 
plan for minimal or no new 
employment space in the city. It 
should use back-casting and 
modelling to determine what 
economic activities can achieve 
zero carbon: they are unlikely to 
feature significant international 
tourism and many movements 
between Oxford and Cambridge. It 
should be much clearer about how 
wealth building will be done, with 
‘global’ action only where this 
helps the other two objectives. The 
strategy should take a monitor-
and-manage approach to 
providing new employment space. 
And it should actively consider 
whether financing for local public 
services would be adequate to 
provide for the growth in jobs and 
housing envisaged.

Comments noted - Points on community wealth building 
are accepted and this could be explained better. conversion 
into housing already supported under existing planning 
policy (national and local). Employment space planned for is 
needed (lab and flexible office space for example). The 
strategy is clear that low and zero carbon will be sought in  
transport and in development where possible. Financing of 
public services is a separate matter.

Minor modification - make 
clear CWB approach, wherever 
appropriate, as part of overall 
strategy.

OES Business 
& Partner 
Workshop-
14/12/21

Comments on the principals: 1. 
language lacks teeth: "explore", 
"support". For example, priority 5 
"encourages local spend" when it 
could "require" this 2. Affordable 
housing seems to be missing. 
These are principals, so language 
should reflect that. Example, 8 
should read "Neighbourhoods will 
be ..." Minor modifications - picked up throughout in terms of 

clear language on intent, but only where deliverable. We 
cannot require local spend by law but can encourage.

1. Strategy-Principles section-
Review/Revise Language  and 
'strengthen' as per examples. 
(For example, priority 5 
"encourages local spend" 
when it could "require" this 2. 
Affordable housing seems to 
be missing. These are 
principals, so language should 
reflect that. Example, 8 should 
read "Neighbourhoods will be 
...")                          

Joint 
Economic 
Strategy & 
CCAP 
Business 
workshop-
12/1/22

No Specific Revisions to 
Content/Format of Report in joint 
workshop notes 

Noted No change
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Oxford 
Brookes

Its longish, get the key points 
landed first. What are we willing 
to change? Like the Venn diagram 
approach. ARC what way wind 
blowing, need to reflect that in the 
wording is arc still a priority?.  
show the relationship between the 
different economic plans and 
wider policies more clearly. 
Acknowledge the OES does not 
exist as an island. emphasise the 
partner involvement. p16 what 
mean by technical education, 
should we include both 
universities? becoming a stronger 
global city - not much on spin-outs 
and start ups. a bit too self 
effacing. we are global, huge 
growth in spinouts both the 
heritage and spin-outs who will 
read this. Investors might read, so 
be more boastful about what we 
have achieved.

Clear need demonstrated by wider comments to land the 
key points early on. Noted need to have more confident 
approach in demonstrating importance of Oxford's offer. 
County-wide focus picked up elsewhere

Minor modification to early 
sections, exec summary 
addition; and global section, 
and policy diagram

Said Business 
School 

Covid cited in intro but something 
more substantial could be include 
about what we have learnt about 
digital, sustainability, workspace, 
transport and new ways of 
working and hybrid models and 
impact on city centre for example. 
These life style changes will 
impact. Scaling down in Oxford in 
many sectors. Implications for the 
3 pillars and changes i.e. carbon 
and home working. Bus service 
support being cut and less 
investment in longer term. danger 
we lose transport/zero carbon 
gains as congestion increases due 
to choices to use the car for safety. 

Comments on COVID accepted and made by others. Loss of 
bus services risk should be addressed as this is a key risk to 
all three pillars of this strategy that relies on low and zero 
carbon transport

Minor modifications re social 
changes and transport risks

Said Business 
School Delivery Plan: Too many partners 

but helpful  they are listed in the 
Delivery Plan. Do goals conflict or 
converge, how do they work 
together and agree ways of 
working in common?

Comments noted - Delivery plan will be edited and revised 
ahead of publication with certainty on partners

Major modifications in line 
with comments and e-survey 
responses

Said Business 
School Role of EGSB to govern and 

monitor and review the scenarios 
and the risks/mitigations. 
Flexibility to respond  also this way 
and manage uncertainty. 

Comments noted - EGSB's role to manage flexibly will be 
made clearer

Minor modifications in Delivery 
Plan EGSB section
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Title Risk description Opp/ 
threat Cause Consequence I P I P I P Control description Due date Status Progress 

%
Action 
Owner

Delivery in partnership OCC have taken  a 
leadership role in 
developing the OES, 
but cannot deliver the 
ambition in isolation 
from partners

Opp
&
Threat

The city's economy is 
a dynamic and 
complex place with 
often conflicting 
stakeholder and 
community interests

Unrealistic 
expectation 
that OCC can 
deliver 
independently 
of other 
parties

March 2022 Ec Dev 4 3 4 3 4 2 Effective partnership 
working and clear 
internal and external 
governance 
structures will be 
essential for the 
delivery of the Action 
Plan

Agreed internal 
and external 
governance 
structures for 
delivery. Seek 
formal 
recognition of 
plan from 

Monitor 
Annually 
and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

Environmental targets Aligning environmental 
targets with Economic 
Development aims

Opp
&
Threat

There is a lack of 
consensus on what 
constitutes a 
sustainable approach 
to economic 
development

Projects and 
initiatives are 
not supported 
or well 
understood

March 2022 Ec Dev 3 4 3 4 3 3 Consistent 
communications and 
engagement needed

Engage with 
resident groups 
on approaches to 
Sust Econ Dev 
(e.g. assess use 
of Doughnut 
Economics 
Action Lab Tools 

Monitor 
Annually 
and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

Financial Some of the newer 
actions proposed in the 
Delivery Plan have not 
been costed, but will 
require new funding 

Opp
&
Threat

To deliver some 
actions will require 
the identification of 
internal and/or 
external funding

OCC does not 
have control 
over or 
access to all 
necessary 
funds to 
deliver the 
actions

March 2022 Ec Dev 3 4 3 4 3 4 The implementation 
and delivery of the 
some elements or 
entire action will be 
dependent on the 
identification and 
securing funding

Review the 
Delivery Plan 
after publication, 
working closely 
with partners, 
services and 
members to 
identify funding to 
deliver the 
actions

Monitor 
Annually 
and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

Macro- economic 
challenges

Inflation and recession 
exacerbated by factors 
such as war, Brexit, 
and climate change

Threat The economic 
environment 
suggests recession is 
likely

This makes 
the fiscal 
environment 
to delivery 
tougher and 
the demands 
and needs of 
local 
workforce and 
residents 
more urgent

March 2022 Ec Dev 4 4 4 4 4 4 Priorities for delivery 
and expectations on 
what can be achieve 
will need revisiting

The EGSB and 
Ec Dev Team 
alongside 
partners such as 
OxLEP need to 
monitor the 
economy and its 
impact on the 
OES closely

Monitor 
quarterly 
and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

Appendix 4: Risk Register Oxford's Economic 
Strategy 

Comments ControlsDate Raised Owner Gross Current Residual
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Uncertainty post Covid 
and likelihood of further 
societal shifts impacting 
the nature of economic 

development

The OES is an up to 
date document at the 
time it is presented to 
Cabinet, but the city is 
a dynamic place and 
issues/challenges will 
change over time 

Opp
&
Threat

The challenges and 
issues facing the city 
will change over the 
life-span of the OES

Some actions 
will change, 
priorities will 
shift and new 
challenges 
will emerge

March 2022 Ec Dev 3 3 3 3 3 3 The OES should be 
seen as a flexible 
document that can 
be updated and 
respond to change

Through effective 
governance 
process there 
should be 
sufficient 
flexibility built in 
to the EGSB and 
OES to respond 
to change and 
emerging 
challenges and 
opportunities

Monitor 
Annually 
and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

Monitoring progress Ability of OCC and 
delivery partners to 
identify and share 
evidence that the 
objectives of the OES 
are being delivered

Opp
&
Threat

Not all actions taken 
will be short –term 
and come will be 
complex and 
dependent on other 
actions.

Demonstratin
g progress to 
deliver the 
OES in some 
areas could 
be 
challenging

March 2022 Ec Dev 1 2 1 2 1 2 Develop a method to 
indicate the progress 
or otherwise to 
deliver the objectives 
of the OES

As part of the 
agreed 
governance 
structure 
develop, adopt 
and implement a 
monitoring 
protocol for the 
OES

Monitor 
Annually 
and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

Skills and Experience Insufficient skills and 
experience to deliver a 
complex programme of 
activity

Threat OES sets out a 
detailed delivery plan 
work in a dynamic 
environment

Some 
elements or 
entire Action 
areas cannot 
be 
implemented

April 2022 Ec Dev

3 3 3 3 3 3

The implementation 
and delivery of the 
some elements or 
entire actions will be 
dependent on the 
identification and 
securing people with 
the right skill set and 
knowledge

As part of the 
implementation of 
the Action Plan 
work, identify skill 
set and 
knowledge 
required to 
deliver with 
partners and 
services

Monitor 
Annually 
and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

Officer capacity Insufficient capacity to 
deliver, linked to risk 
above, in particular 
regeneration in a 
complex environment

Threat OCCAP sets out a 
complex programme 
of work in a dynamic 
environment

Some 
elements or 
entire Action 
areas cannot 
be 
implemented

March 2022 Ec Dev

4 3 4 3 4 3

The implementation 
and delivery of the 
some elements or 
entire action will be 
dependent having 
identified and 
secured the 
appropriate capacity 
to deliver outcomes

As part of the 
implementation of 
the Action Plan 
work, identify 
capacity to 
deliver outcomes 
within agreed 
timeframes

Monitor 
Annually 
and as 
necessary

Ec Dev
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Form to be used for the Full Equalities Impact Assessment 
 

Service Area: 
Regeneration 
and Economy 
 

 Section: 
Economic 
Development 
 

Date of Initial 
assessment: 
February 2022 

Key Person responsible for 
assessment:  
Matt Peachey 
 

Date assessment commenced: 
10 March 2022 

 

Name of Policy to be assessed: Oxford City Centre Action Plan 

1. In what area are there concerns 
that the policy could have a 
differential impact 

Race Disability Age  

Gender reassignment Religion or  Belief Sexual Orientation 

Sex Pregnancy and Maternity Marriage & Civil Partnership 

Other strategic/ equalities 
considerations 

Safeguarding/ Welfare of 
Children and vulnerable adults 

Mental Wellbeing/ Community 
Resilience 

 

2. Background: 
 
Give the background information to 
the policy and the perceived 
problems with the policy which are 
the reason for the Impact 
Assessment. 
 

Oxford’s Economic Strategy Consultation Draft has been developed in line with the objectives of the 
Corporate Strategy (2020-2024) and, in particular, the Enabling an Inclusive Economy priority, 
alongside the Oxford Local Plan, Oxfordshire Economic Recovery Plan and Oxfordshire Industrial 
Strategy.  
 
The City Council has taken the lead in preparing the OES, alongside the Oxford Economic Growth 
Board. It is intended to be a stakeholder owned strategy and delivery plan, which will guide a 
partnership approach to local Economic Development. It is acknowledged that the OES cannot be 
delivered in isolation and seeks collaboration across stakeholders and the community.  
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3. Methodology and Sources of 
Data: 
 
The methods used to collect data and 
what sources of data 
 

Oxford City Council commissioned an external firm of consultants, and officers worked closely with 
them to develop the OES. The consultation methodology included a blend of methods, including one 
to one meetings, workshops, consultation events and an on line survey. A range of economic data 
and evidence covering socio-economic, local economic and environmental issues was used as 
evidence also drawing from the Oxfordshire economic Recovery Plan alongside a consultant 
produced evidence base. 

4. Consultation 
 
This section should outline all the 
consultation that has taken place on 
the EIA. It should include the 
following.  
• Why you carried out the 

consultation. 
• Details about how you went 
about it.  
• A summary of the replies you 

received from people you 
consulted. 

• An assessment of your 
proposed policy (or policy 
options) in the light of the 
responses you received. 

• A statement of what you plan 
to do next 

The consultation consisted of a blend of methods, including one to one meetings, workshops, 
consultation events (see table below) and a questionnaire. These were supplemented by press, 
opinion pieces, social media and mailshots to business databases, Residents panel and community 
networks. By the end of the consultation period 249 responses were received; 147 via the online 
portal and 102 by email. 114 people/organisational representatives were involved in events or 
meetings during the consultation period, with some overlap between attendees and formal 
respondents. 
 
OES consultation events 

Oxford’s Economic Strategy Business & Partner Workshop 
14 December 2021 – 45 attendees 

Joint Economic Strategy and City Centre Action Plan, Business Workshop 
12 January, 2022 – 44 attendees 

Inclusive Transport & Movement Group 
15th December 2021 – 14 attendees 

One to One meetings with stakeholders – 11 meetings 

 
The appended Consultation Report (Appendix 2) summarises the findings, themes and next steps. 
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5. Assessment of Impact: 
Provide details of the assessment of 
the policy on the six primary equality 
strands. There may have been other 
groups or individuals that you 
considered. Please also consider 
whether the policy, strategy or 
spending decisions could have an 
impact on safeguarding and / or the 
welfare of children and vulnerable 
adults 
 

 
 

Race Disability Age 

Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Gender reassignment Religion or  Belief Sexual Orientation 

Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Sex Pregnancy and Maternity Marriage & Civil Partnership 

Neutral Neutral Neutral 

 
In future, where Consultation is undertaken during the delivery of the strategy, a focus on targeting 
responses from the following cohorts would be recommended given the low response rates for these 
groups: 

 young 16-24 years cohorts 

 non-white ethnicity cohorts 

 as well as further resident engagement in project and initiative development 
 
More face to face events or forums would also enhance the opportunity to respond for many groups, 
especially the digitally excluded, those speaking English as a second language and those facing 
other barriers to completing written or online responses.  
 
No issues relating to safeguarding and/or welfare of children and vulnerable adults were identified at 
this point, although these should be considered for any bespoke new initiatives or projects that follow 
from the strategy. 
 
Some outcomes from the implementation of projects identified in the Oxford Economic Strategy 
could have a positive impact across all groups under the Inclusive Economy Pillar. The impact on 
equalities requirements will be monitored on an annual basis. 
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6. Consideration of Measures: 
 
This section should explain in detail 
all the consideration of alternative 
approaches/mitigation of adverse 
impact of the policy 
 

Within the proposed delivery structure and annual monitoring report the following representations will 
be sought: 
 

 young 16-24 years cohorts 

 non-white ethnicity cohorts 

 as well as further resident engagement in project and initiative development. 
 
 

6a. Monitoring Arrangements: 
 
Outline systems which will be put in 
place to monitor for adverse impact in 
the future and this should include all 
relevant timetables. In addition it 
could include a summary and 
assessment of your monitoring, 
making clear whether you found any 
evidence of discrimination.  

  
There are regular meetings established and the OES will be discussed at those meetings: 
• Oxford Economic Growth Board Inclusive Transport and Movement Group 
• Inclusive Economy Partnership work 
 
The City Council and EGSB will take responsibility for monitoring any adverse or positive impacts 
and responding accordingly to any new findings. 

7. Date reported and signed off by 
City Executive Board:  

 

8. Conclusions: 
 
What are your conclusions drawn 
from the results in terms of the policy 
impact 

Whilst Oxford has a strong economy, the benefits of this are not shared equally. In a city with huge 
potential, where medical and technology breakthroughs are commonplace, too many residents 
struggle to make ends meet or participate in the local economy. Addressing this and enabling people 
to share in future success is a top priority of this strategy. Ten Guiding Principles are presented in 
the OES to support a fairer, more inclusive economy. Delivery against this principles, with clear 
consideration of equalities impacts will be monitored and reported annually. 

9. Are there implications 
for the Service Plans?  

No 
10. Date the Service 
Plans will be updated 

N/A 

11. Date copy sent 
to Equalities Lead 
Officer  
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.13. Date reported to 
Scrutiny and Executive 
Board: 

June 7th 2022 
(Scrutiny) 

14. Date reported to City 
Executive Board: 

June 15 2022 
12. The date the 
report on EqIA will 
be published 

 

 
Signed (completing officer)        Signed (Lead Officer) 
 

Please list the team members and service areas that were involved in this process: 
 
Policy and Consultations Officers 
Head of Service 
Legal Services Manager 
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12 May 2022 

. 

 

To: Cabinet 

Date: 15th June 2022  

Report of: Head of Service Regeneration & Economy 

Title of Report:  City Centre Action Plan (Draft) – Consultation Report 
and Recommendations 

 

Summary and recommendations 

Purpose of report: To note the recommended revisions to the Consultation 
Report City Centre Action Plan and adopt the Plan. 

Key decision: Yes  

Cabinet Member: Cllr Imogen Thomas, Cabinet Member for Zero Carbon 
Oxford and Climate Justice (also CCAP delivery) 

Corporate Priority: Enabling an Inclusive Economy 

Policy Framework: Council Strategy 2020-24  

 

Recommendation(s):That Cabinet resolves to: 

1. That the Cabinet notes the recommended changes to the Consultation 
version of the City Centre Action Plan as set out in with Appendix 3. 

2. Agrees to adopt and publish the revised Oxford City Centre Action 
Plan. 

  

 

 

Appendices 

Appendix 1 Oxford City Centre Action Plan – Final version for adoption 

Appendix 2 

Appendix 3 

Appendix 4 

Appendix 5 

Appendix 6 

Consultation Report – Oxford City Centre Action Plan 

Proposed Amendments to the City Centre Action Plan 

Risk Assessment 

Equalities impact 

Project Delivery 
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Introduction and background  

1. Oxford City Council led the commissioning and preparation of the City Centre 
Action Plan (CCAP), published as a Consultation Draft on 22nd November2021 
(see Appendix 1). The Council has engaged widely with stakeholders and the 
community. The CCAP is intended to be a stakeholder owned plan, which will 
guide a partnership approach to the future of City Centre Management. It is 
acknowledged that the CCAP cannot be delivered in isolation and seeks 
collaboration across stakeholders and the community. 

2. The report was first commissioned in late 2019. It was paused in spring 2020 to 
prioritise the Council’s response to the Pandemic and to adjust the CCAP following 
the significant societal and economic impacts brought about. To assist with 
preparing the document, the opinions of the City Centre Task Force were sought. 
The City Centre Task Force is an advisory group consisting of representatives 
from businesses, and anchor institutions. 

3. The CCAP was developed with partners and stakeholders, with the objective of 
identifying a set of actions that will strengthen the resilience of our City Centre over 
the next ten years. The CCAP focuses on four work-streams, each intended to 
focus on different thematic areas of work, these are: 

a. Connectivity & Access 

b. Getting the Mix Right 

c. Public Realm & Animation 

d. Getting the Basics Right. 

4. The CCAP has been the subject of a public consultation running from 22 November 
2021 to 19th January 2022. 

 

Summary of the consultation process on the Oxford City Centre Action Plan 

5. The consultation process was launched on the 22 November 2021, and closed on 
the 19 January 2022. The consultation consisted of a blend of methods, including 
one to one meetings, workshops, consultation events (see Table 1, below) and a 
questionnaire. By the end of the consultation period 398 responses were received; 
389 via the online portal and nine by email. 

 

Table 1: CCAP consultation events 

Meeting Date Registered attendees 

Joint Economic Strategy and City Centre 
Action Plan, Business Workshop 

12.01.22 44 

Talk of the Town  11.01.22 31 

Oxford City Council Inclusive Transport & 
Movement Group 

15.12.21 14 

One to One meetings with stakeholders Various 9 meetings 
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6. There was broad support for the identified Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities 
and Threats facing the City. The projects were accepted and there were some 
relatively minor changes raised for inclusion or amendment (See section 9 below). 

7.  A number of themes emerged from the consultation and these are shown on the 
Consultation Report (Appendix 2). 

8. The consultation response was presented to and reviewed through: an internal 
officer group; a workshop for elected Members of Oxford City Council; City Centre 
taskforce group meeting; and a business/organisation forum i.e.Talk of the Town.   

Recommended changes to the Oxford’s City Centre Action Plan  

9. Following analysis to the responses to the consultation, a number of amendments 
to the Consultation Draft Action Plan were considered (see Appendix 3). The 
analysis of the response to the Consultation did not find any fundamental issues 
with the CCAP and a final Plan is presented here for adoption (Appendix 1). The 
key amendments from the consultation have been drawn out and are set out 
below: 

9.1 Due to the uncertainties that exist, the CCAP should be flexible, adaptive and kept 
under review as a ‘living document’. It is further recommended that the way in 
which the CCAP is ‘kept under review’ should be more clearly set out in the 
document.  

9.2  Governance and resourcing - a number of respondents have questioned how the 
ambition of the CCAP will be delivered. Partnership delivery, strong leadership and 
identification of all key stakeholders, including residents, is vital. Given the range 
of opinions expressed, the CCAP should be more explicit that there may be 
conflicting agendas and some disagreement over what actions are included, as 
well as what actions take priority.  

9.3  A set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) should be considered for Oxford City 
Centre. Furthermore, that the KPIs should reflect the commercial viability, as well 
as the vitality of the City Centre, as a relevant social and civic hub available to all 
of the community. The KPI’s need to be a light touch, relevant and easily 
measurable so as to add to/shape rather than detract from delivery resources. 

9.4  Improving the quality of the public realm and built environment in the City Centre 
was noted as a high priority project area. 

9.5  The Castle Quarter should be noted as a place of importance. 

9.6  Some listed projects were actually themes and those projects under the themes 
should have greater clarity. 

9.7  A more progressive approach to diversifying the Art and Culture offer should be 
explored, especially around live music. 

9.8  The spatial extent of the Plan boundary should be clearer to define what is being 
covered by the CCAP and should be in line with the Local Plan. 

9.9  Further greening of the City was noted as important and greater priority given to 
enhancing waterways. 

These have been duly reflected in the amended CCAP (Appendix 1) and approval is 
sought to accept these changes and adopt the CCAP. 
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9.10 The following changes will also be made to the final report after consultation with 
Cabinet Members’: 

• Explicit reference to the Colleges where the aim to ‘increase public access to 
existing green spaces’ is mentioned.  

• Be clearer as to when the CCAP will be revisited, by whom and broad process 

Financial implications 

10. There are no direct financial implications from this decision. However, as projects 
and initiatives are bought forward through the usual processes, the financial 
implications, and indeed resource implications, of these will need to be considered 
on a case by case basis. Please see Appendix 6 for project delivery. 

Legal issues 

11. There are no legal implications arising from this decision. 

Level of risk 

12. The completed risk register is attached at Appendix 4. A number of key risks are 
identified and mitigations are put in place  

Equalities impact  

13. The EqIA is attached at Appendix 5. Positive impacts on equalities, diversity and 
inclusion will be sought to try and ensure we have a world class city centre for 
everyone. Equalities Impacts will be monitored annually. 

Environmental and Carbon Considerations 

14. The Environmental Sustainability Service has been closely involved in 
development of the CCAP, which is closely aligned with Oxford’s Economic 
Strategy’s commitment to transitioning to Net Zero as one of its three key pillars of 
the strategy. The CCAP is aligned with the city’s declaration of a climate and 
ecological emergency. In 2019, Oxford was the first UK city to hold a Citizens 
Assembly on Climate Change. This representative sample of Oxford’s residents 
concluded that Oxford should decarbonise faster than national targets. The City 
Council has a target to achieve Net Zero across its own operations by 2030. 
Projects developed through the Plan will all be assessed for their impact on 
Carbon reduction targets. There are many projects, proposed and in progress, 
which make inroads into the net zero and wider sustainability agenda around 
including; the Zero Emission Zone, the West End development, Oxford Station, 
Park and ride enhancements and the Public Realm and Movement Strategy. 

Conclusion  

15. A lengthy process of development has been undertaken for the CCAP, taking 
account of available evidence and the impacts of the Pandemic. This has been 
followed by a two month period of consultation for the CCAP.  

Given the level and positivity of responses, stakeholder interest and the need to 
drive the plan forward, it is recommended that the changes are approved, that the 
CCAP is adopted, published and that resources are now geared towards delivering 
the aims and objectives alongside stakeholders.  
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This project began as a collaboration 
between Oxford City Council and local 
stakeholders in 2019, with the objective 
of identifying a set of actions that would 
strengthen the resilience of our city centre. 
At the same time we've developed a citywide 
Economic Strategy which I also encourage 
you to read and comment on.
The process has been tested by COVID-19. 
As one of the UK’s fastest growing cities and 
again named as the top UK city for economic 
success and wellbeing of the community for 
the fourth year in a row, Oxford, like many 
other places across the UK, was facing a 
sudden impact of unparalleled challenges.  
As Oxford begins to emerge from the 
pandemic, having done much to protect and 
meet the needs of the most vulnerable, the 
focus must be on turning one of the most 
difficult periods in the city’s history to one of 
positive response and action. 
The need for flexibility and change has long 
been acknowledged in other strategies, 
including the Oxford Vision 2050 and Oxford 
Local Plan 2036. The aim of this Action Plan 
is to identify specific issues and interventions 
that are focused on improving the resilience 
of the city centre in an integrated way.
Across all of the project aims and ambitions, 
diversity, inclusion and accessibility for 
all residents of, and visitors to, Oxford is 
recognised as an agreed priority for all 
its stakeholders, and all current and new 
initiatives will be checked through this 
perspective to ensure they comply.
As outlined on page 5 alongside, the Action 
Plan focuses on four workstreams, each of 
which is defined by a series of objectives and 
under which a series of projects have been 
identified to deliver them.
This Action Plan will help to ensure the city 
centre continues to perform for the social, 
economic and environmental good of Oxford 
and its residents. This will include helping 
the council and partners to:

FOREWORD

Councillor Susan Brown

Leader, and Cabinet Member 
for Inclusive Growth, Economic 
Recovery, and Partnerships

 + respond to the current challenges facing 
the high street and being prepared to 
respond to future and emerging trends

 + improve the experience of the city centre 
for the people who live, work, study 
and visit here; including committing 
to inclusion, normalising accessibility 
planning in project development, and 
making best use of digital innovation

 +  create a supportive environment for local 
businesses to thrive

 +  access public funding with an approved, 
community-owned strategy and vision

 + ensure a city-wide focus on pursuing a 
zero carbon Oxford, supporting thriving 
communities, and delivering more 
housing - especially affordable housing - 
are applied city centre priorities

 +  maintain and enhance Oxford’s 
reputation and role as a driver of the 
local and regional economy with a focus 
on contributing to an inclusive economy.

The Action Plan is delivered in three 
volumes: 

 + Volume 1: Context and Approach provide 
an overview of the city centre today and 
summarises the Action Plan workstreams 
and objectives. 

 + Volume 2:  Action Plan and 
Implementation introduces the 
high level action plan and projects, 
proposed timelines and structures for 
implementation. 

 + Projects & Places Appendix provides 
more detail on the projects and potential 
interventions in each of the city centre’s 
key locations
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This part of the Action Plan provides a headline 
profile of Oxford's city centre drawn from an 

extensive evidence base. It includes a number of 
actions that have already been committed to in 

supporting recovery from the pandemic. 

CONTEXT
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FIGURE 1 Covered Market

FIGURE 2 Bonn Square and Westgate Centre

FIGURE 3 Gloucester Green

FIGURE 4 Oxpens

THE CITY CENTRE TODAY

CENTRAL CONSERVATION AREA

Much of the city centre is covered by the 
Central Conservation Area (CCA) and 
contains the medieval core of the university. 
The CCA Appraisal identifies opportunities to 
enhance the conservation area in ways that 
would sustain the city’s cultural, economic 
and social prosperity. A CCA Management 
Plan and Design Advice are currently under 
consultation. Development should explore 
opportunities to rebalance the space within 
streets from vehicles to pedestrians, identify 
sites for a new network of ‘micro parks’ 
where people can stop and dwell in streets, 
increase public access to existing green 
spaces and celebrate the characteristics 
of the city that make it so distinctive and 
special.

WEST END AND OSNEY MEAD AREA OF 
CHANGE

The recently adopted Oxford Local Plan 
2036 highlights Areas of Change within 
the city, and includes major development 
opportunities including at Oxpens, Oxford 
Rail Station, and Osney Mead. 

Much of the area is under-utilised and does 
not reflect Oxford’s international reputation 
or live up to its potential.

As Oxford University increases its ownership 
of land at Osney Mead there is an increased 
potential to further integrate and enhance 
this whole area to the south west of the 
centre and around the station. 
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Major Development Sites 

Oxford Rail Station 

Oxpens

Osney Mead 

Clarendon Centre

Covered Market

Island site

Key Places  

Westgate

Gloucester Green

Bonn Square

Bus Station

City centre Boundary 
(Oxford Local Plan) 

Central Conservation 
Area 

West End and Osney 
Mead Area of Change 

City waterways
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FIGURE 5 Oxford city centre places
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BASELINE EVIDENCE

THE CITY CENTRE TODAY

ECONOMIC PROFILE

Employment in the city centre has 
grown by 11% since 2013, which 
is close to the national average.1 

This Action Plan has been informed and 
influenced by a number of emerging and 
adopted documents prepared to guide 
Oxford’s future. A full review of evidence is 
contained within the supporting Evidence 
Base Report compiled in late 2019 / early 
2020. Some key headlines are as follows:
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Number of New Businesses Registered within City Centre (2012-
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 + Businesses starting up within the city 
centre increased from 59 in 2012 to 139 
in 2018. While a positive trend, this is 
still relatively low for a city of Oxford’s 
scale and status.2

 + Retail vacancies in the city centre 
increased from 6% in 2018 to 11% in 
2019. Through 2019 and early 2020 
the headline vacant unit number was 
falling. It spiked again after three 
lockdowns but by Summer 2021 was 
falling again to c.13%. This is above the 
national retail vacancy rate of c.10%.3 

 + The Knowledge Economy, 
Public Administration, 
Education and Health dominate 
the city centre economy.1 

FIGURE 6 Number of new businesses registered 
within the city centre 2013 - 2018

FIGURE 7  
House price 
to net annual 
income ratio, 
2016

COMMERCIAL PROFILE

Retail’s share of the 
market has decreased 
from 49% to 44% 
since 2008.3

 + Prior to COVID-19, 
retail rental rates have 
increased from £50 
per sq ft in 2015 to 
£65 per sq.7

 + Office vacancy rates in the centre 
have been persistently low over the 
last five years. Rental values are, 
however, comparatively low, likely 
linked to the lack of high quality 
stock on the market.7 

 + House prices in the centre are 
around 11 times higher than 
annual salaries, making it more 
unaffordable than most city 
centres.8 

House price to net annual income ratio, 2016
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*Note: a number of the listed factors in these 
sections will have changed during COVID-19, 
but most can be expected to re-establish in 
the years ahead.

SOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE 

Just under 50% 
of the city centre 
population is 
between the ages 
of 20 and 24. 
There are very few 
people aged over 
35 or below 19.4

Population Pyramid, 2018 (%)

FIGURE 8 City centre population structure. 

Rough sleeping increased 
significantly until 2017. Although it 
has since decreased, the number 

of people rough sleeping remains high 
for a city of Oxford’s size.7 

 + One in 17 deaths in Oxford is related to 
air pollution.5  However, air 
pollution levels decreased 
by 29% during the 2020 
lockdowns.6 

SOURCES
1 - ONS BRES, 2019 
2 - Companies House, 2019
3 - Experian GOAD, 2019
4 - Anual Population Survey, 2018
5- Oxford Transport Strategy, 2015
6 - Air Quality Annual Status Report, 2020
7 - Oxford City Council Homelessness and Rough Sleeping 
Evidence Base, 2021
8 - Co-Star, 2019
9- ONS, Median House Prices, Net Annual Income, 2018
10 - Oxford City Council Economic Quick Facts
11 - UK Business Count, 2019

Population Pyramid, 2018 (%)
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FIGURE 9  Mode split of 
passengers in Oxford’s 
“inner cordon”

SPATIAL PROFILE

 + Much of the city centre is 
covered by one of four 
conservation areas and 
contains the medieval 
core of the university. 
It also includes the 
West End, which 
has been long identified as 
having significant growth and 
development potential. 

 + A constrained urban form 
and land use pattern puts 
pressure on public space; 
results in a lack of green 
space; and creates competing 
interests between uses. 

 + The centre’s narrow medieval streets 
create competition between uses.

 + Pre-COVID-19, on average 150,000 
people journeyed into and out of the 
centre each day. 33% of these trips 
were made by bus, 30% by car, 15% 
by foot and 12% by cycle.5

Copyright © Hatch 2018. All Rights Reserved.
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As we seek to recover and rebuild 
from the pandemic, we must 
question what exactly is it that we 
are rebuilding toward. 
In his article Towns, High Streets and 
Resilience: A Question for Policy (2021), 
Leigh Sparks, Professor of Retail Studies 
at Stirling University, highlights "the often-
stated desire to return post-pandemic 
to 'normal' is confronting questions over 
whether the pre-pandemic 'normal' was 
resilient, sustainable, or indeed desirable."
The decline of town centres and high 
streets, begun well before the COVID-19 
pandemic, exists in part as the retail sector 
is experiencing massive change, requires 
less space and is under severe commercial 
pressure. Retail and other businesses have 
been moving out of centres and contributing 
to the leeching of functions out of the 
centre. This has been exacerbated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, where visitor and 
workforce footfall has plummeted in the 
centre.
The need for flexibility and change has 
long been acknowledged in Oxford; it 
is, for example, featured in the Oxford 
Vision 2050 and Oxford Local Plan 2036. 
Our challenge is to grow the resilience of 
the city centre to address the shocks and 
stresses we are now even better placed to 
anticipate.  

FRAMEWORK FOR A RESILIENT CITY CENTRE

Challenge the status quo 

Resilience is often thought of as the ability 
to rebound from shock. This often overlooks 
existing issues of how a place really works 
for its community.  The drive for resilience, 
therefore, has to be open to the idea of 
challenging the existing order of things, 

ways of acting and types of organisations 
and impact. Places are about their 

communities, and thus resilient 
centres need to be about 
resilience for the benefit of 
that community. For example, 
Oxford city centre has a limited 

value retail offer to serve its communities, 
and there are few opportunities, due to rent 
levels and  availability at the right size, for 
local independent businesses to set up.

THE CITY CENTRE TODAY

Define resilience

There needs to be more clarity 
about what resilience means, and 
the purpose it serves, in the local 
context. Resilience needs to be defined 
for - and by - Oxford's communities, so it is 
clear who benefits, why and how.  
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Rethink the cost of city centre 
development 

Like many places, Oxford city centre has 
seen a number of national retailers and 
businesses declining and moving out. To 
stop this leakage and create a sustainable 
centre, we must rethink how development is 
costed. This implies challenging the current 
balance between in-town and out-of-town 
development and operations, new build and 
renovation cost disparities 
and the imbalance between 
private and social costs 
and benefits.

Value local networks

When pursuing resilience, 
it is important to consider 
how the system works and 
for whom. To prioritise a 
small number of large firms 
in many sectors, who rely 
on their national and international networks, 
can be at the expense of the resilience of 
towns and local businesses, who rely on 
their local networks. A definition of resilience 
which values local networks as integral to the 
success of the place is more likely to build 
wealth that stays within the community, and 
build capacity locally. 

Intervene 

The current system has seen places and 
people left behind and without access to 
basic needs and facilities. The dominance 
of large and distant businesses reduces 
local opportunities and leaves centres at the 
mercy of decisions taken well out of context. 
Much of current policy makes it easier and 
cheaper to develop away from the centre, 
exacerbating the problem. Intervention 
- both in supporting certain things but 
also in stopping others - is 
required in the name of local 
prosperity, health and 
sustainability. 
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 + International brand that attracts business and visitors. Oxford generally 
attracts approximately 7 million visitors per year, generating £780 million of 
income for city businesses (pre-pandemic figure).10

 + A driver for the regional and national economy. The city has one the 
highest concentrations of 'knowledge intensive' businesses in the UK and is 
considered the ‘service centre’ for the Oxfordshire economy.1 There is a rich, 
world class, innovation ecosystem across the city. 

 + A globally renowned, historic city. Internationally recognisable heritage assets 
create a distinct, high quality, historic built environment and lend the city its 
unique character. 

 + Strong business confidence. Despite the challenges of the pandemic that 
many still face, more than 20 businesses opened in vacant city centre units 
between October 2020 and summer 2021, at which point, agents reported 
more than 30 other units under offer.

 + Easy to get around. A compact city where cycling rates are high, bus services 
are comprehensive and frequent, rail services are expanding and being 
improved, and the whole city centre is within approximately a 20-minute walk.

 + Universities driving new opportunities. The success of Oxford’s economy 
is significantly enhanced by the presence of its two universities. Research 
capabilities and the ready supply of graduates mean that Oxford is an 
attractive location for a range of businesses.  

 + High quality open space and waterways. Waterways and green spaces are a 
fundamental part of Oxford’s character, landscape and setting.

 + A strong cultural and creative sector. Oxford has excellent cultural 
opportunities from world-class museums, historic libraries and gardens, to a 
wide-ranging programme of theatre, music and entertainment.

 + Attractive evening economy with a broad offer. Oxford city centre offers a 
wide range of cultural and leisure uses and provides a diverse night-time offer.

 + Partnership working. Success in taking forward key projects and programmes 
relies on partnership working with key organisations. This is already well 
established in Oxford.

STRENGTHS

THE CITY CENTRE TODAY
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WEAKNESSES

 + High levels of congestion resulting in poor air quality. Key routes are at 
capacity in the AM/PM peak, with much through-traffic crossing the city 
centre. Crowd and coach congestion is common. Buses compete for road 
space with many other users. Air quality is amongst the poorest in the UK.

 + Low quantum of publicly accessible green space. The majority of green 
spaces and planting is located within private spaces primarily within the city’s 
colleges, or at the edges of the city centre. This also results in low biodiversity 
and natural resilience in the city centre core. Apart from Bonn Square and 
Gloucester Green, there are few locations for pedestrians to dwell. 

 + Lack of residential provision acts as a barrier to diversifying the city centre. 
A lack of housing in the centre, and a lack of affordable homes means a lower 
residential population able to enjoy its amenities. It places dependency on 
visitors and in-commuters, which has shown to be a challenge during COVID.8

 + Lack of prime city centre office / co-working space. Vacancy rates have been 
persistently low over the last five years and very little new stock has come to 
the market. There have been almost no transactions for 4-5 star space over 
the last five years.8 

 + Heritage sensitivities.  The majority of the city centre is extremely sensitive 
in heritage terms, with a significant number of listed buildings and a high 
proportion covered by conservation areas. These are key strengths but also 
pose some challenges, for example, in adapting buildings to alternative uses 
and/or to improve their carbon performance.

 + High housing costs and high levels of homelessness. The number of people 
rough sleeping in Oxford increased significantly in the eight years leading up to 
a peak in 2017. Since then, the number has decreased, but still remains high 
for a city of Oxford’s size. The price of housing has also steadily increased 
during that time with Oxford one of the least affordable places to live in the 
UK. There is a need to ensure there are effective solutions to support people 
into housing and away from rough sleeping.7

 + Rail capacity limited, and congested arrival experience. The main train station 
sits at the edge of the city centre, with relatively poor visibility of pedestrian 
and cycle routes.

 + Challenging SME business environment. City centre attracts national retail 
and hospitality brands; though this has meant higher rent levels and a more 
challenging environment for independent retailers and start ups.11
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OPPORTUNITIES

THE CITY CENTRE TODAY

 + Reprioritise street space. Use the pilots undertaken during COVID-19 
recovery, such as Broad Street being part-pedestrianised in summer 2021, and 
implementation of Core Transport Scheme proposals, to inform a strategy to 
reprioritise street space to improve the environment for people. Broad Street 
and St Giles’ have the potential to become significant civic spaces.

 + Maximise the West End opportunity. The largest-scale mixed-use development 
Oxford city centre has seen and one of the largest urban transformation 
opportunities in the UK.

 + Accommodate a wider range of uses across sectors. A strong and increasing 
demand for city centre space in the science, tech, co-operative and cultural 
sectors provides an opportunity to explore new types of space and leases.

 + Diversify the experience. In addition to public realm improvements, it is 
important that the city centre mix is attractive to Oxford's diverse community 
and visitors.  One element of this is a comprehensive, collaborative and 
organised programme of events, activation and animation to help improve the 
experience for more people and boost dwell time.

 + Encourage more residential uses. Encouraging high quality residential 
development - especially the delivery of affordable homes - to bolster footfall 
and overall vibrancy, and create a more inclusive city centre. Encourage high 
quality student housing. 

 + Promote distinctive development. Development should contribute to the city’s 
unique sense of place.

 + Build upon the carbon emissions pledge. Continue to act on the Climate 
Emergency declaration and the work of the Citizens Assembly to deliver 
interventions to reduce emissions in the city centre.

 + Increase visitor stays. Identify further opportunities to support longer visitor 
stays through provision and promotion of more overnight accommodation 
alongside the diversification of attractions and experiences.

 + Improve safety and ambience. Improve the safety and ambience of the city, 
creating a centre that is safe and inclusive for all. 

 + Enhance accessibility and sustainable travel options. With car parks at capacity 
at the weekends, it is clear that public transport, principally buses, alongside 
active travel, such as walking and cycling, are critical and must grow as a 
proportion of daily trips if Oxford is to thrive. 
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THREATS

 + Climate emergency. The climate and ecological emergencies threatening 
humanity and the world’s natural systems. We must radically change how 
we conduct our lives, societies and economies to safeguard the planet and 
increase our own resilience.  

 + Competing pressure for street space. Inadequate pedestrian space on many 
streets, particularly when there are high visitor numbers. This is particularly 
an issue on the High Street, Carfax, St Aldate’s and Magdalen Street.

 + A retail sector reliant on workers and visitors. A low residential population in 
the centre results in a retail sector reliant on workers and visitors for footfall.

 + Lack of suitable workspace. Very little new office space has been created in 
recent years and there is a lack of suitable and/or flexible workspace to meet 
the needs of many businesses. 

 + Challenge attracting staff. Many businesses highlight difficulties in attracting 
and retaining staff, due to many reasons including affordability and liveability. 

 + COVID-19 recovery.  Congestion and dependence on public transport may 
mean a slower recovery for some key elements of the economy as people take 
time to regain confidence using these modes.

 + Constrained SME and independent market. The number of businesses 
starting up within the city centre increased from 59 in 2012 to 139 in 2018.2 
While a positive trend, it is still relatively low for a city of Oxford’s scale. 
Commercial rents rarely vary to allow for growth of the independent sector.8

 + Some big retail and major employers moving out. Core area highly dependent 
on retail and hospitality sectors, which may have a challenging future. Some 
closures are leaving large retail units empty and potentially difficult to fill. If 
addressed, this does, however, present an opportunity to provide space for 
independent businesses and community uses. Working from home trends are 
likely to remain high post COVID-19 pandemic, which is also reducing footfall. 

 + Ensuring an inclusive offer for Oxford's communities and visitors. The 
southern part of the city has high levels of deprivation. This is not primarily 
driven by income, but by factors like health, education, skills and training.

 + Increasing vacant units. While performing well, the opening of Westgate 
resulted in an increase of vacancies across the city centre. In September 2020, 
the number of vacant units in Oxford city centre had increased by 17 since 
March 2020 (from 57 to 74). While lower than some predictions, there are now 
a number of small clusters of vacant units to be tackled.
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ACTIONS TO RESPOND AND RESTART

WHAT ARE WE ALREADY DOING?

An ‘open online’ web 
listing for information 
about businesses open 
online and for delivery 

during lockdown

BUSINESS SUPPORT

CITY CENTRE ACCESS

Free park & ride parking 
in August and December 
2020, with Oxfordshire 

County Council

Marketing campaigns 
focused on supporting local 
businesses and encouraging 

visitors back safely after  
national lockdowns 

On-street city centre 
ambassadors and community 

response officers, and a special 
COVID-secure team to support 
and ensure businesses complied 

with the new measures

Over 200 new bike parking 
spaces in the city centre and 

130 additional spaces at Park 
& Ride sites, with Oxfordshire 

County Council

More than 50 city centre 
businesses provided with 
support for outside tables 

& chairs, including the 
part-pedestrianisation 

of  St Michael’s Street and 
George Street (temporarily)

PUBLIC REALM AND SAFETY 

Although the pandemic clearly opened up some significant challenges 
for the city centre, partnership working between stakeholders has also 
delivered some beneficial changes.
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More than £50m in grants and 
£58m of rate relief to businesses 

city-wide by 30th September 
2021, with additional funding 

following later in the year

Public health signage 
in the city centre, local 
centres and shopping 
parades, and creating 

a suite of signs as a 
resource for businesses to 
download online and use 

in their premises

Designated rest areas 
to decrease the number 
of people pausing in the 

busiest thoroughfares

Removing street clutter to 
support an enhanced cleaning 
regime and helping visitors to 

socially distance 

Hand sanitiser at key 
locations and extended 
opening hours of public 

toilets. 

Trialling one-way pedestrian 
routes on the busiest city 

centre streets to help people 
maintain social distancing

Focus group 
with a number of 

disabled people and 
representatives of 

disabilities groups to 
inform interventions 
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Part B defines four distinct workstreams and 
their clear objectives which drive the projects and 

commitments within the Action Plan.

APPROACH
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ACTION PLAN ELEMENTS
The Action Plan focuses on four 
workstreams, each intended to focus 
on a different thematic area of work. 
Each workstream is defined by a series 
of objectives. These workstreams and 
objectives are detailed below. 
Under each workstream sits a series of 
projects identified to deliver against the 
objectives over time. Projects are outlined 
in Section C and further detailed in the 
Appendix. Each project clearly articulates 
what the project is, its primary delivery 
partners, an explanation of its importance, 
and a focussed list of actions to ensure 
partners and stakeholders are aligned under 
next step actions.  
City-wide priorities on responding to 
the climate emergency, delivering a 
zero carbon Oxford, supporting thriving 
communities, enabling an inclusive economy, 
and delivering more housing - especially 
affordable housing - are all fundamental to 
the approach being set out.

ACTON PLAN HIERARCHY

WORKSTREAM AMBITIONS
Delivering a city that is easy, safe and 
efficient to move around with increasing use 
of active travel and public transport will 
be harnessed through a series of actions 
focussed on connectivity and access.
Shaping a city that celebrates the beauty of 
Oxford and delivers spaces that encourage 
new activities and dwell times - with a 
commitment to evolving a healthy, ‘people 
first’ environment - will be given priority 
through a series of actions focussed on 
public realm and animation.
An overriding objective of the City Centre 
Action Plan is to ensure it is well placed to 
support the inclusive economy ambitions 
set out in Oxford's city-wide Economic 
Strategy. A vibrant city centre is one that 
is lived in, worked in, shopped in, and 
played in. Our stakeholders recognise the 
importance of being an inclusive city centre, 
including enhancing its attractiveness 
as a place to start and grow businesses 
for under-represented sectors; with 
opportunities to work across skills levels; 
where the importance of paying the Oxford 
Living Wage is widely accepted; and so 
that all of our communities feel it is a safe, 
welcoming, accessible and attractive place 
for them to spend time in. Introducing 
housing - especially affordable housing - and 
supporting night time and leisure uses are 
also key parts of a successful, 24-hour city 
centre. A series of projects will focus on 
getting the mix right.
A successful city also must get the basics 
right, and this plan introduces actions that 
will continue to enhance the city centre for 
all those who use it.
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Connectivity and 
Access

Public realm and 
animation

Getting the mix 
right

Getting the basics 
right
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P 1.1

Limit private vehicles, reduce 
conflict and congestion, and create 
space for buses, bikes, and people.

Improve the public realm and 
provide events and experience to 
animate it and boost dwell times.

CONNECTIVITY 
& ACCESS

PUBLIC REALM    
& ANIMATION

OBJECTIVES

PROJECTS PROJECTS

OBJECTIVES
Reduce traffic congestion by 
limiting private vehicle trips through 
and to the city centre, freeing up 
space for public transport, cyclists, 
pedestrians, and businesses 

Facilitate a world class public 
transport network, working with 
bus and rail industries to improve 
gateways, interchanges and 
connections, plus faster, more 
reliable journeys into and through 
the city centre

Prioritise development of a range 
of new delivery and collection 
options including electric, pedal-
power and more

Deliver better walking and cycling 
infrastructure, capitalising on the 
city centre’s human scale and 
accessibility, and responding to 
the existential threat of the climate 
emergency

Celebrate our outstanding history 
and heritage assets, through 
access, adaptation and retrofit, 
as well as better public realm, 
lighting and activation

Re-prioritise road space to create 
opportunities for different uses, 
and to create new civic spaces 
where people can meet, relax, 
celebrate, and be creative

Improve air quality, create 
more green space, and improve 
waterways, to support physical 
and mental health, our 
attractiveness as a destination, 
our resilience to climate change, 
and biodiversity 

O 1.2

O 1.1

O 1.4

O 1.3

O 2.2

O 2.1

O 2.3

WORKSTREAMS AND OBJECTIVES

P 1.2 P 1.3

P 1.5 P 1.6 P 1.7

P 1.4 P 2.2 P 2.3P 2.1
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P 4.5

Building on Oxford's world-class 
innovative and creative spirit, enhance 
the city centre as a place to live, start 
and grow a business, visit, and play. 

Create an inclusive, safe, and attractive 
city centre that mediates and promotes 
the diverse range of activities and uses.

GETTING THE 
MIX RIGHT

GETTING THE 
BASICS RIGHT

PROJECTS PROJECTS

OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES
Diversify uses by building and 
repurposing to create new places 
to live and work

Support our retail, hospitality, 
leisure, culture and services 
to recover and evolve, while 
ensuring the spaces to support a 
new wave of business growth and 
jobs

Encourage the growth of more 
economic sectors, including 
science, tech and creative, 
to build on our world-class 
innovation ecosystem and attract 
and retain talent in the city centre

Achieve more overnight visitor 
stays, increasing their enjoyment 
of our city, while maximising the 
contribution to the local economy

Create an inclusive city centre 
where everyone is welcome and 
supported, regardless of their 
background, identity or income.   

Strike a balance between 
residents, students and workers 
going about their daily lives; and 
tourist visits, ensuring greater 
levels of visitor satisfaction and 
increasing return trips; and 

Strengthen the feeling of safety 
through the work of the Council’s 
Safer Oxford team, Thames 
Valley Police, Oxford Community 
Safety and City Centre Crime 
Partnerships

O 3.2

O 3.1

O 3.4

O 3.3

O 4.2

O 4.3

O 4.1

P 3.1 P 3.2 P 3.3

P 3.5 P 3.6 P 3.7

P 3.4 P 4.1 P 4.2 P 4.3

P 4.4
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European Regional Development Fund 
This project is receiving funding from the England European Regional Development Fund 
as part of the European Structural and Investment Funds Growth Programme 2014-
2020. The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (and in London the 
intermediate body Greater London Authority) is the Managing Authority for European 
Regional Development Fund. Established by the European Union, the European Regional 
Development Fund helps local areas stimulate their economic development by investing 
in projects which will support innovation, businesses, create jobs and local community 
regenerations. For more information visit https://www.gov.uk/european-growth-funding.
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CONTENTS

CONTEXT 
Part A provides a headline profile of Oxford's city 
centre alongside a summary of its primary strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats, as well as a 
summary of the actions already underway to support a 
positive recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic.

APPROACH 
Part B defines a hierarchy of the Action Plan and 
presents the four distinct workstreams and their clear 
objectives, which drive the projects and commitments 
within the Action Plan.

ACTION PLAN 
Part C outlines the catalyst initiatives and 
projects that will support Oxford in achieving 
the objectives of this Action Plan, grouped by 
workstream. Full project details can be found in 
the Projects & Places Appendix.

PROJECTS
This section provides further detail 
on the catalyst initiatives and projects 
that will support Oxford in achieving 
the objectives of this Action Plan, 
grouped by workstream.

STREET-BY-STREET
This section explores some potential 
location-specific opportunities and 
considerations for an improved public 
realm across Oxford city centre, to 
help define the scope for a public 
realm strategy.

IMPLEMENTATION 
Part D sets out how change will be coordinated 
across stakeholders. Responsibility for leading on 
and supporting delivery will be shared by a range of 
different organisations.
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Part C outlines the catalyst initiatives and projects 
that will support Oxford in achieving the objectives 

of this Action Plan, grouped by workstream. Full 
project details can be found in the Projects & 

Places Appendix.

ACTION PLAN
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Limit private vehicles, reduce 
conflict and congestion, and create 
space for buses, bikes, and people.

CONNECTIVITY 
& ACCESS

DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVES

While Oxfordshire County Council and 
Oxford City Council are taking significant 

steps to improve the connectivity and 
access arrangements across the city 
centre through proposals such as the 

Core Transport Schemes and the Zero 
Emission Zone, there is still much to do.

Actively planning for an increase in the 
use of more sustainable modes, as well 
as enhancing the arrival experience, are 

major priorities for the city. 

While reducing through car journeys 
and promoting active travel are core 

objectives, they come with a commitment 
to take into account the needs of people 
who rely on vehicles to access the city 

centre and to recognise the importance 
of disabled parking bays, availability of 
taxi locations, bus drop off and pick up 

points close to destinations, and sufficient 
space and suitable surfaces for those 
in wheelchairs on pavements and at 

crossing points.

CONNECTIVITY & ACCESS
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PROJECTS

P 1.1

P 1.2

P 1.3

P 1.5

P 1.6

P 1.7

P 1.4

Core Transport Scheme Proposals 
The Core Transport Scheme proposals aim to reduce congestion; reprioritise 
road space for public transport, active travel, civic uses and businesses; and 
reduce pollution. Proposed measures being considered include traffic filters, a 
workplace parking levy, new and improved bus, cycling and walking routes. 

Zero Emission Zone 
Oxford Zero Emission Zone (ZEZ) aims to reduce air pollution, tackle the 
climate emergency, and improve health by introducing a charge for vehicles 
entering the zone based on their emissions. Only 100% zero emission vehicles 
would be able to enter the zone free of charge (subject to exemptions). A pilot 
ZEZ in the heart of the city centre is scheduled to start in early 2022.

Oxford Railway Station Redevelopment 
Oxford Railway Station will be undergoing significant transformation to 
facilitate an anticipated doubling of passengers, allowing East-West rail service 
improvements including more trains to London faster, frequent direct trains to 
Cambridge, and potential direct connection to Bristol. Improvements include 
two new railway lines and platforms, a new western entrance and station 
building on the Botley Road, and a multi modal transport interchange.

Oxpens & Osney Mead Connectivity 
The delivery of a new pedestrian/cycle bridge over the Thames between 
Oxpens and Grandpont, and path improvements between the proposed bridge 
and Osney Mead will provide convenient, attractive and improved connectivity 
for walking and cycling between the city centre, Rail Station and Osney Mead.

New Delivery (and Collection) Solutions
To reduce the impact of freight trips by large and / or polluting vehicles in and 
around Oxford’s city centre, we will work with Oxfordshire County Council on 
exploring options around freight consolidation and develop proposals for new 
delivery and collection solutions that will also benefit Oxford’s businesses.

Visitor Coach Strategy 
Support Oxfordshire County Council in short and long term options for where 
visitor coaches can drop and layover in a way that lessens negative impacts,  
aligns to the Core Transport Scheme proposals, but supports visitor trips.  

Park & Ride Enhancements 
Oxford City Council is committed to work with Oxfordshire County Council to 
evolve and enhance the offer of existing Park & Rides. This forms part of the 
strategy in the Local Transport Plan (LPT4) to enhance the current five Park & 
Ride sites and increase capacity in the city’s outer ring.
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The quality of the public realm and 
experience of the city centre for residents 

and visitors does not always befit the 
city’s global status. A high quality public 
realm is fundamental to establishing a 

vibrant city centre. 

There is also a lack of publicly accessible 
green space in the city centre, and 

the waterways are often inaccessible. 
This results in low biodiversity, natural 
resilience, and connectivity to nature in 

the city centre core. 

To achieve long term improvements a 
public realm strategy that encourages 
new activities and greater dwell times, 

and allows people to enjoy high quality, 
outdoor public spaces is needed. To 
achieve this, it must be considered 

alongside a movement framework that 
re-prioritises road space based on 

congestion being reduced through the 
proposed Core Transport Schemes.

Improve the public realm and 
provide events and experience to 
animate it and boost dwell times.

PUBLIC REALM    
& ANIMATION

DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVES

PUBLIC REALM & ANIMATION
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P 2.2

P 2.1

P 2.3

City Centre Public Realm & Movement Strategy 
The Public Realm & Movement Strategy will, subject to funding, revisit traffic 
management and prioritisation in the city centre in a comprehensive way to 
support a more comfortable, less congested experience for people using the 
city centre, to encourage increased dwell time and access for sustainable 
travel. The strategy will also set out wider public realm improvements including 
exploration of further pedestrianisation options, and increasing the amount of 
public green space and biodiversity in the city centre core.

Interim Public Realm Improvements
There are several interventions that are not reliant on movement and, therefore, 
can be progressed alongside development of a wider public realm strategy 
under Project 2.1 subject to funding being secured. This includes short term 
interventions which would not undermine a longer-term strategy. This project, 
therefore, highlights public realm improvements that support the city centre’s 
unique identity and strengthen its economy that are not reliant on strategic 
interventions. 

City Centre Shopfront Design Advice
Oxford City Council has developed a Shopfront and Signage Design Guide, 
which takes the form of a planning Technical Advice Note (TAN) accompanying 
Oxford’s Local Plan 2036. This has the aim of conserving and enhancing 
Oxford’s architecture, public realm, heritage and image. 

PROJECTS

The Street-by-Street section in the Projects & Places Appendix focuses on 
the 12 streets or groups of streets that make up the 'outdoor' city centre. 
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GETTING THE MIX RIGHT

Building on Oxford's world-class 
innovative and creative spirit, enhance 
the city centre as a place to live, start 
and grow a business, visit, and play. 

GETTING THE 
MIX RIGHT

Oxford city centre has a strong profile of 
shops and businesses, attracting national 
brands, as well as strengths in knowledge, 
innovation, creative and cultural sectors. 

However, high retail rents, the decline and 
displacement of big retail and businesses, 

and a lack of suitable workspace have 
created a challenging environment for shops 
and businesses - especially SMEs and social 

enterprises. A lack of affordable housing 
has created a centre reliant on workers and 
visitors, and challenges for recruiting staff. 

There is a lack of community gathering 
spaces and live music venues. 

There is an opportunity to diversify 
the centre's mix of uses, providing new 
and flexible spaces for businesses, and 

enhancing the residential, community, and 
night time offer. The development of the 

West End provides a major opportunity, as 
it will increase and diversify the residential 

and commercial offer and create an 
innovation district of national significance.

DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVES
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P 3.1

P 3.2

P 3.3

P 3.5

P 3.6

P 3.7

P 3.4

Oxford West End
Oxford West End is the largest-scale mixed-use development the city centre 
has seen and one of the largest transformation opportunities in the UK. A 
series of coordinated developments are being brought forward as part of an 
over-arching vision co-created by local landowners and stakeholders to deliver 
an innovation district. Together these have the scale to meet urgent demand 
for start-ups, spin-outs, and HQs in the city centre, alongside new homes, 
including affordable homes. 

City Centre Major Development Projects
Major development projects and sites will be advanced in a holistic manner. 
This includes working with developers and stakeholders on a coordinated 
approach to curating the mix of uses, public realm improvements, maximising 
the social value of development, and construction impacts.   

Target & Reduce Vacant Units including ‘Meanwhile in Oxfordshire…’ Project
Work with landlords and agents to reduce the number of vacant city centre 
units, including the reduction of underutilised upper floor space. In addition 
to seeking long-term occupancy, this will target the temporary use of vacant 
buildings, partly via the ongoing ‘Meanwhile in Oxfordshire…’ project. 

Covered Market Evolution 
There are a number of strategies being developed to support the successful 
long-term viability of the Covered Market and its businesses. This includes a 
leasing and operating strategy, a masterplan, a heritage-led asset management 
& maintenance plan, an activation and animation strategy, a branding & 
marketing strategy, and an environmental sustainability strategy.

Workspace
In order to deliver on the Oxfordshire Local Industrial Strategy vision which 
positions Oxford as one of the world’s top three innovation ecosystems, Oxford 
needs space for high-value priority sectors to grow and expand as well as 
affordable space for small businesses, social enterprise, and the third sector.

Stimulate the Night-Time Economy
Support business owners and managers to develop a programme of recovery 
and rebuild measures for the night-time economy, including exploring the 
potential for new and diversified uses of buildings alongside their primary uses. 
Protect existing music and arts venues, and explore opportunities for new ones. 

Culture and Creative Businesses
Work with landowners to provide the right spaces and leases in the city centre 
for independent, cultural and creative businesses, and develop opportunities to 
widen and strengthen the role and presence of these communities. 

PROJECTS
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GETTING THE BASICS RIGHT

Create an inclusive, safe, and attractive 
city centre that mediates and promotes 
the diverse range of activities and uses.

GETTING THE 
BASICS RIGHT

DESCRIPTION
Oxford is a city that’s highly attractive to 

a range of people including, residents, 
workers, shoppers and hospitality / 

leisure / services customers, students 
and visitors with sometimes competing 

objectives.

However, not everyone feels welcome 
in the city centre; there is a perception 

that the centre is not for locals and 
not accessible to those without means. 
Oxford City Council and stakeholder 

partners will seek to create an inclusive, 
safe, and functional city centre; 

mediating conflicting issues, promoting 
the diverse range of activities, and 

endeavouring to create a place for all.

A range of operational enhancements 
are proposed to ensure that the city 

centre is improved as a more inclusive, 
safer, healthier and more enjoyable 

place in which to spend time for all our 
communities.

OBJECTIVES
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P 4.5

P 4.1

P 4.2

P 4.3

P 4.4

PROJECTS

Homelessness and Rough Sleeping
Working with people who present as homeless or are sleeping rough, and with 
a range of partner organisations in the public sector, community, charity and 
social enterprise sectors to reduce homelessness and rough sleeping.

Street Scene Management
Continue to work with Oxford Direct Services and other stakeholders to 
develop effective street scene management and cleaning and waste regimes. 
Encourage businesses, city centre customers and visitors to play their part.

Tourism and Visitor Management
Tourist and visitor management is critical to providing a quality and memorable 
experience for visitors, driving footfall into the city centre and balancing the 
impact on businesses, residents and the public realm. We will explore funding 
options for work with the destination management organisation and individual 
attractions and businesses to review visitor arrival points; develop a strategy 
for visitor routes and signage; and review our provision of visitor information to 
ensure it is sustainable.

Reducing Crime and Antisocial Behaviour
Creating a safe city centre, and one that is perceived to be safe to all, is 
fundamental to its economic success. Collaborative joint working on a 
combined, strategic, responsive approach is required to tackle crime and anti-
social behaviour in Oxford city centre.

Marketing and Promotion
Work with city centre businesses and partners to achieve a strong collective 
approach to marketing and promotion, including exploring funding options 
for promoting the city centre’s brand and messaging, and establishing it at 
the heart of all communications. This will celebrate its unique place qualities 
including its history, world-class architectural heritage and university 
institutions; as well as its strengths in retail, hospitality and leisure, and in 
culture, community and social enterprise.
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IMPLEMENTATION
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Part D sets out how change will be coordinated 
across stakeholders. Responsibility for leading on 

and supporting delivery will be shared by a range of 
different organisations.

IMPLEMENTATION
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GOVERNANCE

The City Council has taken the leadership 
in preparing the CCAP. Yet, the CCAP is 
intended to be a community owned plan, 
and cannot be delivered in isolation. The 
City Council seeks collaboration across 
stakeholders and the community. Therefore, 
it is important to have effective governance 
structures, both internally for the City 
Council, as well as, for the wider stakeholder 
group. 

The delivery of the actions set out in this 
document require a number of elements 
of the City Council and County Council 
to work closely together. The City Centre 
Management function will co-ordinate 
the City Council’s work through a multi-
disciplinary programme team – the Oxford 
City Centre Action Plan Delivery Group. The 
purpose of the Group is divided into two 
areas of responsibility: 

 + to be the delivery mechanism for the 
projects for which the City Council is 
identified as the main responsible and 
accountable body; and, 

 + to monitor and support those projects 
where other stakeholders have been 
identified as being the main responsible 
and accountable body. 

Further to the City Council’s leadership role 
in preparing the CCAP, the Council will also 
take on the coordination and support role for 
the Delivery Board. The CCAP is intended 
to be a stakeholder owned plan, which will 
guide a partnership approach to the future 
of City Centre Management. It will be for 
the partnership to develop, and agree the 
appropriate structure. A flow diagram of this 
process is set-out adjacent, for illustrative 
purposes only.

Oxford does not have a Business 
Improvement District (BID), and discussion 
of a BID as a potential funding and delivery 
model for the city has been on hold for 
some time. Oxford City Council remains 
prepared to engage in conversations 
about this funding option and others like it 
including a Community Improvement District 
and Tourism BID, if initiated by the city’s 
business community.
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The interventions proposed in this 
Action Plan will need to be brought 
forward in phases. This section sets 
out the indicative timescales for the 
various projects. There are several 
key interdependencies between 
projects across workstreams. For 
example the connectivity and 
access workstream is critical to 
many of the other interventions, 
particularly the ability to deliver 
public realm changes. Achieving the 
objectives of this Action Plan will 
require partnership working across 
stakeholders in the city centre.

Where appropriate the interventions 
record both pre-implementation 
(business case development / design 
/ consultation / pilot) as well as 
implementation.

There are three types of project. 
Some are ongoing, others are 
already underway and there are 
a number that are not started but 
could be initiated if agreed and 
viable once this Action Plan has 
finished its stakeholder engagement. 
To illustrate this, each project carries 
a marking to show their category: 

ongoing 

underway 

not started

PROJECT TIMELINE

Pre Implementation

Implementation
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2.1 City Centre Public Realm & Movement Strategy 
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2.3 City Centre Shopfront Design Advice
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3.4 Covered Market Evolution 
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SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS

1.1 Core Transport Schemes

3.1 Oxford West End 

1.5 New Delivery (and Collection) Solutions 

1.7 Park & Ride Enhancements 

1.4 Oxpens & Osney Mead Connectivity

3.5 Workspace

1.3 Oxford Railway Station Redevelopment 

2.2 Interim Public Realm Improvements

3.3 Target & Reduce Vacant Units Including ‘Meanwhile in Oxfordshire…’ Project

3.6 Stimulate the Night-Time Economy
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European Regional Development Fund 
This project is receiving funding from the England European Regional Development Fund 
as part of the European Structural and Investment Funds Growth Programme 2014-
2020. The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (and in London the 
intermediate body Greater London Authority) is the Managing Authority for European 
Regional Development Fund. Established by the European Union, the European Regional 
Development Fund helps local areas stimulate their economic development by investing 
in projects which will support innovation, businesses, create jobs and local community 
regenerations. For more information visit https://www.gov.uk/european-growth-funding.
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CONTENTS

CONTEXT 
Part A provides a headline profile of Oxford's city 
centre alongside a summary of its primary strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats, as well as a 
summary of the actions already underway to support a 
positive recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic.

APPROACH 
Part B defines a hierarchy of the Action Plan and 
presents the four distinct workstreams and their clear 
objectives, which drive the projects and commitments 
within the Action Plan.

ACTION PLAN 
Part C outlines the catalyst initiatives and 
projects that will support Oxford in achieving 
the objectives of this Action Plan, grouped by 
workstream. Full project details can be found in 
the Projects & Places Appendix.

PROJECTS
This section provides further detail 
on the catalyst initiatives and projects 
that will support Oxford in achieving 
the objectives of this Action Plan, 
grouped by workstream.

STREET-BY-STREET
This section explores some potential 
location-specific opportunities and 
considerations for an improved public 
realm across Oxford city centre, to 
help define the scope for a public 
realm strategy.

IMPLEMENTATION 
Part D sets out how change will be coordinated 
across stakeholders. Responsibility for leading on 
and supporting delivery will be shared by a range of 
different organisations.

CITY CENTRE ACTION PLAN | VOLUME 1 

CITY CENTRE ACTION PLAN | VOLUME 2 

CITY CENTRE ACTION PLAN | PROJECTS & PLACES APPENDIX
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This section provides further detail on the catalyst 
initiatives and projects that will support Oxford in 

achieving the objectives of this Action Plan, grouped 
by workstream.

Throughout this section, the following names and acronyms are used to 
describe key actors who will be leading on delivering each action:
CCMT - Oxford City Council's City Centre Management Team
The City - Oxford City Council
DMO - Destination Management Organisation 
OCC - Oxfordshire County Council 
ODS - Oxford Direct Services
OxLEP - Oxfordshire Local Enterprise Partnership 
OxWED - Oxford West End Development Limited
TVP - Thames Valley Police  

PROJECTS
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CORE TRANSPORT SCHEME PROPOSALS
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
The proposed Core Transport Schemes are a critical project for the city centre and wider city 
to tackle congestion and air quality problems and boost the potential of our key employment 
locations. It will enable the reprioritisation of road space for walking, cycling, public transport, 
taxis, civic space and businesses. The proposals aim to improve the quality of the environment 
for all those living, working and visiting the city centre and help unlock the potential of 
identified development sites. Public consultation on the proposals was undertaken in 2020. By 
reducing congestion it will also help deliver a less polluted city centre. The project has three 
key components: 

 + A better, faster and more comprehensive public transport network. 

 + A complete, high-quality walking and cycling network. 

 + Reclaiming some of the road space currently used for private motor vehicles to provide 
more space for buses.

The proposals include a workplace parking levy and traffic filters, new and improved bus, 
cycling and walking routes. Funding is in place via the Housing and Growth Deal for all work 
up to and including the Outline Business Case stage, which is intended to enable funding for 
implementation. 

This will unlock other projects around public realm and movement in this Action Plan. 

Public consultation on the specific proposals is expected in Summer 2022. 

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxfordshire County Council and Oxford City Council jointly

Supporting: Bus companies, local businesses and residents alongside scheme development 
and appraisal consultants

NEW COLLEGE STREET

CONNECTIVITY & ACCESS

U
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + 68% of air pollution in Oxford is caused by traffic, and poor air quality affects 

everyone in the city, particularly the most vulnerable. By limiting the number of 
journeys through, not to, the city centre by private motor vehicles we expect to 
be able to significantly reduce congestion and improve air quality.

 + Implementing the proposals would enable a better, faster and more 
comprehensive public transport network and improved taxi mobility, alongside 
a high-quality, spacious walking and cycling network.

 + The project will enable a redesign of the bus movement network in the city 
centre, to unlock opportunities for improved public realm and pedestrianisation, 
both of which have proven economic benefits for businesses. 

 + Tackling congestion and reprioritisation of road space will have the additional 
benefit of reducing demand to park private motor vehicles in the city centre, 
and so create new opportunities to repurpose space that is currently allocated 
to that use.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Develop an outline business case, comprising detailed scheme development 

and appraisal, modelling, legal and communications and engagement. Led by 
OCC and the City jointly.

 + The Workplace Parking Levy Partnership, formed in early 2021 to represent 
businesses likely to be affected by a workplace parking levy, alongside a wider 
engagement programme on the proposals, to clearly understand the wider 
impacts on businesses and residents.

 + Oxford City Council is the first UK Local Authority to set tougher air quality 
standards than the current legal target for Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), through a 
citywide Air Quality Action Plan. The current legal annual mean limit value is 
40 µg/m3, but several health studies have shown that there is no safe level of 
air pollution. Oxford’s objective is to achieve a local annual mean NO2 target 
of 30 μg/m3 by 2025, putting down a marker for what local authorities can 
achieve and providing the framework for partners and funders to support a 
journey to the cleanest possible air.

1.1 Core Transport Scheme Proposals
Business Case 

Implementation

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
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ZERO EMISSION ZONE
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
As part of the Core Transport Proposals, the Oxford Zero Emission Zone aims to reduce 
air pollution levels, help tackle the climate emergency, improve the health of residents, 
workers and visitors in Oxford by introducing a charge for vehicles entering the zone, based 
on their emissions. Only 100% zero emission vehicles will be able to enter the zone free of 
charge. The Zero Emission Zone (ZEZ) was introduced as a pilot in February 2022, with 
proposals for a wider ZEZ to be consulted on in Summer 2022.

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxfordshire County Council and Oxford City Council are jointly leading and 
funding the development of proposals

Supporting: It is expected that the scheme will be self-funding when in full operation

ELECTRIC VEHICLE, CATTE STREET

CONNECTIVITY & ACCESS

U
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Vehicle emissions cause significant harm to human health and contribute to 

climate change. In January 2020, a study from the Centre for Cities concluded 
that just under 6% of deaths in Oxford can be attributed to particulate air 
pollution. 

 + The pollutant of most concern in Oxford city centre is nitrogen dioxide (NO2), 
75% of which comes from transport. Road transport also accounts for 16% of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in Oxford.

 + During the national lockdown introduced in March 2020 to control COVID-19, 
people across the country enjoyed quieter streets and cleaner air; in Oxford 
city centre pollution dropped by 64% to a level not likely seen since the 
early 20th century - the ZEZ provides opportunity to retain some of these 
improvements.  

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + The ZEZ Pilot scheme was approved in March 2021 for implementation in 

early 2022. Led by the City and OCC. 

 + Proposals for a wider ZEZ covering the whole city centre are being developed. 
Pilot results will be reviewed to inform an extended scheme. Led by 
Oxfordshire County and Oxford City Councils.

1.2 Zero Emission Zone 
Pilot

Wider Implementation

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
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OXFORD RAILWAY STATION REDEVELOPMENT
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Oxford Railway Station will be undergoing significant transformation over the time horizons of 
this Action Plan to facilitate an anticipated doubling of passengers. The rail industry is seeking 

The rail industry and local partners are seeking £150m-160m of investment to deliver 
capacity, journey time and safety improvements which include a new platform, and a 
western entrance with new station building on the Botley Road, to be delivered by 2024. 
This will support the nationally-significant East-West rail timetable requirements to be 
achieved including more trains to London, faster services and longer-term, potentially direct 
connections to Bristol. 

Masterplan options are being developed to inform proposals for an enhanced multi modal 
transport interchange to the east of the station.

Proposals are also progressing for delivery of a Cowley Branch line to allow improved 
accessibility from the south and east by rail. 

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Network Rail, Oxford City Council, Oxfordshire County Council, GWR, OxLEP

Supporting: Specialist consultants, West End landowners, Rail operators, bus companies

FRIDESWIDE SQUARE

CONNECTIVITY & ACCESS

U
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Redevelopment of Oxford Station is a vital project to raise the quality of the 

city centre, catalyse the redevelopment of Oxford's West End, and support 
East-West Rail. 

 + Our aspiration is that Oxford becomes a 'national rail hub', providing an 
increase in capacity to support housing and job growth required in the city and 
region.

 + The Oxford Station redevelopment is an important project to set an improved 
arrival experience for the city, alongside enhancing rail services. 

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + The first funding instalment - £69m - was secured from DfT in May 2021, to 

deliver elements of Oxford Phase 2. Further funding is needed to deliver the 
project and implement by December 2024. Led by Network Rail. 

 + £250,000 has been invested to develop masterplan options, which will be 
used to advance a strategic outline business case for the works required 
to redevelop the eastern side of the station. Further funding is needed to 
continue beyond this initial work to refine options and develop a business 
case by 2024. These would then follow on from the Phase 2 works that are 
predominantly focused on the western side of the station.

1.3  Oxford Railway Station Redevelopment

Business case/design development for Oxford Station 
(East/Phase 3)

Oxford Corridor Capacity 
improvements

Oxford Station Masterplan & 
east-side developments

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
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OXPENS AND OSNEY MEAD CONNECTIVITY
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
The delivery of a new pedestrian/cycle bridge over the Thames between Oxpens and 
Grandpont as well as path improvements between the proposed bridge and Osney Mead will 
provide convenient, attractive and improved connectivity for walking and cycling between the 
city centre, Rail Station and Osney Mead.

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxfordshire County Council and Oxford City Council jointly

Supporting: Environment Agency, OxWED, Oxford University 

OSNEY MEAD

CONNECTIVITY & ACCESS

U
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Osney Mead is identified for development within the Oxford Local Plan 2036. 

The Plan identifies the need for the bridge to facilitate walking and cycling 
connectivity between Osney Mead and the city centre. These proposals are 
part of the wider West End development area. 

 + The proposed bridge and path works will connect new development at Oxpens 
and Osney Mead and encourage walking and cycling from Osney Mead to the 
city centre through creation of an attractive and convenient route and river 
crossing.

 + To provide a route that is safe to use in times of flood.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
• £6m in funding has been secured from the Growth Deal for the Osney Mead 

bridge. Led by the City. 

• £1.738m in funding has been secured from the Housing Infrastructure Fund for 
pedestrian and cycle routes linking Botley, Hinksey, Osney Mead and Oxpens. 
Led by the City. 

 + Work on the feasibility, design and delivery of the proposal is being procured. 
Delivery of the bridge and path improvements are anticipated for 2023 and 
2022 respectively. Led by the City. 

1.4 Oxpens & Osney Mead Connectivity
Business Case / Design Development 

Implementation

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
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NEW DELIVERY (AND COLLECTION) SOLUTIONS
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
To reduce the impact of freight trips by large and / or polluting vehicles in and around Oxford 
city centre, we will work with Oxfordshire County Council as they develop the Local Transport 
and Connectivity Plan and revised Oxford Transport Strategy to explore options around freight 
consolidation, and develop proposals for new delivery and collection solutions that will also 
benefit Oxford’s businesses.

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxfordshire County Council and Oxford City Council jointly

Supporting: University of Oxford, University colleges, CoHSAT, Oxford Brookes University, 
Delivery Operators, city centre businesses

CONNECTIVITY & ACCESS

NS
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + The rate of “business to consumer” deliveries was already increasing before 

COVID-19, and the pandemic has clearly accelerated this trend. This 
contributes significantly to congestion on the Oxford ring road and approaches 
to the city centre.

 + Pollution levels are high in Oxford, and 75% of the city’s nitrogen dioxide 
pollution is caused by transport. More sustainable delivery and collection 
solutions would help reduce this. 

 + Parking space required for deliveries has constrained city centre businesses’ 
abilities to enable “café culture” during the pandemic, hindering the economic 
survival of hospitality businesses.

 + Oxford residents and visitors would benefit from a safer and more attractive 
public realm; more reliable and efficient deliveries and journeys; and better air 
quality.

 + The popularity of takeaway options during lockdown, driven by huge marketing 
investment by delivery companies has significantly increased the number of 
delivery mopeds in Oxford city centre, and created issues of congestion, illegal 
parking, emissions, and noise concerns for residents and businesses, especially 
around new outside seating areas.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Explore options for freight consolidation and sustainable delivery and 

collection options in Oxford - work with Oxfordshire County Council from 2022 
to identify resources and budget to develop options alongside development of 
the Oxford Transport Strategy. 

 + Continue work to create a collective / collaborative, sustainable delivery 
service among Covered Market traders, and draw on the lessons of this 
initiative to extend it to other clusters of city centre businesses. This should 
introduce digital solutions for ordering and delivery consolidation as well as 
scheduling. Led by the City. 

1.5 New Delivery Solutions
Options development

Implementation

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
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VISITOR COACH STRATEGY
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
A two-stage project to lessen the impact of visitor coaches on the city centre. Phase one will 
create additional temporary drop-off locations to ease the pressure on St Giles and work 
with coach operators and destinations to direct services to use the drop off nearest their 
destination and to then move on to agreed layover sites. Phase two, in the longer term, will 
reduce the number of city centre drop off locations, including exploring the potential to close 
the St Giles stop altogether, and replace them with edge of city facilities integrated with other 
transport options. 

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxfordshire County Council supported by Oxford City Council

Supporting: Destination Management Organisation, tour operators, Oxford Bus Company, 
Stagecoach, city centre destinations

CONNECTIVITY & ACCESS

OXFORD COACH

U
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Current coach drop off points are inadequate and negatively impact residents, 

city centre businesses and the visitor arrival experience. 

 + Coaches often park in residential side streets and resident bays, park over 
cycle lanes, carry out unsafe manoeuvres, idle, and drop off at unsafe or 
inappropriate locations. 

 + There is a lack of adequate drop off and layover facilities for drivers. Creating 
welcoming and high standard facilities for coach arrivals will support a seamless 
arrival by coach, help improve the visitor experience and significantly reduce 
congestion.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Develop a visitor coach strategy.  As coach numbers return to pre-COVID-19 

levels, work with the county council to survey coach drivers and passengers as 
they arrive in the city centre and use the resulting data to work with partners on 
improvement proposals.

 + Identify additional new drop off locations on Speedwell Street and close to 
Westgate to reduce pressure on St Giles, and promote these to the coach 
operators. Led jointly by the City, OCC and DMO. 

 + Work with Oxfordshire County Council to identify controls and enforcement 
measures to relieve pressure in the city centre – especially in the Ashmolean / 
St Giles area.

 + Target the accreditation of a ‘Coach Friendly’ City in the medium term of this 
Action Plan. 

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS

1.6 Visitor Coach Strategy
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PARK & RIDE ENHANCEMENTS 
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Oxford City Council seeks to work with Oxfordshire County Council to review the city’s park 
& ride model as part of the Local Transport Plan (LTP) and revised Oxford Transport Strategy 
to evolve and enhance the offer of the existing park and ride sites to increase capacity in the 
city’s outer ring. Oxford's park and ride system won national acclaim when first introduced 
and has since become a vital element of the city centre’s reliance on public transport. This 
project will seek to identify facility and service improvements that will adapt the model 
following the pandemic and ensure it remains as an option to facilitate sustainable access to 
the city centre. 

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxfordshire County Council and Oxford City Council jointly, including its Parking 
Management, Regeneration, City Centre Management and Planning teams

Supporting: Bus Companies

OXFORD PARK & RIDE BUS

CONNECTIVITY & ACCESS

U
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Utilisation of the park and ride facilities have been hugely impacted by the 

pandemic, and further consideration of how this important infrastructure 
is supported in the future will be key, particularly in the context of the Core 
Transport Scheme proposals.

 + Enhancements will help us build on the initial success and to further reduce the 
number of private motor vehicle movements into the city centre.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + A Bus Service Improvement Plan was published in 2021.

 + Seacourt Park & Ride was recently enhanced. Led by the City. 

 + Deliver a car park-bus fare joint-ticketing solution, building on the existing 
joint ticketing system for families.  

 + Review park & ride requirements to inform a strategy that can be embedded in 
the Oxford Transport Strategy. Led by OCC. This will include: 

 + Reviewing current and future park & ride capacity, considering the wider 
contexts of growth, transport proposals and changing travel patterns

 + Consider approach to car parking and bus charges in the context of 
building on learning to extend cashless payment options. 

 + Consider the role of park & rides alongside the Visitor Coach Strategy
 + Improve Electric Vehicle charging infrastructure at park and ride sites 

building on the work to date in delivering the EV Superhub at Redbridge 
Park and Ride and taking learnings from this to inform options at the other 
facilities

 + Improve facilities for those who would like to cycle and / or walk in from 
park & ride sites

 + Improve facilities for waiting passengers where practical and viable
 + Improve visitor welcome, signage and information available at park & ride 

sites
 + Consider real-time and digital products that enhance the function and 

experience of park & rides across the city, including real-time capacity 
tracking, integration with other transport and mobility information including 
buses and cycle hires, payment etc. 

1.7 Park & Ride Enhancements
Strategy development

Implementation

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
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CITY CENTRE PUBLIC REALM & MOVEMENT STRATEGY
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
A strategy that revisits traffic management and road reprioritisation in the city centre in the 
context of reduced congestion from the Core Transport Schemes to support transition of 
more streets towards “café culture” and shared civic spaces, more segregated space for 
cyclists and buses on key routes, space for improved cycling infrastructure and additional 
on-street cycle parking in place of car parking and enabling deliveries and servicing to be 
better incorporated into road layouts. The public realm strategy will also set out wider public 
realm improvements including exploring improvement of public green spaces, planting, 
and waterways, and in best utilising these for climate change resilience and improving 
biodiversity-  in the city centre. Street-specific opportunities are outlined in the Projects & 
Places Appendix to help define the scope for a public realm strategy. 

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxfordshire County Council, Oxford City Council

Supporting: Bus companies, active travel advocacy groups, Inclusive Transport & Movement 
focus group, city centre landlords and businesses and consultancy support

GLOUCESTER GREEN

PUBLIC REALM & ANIMATION

The Projects & Places Appendix focuses on the 12 streets or groups of streets that make up 
the 'outdoor' city centre. These provide important context and briefing for the Public Realm 
strategy.

NS
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + The proposed Core Transport Schemes are set to significantly reduce the 

amount of vehicle traffic in the city centre. This creates an opportunity to 
re-assign road space, shifting emphasis away from vehicles and towards 
pedestrians and cyclists. 

 + Improving the public realm creates a more positive city centre experience for 
all those who use it. A growing body of evidence links active travel and an 
enhanced public realm with local high street benefits, increasing dwell times 
and, therefore, spend - thus supporting the vitality of the city centre. 

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Identify resources and budget to commence work on this as Oxford's Core 

Transport Scheme proposals are progressed, and alongside the Oxford 
Transport Strategy. Led jointly by the City and OCC. 

 + Include this study as a key section of the Oxford Transport Strategy refresh, 
and explore potential funding streams. Led jointly by the City and OCC. 

 + Work with bus companies and active travel groups to ensure good service 
and commercial viability, while also improving the city centre for walking and 
cycling and the creation of shared civic spaces. Led by the City. 

 + During summer and autumn of 2022, explore funding options and if available, 
develop the early phases of a public realm strategy. The scope is to: 

 + Identify a movement framework that reprioritises road space to improve 
connections, manage traffic and create room for pedestrians, cyclists and 
buses to co-exist safely. Bus, cycle and pedestrian, freight/access routes 
must be taken into account when considering enhancements to individual 
streets, specifically as they are identified with the Oxford Local Walking and 
Cycling Plan. Schemes must consider impact on people with access issues.

 + Identify and provide design guidance for the implementation of new civic 
spaces facilitated by the reprioritisation of space.

 + Identify opportunities to help integrate growth areas into the city centre.
 + Audit city centre parking to identify potential reallocation opportunities.
 + Provide public realm opportunities and guidelines that respond to the street 

strategies in this Action Plan and cover:
 + Ground surfaces
 + Street furniture
 + Planting

 + Signage
 + Lighting
 + Public Art

2.1 Public Realm & Movement Strategy
Strategy development

Implementation

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
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INTERIM PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS

WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
There are several interventions in the street-by-street focus set out in the Projects & Places 
Appendix that are not reliant on movement and, therefore, can be progressed alongside 
development of the wider public realm strategy. There will also be interim measures that can 
be undertaken in lieu of longer term solutions without undermining the longer term approach.  
We will initiate public realm improvements that support the city centre’s unique identity 
and strengthen its economy that are not reliant on strategic interventions. This will require 
identifying necessary improvements and projects, establishing funding sources and, where 
funding is available, consulting on and delivering improvements.

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council Regeneration, City Centre Management and planning teams; 
Oxfordshire County Council 

Supporting: University of Oxford and its colleges, businesses focus group, Oxford City 
Inclusive Transport & Movement Focus Group, Cultural Partners, City Centre Taskforce, 
businesses, Thames Valley Police

The Projects & Places Appendix focuses on the 10 streets or groups of streets that make up 
the 'outdoor' city centre.

PUBLIC REALM & ANIMATION

OUTDOOR SEATING

NS
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Not all public realm improvements are reliant on changes in movement or more 

strategic interventions. Some are set out in the Street-by-Street section of the 
Projects & Places Appendix, and can - subject to funding - be progressed with 
key partners while the wider strategy is considered.

 + During the COVID-19 pandemic, City Council surveys found that 
pedestrianisation schemes saved businesses and jobs by increasing consumer 
spend and satisfaction.

 + Outdoor seating initiatives introduced during the COVID-19 pandemic were 
popular with hospitality businesses, customers and visitors alike. In the longer 
term, a café culture will add to the positive experience of visitors and to dwell 
times, as will a regular programme of events and performance activity. 

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Maintain, audit and extend where possible current outdoor seating initiatives.  

Explore potential funding options and if available use this to support 
businesses to maintain the initiatives that are not reliant on a wider movement 
framework to continue beyond the current expiry, which for most is 2022. Led 
by the City, working with OCC. 

 + Audit not-yet-involved hospitality businesses for their interest in outside 
seating options, such as wide pavements or loading & parking bays. Audit led 
by the City, with any jointly-agreed work to be undertaken with OCC highways 
teams.

 + Explore potential funding options and if available, develop and deliver a 
programme of art and performance-based activity in public spaces and 
suitable vacant units which do not affect the wider movement network. Led by 
the City, working with Cultural Partners, businesses and landlords / agents. 

 + Explore, with landlords, street specific frontage changes and design which 
adhere to guidance provided in the Shopfront and Signage Design Guide 
(Project 2.3), including opportunities to decorate hoardings and create window 
displays in vacant units while works are underway. Led by the City. 

 + Review all outside seating areas in light of the Vehicles As Weapons safety 
conversation, and adjust road layouts and protection measures as required. 
Led jointly by the City and OCC

 + Develop advisory briefings on low energy heating and lighting for outside 
seating areas. Led by the City. 

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
2.2 Interim public realm 
improvements
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PUBLIC REALM & ANIMATION

CITY CENTRE SHOPFRONT DESIGN ADVICE 
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Oxford City Council has developed a Shopfront and Signage Design Guide, which takes the 
form of a planning Technical Advice Note (TAN) accompanying Oxford’s Local Plan 2036. This 
has the aim of conserving and enhancing Oxford’s architecture, public realm, heritage and 
image. The Design Guide seeks to assist owners and tenants of shops and other commercial 
premises in the design of shopfronts and advertisements, and will also assist planning officers 
in their assessment of shopfront and signage applications. Its objective is to enhance and 
improve the character and appearance of shopfronts and signage of buildings within the city 
by establishing a set of design principles and good practice examples. The current planning 
and enforcement regulations will still apply to unauthorised shopfronts and signage.     

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council Planning and Heritage, and City Centre Management teams 

Supporting: City Centre Taskforce, Local Businesses and property owners

O
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Oxford city centre is famous for its world-class architecture and historic 

environment. In order to ensure that this architecture and unique setting is 
celebrated, it is essential that city centre shopfronts are well maintained, and 
that new signage is sensitive, well designed and well maintained. 

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + The TAN has been completed and published on Oxford City Council's planning 

webpages: link. 

 + Encourage building owners, landlords and incoming occupiers to draw on the 
Shopfront and Signage Design Guide. Led by the City. 

 + Explore the option of designating an Area of Special Control within the city 
centre. This will have the aim of improving the centre’s public amenity value 
and be informed by the design principles of the Shopfront and Signage Design 
Guide. Led by the City. 

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS

2.3 Shopfront Design Advice
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OXFORD WEST END
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Oxford West End is the largest-scale mixed-use development Oxford city centre has seen 
and is one of the largest urban transformation opportunities in the UK. Building on initial 
phases at the Westgate Centre and The Jam Factory, a series of coordinated developments 
are being brought forward as part of an over-arching vision co-created by local landowners 
and stakeholders to deliver an innovation district. Together these have the scale to meet the 
urgent demand for start-ups, spin-outs, and HQs in the city centre, alongside much needed 
new homes.  

Together, the partners will:
 + Transform the area by delivering a co-ordinated programme of low carbon developments 

and infrastructure to the west of Oxford’s city centre, creating over 13,000 net additional 
jobs in Oxford and around 1,000 new homes by 2040.  

 + Create a focal point for life sciences, energy, AI, and creative sector activities.
 + Deliver a national rail hub that facilitates east-west rail across the ARC to Cambridge, a 

range of new and enhanced city to city connections and strong local metropolitan transit 
and active transport mobility options.

 + Attract and retain academic talent from the University of Oxford, Oxford Brookes 
University, and City of Oxford College, and work with local partners including The Oxford 
Trust to nurture a networked, entrepreneurial environment.

 + Introduce pedestrian and cycle routes, providing better access around the city and to 
key destinations such as bus stops, the railway station and Westgate; and plentiful high 
quality secure cycle parking, as part of all new developments.

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: University of Oxford, OxLEP, Oxford City Council, Oxfordshire County Council, 
Oxford West End Developments (OxWED), Network Rail, Nuffield College and Christ Church 
College

Supporting: Oxford Brookes University, Activate Learning (City of Oxford College) and the 
Oxford Trust

SAÏD BUSINESS SCHOOL

GETTING THE MIX RIGHT

U
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
Over the last 15 years, Oxford’s contribution to the UK economy has been 
impressive. Yet, the evidence shows that the city is facing barriers to its overall 
potential. Supply-side limitations are Oxford’s biggest barrier to growth. 

 + Demand exceeds supply for housing - especially affordable housing - 
employment space, (start-up, office, R&D and lab) and labour. Oxford West 
End provides a long awaited, much needed opportunity for a mixed-use 
expansion of Oxford city centre. 

 + Oxford ranks 45th out of 63 cities in the UK for business start-up rates and 
58th in terms of GDP per worker. 

 + Certain sectors are under-represented in the city, particularly the city centre.
 + There is a high rate of leakage of both knowledge and capital from the city, 

showing that Oxford could still drive more value from its innovation capacity, 
both for local people and for the UK.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Implemented new partnership arrangements to bring oversight, align 

with on-going work, help shape the overall ambition for the area, 
support inward investment from both the public and private sectors, 
and ultimately help ensure delivery of the opportunity. 

 + Secured first tranche of £162m from DfT for Network Rail to deliver 
Station Phase 2 and submit prior approval. Led by Network Rail.

 + Launched a vision, place branding and investment prospectus to 
support case for investment. Led by the City. 

Continued on next page.

20
21
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PROGRESS AND ACTIONS - CONTINUED

 + Submit the Oxpens planning application. Led by OxWed.

 + Promote the Oxford West End and pursue inward investment 
opportunities with Government agencies and the private sector. Led 
by City Council working with West End Partners. 

 + Adopt the West End Spatial Framework Supplementary Planning 
Document by the end of 2022. Led by the City working with partners. 

 + Facilitate a major development programme to come forward in a 
coordinated way. Planning applications are expected on Nuffield 
Ltd. development sites at Frideswide Square and the Island site 
between Hythe Bridge Street and Park End Street. Further Local Plan 
allocations in the West End includes the Worcester Street Car Park. 
Led by the City and landowners working with partners. 

 + Deliver rail enhancements and new western entrance (phase 2) by 
2024. Led by Network Rail.

 + Deliver major development sites and supporting infrastructure. Led 
by landowners.

 + Deliver further Rail Station enhancements including the 
redevelopment of the eastern side of the Station (phase 3) by 2028. 

20
22

20
23

GETTING THE MIX RIGHT

OXFORD WEST END - CONTINUED

3.1  Oxford West End
Strategy development

Implementation

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
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CITY CENTRE MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Major development projects and sites will be advanced in a holistic manner that reflects the 
objectives of this Action Plan. Proposed major developments are highlighted on the following 
page. Coordination with these major development projects will include: 

 + making sustainable travel options a key element of the proposal.
 + committing to agreed, unified approaches to public realm improvements, including adding 

to the city centre public green space and street furniture portfolio where possible. 
 + being mindful of the approach to ‘curating the mix’ as set out in this Action Plan.
 + encouraging meanwhile use of vacant space and units while longer term development 

work takes place.
 + committing to using attractive or informative hoardings or window displays on vacant units 

while any works are being done.
 +  endeavouring to ensure the Signage Design Guide (Action 2.3) is adhered to. 
 + maximising the social value of development, for example, by providing skills training and 

work experience, supporting community initiatives, and donating excess building materials 
to community projects.

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council City Centre Management team, landlords, developers and their 
agents and development teams

Supporting: Local Planning Authority, Highways Authority

CLARENDON CENTRE

GETTING THE MIX RIGHT
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + To ensure that current and upcoming major developments are part of a 

collective approach to improving a city centre where all stakeholders are 
working together to achieve the best, most sustainable outcomes.

 + To minimise the impact of construction activity on businesses, residents and 
visitors for both day-to-day operations and enjoyment of the city. This could 
involve restricting permissions for construction traffic or scaffolding, where 
possible, to avoid conflict with major dates and events in the city centre, or 
agreeing the installation of attractive and informative hoardings around works.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Continue to build working relationships with landlords and development 

teams for all major city centre projects. Led by the City. 

 + Develop and share a working protocol to cover approaches to key issues. Led 
by the City.

 + Seek for the City Centre Management team to be embedded as a stakeholder 
in the planning process. Led by the City. 

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS

3.2  City Centre Major Development Projects

Continued on next page.
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FIGURE 1 Oxford city centre key development sites
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Clarendon Shopping Centre - proposed 
as a mixed-use redevelopment 
including new open air public space 
and pedestrian routes.

Frideswide Square - Action 3.1

Oxford Railway Station and Beckett 
Street Car Park - Action 1.3

The Covered Market - Action 3.4

Northgate development in Cornmarket 
- completing in 2022.

Boswells redevelopment on 
Cornmarket / Broad Street - to create 
a new boutique hotel. 

College plans for 9-15 High Street - to 
be announced.

West End developments (Action 3.1)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Work with landlords and agents to reduce the number of vacant city centre units to ‘churn’ 
(under 5%) level, including the reduction of underutilised upper floor space. In addition 
to seeking long-term occupancy, this will target the temporary use of vacant buildings to 
stimulate the economy, partly via the ‘Meanwhile in Oxfordshire…’ project, which began 
in early 2021. Agree and deliver on a city centre-wide approach to securing a vibrant and 
sustainable mix of uses across retail, hospitality, services, commerce, leisure, residential 
and community / social enterprise uses that is inclusive, vibrant, sustainable, and increases 
resilience to withstand future economic shocks, where price is not necessarily the deciding 
factor in letting decisions and consideration is given to the balance of sectors represented, 
with the flexibility to accommodate changing customer demand. A specific opportunity might 
be a ‘curation’ strategy to help tackle the cluster of vacant units on High Street, and inform 
future letting decisions there.

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council City Centre Management team leads on the audit, drawing 
information from agents and landlords (including the City's property team as the Council is a 
major city centre landlord). 'Meanwhile in Oxfordshire...' lead is the Makespace Consortium 
(appointed operator) funded by the Government's Getting Building Fund (£1.875m for the 
countywide scheme), facilitated by OxLEP.

Supporting: Meanwhile in Oxfordshire...' works with Oxfordshire district councils, Landlords, 
Agents

GETTING THE MIX RIGHT

TARGET & REDUCE VACANT UNITS INCLUDING 
‘MEANWHILE IN OXFORDSHIRE…’ PROJECT

O
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Vacant units are a key indicator of a city centre's economic health. They 

represent a loss of income to landlords and the public purse, and often 
diminish the environment for nearby businesses. Filling them will improve 
appearance, attracting more visitors and businesses; increasing footfall, 
prosperity and experience. 

 + Un- or under-used space on upper floors is also a lost opportunity for 
business, office or residential uses. 

 + Vacant units can provide an opportunity for pop-up uses or flexible community 
gathering / hub spaces. 

 + National trends in high street retail indicate a shift towards an experience-
based economy, meaning Oxford city centre needs more opportunities for 
small businesses and start-ups in sectors that will improve its mix.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Maintain an audit of vacant ground floor city centre units. This could be 

hosted digitally and integrated with leasing services. Led by the City. 
 + Conduct a city centre-wide audit of upper space, including opportunities to 

promote city living opportunities, and develop a joint strategy to reduce the 
amount of un- or under-used space. Led by the City, working with landlords 
and agents. 

 + Continue to deliver the county-wide ‘Meanwhile in Oxfordshire…’ project. This 
will encourage meanwhile use where longer term lettings take time to deliver 
and focuses on vacant units where capital investment to re-purpose units 
would overcome barriers to letting. Led by the City, facilitated by OxLEP. 

 + Encourage all vacant unit hoarding or windows to be attractive and/or 
informative. This includes developing protocols with the Council’s planning 
and business rates teams to make this a commonly agreed principle and as 
easy to deliver as is possible within national regulations. Led by the City. 

 + Continue to develop a database of city centre ownership. This will enable a 
collective approach to curating city centre units. Led by the City. 

 + Encourage all vacant city centre units to be actively and realistically 
marketed. Led by landlords and agents, supported by the City. 

 + Work with landlords to curate an appropriate mix of uses on each street based 
on the ambition and opportunities identified in the Projects & Places Appendix.

 + Work with business support organisations to ensure businesses are supported 
to start and grow.

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
3.3  Target & Reduce Vacant Units Including 
'Meanwhile in Oxfordshire...' Project 355
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GETTING THE MIX RIGHT

COVERED MARKET EVOLUTION
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
There are a number of strategies being developed to support the successful long-term 
viability of the Covered Market and its businesses. 

This includes a leasing and operating strategy that will set the Council’s ambitions in terms of 
tenant mix, leasing terms and supporting independent businesses in light of trends in retail 
and the impact of COVID-19. 

A masterplan will seek to improve the experience of all those who use the Covered Market 
and explore options to maximise commercial income and investment opportunities that will 
help the leasing strategy. It will also seek to improve the public realm in and around the 
market, for example, at the entrance on Market Street, as well as explore facilities such as 
public toilet provision in the Covered Market. 

As part of the commission a heritage-led asset management & maintenance plan for the 
Covered Market will be developed as well as an 'Activation and animation strategy', 'A 
Branding & marketing strategy', and an 'Environmental sustainability strategy'.

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council

Supporting: Covered Market occupiers

COVERED MARKET

U
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + The Covered Market is the Grade 2-listed “jewel in the crown” of City Council 

assets. Its unique social, historical and economic significance in Oxford means 
its success is critical to that of the city centre. If the leasing and operating 
strategy and the masterplan are successful, they will drive more footfall to the 
Covered Market and the city centre more widely.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + The City is leading on the production of all strategies. They have appointed 

a multidisciplinary team, including the Retail Group, Gort Scott Architects, 
Inner Circle Consultants, Transition by Design, to develop the Covered Market 
design concept and outline business case. A further £1.5m is anticipated in 
ongoing capital investment in the Covered Market.

 + The leasing and operating strategy, including stakeholder engagement, was 
approved by Oxford City Council's Cabinet in June 2021. Led by the City. 

 + Engage with stakeholders and the public on the masterplan until October 
2021. Led by the City. 

 + Undertake design and financial feasibility work throughout 2021/22, targeting 
an approved masterplan and outline business case by 2022. Led by the City, 
in collaboration with its multidisciplinary consultants.

 + Current and imminent workstreams include: introducing late evening opening 
with an associated events programme; bringing a new bar operator to the 
market to help attract a wider and more diverse audience; improved daytime 
events and promotional activities to strengthen the customer experience, 
supported by a new and improved website, and an audio tour, "The Un-
Covered Market".

3.4  Covered Market Evolution
Strategy development

Implementation

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
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GETTING THE MIX RIGHT

WORKSPACE
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
In order to deliver on the Oxfordshire Local Industrial Strategy vision which positions Oxford 
as one of the world’s top three innovation ecosystems, the city needs to provide much needed 
space for high-value priority sectors to grow and expand while also providing more affordable 
space for small businesses, social enterprise, and the third sector, including Oxford's growing 
co-operatives movement. 

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council 

Supporting: OxLEP, workspace operators, and education sector partners

U
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Oxford’s Economic Strategy has identified the need for a greater quantity 

and quality of flexible and affordable entrepreneurial workspace as part of its 
Workspace Strategy. This is a priority to support a more productive, sustainable 
and inclusive economy.

 + Creating and refurbishing workspace in the city centre will deliver a range 
of economic and place-based benefits, including a more diverse mix of city 
centre uses, sustainable regeneration and re-use, development of a community 
of new and growing businesses, improved workspace affordability, and new 
employment and training opportunities. 

 + A number of workspace projects are being explored, including as part of the 
'Meanwhile in Oxfordshire...' project. The refurbishment of 1-3 George Street is 
the first city centre project to deliver on the Oxford Economic Strategy in 2022 
and will provide approx. 7,286 sqft. (677 sqm) of workspace. 

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + 1-3 George Street is undergoing a £1.921m refurbishment. £800,000 of grant 

funding has been secured from OxLEP Local Growth Funds and the council 
investing the remainder. Led by the City. 

 + Appointing an operator to manage 1-3 George St and deliver against a range 
of economic, social, and environmental objectives, and KPIs that support 
entrepreneurship and jobs. Led by the City. 

 + Explore further workspace opportunities including re-purposing of under-used 
upper floors. Led by the City.

 + Examine whether any of the buildings in the city centre vacant unit clusters 
can be re-purposed for workspace uses, without negatively impacting on stock 
levels required for sustainable retail and hospitality sectors.

3.5  Workspace
1-3 George Street
Other Actions

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
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GETTING THE MIX RIGHT

STIMULATE THE NIGHT-TIME ECONOMY
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Work with business owners and managers to develop a programme of recovery and rebuild 
measures for the night-time economy, including exploring the potential for new and / or 
diversified uses in buildings alongside their primary uses. Protect existing music and arts 
venues, and explore opportunities to expand this offer. 

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council Safer Oxford, City Centre Management and Licensing teams, 
businesses, Pubwatch

Supporting: Landlords / agents, theatre and cinema management

TAP SOCIAL

NS
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + The city centre night-time economy is among those hardest hit by COVID-19, 

with a number of its businesses remaining closed or only able to re-open using 
an adjusted business model. 

 + Prior to the COVID-19 crisis, night-time industries were a growing part of the 
UK economy, and a strong offer will continue to play an important role in 
increasing the number of overnight stay visitors, which will help to boost the 
overall spend of visitors to Oxford. 

 + An enhanced night-time economy will increase the range of leisure and 
cultural activities available in the city centre as well as enhance prosperity and 
opportunity for new business and operators.

 + There is no major live music venue in the city centre, a deficiency cited by many 
consultation respondents. 

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Undertake a comprehensive audit of the sector in Oxford city centre to 

assess current provision, status, challenges and opportunities, and to identify 
measures that could support our night-time economy. Led by the City. 

 + Identify and support opportunities to retain, enhance and extend the night 
time economy offer including provision for live music and performances in the 
city centre. Led by the City, working with local landlords and planning teams. 

 + Ensure collaborative, joint-working amongst all those in the sector is 
embedded within all initiatives that emerge from this project. Led by the City. 

 + Develop and deliver, a "getting home safely" strategy to add confidence in the 
safety and security perceptions of Oxford city centre in the evenings and at 
night. Oxford has been granted up to £426,000 to introduce measures which 
aim to prevent violence against women and girls travelling in and out of Oxford 
at night. The funding aims to introduce new measures, including nightclub 
‘Safe Zones’, Safe Walk routes, outdoor phone charging stations, upgrades 
to CCTV and more. Led by the City with night-time economy businesses, the 
police, bus companies and taxi operators.

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS

3.6  Stimulate the Night-Time Economy
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GETTING THE MIX RIGHT

CULTURE AND CREATIVE BUSINESSES
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Provide the right spaces and leases in the city centre for independent, cultural and creative 
businesses, and find and develop opportunities to widen and strengthen the role and presence 
of these communities. Oxford city centre already provides an important location for creativity 
and the arts, benefiting the population of the city and its wider hinterland, as well as a basis 
for attracting tourists to the city. 

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council 

Supporting: Cultural Partners

MODERN ART OXFORD
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + There is a comparative under-representation of creative and innovative 

business activity within the city centre. The Creative sector makes up a 
relatively small proportion of total employment in the city centre (10%), and 
has declined over the last five years in terms of total employment (-40%). 

 + There is a lack of suitable workspace to meet the needs of creative businesses 
in order for it to regrow.

 + While Oxford is already a global tourist destination more needs to be done 
to capture longer stays and offer greater diversity to aid recovery and long-
term visitor growth. Boosting the level of creative and cultural industries has 
significant potential to both increase local job opportunities and diversify the 
visitor offer.

 + Oxford City Council delivers and supports a range of arts and cultural activities 
including dance, music, theatre, literature, film, digital art, the Museum of 
Oxford and the city’s archives, and these organisations would like to, and can, 
play a bigger day-to-day role in the city centre. 

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Promote independent entrepreneurs in the leisure and culture sectors by 

encouraging landlords and agents to recognise the wider benefits of these 
business types as an addition to the city centre mix, especially for under-used 
upper floors and long-time vacant units. Led by the City. 

 + Identify opportunities to host and/or fund new internationally significant 
creative and culture events. Led by the City. 

 + Explore funding opportunities to support creation of a new cultural quarter 
as part of the public realm and movement strategy along with opportunities 
to make culture and creativity a part of the new offer in emerging city centre 
development.

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS

3.7  Culture and Creative Businesses
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HOMELESSNESS & ROUGH SLEEPING 
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Everybody deserves a home and Oxford City Council and its partners are committed to 
ending rough sleeping and homelessness. Delivering on this commitment will involve working 
with people who present as homeless or are sleeping rough on the streets of Oxford, and 
with a range of partner organisations in the public sector, community, charity and social 
enterprise sectors to reduce instances of homelessness and rough sleeping.

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council, with ongoing national Government funding and officer time, 
working in collaboration with a range of public and voluntary sector partners
Supporting: City centre businesses

MATILDA HOUSE
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Oxford City Council believes that nobody should have to sleep rough in 

Oxford, but homelessness is a multi-dimensional problem which requires close 
partnership working to prevent it.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + The COVID-19 pandemic has had an enormous impact on people who are 

homeless as well as the sector itself. The call to arms of “Everyone In” at the 
start of Lockdown 1 saw the City provide accommodation for all the people 
who were at that point rough sleeping. This saw a shift in relationships and 
partnerships, with hotels, local businesses and Brookes University providing 
much of the accommodation and food. In December 2020, this work was 
ongoing with more than a 100 people still housed in interim accommodation 
which is now the cornerstone of a county-wide transformation programme 
towards a housing-led approach.

 + Strengthen existing partnerships and initiatives, and explore and introduce 
innovative new solutions where they present to help establish Oxford as a 
national leader in tackling this issue.

 + Oxfordshire County Council, the City and District Councils are working 
together to commission new services for single homeless people and those 
experiencing rough sleeping. The new services will focus on early prevention 
of homelessness and the provision of a rapid re-housing response that seek to 
provide long-term independent accommodation with support where needed. 
New services will start to deliver in 2022.

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS

4.1  Homelessness & Rough Sleeping
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GETTING THE BASICS RIGHT

STREET SCENE MANAGEMENT
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Continue to work with Oxford Direct Services and other stakeholders to audit and develop 
the most effective and responsive street scene management, cleaning and waste services. 
Encourage businesses and city centre customers and visitors to play their part.

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council, ODS Ltd, City Centre Ambassadors, City Centre Management 
team, Oxfordshire County Council, and Destination Management Organisations
Supporting: City centre businesses, waste services suppliers

HIGH STREET
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Oxford is world-renowned for its heritage architecture and picturesque streets. 

The perception should be matched by the lived and user experience so as to 
maintain positive visitor feedback and word-of-mouth / social media reflections 
on their time in Oxford city centre, and promote return visits. 

 + To overcome barriers of fragmented responsibility, with multiple stakeholders 
responsible for management of different elements of the street scene.

 + Maintaining adequate public toilet provision helps to ensure that the city centre 
remains inclusive for all those who use it.

 + How streets are managed in terms of materials and maintenance can have a 
positive impact on how they are used, particularly to pedestrians and cyclists 
who benefit from high quality, well maintained surfaces and spaces.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Develop a community toilet scheme, exploring existing obstacles and drawing 

on best practice from other cities. Led by the City in consultation with ODS. 
 + Develop and deliver a new waste collection protocol. This will focus on 

reducing vehicle congestion, street clutter, new street furniture, and works 
with businesses to encourage recycling and better street scene management. 
Led by the City in partnership with waste service suppliers. 

 + Review delivery and service management arrangements. This will aim to 
minimise impact on scenic (and often narrow) city centre streets, align with 
Zero Emission and Last Mile Delivery actions, and encourage the use of 
electric vehicles where practical and affordable. Led by ODS and the City. 

 + Review the street furniture estate. Ensure we are providing the right furniture 
for the right places and uses, phase out and replace items - as budget allows - 
beyond their practical and visual lifespan, reduce clutter, and introduce street 
art where practical and affordable. Led by the City and the CCMT. 

 + Review the signage and wayfinding estate and explore funding opportunities 
to develop a new approach. This will take into account layout changes, key 
attractions, and preferred means of communicating for different nationalities, 
ages and abilities, as part of an integrated physical-digital visitor experience. 
Led by the City, in liaison with the CCMT and DMO.

 + Review and update protocols on peddling, busking and A-Boards. Led by the 
City and CCMT in consultation with stakeholders.

 + Minimise the impact of highways works on city centre operations, including 
agreeing a new approach to works signage, and adjusting the ’no works 
beyond essential at Christmas’ protocol from Dec. 5 to Nov. 5 Led by OCC.

 + Manage on-street cycle parking, for example in clearing racks of dead bikes. 

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS

4.2  Street Scene Management
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GETTING THE BASICS RIGHT

TOURISM & VISITOR MANAGEMENT  
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Tourism and visitor management is critical to providing a quality and memorable experience 
for our visitors, driving footfall into the city centre and balancing the impact on businesses 
and residents. We will, therefore, work with the destination management organisation and 
individual attractions and businesses to achieve more overnight stays, manage the influx of 
visitors, and create a memorable experience such that visitors encourage others to come and 
make return visits themselves. 

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council City Centre Management Team; Destination Management 
Organisation
Supporting: Oxfordshire County Council, Oxford University and its Colleges, Hotels, visitor 
attractions

RADCLIFFE  CAMERA
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Before COVID-19, about 17,000 jobs in Oxford were related to tourism – 14% 

of all jobs in the city. Tourism generated about £988m for the city’s economy 
in 2019. The visitor economy has a huge impact on jobs and spend for many 
city centre businesses. 

 + Visitors bring many benefits to the city centre and its businesses but high 
numbers at peak times can result in congestion that diminishes their experience 
and can result in conflicts with residents and businesses.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Explore options for a new model of visitor information centre, including 

options for an improved digital welcome. This could include enhanced digital 
apps and other visitor services, so as to streamline and integrate the visitor 
experience across all activities such as accommodation, leisure, attractions, 
travel, and information. Led by the City. 

 + Seek funding to continue the development and promotional work to switch 
focus from day and part-day visits to overnight stays. Led by City, DMO and 
hotels.

 + Conduct a survey of coach drivers and passengers on arrival in the city centre 
- when visitor numbers return to more typical levels - to provide data to guide 
future policy. Led by OCC with the City.

 + Work with local partners to create and embed a guide protocol into language 
school operations. Led by the City in partnership with DMO and language 
schools. 

 + Explore funding to allow a review of existing city centre signage and 
recommend a cohesive, updated approach in keeping with the city’s heritage, 
and taking into account favoured means of absorbing information of different 
age groups and nationalities, including people with disabilities and accessibility 
issues, taking app-based and other options into account, including the lessons 
learned in developing and operating the Oxford City Accessibility Guide. Led 
by the City.

 + Explore funding opportunities to enhance destination management and 
promote the Oxford offer. This could include coordinated apps and services 
for tourism-related businesses. Led by the City, DMO, and local businesses. 

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS
4.3  Tourism and Visitor 
Management 369
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GETTING THE BASICS RIGHT

REDUCING CRIME AND ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR
DESCRIPTION
Collaborative joint working on a combined, strategic, responsive approach to tackle crime 
and anti-social behaviour in Oxford city centre.   

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Thames Valley Police officers supported by Oxford City Council’s Community 
Safety Team, and Oxford City Crime Partnership
Supporting: City Centre Management Team, Oxfordshire County Council Highways, city 
businesses, the universities

BROAD STREET CYCLE PARKING
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + To create a safe city, and one that is perceived to be safe to all those who live, 

work, shop, eat & drink or are customers of the entertainment and leisure 
economy here, study, and visit, in every part of the city centre, and at all times 
of the day and night, and through the year, is fundamental to its economic 
success.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
Maintain collaborative action against crime and anti-social behaviour in the city 
centre, and specifically:

 + Progress the ongoing joint county-city work on developing new interventions 
on Hostile Vehicle Mitigation.

 + Develop a strategy to tackle bike theft with an emphasis on supporting bike 
owners to employ suitable safety equipment and park their bike securely, for 
example, by providing additional, secure, cycle parking and hosting safety 
workshops. Led by the City and TVP. 

 + Provide suitable information sharing facilities e.g. noticeboards to provide 
alternatives to flyposting and graffiti, but otherwise take action against 
instances that appear. Led by the City. 

 + Develop the concept of ‘responsible guardianship’ to encourage city centre 
businesses to take all actions within their powers to reduce instances of 
shoplifting, but provide ongoing support in terms of training and advice 
sharing in keeping with a partnership approach. Led by TVP.

 + Source funding for and commission an update of the city centre’s CCTV 
camera facilities and strengthen joint working between The Westgate, the 
university and the TVP-City Council facility operations. Led by the TVP and 
City.

 + Engage local partners in developing and delivering actions against anti-social 
behaviour in sectors of the city where it is currently or becomes a significant 
issue. Led by the City. 

 + Develop and run regular anti-litter campaigns with enforcement as required. 
Led by the City, working with street scene teams and communications and 
community interest group colleagues.

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS

4.4  Reducing Crime and Antisocial Behaviour
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GETTING THE BASICS RIGHT

MARKETING AND PROMOTION
WHAT IS THE PROJECT? 
Work with city centre businesses and partners to achieve a strong collective approach to 
marketing and promoting the city centre’s brand and messaging, and establish it at the 
heart of all communications activity as far as resources allow. This will celebrate its unique 
place qualities including its history, world-class architectural heritage and university 
institutions; as well as its strengths in retail, hospitality and leisure, and in culture, 
community and social enterprise.

DELIVERY PARTNERS
Primary: Oxford City Council, City Centre Taskforce Marketing sub-group
Supporting: Destination Management Organisation, Independent Oxford, Oxford Mail & 
Times 

ALL SOULS COLLEGE, OXFORD UNIVERSITY

NS
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WHY SHOULD WE DO IT?  
 + Promoting Oxford’s commercial offer collectively will deliver a result far greater 

(in terms of ideas, resourcing and impact) than the current model in which 
individual sectors and organisations largely promote themselves.

PROGRESS AND ACTIONS
 + Continue to strengthen the range of membership, partnership working and 

role of the City Centre Taskforce Marketing Group. 

 + Explore funding opportunities to develop new brands and marketing / 
promotions campaigns. 

 + Explore funding opportunities to develop collaborative marketing / promotion 
apps, where they are supported by businesses and add to this project.

 + Strengthen the city centre's presence on social media by encouraging (with 
training opportunities where needed) more businesses to engage in social 
media, and work together to boost their output and impact there.

SHORT TERM 1-2 YEARS MEDIUM TERM 3-5 YEARS LONG TERM 5+ YEARS

4.5  Marketing and Promotion
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STREET-BY-
STREET
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This section explores some potential location-
specific opportunities and considerations for an 

improved public realm across Oxford city centre, to 
help define the scope for a public realm strategy.

STREET-BY-
STREET
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This section divides the ‘outdoor’ city centre 
into 10 locations and describes a series of 
opportunities for each street or cluster of 
streets, with the challenges that delivering 
them might involve.

Oxford city centre has a high concentration of 
heritage assets and historic environments, and 
this context will be a primary consideration 
for any proposals. Suggested interventions 
here (developed via formal and informal 
engagement with city centre businesses 
and organisations) as well as any added in 
the consultation, will need to acknowledge 
the wider planning policy context in the 
form of the Local Plan, Conservation Area 
Assessment, Local Transport Plan and other 
key policy documents. 

The role of a number of streets also needs to 
be considered as part of the wider City Centre 
Public Realm & Movement Strategy to ensure 
long-term solutions balance competing needs. 

Opportunities listed throughout this section 
have been identified to progress the objectives 
of the four Action Plan workstreams:

Workstream 1: Connectivity and Access 

Workstream 2: Public Realm and Animation

Workstream 3: Getting the Mix Right 

Workstream 4: Getting the Basics Right 

OVERVIEW

FIGURE 2 City Centre streets
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CONTEXT 
 + The current configuration of bus stops 

and coach drop offs to the north means 
Cornmarket is, at certain times, a busy 
footfall thoroughfare, though much of that 
is passing through rather than stopping.

 + The quality of street materials in this 
area are poor and inconsistent with 
lots of patching up with inappropriate 
and inferior materials. Street furniture 
design, including benches and bins, is 
inconsistent. 

 + There is a lack of green.

 + Neither Market Street nor Golden Cross 
maximise their role as a connection 
between Cornmarket Street and The 
Covered Market. 

 + Magdalen Street is one of the locations 
where competition for space between bus 
operations and the business / pedestrian / 
cyclists environment is an issue.

 + The quality and appearance of shopfronts 
and signage on Cornmarket is mixed.

 + The successful COVID-19 additions of 
outside seating for hospitality businesses 
has made a significant difference to their 
viability but requires ongoing balancing to 
accommodate other uses.

POTENTIAL
Cornmarket Street’s role as a key destination, as described in the Local Plan, can 
be elevated with an increased diversity and intensity of uses to animate the area 
in varying locations and at different times of day. An enhanced public realm will 
encourage and enable that activity. Build on the success of St Michael’s Street as an 
attractive pedestrianised hospitality destination, and on plans for an attractive public 
space in Market Street as part of the Northgate development and the Covered Market 
masterplan

OPPORTUNITIES
 + A revitalised public realm, consistent 

along Cornmarket and its side streets, 
including level surface paving, seating 
options and planting, would reinforce the 
idea of a pedestrian, connected retail and 
hospitality destination.

 + The Northgate development, and 
Clarendon Centre and Boswells 
repurposing will make a significant 
difference to the look, layout and variety 
of uses on this street.

 + Improve street lighting and usability of 
these pedestrian environments after dark. 

 + Continue to introduce outside seating 
zones (where there is space and mindful 
of the impact on pedestrians and people 
with disabilities).

 + Ensure hostile vehicle mitigation and 
efficient bollard-controlled vehicle access 
to Cornmarket is in place.

 + Work with the county council and 
businesses here to better manage 
delivery, servicing, and waste collection 
services, and to remove or consolidate 
excess signage.

 + Strengthen partnership working to tackle 
ASB issues here.

CORNMARKET STREET AND SURROUNDINGS
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY 
 + Various development proposals need to 

be taken into account when considering 
this area.

 + Servicing and cycle movement along 
Cornmarket are permitted from 6pm to 
10am, limiting the street’s pedestrian 
friendliness in the morning and evenings.

 + Cornmarket is a significant attraction 
to the peddling and busking community 
which can add to congestion at the busiest 
times.

FIGURE 3 Cornmarket Street

 + Public realm planning for Market Street 
needs co-ordinating with development 
plans for the frontage of The Covered 
Market.

 + Improvements in lighting to support 
hospitality businesses needs to be done 
in a way that is sensitive to the historic 
buildings and their setting.

 + Any impact on views from Magdalen 
Street up to St Aldate's / Christ Church, 
and of the Saxon Tower of St Michael at 
the North Gate must be a consideration.

FIGURE 4 St Michael's Street

FIGURE 5 A modern public realm in a historic setting 
provides seating, retail, planting and pedestrian priority. 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 

FIGURE 6 Golden Cross379
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QUEEN STREET & CONNECTING STREETS

POTENTIAL
To build on the public realm improvements made as part of the Westgate development 
in order to improve the pedestrian and business environment along the whole length of 
Queen Street, and increase daytime activity on St Ebbes and New Inn Hall Street.

CONTEXT 
 + Significant public realm improvements 

have been made as part of the Westgate 
development at western Queen Street, but 
the remainder needs priority action.

 + COVID-19 impacts and the ongoing 
challenges facing national brand retail 
meant a number of new vacant units 
appeared on these streets in 2020/21.

 + Cyclists have to dismount on Queen Street 
during daytime hours at present, reducing 
its attractiveness to sustainable transport 
modes across the city centre.

 + St Ebbes (south) and New Inn Hall Street 
(north) adjoin Queen Street with a mix 
of retail and hospitality businesses, and 
college frontages. These streets also 
have a national cycle route and significant 
disabled parking and cycle rack presence. 

 + Proposals for the future of The Clarendon 
Centre will change its Queen Street and 
Shoe Lane, New Inn Hall Street frontages.

OPPORTUNITIES
 + Significant investment in Queen Street’s 

public realm as well as in New Inn Hall 
Street South will have a transformative 
effect on a key shopping street.

 + There is also opportunity to redesign 
connective streets, such as St Ebbes and 
New Inn Hall Street South to improve 
the pedestrian experience in and around 
Queen Street and Bonn Square.

 + Strengthen the involvement of the 
Westgate management team in the area 
around its main entrance, and especially 
on projects to enhance the use of Bonn 
Square.

 + Explore options for cycle pathways and 
review the daytime cycling restrictions 
on Queen Street–and / or explore use of 
camera technology to trigger ‘No Cycling’ 
signs when pedestrian counts are high.

 + Create a collective grouping of businesses 
in this sector of the city to help drive and 
resource initiatives to enhance its appeal.
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY 
 + Disparate ownership making a collective 

plan for this location harder to achieve.

 + The national cycle route running along 
New Inn Hall Street and St Ebbes limits 
re-purposing options.

 + Development plans for Clarendon 
Shopping centre need to be taken into 
consideration on any re-thinking of New 
Inn Hall Street.

FIGURE 7 Conflicts between buses, pedestrians and 
cyclists on Queen Street

FIGURE 8 New Inn Hall Street

FIGURE 9 Seamless and flexible public realm outside a 
shopping centre. Southgate Centre, Bath. 

FIGURE 10 A greened and pedestrianised through street, 
with places to walk, sit and play. Van Gogh Walk, London. 381
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BONN SQUARE

POTENTIAL
To enhance the use of Bonn Square. An historic city square and a core part of the city 
centre's public realm network, Bonn Square is considered underused. Centrally and 
strategically located in the city centre's commercial core, the square has the potential to 
become a highly activated, civic space. 

CONTEXT 
 + Significant public realm improvements 

were made to Bonn Square were 
completed in 2008. This greatly enhanced 
the quality of the square. 

 + However, centrally and strategically 
located, and as one of the city centre's 
few public spaces, Bonn Square is 
underutilised in terms of its potential as an 
active space for events and performances.  

 + The square provides some limited 
opportunities for sitting but it is not of 
high quality and has the appearance of a 
somewhat ‘left over’ space.

 + The square has a history of requiring 
interventions against anti-social behaviour.

OPPORTUNITIES
 + Develop an events strategy for Bonn 

Square that creates a cultural offering, 
especially if tied to a similar strategy for 
George Street / Gloucester Green. 

 + Explore the potential for flexible 
events and performance infrastructure 
embedded within the square, such as 
flexible seating, electricity connections, or 
stages. 

 + Strengthen the involvement of the 
Westgate management team in the area 
around its main entrance, and especially 
on projects to enhance the use of Bonn 
Square.

 + Enhance the role of the space as spill-out 
from Westgate, to alleviate pedestrian 
pressure outside the shopping centre's 
entrance. 
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY 
 + The tendency for Bonn Square to attract 

anti-social behaviour is a consideration in 
any plans for that area, as is the need to 
manage impacts on neighbour businesses 
of events and performance there.

 + An increase in events and programming 
in the space will bring with it additional 
pressures on management, maintenance 
and safety. 

FIGURE 11 Bonn Square and Queen Street

FIGURE 12 Bonn Square looking east 

FIGURE 13 A mix of formal and informal performance 
infrastructure at Wembley, London

FIGURE 14 Leveraging levels to create interest and seating 
in Banyoles pedestrianised central square383
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CONTEXT 
 + Featuring Folly Bridge and Christ Church 

at one end and the Town Hall and the 
Museum of Oxford at the other, this sector 
is a popular tourist / visitor destination. 
It is also a significant bus drop off and 
pickup point, for tourist coaches at the 
southern end, and for city and county bus 
services at the north.

 + St. Aldate’s experiences heavy footfall 
(especially from Christ Church tourists) 
yet its pavement spaces are narrow in 
places, traffic count is high and crossing 
points are limited. In addition, it is used 
heavily by cyclists but there are no cycle 
lanes, creating conflict with vehicles.

 + There is opportunity to reconsider 
important connective streets, such Blue 
Boar Street and Pembroke Street, which 
would help to better connect St. Aldate’s 
from east to west across the city centre.

 + Speedwell Street is already a bus hub and 
there are aspirations to increase its use 
by visitor coaches to alleviate pressure 
elsewhere.  

 + Folly Bridge is under-utilised.

OPPORTUNITIES
 + Explore options to reprioritise use by 

pedestrians and cyclists.

 + Consider redesign at the Blue Boar 
Street and Pembroke Street junctions, 
focusing on how the pedestrian and cyclist 
experience can be improved for those 
going across the city centre – including 
better pedestrian signposting and 
legibility.

 + Explore the creation of a new bus and 
coach hub on Speedwell Street with 
matching improvements in stopping, toilet 
and welcome facilities.

 + Conduct a strategic review and develop 
a project plan for re-purposing of the 
unused / under-used buildings along 
Speedwell Street.

ST ALDATE’S, SPEEDWELL STREET & CONNECTING STREETS

POTENTIAL
St Aldate’s is a major entrance into the city centre. Reviewing the scale of its use by 
buses as part of the city centre-wide strategy, better strategic use of its connective 
streets, and by better separating vehicular and cycle traffic to make the street safer 
and more environmentally friendly would be a significant plus. Speedwell Street 
could be a valuable bus and coach hub with provision of suitable facilities subject to a 
review of its layout and the uses of its buildings.
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY 
 + Impact on bus users, especially those with 

limited mobility of any re-allocation of bus 
stops away from this central and popular 
location.

 + The potential for capacity issues if 
local and visitor bus services both use 
Speedwell Street.

FIGURE 15 Speedwell Street

FIGURE 16 St Aldate's

FIGURE 17 Mobility hub providing a modal interchange 
and an improved public realm. Lambeth, London

FIGURE 18 Safe segregation and priority for pedestrians, 
cyclists and buses. Seattle, USA. 

 + Potential impact of anti-social behaviour 
on other uses, especially the visitor 
welcome.

 + Long term leases on the Speedwell Street 
buildings hamper re-purposing efforts.

 + Work is required on the look and the 
facilities to create a fitting 'Welcome to 
Oxford' at this location.
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CONTEXT 
 + The High Street currently offers a 

relatively poor pedestrian experience, 
where a wide road and in some places 
narrow pavements prioritise vehicles, 
including for loading, bus waiting etc. over 
pedestrian space.

 + There is a lack of green.

 + There is significant competition for space 
between cyclists and vehicle traffic, and 
the very limited number of cycle parking 
facilities, especially in the stretch east of 
King Edward Street which discourages 
cyclists from supporting its businesses.

 + Vehicular congestion (particularly buses) 
visually obstruct the beauty and impact of 
the street’s architecture, detracting from 
its character and attractiveness.

 + Although High Street and its connecting 
streets have a strong mix of businesses 
there is no collective brand or promotion 
so this part of the city centre is less well 
promoted than others.

 + This is one of the areas of the city centre 
that has a cluster of vacant units, a 
number of them long-time empty. 

 + Street lighting is limited on the south 
side of High Street (from Turl Street to 
Carfax), and on side streets, impacting the 
perception of safety for those using the 
area, especially in winter months.

OPPORTUNITIES
 + Assess existing traffic uses and consider 

full redesign of High Street and its 
connecting streets.

 + Audit High Street cycle parking and 
explore ways to increase capacity.

 + Accepting that traffic issues are 
complex, explore a range of short-term 
enhancements including reducing traffic 
flow on side streets to increase the quality 
of the pedestrian experience, allow more 
landscaping of, and signposting on, side 
streets and to The Covered Market.

 + Work with landlords, agents and 
businesses on a ‘curation’ strategy (as 
described in Project 3.3) to tackle the 
cluster of vacant units here, and inform 
future letting decisions.

 + Strengthen connections with The Covered 
Market as an independent led ‘market 
quarter’ including the possibility that 
businesses could start up and grow in 
the Market and ultimately expand into 
neighbouring streets.

 + Work with landlords and tenants to 
develop a brand and marketing strategy 
for this part of the city centre.

 + Consult on and develop a lighting / street 
furniture / greening review and strategy in 
keeping with both the areas historic setting 
and its current business uses.

HIGH STREET & CONNECTING STREETS

POTENTIAL
This is one of our most significant streets in terms of heritage. A revitalised High 
Street would retain all of the famous character and history of the street while aiming 
to improve pedestrian experience, reconcile traffic conflict and enhance the offer of 
the street, and those adjoining it, through the extension of new uses such as outdoor 
cafés and pedestrian seating, and collective promotion of the businesses it has now 
and in the future.
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY 
 + High Street is a major public transport 

connector for the residential communities 
in East Oxford, so limiting space for buses 
would significantly impact on service 
provision.

 + The need to strike a  balance between 
conservation of the historic setting 
and measures to support the business 
community, for example, on installation of 
additional lighting on High Street and King 
Edward Street.

FIGURE 19 High Street

 + Loss of income to Oxfordshire County 
Council and loss of facility for drivers in 
reducing / removing on-street parking at 
King Edward Street. 

 + Mixed ownership of property in this area 
creating the potential for difficulties in 
agreeing a joined-up approach.

FIGURE 20 Turl Street

FIGURE 21 Safe segregation and priority for pedestrians, 
cyclists and buses. Berlin, Germany. 

FIGURE 22 King Edward Street387
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BROAD STREET

POTENTIAL
With its history and concentration of attractive heritage buildings, Broad Street could 
be reconfigured to become a people-friendly civic space of international stature, and 
a destination for important city events.

CONTEXT 
 + This is an area of heritage significance 

with a number of key assets, but these 
strengths are not wholly maximised, and 
car and motor cycle parking intrudes 
on the setting of a number of its historic 
buildings. 

 + The lack of authorised through traffic 
means that, prior to the 2021 temporary 
trial project, Broad Street largely 
functioned as an informal public space but 
the wide areas of carriageway, occupied 
by on-street parking / loading severely 
limits its potential.

 + Servicing, delivery and access needs 
compete with the potential to reduce 
traffic and vehicular movements.

 + Broad Street hosts a number of major 
events, including the Christmas Market, 
and there is a protocol in place to take 
consideration of their impact on residents, 
students and businesses.

 + It is a major east-west cycle route, 
with significant loading and disabled, 
motorcycle and cycle parking allocations, 
and also a sightseeing and campus-
serving bus route.

OPPORTUNITIES
 + Build on the lessons of the 2021, with 

a new experimental scheme in 2022, 
temporary trial part-pedestrianisation to 
create a more regular or permanent civic 
space at the western end of Broad Street, 
and extend the concept to the eastern 
end.

 + Add, where possible, more street seating, 
canopies, greening, etc., and increase 
diversity in daytime use, including creating 
new performance and / or busking sites at 
times that don’t conflict with the resident 
community.

 + Add new, quality, weekday street trading 
pitches to tie in with the outside seating, 
while mindful of potential impact on the 
city’s established markets, street trading 
offer and existing Broad Street businesses. 

 + Minimise street clutter, such as, redundant 
street furniture, disused phone boxes, 
signage and over-sized or misplaced 
A-boards.
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY
 + Protecting the Street's heritage assets and 

their setting must be a priority. 

 + Removing on-street car parking will mean 
revenue loss for Oxfordshire County 
Council and loss of facility for drivers.

 + Residential accommodation / study 
rooms on both sides of the street are 
a consideration when planning uses, 
particularly, but not only, into the evening.

FIGURE 23 Broad Street as Broad Meadow, summer 2021

FIGURE 24 Broad Street

FIGURE 25 Broad Street: Artist's Impression

FIGURE 26 Regeneration of a historic square, preserving 
transit priority. Bigg Market, Newcastle. 

 + Access to Turl and Market Streets is key 
to retain, or establish alternative route(s).

 + Loading bays, disabled, motorcycle and 
cycle parking, and bus routes will need 
consideration in any re-purposing. 

 + Programming of events here will need 
resourcing, and the implications of 
pedestrianisation on existing event 
income streams will need be factored in.
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CONTEXT 
 + Hospitality and leisure businesses are the 

dominant types on George Street, but in 
recent years it has had a number of vacant 
units, and by Summer 2020 this reached 
concerning numbers, especially at the 
western end.

 + As a major bus and taxi route, with 
particularly narrow pavements in places, 
George Street is one of the city centre 
places with significant competition for 
space between its pedestrians, business 
and transport uses.

 + Sections of narrow pavements also limit 
scope for activation without re-purposing 
highway space.

 + The demise of Debenhams and landlord 
plans for that building’s future need be 
factored in.

OPPORTUNITIES
 + Support development of a creative and 

cultural quarter along with Gloucester 
Green and Bonn Square.

 + Consider shared space surfacing on 
George Street to widen the effective 
pavement space.

 + Explore, with bus companies and the 
highways authority, part-pedestrianisation 
options for George Street, to allow 
creation of further outside seating for 
businesses initiatives here.

 + Explore options for a cycle pathway along 
George Street as part of a cross-city 
network.

 + Find appropriate solutions for servicing 
and deliveries in keeping with proposals 
for creative, cultural and hospitality uses. 

 + Work with landlords to consider longer 
term re-imagining of uses for the vacant 
units cluster at George Street’s western 
end, including re-purposing under used 
upper floors and encouraging meanwhile 
use while longer term plans come to 
fruition.

GEORGE STREET

POTENTIAL
George Street has the mix of business types to be a key hospitality hub and, with 
Gloucester Green, part of a vibrant creative and cultural quarter for the city centre, 
linking via a re-thought New Inn Hall Street to Bonn Square. This could include 
encouraging food & beverage uses, night-time economy, leisure, festivals, performance 
and events, and markets. It is also possible that part of the street, especially the western 
end, could be re-purposed with a different use-cluster considered.
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY 
 + Long term development proposals for 

some of the street’s key buildings need be 
taken into consideration when considering 
proposed improvement initiatives.

 + The role of George Street needs to be 
considered as part of the wider City 
Centre Public Realm & Movement Strategy  
to ensure a long term solution balances 
competing needs.

 + Re-routing buses and taxis to allow for 
outside seating for businesses impacts 
on service timings for buses, proximity 
to shopping streets for bus users, and 
journey times for taxis.

 + The highways intervention to prevent right 
turns out of George Street heading north 
/ west, and the drop bollard in Gloucester 
Green on the route north both limit 
alternative travel options for buses and 
taxis when George Street is closed.

FIGURE 27 George Street

FIGURE 28 George Street part-pedestrianised, summer 
2020

FIGURE 29 Visitor and night time offer on a shared 
pedestrian and cyclist priority street. New Road, Brighton.

FIGURE 30 Temporary parklets seasonally animate the 
street. Waltham Forest, London. 391
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CONTEXT 
 + The presence in this sector of three 

theatres and a cinema plus its proximity 
to the other main public space, Bonn 
Square, has created momentum behind 
the idea of it being developed as a 
creative or cultural quarter. 

 + Gloucester Green is one of the city 
centre’s biggest public spaces and hosts 
Oxford’s outdoor market as well as range 
of retail and hospitality businesses plus a 
sizeable and active resident community. 

 + The market and the businesses that have 
premises around the square could work in 
a more co-ordinated way to the benefit of 
both.

 + This continues to be an area of city centre 
public realm that is underutilised.

 + The increase in delivery moped numbers 
in this area creating access and noise 
issues and impacting on other businesses 
and residents.

 + Waste storage from businesses and 
residential properties remains an issue 
that needs resolving in the interests of 
both the area's look and its environment.

OPPORTUNITIES
 + Support development of a creative and 

cultural quarter with a unified ‘brand’ that 
would enhance the identity of Gloucester 
Green and support efforts to promote its 
businesses and activation projects.

 + Work with landlords to develop a letting 
/ leasing strategy for the Gloucester 
Green commercial units that connects and 
complements neighbouring George Street, 
the outdoor market and cultural quarter 
ethos. 

 + Develop a co-ordinated activation 
programme outside market times, tying in 
with a similar initiative for Bonn Square. 

 + Better engage the market with the local 
theatres group to enhance its offer with 
more arts & culture-based activity.

 + Rationalise the bins and other street 
furniture to create a consistent look.

 + Explore options for additional street 
seating, canopies and planting, and 
increase diversity in daytime use in and 
around Gloucester Green and the area 
adjacent to the bus and coach station.

 + Connect the Gloucester Green market 
with the sustainability initiatives being 
led by The Covered Market to share the 
benefits of the funding and learning there. 

 + Work with partners to improve the 
Gloucester Green underground car park, 
and develop a strategic approach to 
making best use of this space.

GLOUCESTER GREEN

POTENTIAL
Gloucester Green has the potential to be at the heart of an attractive and vibrant 
creative and cultural quarter for the city centre.
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY 
 + The prospect of long-term development 

proposals for some key buildings here 
have acted as a barrier to proposed 
improvement initiatives.

 + The presence of a busy taxi rank and 
the importance of Gloucester Street as a 
north-south cycle route are considerations 
for any initiatives here.

FIGURE 31 Gloucester Green

 + A balance needs be struck between 
activation and the impact on the resident 
population here, especially when it comes 
to evenings.

 + This is an area where anti-social behaviour 
is an issue outside of the busiest times.

FIGURE 32 Gloucester Green market

FIGURE 33 Gloucester Green: Artist's Impression

FIGURE 34 Formal and flexible market spaces create a 
lasting and dynamic square. Torvehallerne, Copenhagen.393
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CONTEXT 
 + Both St Giles' and Beaumont Street are 

home to some of the city's most famous 
and important heritage buildings, and 
are a popular destination for museum, 
theatre, hotel and college visitors.

 + Large amounts of space are currently 
allocated to highway and on-street parking 
which is widely felt to be an unattractive 
and inefficient use of one of the city’s 
most notable streetscapes. 

 + The lower end of St. Giles’ and Beaumont 
Street have congestion issues with visitor 
coaches, particularly in the summer 
months, and there is a significant conflict 
between pedestrians / cycles and large 
vehicles.

 + As a much-used route to the west of 
the city for those coming in from the 
north, the Beaumont Street junction and 
the street itself often experience traffic 
congestion.

OPPORTUNITIES
 + Consider a full redesign that improves 

pedestrian and cyclist experience 
and creates new public space, e.g. by 
significantly reducing carriageway width 
and reallocating that space. 

 + Reduce on-street parking capacity in St 
Giles’.

 + Continue the work being done to reduce 
the demands on St Giles’ as a coach drop 
off / pick up location, initially by adding 
capacity elsewhere and longer term 
phasing out the facility here.

 + Explore options for clear cycle pathways.

 + Better connect the businesses along the 
western side of St Giles’ to the city centre 
business community and / or with the 
cluster in Little Clarendon Street. 

 + Explore options for Beaumont Street to 
be part of the solution to bus / pedestrian 
conflict in other streets, especially George 
Street and Magdalen Street as part of the 
city centre movement and public realm 
framework. 

 + The city centre’s only Shopmobility 
service is currently at the Westgate, 
severely limiting use of its facilities in the 
eastern part of the city centre. The space 
in the St Giles' / Beaumont Street area 
offers the potential to create an additional 
facility here.

ST GILES’ & BEAUMONT STREET

POTENTIAL
A reimagined and redesigned St Giles’ as a world class public space while protecting 
its heritage assets and their setting, and retaining its important role as an access point 
to the city centre and the home of major events, but with reduced parking and drop 
off / pick up use and improved pedestrian and cyclists experience.
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY 
 +  Delivering the vision for St Giles’ would 

require a major consultation initiative 
with likely varying views on the best 
outcome and significant costs if a major 
re-purposing is required.

 + Any changes need to take into 
consideration the requirement to host St 
Giles’ Fair there every year.

 + Removing on-street parking has an impact 
on county council budgets and on facility 
for car users.

 + There are a number of disabled parking 
spaces in St Giles’ and Beaumont Street 
that need to be retained.

 + Closing the St Giles’ coach drop off zone 
has the potential to generate fly-use of 
Beaumont Street and resident streets and 
cause significant loss of amenity for the 
businesses there and for residents – this 
needs to be considered as part of Visitor 
Coach Strategy.

FIGURE 35 St Giles'

FIGURE 36 The Ashmolean Museum, Beaumont Street

FIGURE 37 A world-class new public space. Place de la 
Republique, Paris. 

FIGURE 38 A wide boulevard with designated spaces for 
pedestrians, seating and planting, transit and cars. Passieg 
Sant Joan, Barcelona. 
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CONTEXT 
 + This area is a major arrival point by rail, 

bus, car, bike and walking. It has had 
significant investment in the highway and 
public realm at Frideswide Square but 
that has not yet been carried on along 
routes beyond it into the city centre.

 + Frideswide Square, Park End Street and 
Hythe Bridge Street experience significant 
daily footfall and cycle traffic to and from 
the rail station. 

 + It currently has a significant number of 
vacant units, the majority of which present 
in a less than positive way. 

 + The area is home to many of the city 
centre’s night-time venues, the majority 
of which have been under pressure due to 
COVID-19 restrictions. It is also home to a 
sizeable office worker community.

 + A number of university and college 
buildings are located here, and there 
are ongoing conversations about making 
further use of both the vacant units and 
under-used space to add to that holding. 

 + The waterway access is under-utilised. 

OPPORTUNITIES
 + Redesign Park End Street and Hythe 

Bridge Street, building on pedestrian / 
cyclist improvements already achieved at 
Frideswide Square potentially including 
reducing the space allocated to vehicle 
traffic, and creating new cycle pathways 
linking up to George Street and New Road, 
as part of a key route from Oxford rail 
station.

 + Improve waterway access. 

 + Further explore options to increase street 
level activation in Frideswide Square and 
along Park End Street and Hythe Bridge 
Street, increase activity in daytime uses, 
including new busking spots, better 
managed planting on the south side, and 
minimising street clutter, and improve 
visitor information and signage. 

 + Work with night-time venues as part of a 
wider strategy to enhance their role.

 + Build on the masterplanning work for the 
area to tackle its vacant units cluster, as 
part of the ‘Meanwhile in Oxfordshire…’ 
project initially.

WESTERN GATEWAYS: PARK END STREET / HYTHE BRIDGE 
STREET / FRIDESWIDE SQUARE / NEW ROAD

POTENTIAL
Frideswide Square, Park End Street and Hythe Bridge Street to work efficiently as an 
attractive arrival point and gateway into the city centre, with new uses attracted to the 
vacant buildings that fit with that aspiration and complement those there currently. 
This sector needs to be integrated into the West End regeneration work, and become 
a place where the pedestrian and cyclist experience is enhanced and the waterway is 
better utilised.
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY 
 + The West End, Rail Station, Oxpens / 

Osney Mead and Nuffield plans all impact 
here. Co-ordinating the various major 
projects via a number of stakeholders with 
differing objectives is a key focus for this 
location.

 + The long timelines of developments here 
are delaying focus on getting the vacant 

units back into use or at least improving 
how they look to the very significant 
numbers of people, many of them visitors 
to the city, who pass by every day.

 + The area is still subject to frequent traffic 
congestion with negative impacts on air 
quality, journey times and use by cyclists 
and pedestrians.

FIGURE 39 Frideswide Square

FIGURE 40 New Road

FIGURE 41 Generous space for pedestrians and spill outs 
meet a shared road surface for cars, buses and cyclists. 
Slovenska Boulevard, Ljubljana.

FIGURE 42 One-way public transport street, Preston, UK397
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CONTEXT 
 + The historic buildings of the Castle 

Quarter have been restored and 
architectural additions have been 
made. A new urban district has been 
created, offering hotels, restaurants and 
bars with spill out zones onto its semi-
pedestrianised street. 

 + Views of Oxford Castle Quarter are 
limited from the heart of the city centre 
by the county council building, which acts 
as a physical and perception barrier to 
footfall from that direction. 

 + The Castle Quarter has, for some time, 
suffered from vacancies in many of its 
buildings.

OPPORTUNITIES
 + For Oxford Castle Quarter, the landlord 

strategy is to provide a broader mixed 
use site. The aim is to bring in competitive 
socialising concepts, tourist attractions 
and (in those spaces more suited to 
it) office space solutions alongside the 
existing hotel, bar and restaurant offer.

 + Enhance the overall signage and 
wayfinding strategy for the city centre, 
providing a holistic view of Oxford's key 
visitor and leisure destinations - including 
the Castle Quarter - to enhance the area’s 
visibility and legibility from within the city 
centre. 

 + Work with landowners and businesses 
to continue to create opportunities for 
activation and performance in the area, 
leveraging the area's historic setting to 
provide unique cultural experiences for 
locals and visitors alike.

OXFORD CASTLE QUARTER

POTENTIAL
The Castle Quarter is an attractive, heritage rich location within some of Oxford's 
oldest buildings. It is an important visitor and leisure destination for the city, but, 
somewhat secluded on the edge of the city centre, there is a physical and perception 
barrier to drawing footfall to the area from the centre. Improved wayfinding and 
continued activation of the space will highlight its importance and uniqueness as a 
space. 
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY 
 + The heritage status, associated 

conservation issues and planning use 
allocations for Oxford Castle may impact 
on re-purposing of some of its building to 
alternative uses.

 + Limited parking and delivery options 
for local businesses and hotel visitors 
could create limitations on the ability to 
reconfigure streets and spaces. 

FIGURE 43 Oxford Shakespeare Festival 2022 in the 
Castle Quarter

FIGURE 44 New Road

FIGURE 45 Installations and animations create a pull to 
the area, driving footfall and animation, London UK

FIGURE 46 Formal zones for spill out, planting, and 
movement zones in the historic Marais district. Rue du 
Tresor, Paris. 
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POTENTIAL
This is a key street within the West End that will be delivering 12,400 new jobs by 
2040 and around 1,000 homes to form a world-class mixed-use urban innovation 
district. Two key development sites (Oxpens and Osney Mead) will need to cross 
Oxpens Road to access the city centre. Developments here will need to be well 
connected by foot and bike. Investment in a street redesign and public realm 
improvements has the potential to help attract investment and enable successful 
integration with the city centre.

CONTEXT 
 + Currently a wide vehicle dominated 

internal distributor road with minimal 
crossing points, poor public realm for 
pedestrians and cyclists and lack of active 
frontage.

 + It is a major bus, car and taxi route 
currently but increased pedestrian 
numbers over time will require better 
access to the city centre.

 + The area is home to Oxford’s popular but 
ageing ice rink and a major city centre car 
park. The ice rink requires considerable 
investment to continue to be fit for 
purpose.

OPPORTUNITIES
 + Work with landowners, the county 

council and key stakeholders to 
develop a proposal as part of the public 
realm strategy within the West End 
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) 
that seeks to address these issues and 
allow better integration with the city 
centre.

OXPENS ROAD
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CHALLENGES TO DELIVERY 
 + Long term development proposals for 

some of the area’s key buildings and 
city movement projects e.g. Connecting 
Oxford need be taken into consideration 
when considering proposed improvement 
initiatives. 

 + The sheer number of vehicles, especially 
at key times, and access requirements 
make this challenging to solve.

FIGURE 47 Oxpens Road

FIGURE 48 Oxpens Road

FIGURE 49 Transport, cars, cyclists and pedestrians and 
ecology share space. Grey to Green Street, Sheffield. 

FIGURE 50 Designated planting and cycle spaces green a 
wide boulevard. Malop Street, Australia. 

 + At a time of budget challenges for both 
public and private sectors, aspirations 
for this area may be harder to achieve, 
especially with reference to the future of 
the ice rink.
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European Regional Development Fund 
This project is receiving funding from the England European Regional Development Fund 
as part of the European Structural and Investment Funds Growth Programme 2014-
2020. The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (and in London the 
intermediate body Greater London Authority) is the Managing Authority for European 
Regional Development Fund. Established by the European Union, the European Regional 
Development Fund helps local areas stimulate their economic development by investing 
in projects which will support innovation, businesses, create jobs and local community 
regenerations. For more information visit https://www.gov.uk/european-growth-funding.
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1. Introduction 

The Council ran Public a consultation as part of the development of the new Oxford City Centre 

Action Plan (CCAP) in parallel with the consultation of the Economic Strategy and Delivery Plan. This 

report follows the same structure as Appendix 3, and this report summarises the responses received 

as part of that Public Consultation. The Consultation was open between 22nd November 2021 and 

31st January 2022. The consultation was publicised to a broad range of stakeholders through: 

 One to one meetings, including – Oxford Brookes University, Oxford Bus Company, Old Fire 
Station, amongst others 

 Workshops – including the Joint Economic Strategy and City Centre Action Plan, Business 
Workshop 

 Consultation Events – including Talk of the Town  

 Online Portal Survey – with 389 responses  

 

This summary report is structured in three parts. After setting out some broad details about the 

demographics of respondents who engaged as part of the Public Consultation, the first half of the 

document takes each of the consultation questions in turn and draws out the key themes, issues and 

ideas that were put forward. The second part of the document sets out the responses that were 

received outside of the Public Consultation survey. The third part of the report sets out the response 

themes and wider themes that emerged through an analysis of the data, through a variety of 

engagement methods such as Workshops, 1-1 Meetings with key partners, presentations to forums 

and networks and email responses. 
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2. Demographics of respondents 
 

The Public Consultation survey was completed by 389 respondents via the E-Consult consultation 

portal. Nine representations were made by email, largely comprised of organisational responses, 

community groups and businesses.  

Of those respondents who accessed the consultation portal and who chose to declare their gender 

identity, there was a fairly equal split between females and males, though slightly more females, as 

can be seen in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 – Gender and identity of consultation portal respondents 

Option Total Percent 

Female 184 47.30% 

Male 176 45.24% 

In another way 1 0.26% 

Prefer not to say 14 3.60% 

Not Answered 14 3.60% 

 

The age breakdown of respondents is shown in Table 2, the majority of responses are generally 

spread across the age range 25-59. However, there was a good spread across all age groups. 

Although, the 16-19 range was the smallest age range, with only 1 response which represents 0.26% 

overall. 

 

Table 2 – Age ranges of the consultation portal respondents 

Option Total Percent 

16-19 1 0.26% 

20-24 13 3.34% 

25-34 64 16.45% 

35-44 73 18.77% 

45-54 90 23.14% 

55-59 45 11.57% 

60-64 22 5.66% 

65-74 30 7.71% 

75+ 21 5.40% 

Prefer not to say 20 5.14% 

Not Answered 10 2.57% 

 

With respect to the ethnic background of respondents The vast majority of those who responded to 

the consultation via the portal, 70.95%, stated that they were from a ‘White British’ ethnic 

background (see Table 3). 
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Table 3 – Ethnic background of individuals who responded via the consultation portal 

Option Total Percent 

White British - English, Welsh, Scottish, Northern Irish 276 70.95% 

White Irish 5 1.29% 

White Gypsy or Irish Traveller 0 0.00% 

Any other white background 48 12.34% 

Black or Black British - Carribean 1 0.26% 

Black or Black British - African 0 0.00% 

Any other black background 0 0.00% 

Asian or Asian British - Indian 4 1.03% 

Asian or Asian British - Pakistani 0 0.00% 

Asian or Asian British - Bangladeshi 0 0.00% 

Any other Asian background 2 0.51% 

Mixed or Multiple Ethnic Group - White and Black 
Caribbean 

1 0.26% 

Mixed or Multiple Ethnic Group - White and Black African 0 0.00% 

Mixed or Multiple Ethnic Group - White and Asian 4 1.03% 

Any other Mixed background 4 1.03% 

Arab 1 0.26% 

 

We also asked respondents to state whether they considered their day to day activities to have been 

limited because of a health problem, or disability, which has lasted, or is expected to last, at least 12 

months. As can be seen in Table 4, the majority of responses were no (around 79%), however just 

under 13% answered yes, either a little or a lot. 

 

Table 4 – Extent of limitations to daily activity reported by respondents via the consultation portal 

Option Total Percent 

Yes, limited a lot 9 2.31% 

Yes, limited a little 47 12.08% 

No 307 78.92% 

Prefer not to say 15 3.86% 

Not Answered 11 2.83% 

 

Consultation Process: 

Where Consultation is undertaken during the delivery of the strategy, a focus on targeting responses 

from the following cohorts would be recommended given the low response rates for these groups: 

 young 16-24 years cohorts 

 non-white ethnicity cohorts 
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 as well as further resident engagement in project and initiative development 

If Covid restrictions allow, face to face events or forums would also enhance the opportunity to 

respond for many groups, especially the digitally excluded, those speaking English as a second 

language and those facing other barriers to completing written or online responses.  

 

3. Public Consultation Survey response summaries  
The 389 responses to the Public Consultation’s online survey are collated in the table below. 

 

Participants were asked to indicate which part of the community their response came from.          

As can be seen in Table 5, the majority indicated that they were responding to the consultation as a 

resident (c.62%). It is notable that only 5% identified their response as coming from a ‘business 

owner’. This might suggest that the group name ‘business owner’ was too narrow and it might have 

been more appropriate to refer to comments as from a ‘business perspective’. In this way bringing 

‘business perspective’ more in line with those from a resident, employee, student and visitor 

perspective.  

 

Table 5 – which part of the community are you from 

 

 

Option Total Percent 

Resident 240 61.70% 

Business owner 21 5.40% 

Employee 40 10.28% 

Student 9 2.31% 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Other

Visitor

Student

Employee

Business owner

Resident
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Visitor 60 15.42% 

Other 19 4.88% 

Not Answered 0 0.00% 

 

 

Consultation Survey Question  Response 
Rate  

Summary of Responses 

Q1: Name 372/389 Data Protected-personal data  

Q2. Email Contact  352/389 Data Protected-personal data 

Q3. Organisation 95/389 Data Protected-personal data 

Q4: Which part of the community 
are you from 

389/389 Option Total Percent 

Resident 240 61.70% 

Business owner 21 5.40% 

Employee 40 10.28% 

Student 9 2.31% 

Visitor 60 15.42% 

Other 19 4.88% 

Not Answered 0 0.00% 
 

Q5: To what extent do you agree or 
disagree with the Strengths listed 
below...?  
                                       Strengths, 
Weakness, Opportunities, Threats - 
International brand that attracts 
business and visitors 
 

385/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 163 41.90% 

Agree 151 38.82% 

Neither agree or disagree 44 11.31% 

Disagree 24 6.17% 

Strongly disagree 3 0.77% 

Not Answered 4 1.03% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Strong 
business confidence 
 

377/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 17 4.37% 

Agree 103 26.48% 

Neither agree or disagree 179 46.02% 

Disagree 69 17.74% 

Strongly disagree 9 2.31% 

Not Answered 12 3.08% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - A globally 
renowned and recognised city 
 

384/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 263 67.61% 

Agree 103 26.48% 

Neither agree or disagree 13 3.34% 

Disagree 3 0.77% 

Strongly disagree 2 0.51% 

Not Answered 5 1.29% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Major local 
landlords driving new opportunities 
 

382/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 10 2.57% 

Agree 22 5.66% 

Neither agree or disagree 175 44.99% 

Disagree 113 29.05% 
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Strongly disagree 62 15.94% 

Not Answered 7 1.80% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Well-
established sustainable travel 
 

384/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 20 5.14% 

Agree 88 22.62% 

Neither agree or disagree 83 21.34% 

Disagree 129 33.16% 

Strongly disagree 64 16.45% 

Not Answered 5 1.29% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Important 
to the regional and national 
economy 
 

381/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 84 21.59% 

Agree 197 50.64% 

Neither agree or disagree 74 19.02% 

Disagree 19 4.88% 

Strongly disagree 7 1.80% 

Not Answered 8 2.06% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - High 
quality open space and waterways 
 

386/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 57 14.65% 

Agree 171 43.96% 

Neither agree or disagree 62 15.94% 

Disagree 81 20.82% 

Strongly disagree 15 3.86% 

Not Answered 3 0.77% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - A strong 
cultural and creative sector 
 

385/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 111 28.53% 

Agree 179 46.02% 

Neither agree or disagree 46 11.83% 

Disagree 39 10.03% 

Strongly disagree 10 2.57% 

Not Answered 4 1.03% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Attractive 
evening economy with broad offer 
 

386/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 29 7.46% 

Agree 133 34.19% 

Neither agree or disagree 102 26.22% 

Disagree 88 22.62% 

Strongly disagree 34 8.74% 

Not Answered 3 0.77% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - 
Partnership working 
 

373/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 10 2.57% 

Agree 41 10.54% 

Neither agree or disagree 252 64.78% 

Disagree 52 13.37% 

Strongly disagree 18 4.63% 

Not Answered 16 4.11% 
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Q6: To what extent do you agree or 
disagree with the Weaknesses 
listed below...?                 
Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - High levels 
of congestion resulting in poor air 
quality 
 

384/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 207 53.21% 

Agree 93 23.91% 

Neither agree or disagree 41 10.54% 

Disagree 38 9.77% 

Strongly disagree 5 1.29% 

Not Answered 5 1.29% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Little 
publicly accessible green space 
 

385/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 83 21.34% 

Agree 96 24.68% 

Neither agree or disagree 63 16.20% 

Disagree 129 33.16% 

Strongly disagree 14 3.60% 

Not Answered 4 1.03% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Lack of 
residential accommodation acts as 
a barrier for diversifying the city 
centre 
 

385/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 128 32.90% 

Agree 128 32.90% 

Neither agree or disagree 64 16.45% 

Disagree 51 13.11% 

Strongly disagree 14 3.60% 

Not Answered 4 1.03% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Lack of 
prime city centre office / co-
working space 
 

381/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 36 9.25% 

Agree 73 18.77% 

Neither agree or disagree 161 41.39% 

Disagree 86 22.11% 

Strongly disagree 25 6.43% 

Not Answered 8 2.06% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Low 
quality public realm / pavements 
 

383/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 105 26.99% 

Agree 136 34.96% 

Neither agree or disagree 83 21.34% 

Disagree 50 12.85% 

Strongly disagree 9 2.31% 

Not Answered 6 1.54% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Rail 
capacity limited, and congested 
arrival experience 
 

385/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 108 27.76% 

Agree 125 32.13% 

Neither agree or disagree 101 25.96% 

Disagree 46 11.83% 

Strongly disagree 5 1.29% 

Not Answered 4 1.03% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Cost 
challenges in adapting heritage / 

377/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 62 15.94% 
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listed buildings 
 

Agree 131 33.68% 

Neither agree or disagree 143 36.76% 

Disagree 30 7.71% 

Strongly disagree 11 2.83% 

Not Answered 12 3.08% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - High 
housing costs and high levels of 
homelessness 
 

384/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 262 67.35% 

Agree 96 24.68% 

Neither agree or disagree 19 4.88% 

Disagree 3 0.77% 

Strongly disagree 4 1.03% 

Not Answered 5 1.29% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Barriers to 
small and start-up businesses 
getting established 
 

379/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 143 36.76% 

Agree 108 27.76% 

Neither agree or disagree 117 30.08% 

Disagree 8 2.06% 

Strongly disagree 3 0.77% 

Not Answered 10 2.57% 
 

7: To what extent do you agree or 
disagree with the Opportunities 
listed below...? 
Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Rebalance 
the space within streets from 
vehicles to pedestrians 
 

385/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 181 46.53% 

Agree 87 22.37% 

Neither agree or disagree 52 13.37% 

Disagree 34 8.74% 

Strongly disagree 31 7.97% 

Not Answered 4 1.03% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Maximise 
the development opportunity in 
the Osney Mead, Oxpens, Rail 
Station sector (West End) 
 

383/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 110 28.28% 

Agree 132 33.93% 

Neither agree or disagree 95 24.42% 

Disagree 34 8.74% 

Strongly disagree 12 3.08% 

Not Answered 6 1.54% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Broaden 
the range of business types in the 
city centre 
 

385/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 150 38.56% 

Agree 161 41.39% 

Neither agree or disagree 57 14.65% 

Disagree 13 3.34% 

Strongly disagree 4 1.03% 

Not Answered 4 1.03% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Use events 
and performance to improve visitor 
experience 
 

383/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 161 41.39% 

Agree 132 33.93% 

Neither agree or disagree 63 16.20% 
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Disagree 20 5.14% 

Strongly disagree 7 1.80% 

Not Answered 6 1.54% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Encourage 
more student and residential uses 
 

383/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 46 11.83% 

Agree 123 31.62% 

Neither agree or disagree 130 33.42% 

Disagree 62 15.94% 

Strongly disagree 22 5.66% 

Not Answered 6 1.54% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Ensure that 
new development adds to Oxford's 
reputation for distinct, high quality, 
built environment 
 

384/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 176 45.24% 

Agree 133 34.19% 

Neither agree or disagree 57 14.65% 

Disagree 13 3.34% 

Strongly disagree 5 1.29% 

Not Answered 5 1.29% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Build on 
the carbon emissions pledge 
 

384/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 192 49.36% 

Agree 114 29.31% 

Neither agree or disagree 47 12.08% 

Disagree 18 4.63% 

Strongly disagree 13 3.34% 

Not Answered 5 1.29% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Increase 
overnight visitor stays 
 

381/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 65 16.71% 

Agree 113 29.05% 

Neither agree or disagree 150 38.56% 

Disagree 42 10.80% 

Strongly disagree 11 2.83% 

Not Answered 8 2.06% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Improve 
safety and ambience 
 

382/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 159 40.87% 

Agree 144 37.02% 

Neither agree or disagree 68 17.48% 

Disagree 9 2.31% 

Strongly disagree 2 0.51% 

Not Answered 7 1.80% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Enhance 
accessibility and sustainable travel 
options 
 

386/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 246 63.24% 

Agree 101 25.96% 

Neither agree or disagree 26 6.68% 

Disagree 7 1.80% 

Strongly disagree 6 1.54% 
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Not Answered 3 0.77% 
 

Q 8: To what extent do you agree 
or disagree with the Threats listed 
below...? 
Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Competing 
pressure for street space 
 

384/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 100 25.71% 

Agree 118 30.33% 

Neither agree or disagree 121 31.11% 

Disagree 39 10.03% 

Strongly disagree 6 1.54% 

Not Answered 5 1.29% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - An 
economy reliant on workers and 
visitors 
 

383/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 76 19.54% 

Agree 153 39.33% 

Neither agree or disagree 123 31.62% 

Disagree 23 5.91% 

Strongly disagree 8 2.06% 

Not Answered 6 1.54% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Lack of 
suitable workspace 
 

375/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 35 9.00% 

Agree 99 25.45% 

Neither agree or disagree 183 47.04% 

Disagree 48 12.34% 

Strongly disagree 10 2.57% 

Not Answered 14 3.60% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - 
Commercial property market 
doesn't adjust to allow growth of 
the independent business sector 
 

380/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 112 28.79% 

Agree 108 27.76% 

Neither agree or disagree 141 36.25% 

Disagree 14 3.60% 

Strongly disagree 5 1.29% 

Not Answered 9 2.31% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - COVID-19 
recovery 
 

378/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 59 15.17% 

Agree 127 32.65% 

Neither agree or disagree 157 40.36% 

Disagree 29 7.46% 

Strongly disagree 6 1.54% 

Not Answered 11 2.83% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - National 
planning rules (Permitted 
Development and use classes)  limit 
opportunities for different business 
types 
 

377/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 40 10.28% 

Agree 97 24.94% 

Neither agree or disagree 194 49.87% 

Disagree 30 7.71% 

Strongly disagree 16 4.11% 

Not Answered 12 3.08% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Some big 

381/389 Option Total Percent 
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retail and major employers moving 
out 
 

Strongly agree 87 22.37% 

Agree 132 33.93% 

Neither agree or disagree 108 27.76% 

Disagree 40 10.28% 

Strongly disagree 14 3.60% 

Not Answered 8 2.06% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Increasing 
vacant units 
 

381/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 151 38.82% 

Agree 143 36.76% 

Neither agree or disagree 60 15.42% 

Disagree 20 5.14% 

Strongly disagree 7 1.80% 

Not Answered 8 2.06% 
 

Strengths, Weakness, 
Opportunities, Threats - Ensuring 
the city centre is a place for all of 
Oxford's communities and visitors 
 

385/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 168 43.19% 

Agree 139 35.73% 

Neither agree or disagree 56 14.40% 

Disagree 12 3.08% 

Strongly disagree 10 2.57% 

Not Answered 4 1.03% 
 

Q9: Are there Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, 
Threats that you would add or 
remove…? 

263/389 Open text box responses not summarised in the Report 

Q10: To what extent do you agree 
or disagree with the Objectives 
listed above...? 
Objectives - Connectivity & Access 
 

384/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 204 52.44% 

Agree 109 28.02% 

Neither agree or disagree 27 6.94% 

Disagree 19 4.88% 

Strongly disagree 25 6.43% 

Not Answered 5 1.29% 
 

Objectives - Public Realm & 
Animation 
 

376/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 156 40.10% 

Agree 142 36.50% 

Neither agree or disagree 48 12.34% 

Disagree 21 5.40% 

Strongly disagree 9 2.31% 

Not Answered 13 3.34% 
 

Objectives - Getting The Mix Right 
 

380/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 118 30.33% 

Agree 183 47.04% 

Neither agree or disagree 48 12.34% 

Disagree 19 4.88% 

Strongly disagree 12 3.08% 

Not Answered 9 2.31% 
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Objectives - Getting The Basics 
Right 
 

377/389 Option Total Percent 

Strongly agree 169 43.44% 

Agree 155 39.85% 

Neither agree or disagree 37 9.51% 

Disagree 11 2.83% 

Strongly disagree 5 1.29% 

Not Answered 12 3.08% 
 

Q11: Is anything missing from the 
Objectives that should be included 
or that you would like to be 
removed…? 

171/389 Open text box responses 
There were a number comments made relating to the 
objectives presented in the Action Plan, including:  

 A call for clarity on what a world class public transport 
system looks like; 

 City Centre should appeal to locals, not just visitors; 
 Re-purpose covered market as a food orientated 

location; 

 Main thing people would like to see is action – love the 
plan, let’s be bold and really make it happen. 

The objectives will be reviewed, to test whether they should be 
updated or any objectives removed. 

Q12: Would you suggest any 
additional Projects under any of the 
Workstreams…? 

160/389 Open text box responses 
A number of recommendations were put forward, some of 
which were contradictory, for example: suggestions for free car 
parking and the development of a large car park to serve the 
City Centre, versus opinions relating to the full 
pedestrianisation of the City Centre.  
The projects proposed will be reviewed, to evaluate whether 
additional projects should be included. 

Q13: Having read the Projects in 
the Consultation Draft  are there 
any additional actions you would 
suggest under any of those in 
Workstream 1, 2, 3 or 4…? Please 
say what: 

85/389 Open text box responses 
In line with the response to Q12 (above), a number of 
additional actions were proposed. Improving the quality of the 
built environment was an action that was raised by a number of 
participants.  
The additional actions will be reviewed, to evaluate whether 
additional projects should be included. 

Q14: Are there additional Streets in 
the city centre you consider should 
be included…? Additional streets 

60/389 Open text box responses 
A number of participants commented on the importance of 
‘gateways’ to the City Centre, such as the Botley Road and 
Railway Station area.  
However, there seemed to be some confusion in relation to this 
question as to whether it was about additional streets, or 
prioritization of identified streets due to the perceived quality 
of the public realm. 

Q15: For those Streets currently 
included would you identify any 
additional opportunities or 
challenges to delivery…? 
Opportunities or challenges 
 
 

69/389 Open text box responses 
In general the response to this question relate to the quality of 
the built environment in the street, how they are used and the 
environment (both green and blue).  
The comments will be taken into consideration through a 
review of the Action plan and used to inform the priority of 
projects and actions. 
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Q16: Thinking about Oxford city 
centre as you use it as a place to 
live, work, study or visit, are there 
any other changes you would like 
to see made...? Changes 
 

242/389 Open text box responses 
Many of the responses to this question were a re-iteration of 
the comments that the participants had made earlier in the 
survey. Including contrasting opinions on the use of the private 
car in the City Centre. There were, also, a number of responses 
relating to the importance of high or higher quality built 
environment.  
The comments will be taken into consideration through a 
review of the Action plan and used to inform the priority of 
projects and actions. 
 

Q17: What is your postcode? 242/389 Data Protected 

Q18: Which of the following best 
describes how you think of 
yourself? 

375/389 Collated in section 2 of this report  

Q19: Which age bracket do you fall 
into? 

379/389 

Q20: Which of the following best 
describes your ethnic group? 

377/389 

Q21: Are your day to day activities 
limited because of a health 
problem or disability which has 
lasted, or is expected to last, at 
least 12 months? 

378/389 

 

 

 

4. Consultation Response  
 

This section of the report sets out the analysis from: all of the detailed email/letter responses; all of 

the one to one meetings; and, 389 free form comments from the portal survey. Through this trawl of 

the data no calls for ‘substantial change’ to the CCAP have been identified and there is nothing to 

suggest that the Action Plan should not proceed.  

 

4.1 Response Themes 

 

The following section sets out some of the patterns and themes that have been identified through 

the analysis of the data, and suggests a recommendation to address the points raised through the 

consultation  
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Response Theme (RT) 1  

Governance 

 
A number of respondents have questioned how the ambition of the CCAP will be delivered. There 
seems to be two points that need to be addressed through a revision of the document: 

i) that the City Council has taken the lead in commissioning the CCAP, but it cannot 
deliver and implement the actions that are proposed without the involvement and 
support  from stakeholders and the wider community; and, 

ii) the next stage, alongside the adoption of the CCAP, is to review the delivery 
mechanisms to establish effective governance structures and partnerships to deliver 
the actions set out in the Action Plan. 

 
It is recommended that it is explicitly set out in the governance section of the CCAP that the City 
Council will seek to establish a wider stakeholder group to deliver the ambitions proposed in the 
CCAP. 
 

 
RT 2 
 
The document (CCAP) should be flexible, adaptive and kept under review.  

 
It is the intention of the Council that the CCAP will be a ‘living document’. The CCAP sets actions 
which are appropriate and up-to-date when adopted, but has the ability to adapt to changing 
circumstances. However, it is clear from the consultation response that this point is not well 
articulated through the document. 
 
It is recommended that the CCAP is amended to reflect that the challenges facing the City Centre, 
over the life of the Action Plan (2021-2030), are likely to change and an ‘adaptive resilience’ 
approach should be adopted.  
 
It is recommended that the way in which the CCAP is ‘kept under review’ should be more clearly 
set out in the document (this links to RT2 & RT3). 

 
 
RT 3 

Implementation – how can the CCAP be delivered?  
 
The range of views on project priorities from those who responded to the consultation is evident 
from the data.  
Therefore, the CCAP should be more explicit that there may be conflicting agendas and some 
disagreement over what actions are included, as well as what actions take priority.  
 
It is recommended that the CCAP is amended to reflect the need for transparency, accountability 
and adaptability of the Action Plan as it is implemented (see RT1 & RT2).  
 

 

RT 4 
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How will you know if it (CCAP) has been successful? 

 
A number of respondents directly and indirectly asked what ‘success’ would look like? As set out on 

RT 1, the CCAP is a ‘living document’, it will evolve and change. However, there does appear to be an 

opportunity to identify a number of Key Performance Indicators which could be developed to track, 

monitor and gauge the relative ‘success’ of the CCAP.  

It is recommended, following the adoption of the CCAP, that a bespoke set of CCAP Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) are explored with the City Centre Task Force and others. Furthermore, 

that the KPIs should reflect the commercial viability, as well as the vitality of the City Centre as 

relevant social and civic hub available to all of the community.  

 

RT 5 

The quality of the public realm and the built environment are priority issues 

 
A significant number of participants considered that the quality of the public realm and built 
environment was, in their opinion, poor and did not reflect the ‘global’ City identity of Oxford. 
It is recommended that improving the quality of the public realm and built environment in the 
City Centre is a high priority project area.  
 
 

RT 6 

Changing role of the City Centre 
 
The challenges facing the City Centre from the change in the role that it will play in the future, 
might call for a change in use for some properties. However, as one respondent commented 
this disruption should not just be seen as a threat, but that: ‘Vacant units should be seen as an 
opportunity…’; and, another commented that ‘….reducing vacant units….’ should be an 
additional project.  
It is recommended that an adaptive resilient strategy is developed to support the changing role 
of the City Centre through a curatorship of assets. 

 

 
 

4.2 Wider Themes identified from the Data 

The following section picks out some of wider themes identified through the key comments that are 

evident through the analysis of the data, which might be addressed through the implementation of 

the CCAP and inform the prioritisation of projects.  

Inclusivity (Connectivity and Access, Getting the Mix Right, Getting the Basics Right)– there were a 

number of comments relating to respondents feeling that the City could be enhanced as a hub, and 

become more connected and welcoming,. For example: 

 there were a number of comments, such as: ‘More needs to be done to attract local people 
to Oxford City Centre. At the moment it's just too much effort / expense’.   

 another participant in the consultation said that: ‘Most locals can't afford to live in the city 
and most have no reason to visit the city because there's nothing there of interest, most 
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development seems to be for the benefit of tourists, visitors from outside Oxford, businesses, 
colleges and property developers’. 

 the cost of living and availability of affordable housing was a further area of concern for a 
number of respondents, who felt that: ‘We need much more affordable housing….’, and that 
there is a ‘Lack of affordable Housing for normal People.’ 

 it was also suggested by a number of participants that there should be ‘….much more 
engagement with local residents….’, and ‘More face to face meetings with residents….is the 
only way to come to some consensus’. However, it is clear that engagement needs to be 
across communities, so that people feel connected to and have a right to the city.  

 
Movement Hierarchy, pedestrians and cyclists as the priority (Connectivity and Access) – 

the written responses to the consultation show:  

 that there are conflicting views on how the movement hierarchy in the City Centre should be 
considered. For example: ‘….the city centre is dominated by cars….’ and that there should be 
‘….No cars. Of course….’, to views that ‘Getting rid of cars is not the answer. Providing the 
right volume and places to park is key….’. 

 proposals for alternatives to the private car should be bolder, including a number of 
proposals for trams: ‘Cheap or free public transport. Trams or trolley buses. That allow 
families to use them’; and, ‘Trams would be electric and have priority over other vehicles, 
and therefore would be fast. They would also be novel and exciting for visitors and residents 
to use, and be an added tourist attraction. This has been done in other cities very 
successfully’. 

 
Where is the City Centre? (The Streets)– what the respondents considered to be the spatial 

location of the City Centre varied, for example:  

 a theme from the survey emerged relating to the spatial context of the town centre. What 
was of interest from this  finding is that some of the comments suggest that there is an 
opportunity for the City Centre to be a key social, civic and commercial hub (in line with 
Inclusivity, above). A possible approach might be to look at the 15 minute concept that has 
been developed, amongst others, by Carlos Moreno in Paris.  

 

Music, Culture and Events/Free Things to do (Getting the Mix Right) – a number of 

participants commented on the evening and night time economy: 

 the following comments are typical of the responses relating to a need for music venues – 
one respondent said that: that ‘I would like to see more support for live music venues’. ….’, 
whilst another considered that ‘There is an opportunity of nurturing and enabling the Oxford 
Live Music Scene by providing infrastructure to support it. Most obviously the City Centre 
needs 1 or more grassroots venue’; and, ‘If OCC wants to enact the policies set out in this 
draft in regarding creative industries and night life it needs to reach out and engage….’. 

 

Getting the Mix Right – the response to the survey suggest that: 

 the historic architecture and built environment in the City Centre is considered to be 
important and add to the character and identity of the city. A number of respondents 
considered that tit should not be seen as a ‘….negative….’ or ‘….restrictive….’ element, but as 
a positive factor. 
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 the repurposing or adaptation of existing buildings in the centre was considered to be a 
sustainable approach. There was also support for more homes in the City Centre to support 
a mix-of-uses to support the resilience of the city. 

 a number of respondents warned of the ‘tourist’ focus of some businesses ad expressed 
concern, in particular, about new businesses like the ….three American candy stores, 
multiple "University" merchandise stores’. 

 

The Covered Market – a number of respondents commented that: 

 the Covered Market is an important venue and asset for the city, but should be seen in a 
broader context. A typical response highlighted the setting and management from a wider 
perspective that that just of the managed asset of the Covered Market. They urged that the 
surrounding area should be more effectively managed as part of the offer, feeling that: 
‘….the Golden Cross and the Covered Market should work together.’ 

 

4.3 Conclusions 
The response to the consultation demonstrates that most respondents agreed with the approach of 

the City Centre Action Plan. Six key Themes have been identified and it is recommended that the 

Oxford City Centre Action Plan is amended to reflect the findings from the consultation. The first 

four recommendations relate to the implementation of the plan, that:  

 an effective governance structure should be developed, including internal and external 
partners;  

 a process is established to review and adapt the CCAP, as appropriate;  
 there is transparency and accountability amongst partners in the delivery of the action plan; 

and,  
 there are agreed key performance indicators which will be used to monitor progress.  

 

The final two recommendations relate to priorities that emerged from the consultation response:  

 improving the quality of the built environment and public realm; and, 
 focus on the resilience of the City Centre – the ability of the City Centre to adapt to 

challenge and change.  
 

Finally, the section highlighted some wider themes that do not call for change in the action plan, but 

are set out here as they might inform projects and actions going forward.  

5. Next steps 
 

The next steps can summarised as: 

a. Review the consultation response in detail and update the structure and content of the 
Action Plan, to ensure that it reflects and addresses the comments made by participants. 

b. Ensure those projects and initiatives deemed as a priority by stakeholder receive early 
focus in action planning. 
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Appendix 3: Review and Amendment Schedule 

3.1 Outdoor Spaces – Streets section Response 

2. Queen Street, Bonn Square Separate out Bonn Square, so it is a space in its own right – 
important public realm, performance space, etc. 

Will be amended in final version 

9. Park Street, Hythe Bridge Street, 
Frideswide Square, New Road, 
Castle Quarter 

Separate out Castle Quarter, so it is a space in its own right – 
similar to the way that Gloucester Green is treated in the 
Action Plan. 

Will be amended in final version 

 

3.2 Meetings and Survey proposed amendments 

UID (Respondent Code) CONSULTATION 
RESPONSE 

OFFICER RESPONSE REVISIONS (WHERE 
REQUIRED) 

RESPONSE  

1001(iii) P.16[?], p.78 – Brookes 
listed as ‘technical 
education’? 

Review the context Review and update in context Done 

1001 (v) Built Env – SWOT, 
strength, p.14 

Including ‘historic’ built env. Include Done 

1002 (vi) Unnecessary traffic 
crossing city centre. 
 

Include, see also S083(ii) - 
THREAT 

Review/Include Included as a 
weakness as 
opposed to threat.  

1003 (v) Drop the word “Oxford 
Pass” and use something 
like loyalty card or similar 

Review and update wording.  Update Cannot locate this 
term, amended in 
previous iteration 

1003 (vii) Connection between 
Objectives…to promote 
overnight tourism, should 
be “to achieve overnight 
tourism”. P.16, p.27. p.102 

Review and update 
wording? Is there a wider 
significance in the use of the 
terms? 

Update Updated on P. 27 
and P.102 (achieve) 
as response to the 
identified 
opportunity on p. 16 
(promote) 

1003 (viii) Challenge on overnight 
stays is that the offer 
needs to be more diverse 

Review and update wording 
– does it need to be ore 
‘diverse’ does that phrase 
add anything? 

Update Done  

1009 (vi) Review all the CCAP Comment of time or can be Review Reviewed SWOT, 
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SWOT to be sure all have 
been adjusted in light of 
COVID e.g. ‘strong 
business confidence’. The 
pandemic has changed 
that for some. 

updated? Might require 
more specific wording. 

and added caveats 
where appropriate. 
The specific 
comment about 
business confidence 
is true as a trend, 
though perhaps not 
for every business.  

L002 (ii) (link 1001 (v)) Built Env – SWOT, 
strength 

Include ‘historic’ built 
environment or give greater 
emphasis in the document 

Review Done  

L005 (iv) Challenge to attract and 
retain staff, not covered in 
AP  

Can this be highlighted in 
appropriate place[s]? It is 
highlighted as a challenge 
by business 

Review Included as a threat, 
and under 
workstream 3 
description.  

S005 (iii) Supporting 'the best' (what 
does that mean, who 
decides?) p.27 retail is 
another key to growth, a 
mix of good retail shops, 
bars, restaurants and 
places of interest are key.  
Creating more residential 
buildings in the city centre 
is not.   

Review – is this ambiguous 
in the document? Wording 
may need to be reviewed, 
so that it is more inclusive. 

Review Amended  

S011 (i)  Strength is city centre 
compactness with 
everything being in a 
square mile - we don't 
promote this enough 

Review, can this comment 
be integrated into the 
document – ‘outdoor 
spaces’ section and Map of 
the city area. 

Review Included as a 
strength.  
Option to add 
walking radius to 
maps, as part of 
review.  

S012 (i)  Inclusion of Oxford 
Parkway, under 
connectivity and access. 

Review, is that appropriate 
in the way it links to the city 
centre? 

Review  Not considered to 
be an appropriate 
project in its own 
right. There is an 
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existing project on 
Park & Ride 
Enhancements (1.7) 
which would include 
Oxford Parkway 
alongside others. 
Propose this is 
sufficient given site 
is outside the 
centre.  

S017(ii) Worcester St. car park 
should be part of the Park 
End St. plans. 

Was this considered as part 
of the AP process? 

Review  This is considered 
under West End 
Spatial Framework, 
but have specifically 
called out 
Worcester Street 
Car park as a 
remaining 
development 
opportunity under 
3.1 Oxford West 
End.  

S019(i) Water fountains free to use 
around the City Centre 

Suggestion fits with Getting 
the Basics Right. 

Detailed comment for the 
project, no review required. 

None 

S031(i) Plan does not recognise 
the needs of residents 
sufficiently. 

Can the role of residents be 
acknowledged in the 
implementation of the Action 
Plan. 

Review in document, key 
issue for implementation and 
delivery 

Have included 
reference to 
inclusivity and 
affordable housing 
in general.   

S032(i) More affordable housing. Would it be worthwhile to be 
specific: that there should 
be an increased amount of 
‘affordable’ housing in the 
city centre, in particular? It’s 
a point that is made by a 

Review the document, for 
clarity. 

Have included this 
as a specific call out 
when mentioning 
housing.   
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number of respondents. 

S032(ii) City Centre more inclusive 
– attract residents, as well 
as visitors and tourists. 

‘Inclusive’ is a key concept 
for the city centre, but it is 
not evident through the AP – 
can this be reviewed? 

Review and update 
accordingly 

Have included 
reference to 
inclusivity and 
affordable housing 
in general, and 
especially in the 
description and 
objectives for 
workstream 4. 

S040(i) Greater emphasis on 
green and blue 
environmental 
infrastructure 

Thoughts – term ‘blue 
infrastructure’ does not 
appear to be used in the 
document. My need 
explanation/definition in 
document. 

Review G/B infrastructure is 
often not a term well 
understood by 
general public. We 
have used green 
spaces and 
waterways.  
Specific reference 
and definition of GB 
infrastructure under 
Project 2.1.  

S043(ii) Access to University 
assets, including grounds 

This should be reviewed as 
part of the delivery and 
implementation.  

Review at 
delivery/implementation 
stage. 

Note, no 
amendment 

S044(ii) Need to be provision for 
residents using vehicles in, 
around and to exit/enter 
homes 

This is part of the wider 
transport plan consultation, 
but flag with colleagues 

No update required Note, no 
amendment 

S048(i) Greater emphasis on 
actions to address climate 
crisis 

This is covered in the AP – 
review if ‘greater emphasis’ 
is required? 

Review See above, 
response to S040(i)  

S048(iii) Inclusivity – about people 
who live in and use place – 
not just visitor and tourists 

See above, inclusive is a 
key concept  

Review documents for 
emphasis/wording 

See above 

S049(i) THREATS – add poor This is part of the wider No update required Note, no 
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transport infrastructure with 
slow journey times. 

transport plan consultation, 
but flag with colleagues 

amendment 

S051(iv) Distinction between 
Projects, Workstreams and 
Actions in the consultation 
a little confusing. 

Note – review document for 
clarity  

Review and update Have added clarity 
on what actions are 
(under projects) as 
part of the AP 
hierarchy on page 
25.   

S057(i) Greater emphasis on 
addressing the climate 
crisis 

Note S048(i), above.  Review Note, no 
amendment 

S057(ii) in the 'getting the mix 
rights' the plan should be 
more explicitly about the 
need to celebrate and 
reflect the different needs 
and traditions of  people of 
different genders, race, 
class, etc.. 

Concept of ‘inclusive’ and 
‘inclusivity’ – can this be 
reviewed and reflected in 
the AP? 

Review Has been clarified in 
the text. 

S066(i) Include measures to 
increase biodiversity in the 
city 

Note S048(i), above Review Note, no 
amendment 

S073(i) Add to Threats - Failure to 
support people working in 
Oxford re affordable 
housing 

Comments above on 
affordable housing and 
access to employees 

Review Included  

S083(ii) THREAT – ability to get 
across City Centre 

Is this really a THREAT for 
the city centre? Or, a 
problem for places outside 
the city centre? 
Specific to transport 
consultation.  

Noted and share with 
colleagues 

Unnecessary 
through-traffic and 
resultant congestion 
included as a 
weakness  

S121(i) Protect music & arts 
venues 

Can this be included in the 
AP? Key issue from the 
consultation response. 

Review Have included more 
reference under 3.6 
stimulate the night 
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time economy.  

S143(i) Opportunity 'Enhance 
accessibility and 
sustainable travel options' 
is currently a Weakness. 

Should this be reflected as a 
weakness, or is it sufficiently 
covered?  

Review Bus competition for 
road space 
included.  

S152(iii) No mention of Worcester 
car park. 

Was this part of the 
discussion in developing the 
AP?  

Check Included  

S169(ii) Narrow pavements and 
obstructions are 
challenging 

Public realm – Getting the 
basics right. Accept that this 
point will be looked at as 
part of projects/review of 
streets. 

No Change required Note, no 
amendment 

S196(ii) Inclusivity – improved 
environment for people 
with disabilities 

Concept of inclusive, 
inclusivity – see above 

Review See above  

S231(iii) Homelessness is not an 
‘eyesore’ 

Review wording around this 
issue seems to lack 
empathy.  

Review No specific wording 
around 
homelessness 
being an eyesore, 
but perhaps the 
implication under 
the workstream 
objective. Have 
sought to make this 
more holistic about 
safety and 
inclusivity rather 
than just 
attractiveness and 
functionality.  

S231(iv) ‘Vibrant’ city centre does 
not come from a ‘business 
opportunity’ 

Review – city centre 
inclusive, see above 

Review Not clear what 
section or project 
this comment 
pertains to.  
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S254(i) Innovation at the heart of 
the action plan and world 
class status 

Check wording and 
emphasis in the plan. 

Review Have emphasized in 
strengths, in the 
strapline and 
description for 
workstream 3. 
Actions are already 
covered under 3.5 
Workspace.  

S266(i) Oxford – eco-city an earth 
protector community 

Can the env sections be 
updated to reflect this 
comment? 

Review Not clear what 
initiative this relates 
to.  

S266(ii) Shift away from emphasis 
on the commercial – 
sustainable future with 
different values 

Inclusive?, as set out above 
– a key concept. 

As above See above  

S268(i)  3.6 & 3.7 – specific 
mention of indie live music 
sector 

Can this be included – there 
was a large response 
relating to music venues. 

Review Done  

S281(i) The objectives state 
"Reduce traffic congestion 
by limiting private motor 
vehicle trips through the 
city centre".  I would like to 
see this changed to 
"...through and to the city 
centre" 

Seems a fair point – should 
the wording be revised? 

Review Done  

S286(i) Beware experience and e-
commerce - Why get on a 
bus when I can usually go 
on Amazon? 

Comment noted, not an 
amendment. 

No change required Note, no 
amendment 

S289(i) ‘Big’ retailers moving out is 
an opportunity rather than 
a threat 

Only an opportunity if there 
is a plan to respond to it, 
check adaptive resilience – 
greater emphasis 

Review Done  

S290(i) Biggest threat to the City Comment noted – not an No change required Note, no 
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Centre is ‘anti-car’ amendment. amendment 

S296(i) "Encourage more student 
and residential uses" - this 
should be two separate 
questions: 
Encourage student uses - 
disagree 
Encourage residential uses 
- strongly agree. 

Review wording in the 
document, it appears to 
conflate two issues in the 
response that can be 
reflected in the document 

Review Done  

S301(i) The emphasis on 
speculative commercial 
development throughout 
these proposals is far too 
great.  Hotels and ‘more 
overnight accommodation’ 
are speculative and may 
well fail 

Comment noted – not an 
amendment. 

No change required. Note, no 
amendment 

S304(i) City Council review asset 
policy – support indie and 
local business 

Comment noted, not an 
amendment for AP. 

No change required. Note, no 
amendment 

S304(vi) Page 7 – city centre 
conservation plan has not 
been produced. Part One 
completed – Part Two – 
management – has not 

Comment noted – work is 
ongoing with the document, 
review the wording 

Review Done  

S309(i) Threats: Centrally imposed 
budgetary restraints 

Comment noted – review 
wording – not an 
amendment 

No change required. Note, no 
amendment 

S330(ii) Repurpose existing 
buildings – don’t demolish 

Comment noted – AP does 
not/can not set out an 
approach relating to all 
existing buildings – not an 
amendment. 

No change required. Note, no 
amendment 

S330(iv) Really unfortunate that 
getting homeless people 

Review wording in the AP, 
does not seem to get the 

Review Amended the tone 
of the workstream 
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off the streets is portrayed 
as a way of making people 
feel safer. 

appropriate message 
across. 

description and 
objectives.  

S337(i) Whenever I've been to 
other parts of Oxford 
they're more like 'sprawl' in 
that it's only residential 
buildings, rather than any 
mixed use. (A lot of this 
thinking comes from the 
book Happy City by 
Charles Montgomery - 
would highly recommend!) 

Comment noted, mixed-use 
and ‘getting the mix right’, 
which includes resi. Is part 
of the approach advocated. 
Wording may need to be 
refined. 

Review Note, no 
amendment 

S341(i) Under 3. to include Private 
and social residential 
housing 

Review wording. Review Done  

S341(ii) Under 4. to include how to 
create community hubs 
e.g. spaces to bring all 
users together aside from 
the commercial and 
council-supported leisure 
sector i.e. publicly 
accessible spaces for 
residents meetings, book 
clubs, community groups 
etc. 

Review wording – the AP 
does talk about ‘outdoor’ 
spaces.  

Review Included in the 
description of 
workstream 3, and 
under 3.3 Vacant 
units.  

S341(iii) Under 1, to also include 
tackling more directly 
private school traffic 
solutions for the 
Woodstock and Banbury 
Roads i.e. obligate schools 
to create zero emissions 
zones and support that 

Comment noted, this is 
covered more generally in 
the plan and not a specific 
issue for the City Centre AP 
to respond to. 

No change required. Note, no 
amendment 
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with additional private bus 
services. 

S347(i) Residential uses and 
student accommodation 
should not fall under the 
same umbrella 

Comment noted – see 
S296(i) 

See above Amended  

S351(i) Heritage buildings be 
explicitly recognised as a 
strength, as well as a 
weakness, as the historic 
fabric of the buildings adds 
to the attractiveness and 
unique character 

Noted – review and check 
wording that this is reflected 
in the document 

Review Amended  

S355(i) No proper east-west cycle 
route (in a 'Cycling City') 

Noted – check document if it 
requires updating 

Review Specific transport 
interventions are 
covered under 
Connecting Oxford.  
 
Have added a call 
out to this effect, so 
no confusion 
between the two 
documents.   

S358(i) Equal weight should be 
given to cycling as to 
public transport. And what 
is active travel if not cycling 
and walking (it isn’t such 
as…) 

Movement hierarchy – 
cycling and walking included 
– no amendment 

No change required. Note, no 
amendment 

S358(ii) And by the way the 
pictogram of a person 
cycling, as the first and 
therefore noticeable item, 
in ‘Threats’ is a worry to 
us! 

Review the Threats 
pictogram 

Review Done  
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S358(iii) A project on cycle route 
network and connectivity. 
Could you please add a 
project on continuous 
cycling routes and network 
through the city centre.  A 
major issue is the lack of 
through routes for cycling 

Review – this is covered in 
the streets section, but may 
need ‘joining-up’ 

Review Specific transport 
interventions are 
covered under 
Connecting Oxford.  
 
Have added a call 
out to this effect, so 
no confusion 
between the two 
documents.   

S358(v) Workstream 4 - Please 
change your description 
“sometimes competing 
objectives - for example, 
between vehicles, 
pedestrians and cyclists”. 
There should be no 
competition  - in the 
hierarchy of road users, 
pedestrians and cyclists 
come above motor 
vehicles. Removing motor 
vehicles is essential to 
create an attractive city 
centre 

See movement hierarchy, 
but wording could be 
amended. 

Review Done  

S364(i) Strength - University and 
constituent colleges 

Review, check emphasis of 
the document 

Review Done  

S374(i) Threat:  economy reliant 
on workers and visitors. 
Wrong to group these two 
sectors together 

Review – related to 
‘inclusivity’ and affordability 
issues relating to living in/or 
close to the city centre. 

Review This point has to do 
with footfall, and the 
reliance of workers 
and visitors for this 
due a small local 
population in the 
centre itself. Have 
clarified this.  
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S379(i) Should there also not be 
an objective to reduce 
private motor vehicle trips 
TO the city centre as well 
as THROUGH it? 

Noted – not amendment No change required. Note, no 
amendment 

S381(ii) Threat: increased flood risk 
with ongoing climate 
change 

Review – is this general or 
specific to the city centre of 
Oxford? 

Review Climate change 
included as threat  

S387(i) Disabled people & families 
with children need 
vehicular access. Freedom 
of travel is a human right 

Review – inclusivity. Check 
as should be covered in the 
specific projects  

Review See above  

S390(iii) Tourism and Visitor 
Management - subsection 
'diversification of tourist 
flows’. In order to build a 
successful, sustainable 
and inclusive city, the 
strategy of diversifying 
tourism 

Review Review Comment unclear  
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Owner COMMENTS
Due Date Progres Action 

% Owner
001 Rep OCC have taken  a leadership role in 

developing the CCAP, but cannot deliver 
the ambition in isolation

Opp
&
Threat

The city centre is a dynamic and 
complex place with various 
stakeholder and community 
interests

Unrealistic expectation that OCC 
can deliver the Action Plan 
independent of other parties

March 2022 Ec Dev 4 5 3 4 2 3 Effective partnership working and clear 
internal and external governance 
structures will be essential for the delivery 
of the Action Plan.

Agreed internal and 
external governance 
structures for delivery of the 
Action plan

Monitor Annually and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

002 Rep Following the adoption of the Action plan 
by OCC a reluctance of potential partners 
to recognise it or to support the 
implementation of the actions.

Opp
&
Threat

Conflicting interests/agenda or 
reluctance to participate

Some elements or entire Action 
areas cannot be implemented

March 2022 Ec Dev 4 3 3 2 2 2 Close working with partners and 
transparent processes and communication

Work closely with key 
partners to seek their 
adoption and/or recognition 
of the Action Plan

Monitor Annually and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

003 Rep Fin The actions proposed in the Action Plan 
have not been costed, but some will 
require significant funding – from internal 
and external sources

Opp
&
Threat

To deliver some actions will require 
the identification of internal and/or 
external funding

OCC does not have control over 
or access to all necessary funds to 
deliver the actions

March 2022 Ec Dev 5 4 4 2 3 2 The implementation and delivery of the 
some elements or entire action will be 
dependent on the identification and 
securing funding

As part of the 
implementation of the 
Action Plan work closely 
with partners to identify 
funding to deliver the 
actions

Monitor Annually and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

004 Rep The CCAP is an up to date document at 
the time it is presented to Cabinet, but the 
city centre is a dynamic place and 
issues/challenges will change over time 

Opp
&
Threat

The challenges and issues facing 
the city centre will change over the 
lie-span of the CCAP

Some actions will change, 
priorities will shift and new 
challenges will emerge

March 2022 Ec Dev 4 4 4 3 2 2 The CCAP should be seen as a ‘living’ 
document that can be updated and 
respond to change

Through effective 
governance process there 
should be sufficient 
flexibility built in to the 
Action Plan to respond to 
change and emerging 
challenges and 
opportunities

Monitor Annually and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

005 Rep Ability of OCC and delivery partners to 
identify and share evidence that the 
objectives of the CCAP are being 
delivered

Opp
&
Threat

Not all actions taken will be short 
–term and come will be complex and 
dependent on other actions.

Demonstrating progress to deliver 
the CCAP in some areas could be 
challenging

March 2022 Ec Dev 5 3 3 2 2 2 Develop a method to indicate the progress 
or otherwise to deliver the objectives of 
the CCAP

As part of the agreed 
governance structure 
develop, adopt and 
implement a monitoring 
protocol for the CCAP.

Monitor Annually and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

006 Rep Insufficient skills and experience to 
deliver a complex city centre regeneration 
programme

Threat OCCAP sets out a complex 
programme of work in a dynamic 
environment

Some elements or entire Action 
areas cannot be implemented

April 2022 Ec Dev

3 3 3 2 2 2

The implementation and delivery of the 
some elements or entire actions will be 
dependent on the identification and 
securing people with the right skill set and 
knowledge

As part of the 
implementation of the 
Action Plan work, identify 
skill set and knowledge 
required to deliver

Monitor Annually and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

007 Rep Insufficient capacity to deliver, linked to 
risk above (006), in particular 
regeneration in a complex environment

Threat OCCAP sets out a complex 
programme of work in a dynamic 
environment

Some elements or entire Action 
areas cannot be implemented

April 2022 Ec Dev

3 3 3 2 2 2

The implementation and delivery of the 
some elements or entire action will be 
dependent having identified and secured 
the appropriate capacity to deliver 
outcomes

As part of the 
implementation of the 
Action Plan work, identify 
capacity to deliver 
outcomes within agreed 
timeframes

Monitor Annually and as 
necessary

Ec Dev

008 Rep 

Wider economic downturn Threat
External factors, such as shock or 
change, leading to wider (international 
or national) economic downturn

Significant impact on the local the 
local economy, and the wider 
community.

May 2022 Ec Dev

3 3 3 2 2 2
Questionable as to how much influence 
economic development could have to mitigate 
this risk.

Develop an ‘adaptive 
resilience’ approach as part of 
the implementation and 
delivery of the Action Plan.

Monitor Annually and as necessary

Ec Dev

009 Rep 

Inflation or stagflation, and cost of living crisis Threat
External factors, such as shock or 
change, leading to wider (international 
or national) economic downturn

Significant impact on the local the 
local economy, and the wider 
community.

May 2022 Ec Dev

3 3 3 2 2 2
Questionable as to how much influence 
economic development could have to mitigate 
this risk.

Develop an ‘adaptive 
resilience’ approach as part of 
the implementation and 
delivery of the Action Plan.

Monitor Annually and as necessary

Ec Dev

010 Rep 

Availability of funding to deliver objectives of 
the Action Plan

Threat
Availability of external funding for the 
type of projects set out in the Action 
Plan.

Inability to deliver some of the 
projects identified in the Action Plan

May 2022 Ec Dev

3 3 3 2 2 2
Some of the projects set-out in the Action Plan 
are unfunded, and will require some form of 
external funding to deliver them.

Develop a ‘delivery 
programme’ approach, so that 
there is a structured approach 
to securing external funding.

Monitor Annually and as necessary

Ec Dev

COSEQUENCE P I P IIUID TITLE RISK DESCRIPTION Opp/Threat CAUSE
CONTROLS

Control description 
DATE Raised

P Status
Gross Current Residual
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Form to be used for the Full Equalities Impact Assessment 
 

Service Area: 
Regeneration 
and Economy 
 

 Section: 
Economic 
Development 
 

Date of Initial 
assessment: 
February 2022 

Key Person responsible for 
assessment:  
Matt Peachey 
 

Date assessment commenced: 
10 March 2022 

 

Name of Policy to be assessed: Oxford City Centre Action Plan 

1. In what area are there concerns 
that the policy could have a 
differential impact 

Race Disability Age  

Gender reassignment Religion or  Belief Sexual Orientation 

Sex Pregnancy and Maternity Marriage & Civil Partnership 

Other strategic/ equalities 
considerations 

Safeguarding/ Welfare of 
Children and vulnerable 

adults 

Mental Wellbeing/ 
Community Resilience 

 

2. Background: 
 
Give the background information to 
the policy and the perceived 
problems with the policy which are 
the reason for the Impact 
Assessment. 
 

The draft City Centre Action Plan (CCAP) has been developed in line with the objectives of the 
Corporate Strategy (2020-2024) and, in particular, the Enabling an Inclusive Economy priority.  
The City Council has taken the leadership in preparing the CCAP, the CCAP is intended to be a 
stakeholder owned plan, which will guide a partnership approach to the future of City Centre 
Management. It is acknowledged that the CCAP cannot be delivered in isolation and seeks 
collaboration across stakeholders and the community.  
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3. Methodology and Sources of 
Data: 
 
The methods used to collect data and 
what sources of data 
 

Oxfordshire City Council commissioned an external firm of consultants, and officers worked closely 
with them to develop the CCAP. The consultation methodology included a blend of methods, 
including one to one meetings, workshops, consultation events and an on line survey. 

4. Consultation 
 
This section should outline all the 
consultation that has taken place on 
the EIA. It should include the 
following.  
• Why you carried out the 

consultation. 
• Details about how you went 
about it.  
• A summary of the replies you 

received from people you 
consulted. 

• An assessment of your 
proposed policy (or policy 
options) in the light of the 
responses you received. 

• A statement of what you plan 
to do next 

The purpose of the consultation was to test that the proposals in the draft CCAP were supported by 
participants across the community. 

The consultation process was launched on the 22 November 2021, and closed on the 19 January 
2022. By the end of the consultation period 398 responses were received; 389 via the online 
portal and nine by email. 

 

CCAP consultation events 

Talk of the Town  

11 January, 2022 – 31 Attendees 

Joint Economic Strategy and City Centre Action Plan, Business Workshop 

12 January, 2022 – 44 Registered attendees 

Oxford City Council Inclusive Transport & Movement Group 

15th December 2021 – 14 attendees 

One to One meetings with stakeholders – 9 meetings 
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5. Assessment of Impact: 
Provide details of the assessment of 
the policy on the six primary equality 
strands. There may have been other 
groups or individuals that you 
considered. Please also consider 
whether the policy, strategy or 
spending decisions could have an 
impact on safeguarding and / or the 
welfare of children and vulnerable 
adults 
 

 
 

Race Disability Age 

Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Gender reassignment Religion or  Belief Sexual Orientation 

Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Sex Pregnancy and Maternity Marriage & Civil Partnership 

Neutral Neutral Neutral 

 
 
No issues relating to safeguarding and/or welfare of children and vulnerable adults were identified. 
 
Some outcomes from the implementation of projects identified in the Action Plan that could have a 
positive impact. In particular the public realm improvements could improve the environment of the 
city centre for the elderly or people with disabilities. Additionally, the toilet scheme will have a 
positive impact on many people’s lives. These have been reflected in the Plan. 
 
It was noted that further engagement with young people and residents, needs to be built in to the 
delivery and communication structures. Residents have commented that they do feel that the City 
centre is not for them and so there is a need for further engagement to take place. This has been 
taken into consideration with the proposed delivery structure. 
 

6. Consideration of Measures: 
 

Within the proposed delivery structure the following representations will be sought: 
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This section should explain in detail 
all the consideration of alternative 
approaches/mitigation of adverse 
impact of the policy 
 

 resident representation – this will be sought through the Church groups and Civic Society 

 young people representation -  this will be sought through local amenity groups and outreach 
presence 
 

 
 
 

6a. Monitoring Arrangements: 
 
Outline systems which will be put in 
place to monitor for adverse impact in 
the future and this should include all 
relevant timetables. In addition it 
could include a summary and 
assessment of your monitoring, 
making clear whether you found any 
evidence of discrimination.  

 
There are regular meetings established and the CCAP will be discussed at those meetings: 

 Inclusive Transport and Movement Group 

 Inclusive Economy Partnership work 
 

The Delivery Board will take responsibility for monitoring any adverse impact. 
 

7. Date reported and signed off by 
City Executive Board:  

 

8. Conclusions: 
 
What are your conclusions drawn 
from the results in terms of the policy 
impact 

That due consideration needs to be given to engaging young people and residents. 

9. Are there implications 
for the Service Plans?  

NO 
10. Date the Service 
Plans will be updated 

 

11. Date copy sent 
to Equalities Lead 
Officer  
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.13. Date reported to 
Scrutiny and Executive 
Board: 

 
14. Date reported to City 
Executive Board: 

 
12. The date the 
report on EqIA will 
be published 

 

 
Signed (completing officer)        Signed (Lead Officer) 
 

Please list the team members and service areas that were involved in this process: 
 
Equalities Lead Officer 
Service Manager 
Lindsey Cane, Legal Services Manager 
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APPENDIX 6 

CCAP PROJECT DELIVERY 

To help understand delivery, the twenty eight CCAP projects have been split in to those that are 

already being delivered by one/both Councils, and those projects that are directly CCAP.  

There are fifteen projects already being delivered and thirteen direct CCAP projects. Of the direct 

CCAP projects, five have funding/partial funding and an additional five will be purely staff time to 

deliver. See Table One. 

This leaves three projects that require direct funding and the Delivery Board will be looking at 

external funding routes as well as assessing if Partners would be prepared to sponsor. Any major 

projects will come forward through the usual project governance process including DRB and Council. 

Table One 

Direct CCAP Projects Funding 

City centre shopfront design advice Secured  

Interim public realm improvements Partially funded 

Vacant units including meanwhile Partially funded 

Marketing and promotion Partially funded  

Visitor Coach strategy  Partially funded 

Stimulate night time economy Staff from Project Advisory Group (PAG) 

Homelessness and rough sleeping Staff from PAG 

Updating protocols – busking/pedlars/A boards Staff from PAG 

Toilet scheme Unfunded/staff from PAG 

Review existing street pavement trading incl 

hvm, heating/lighting and more seating opps 

Unfunded/staff from PAG 

City centre public realm & movement strategy Unfunded 

Window wraps/hoardings Unfunded 

Declutter streets Unfunded 

Signage and wayfinding Unfunded 
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